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Raytheon ISL
Configurable Gate Arrays
...A System Approach.
The FAST Replacement for
Advanced Schottky SSI/MSI Component Systems.
Raytheon's bipolar ISL
Configurable Gate Arrays
deliver superior board and
system level performance.
Performance beyond that
now available with advanced Schottky SSI/MSI
component approaches.

somewhere in between,
Raytheon's design engineering team will work with
you to assure optimum
performance, cost-effective
partitioning, accurate logic
translation and device testability.

Standard advantages of
Gate Arrays over conventional logic components
include • Reduced System
Cost • Reduced Size • Reduced Weight • Reduced
Power . Improved Reliability. Raytheon's CGAs go
beyond the norm with:

Raytheon's high level of
customer support begins
with the first call! Acomplete
design manual and an intensive 2-day tutorial are
available to customers
designing with Raytheon
CGAs to aid in the design
portions of development.

▪ Proven Radiation
Tolerance
▪ Flexible Development
Interface
• Extensive Applications
Support
• Enhanced System
Performance

Get The Facts
A detailed data sheet and
applications note are available from your local
Raytheon Sales Office. Give
them acall today.

Put PCB logic into the package of your choice

Flexible Interface
and Service

Raytheon Company
Semiconductor Division
350 Ellis Street
Mountain View, CA 94043
14151 966-7716
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Compact, solid state,
RFamplifier delivers 1000 W
from 0.3 to 35 MHz.
ENI announces another breakthrough
in RF power amplifier technology. At last
there is acommercially available solid state
amplifier offering acontinuous output of
1000 Watts from 0.3 to 35 MHz.
The ENI A-1000 is designed primarily for
use in HF transmitters, linear accelerators,
plasma equipment, NMR systems and
RFI/EMI applications. Extraordinarily
compact, efficient, and ruggedly built, this
completely solid state unit can operate
reliably under the most extreme environmental conditions.

And mismatched loads can't cause
problems because, like every ENI amplifier,
the A-1000 is unconditionally stable and
protected against both overload and
overdrive.
For more information, or afull-line
catalog, please contact us at ENI, 3000
Winton Road South, Rochester, NY14623.
Call 716/473-6900, or telex 97-8283
ENI ROC.

ENI

The advanced design line
of RF poweramplifiers
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Five chips a supermini make, 121
A proprietary Data General titanium disilicide process makes
for a chip set that promises low-cost systems with
performance nearly half that of the Eclipse MV 8000.

Major New Developments
Cover illustrated by David Myers

Computers that think
The fruits of 30 years' research into artificial intelligence are
now starting to show up in practical systems. The hardware is
accented in this first part of a two-part special report, 127

Market comeback buoys Wescon
Signs that the electronics industries have come out of the
recession abound, so Wescon/83 in San Francisco should be
an exuberant ritual, 169

IBM fences in its customer base
A personal computer that in effect puts a System/370 on an
executive's desk is part of IBM's strategy to make certain its
customers need not go to any other firm for computer gear, 47

Color CRT points the way to office documents
Toshiba ties a color-display interface to a video-disk storageretrieval system to provide a series of images that guides
office workers to the "folder" where a document is filed, 88
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Laser diode picks up more
power, 49
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Electron-hole recombinations outdo
antiblooming drains, 50
SOFTWARE
Local-network package serves all
masters, 52
P as in portable, 52
Prolog compiler scheduled to
appear by next year, 55
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PACKAGING
National cuts cost of pin-grid array
to 20 per pin, 61
CONSUMER
Games fan demand for video-disk
players, 62
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Philips mounts European push for IC
surface mounting, 86
JAPAN
Experimental graphics system aids
in document retrieval, 88
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Car dashboard computer to hit the
road in Europe, 90
Probing the News
ELECTRONICS ABROAD
UK paces comeback in
components, 97
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Video conferencing sees a window
at 56 kilobits a second, 103
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meeting, 106
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Korea wants to be your chip
maker, 110
Technical Article
SYSTEM INTEGRATION
Chip set implements 32-bit Eclipse
architecture, 121
ARTIFICAL INTELLIGENCE,
A SPECIAL REPORT
Commercial products are emerging
from decades of research, 127
Lisp and Prolog machines are
proliferating, 132
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Triangular-wave current pulser is
adjustable, 138
Sample-and-hold yields variablereference rectifier, 139
Single comparator forms tunable
oscillator, 141

Data-base software works with
design drawings, 186

SOLID STATE
Address-transition detection speeds
up byte-wide static RAMs, 142

Terminal eases setup of firmwareconfigured PROM programmer, 190
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Enhanced version of Bell Labs' Unix
serves fault-tolerant multiprocessor
system, 145
COMPONENTS
Delta regulator stabilizes
uninterruptible-power-supply
systems, 150
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Family of personal Lisp machines
will accelerate Al program
development, 153
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Reactive-ion etching eases
restrictions on materials and feature
sizes, 157
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Expanding the I/O facilities of the
8051 microcomputer, 162
An 8085 routine divides 32-bit
unsigned numbers, 163
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means more smiles at Wescon, 169
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Color digital scope processes inputs
before displaying traces, 181
Modules adapt digital field-service
tester to range of jobs, 182
Two-channel logic scope fits in
user's pocket, 184
Development system grows into
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Stand-alone emulators aid work with
68008 and 68010, 188
PROM programmer is configured by
software on computer, 188

10-bit analog-to-digital chip converts
in 30 'is, 192
Modem IC keeps errors low despite
noisy signal, 192
Socket board for personal computer
holds 86 16-pin chips, 194
Drive controller's disk cache cuts
average access times, 194
Board lets S-100 system drive
several printers, 196
New Products
IN THE SPOTLIGHT
68010-based work station offers
extensive graphics facilities, 207
COMPUTERS & PERIPHERALS
8-in, fixed-disk drive's mechanism
cuts head wear, 217
Tape drive switches between
streaming, start-stop modes, 217
Dot-matrix printer's high resolution
suits correspondence, 218
SYSTEM INTEGRATION
Interface links synchronous
equipment to X.25 net, 236
INSTRUMENTS
High-performance audio and
vibration analyzer is portable, 253
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Modular analog-input system works
with Apple, 262
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Line combines ferroresonant,
switching techniques, 278
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The most for the least
in 128K ROMs.
Our R2technology does
In terminal, cartridge or any
application, our new generation 128K ROMs bring you
high density, high reliability
and ultra-high ESD protection.
Now from General Instrument
Microelectronics, aworld leader
in Read Only Memories, our R2
technology sharpens the costeffectiveness of 128K ROMs. Name
your application — our 128K ROM,
with FlexSelectTM programmability,
delivers high performance plus
system flexibility at 200ns. Name
your package — JEDEC 28 DIP or
Chip-On-Board — and give your
application the most memory at the
lowest cost.
Fast turnaround time, too.
General Instrument's late mask
programmability technique enables
your ROMs to be programmed late
in the manufacturing cycle. This,
together with unmatched production
capability on three continents,
assures rapid response to your needs.
Reliability is yours in
"The Sphere of Excellence."

GENERAL
INSTRUMENT
Sales Offices USA: CA, 213-322-7745 or 408-496-0844: FL, 813-577-4024: IL, 312-981-0040;
IN, 317-872-7740 or 219-291-0585: MD, 301-269-6250: MN, 612-894-1840: NC, 919-828-0317;
NH, 603-424-3303; NY, 516-733-3107: PA, 215-643-5326: TN, 615-690-2233: TX, 214-934-1654:
EUROPE: London, Ruislip. (8956). 36141: Milano, (2) 5062648; Muenchen, (89) 956001;
Paris, (1) 374-1133: Stockholm, (8) 679925: ASIA: Hong Kong, (5)434360; Seoul, 777-3848, 2487;
Singapore, (65) 235-8030; Taipei, (2) 914-6234: Tokyo, (3) 437-0281-5

Our Reliability Brochure details the
demanding Quality and Reliability
Programs followed by General
Instrument to achieve
an outstanding product perfection level.
For your copy, and
for technical assistance, simply call the
Microelectronics office
nearest you.

We help you
compete.
R
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BY PECOR
FOR EXPERIENCE

®PECOR
Whether for Linear & Switching
Power Supplies, Computer
Monitors/Terminals, B/W or
,-,
color TV, Ignition Circuits
and more, PECOR'S Power
Transistors come to you
'from aturnout system
with a firm corporate
background and a mass volume
capacity. Units are all glass
passivated, making
for reliable finegrade products,
they always
reach you fast
at a price you'll
like from:
PRESIDENT ENTERPRISES CORP.
(Electronics Division)
9th Fl., No. 64, Wu-Chang St.. sec. 1,
Taipei, Taiwan, 100 R. O. C.
Telex: 12200 PECORTPE
Tel: (02) 314-6900
U.S. Office:
3028A Scott Blvd., Santa
Clara, CA 95050
Tel: 408/748-0900
Telex: 176400 PECOR SNTA
Attn. Mr. Stanley Chen
Hong Kong Office:
Rm. 1202 Sino Centre.
No. 582-592, Nathan Rd..
Kowloon Tel: 3-850029. 3-850020
Telex: 50514 PECOR HX
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" here has been asurge of activity
of late in the somewhat esoteric
field of computer science known as
artificial intelligence, fondly known
among its practitioners as AI. After
almost three decades of research, AI
technology has begun to emerge in a
small way into the marketplace.
So it's high time, our editors feel,
for an in-depth report on how far AI
has come toward actual applications—how viable the technology is
today, how much can be transferred
to commercial use, what can be expected of it, and, equally important,
what are its current limitations.
Soon after Tom Manuel, our senior editor for information systems,
and Stephen Evanczuk, our software
editor, started their preliminary investigation into AI, they discovered
that there was much more going on
in the field than they had suspected.
Along with the work in the U. S.,
they found there are substantial programs under way in both Japan and
Western Europe. When the reporting
started piling up from our international bureaus, they realized that
they would have so much material
that they would have to break the
report into two parts to cover the
subject adequately.
Our man in Tokyo, Charles L. Cohen, discovered many Japanese AI
hardware projects—some associated
with the fifth-generation project, others outside it—that are reported here
for the first time. Kevin Smith, our
London-based senior editor, found
much AI activity in the UK, too.
Says Cohen, "I tackled the Japanese side of the AI feature with great
enthusiasm, even though success in
AI could lessen the need for my specialty: interviewing Japanese researchers in their own language. One
goal of the work is automatic •translation." But Charlie figures that
overall the AI programs will provide
him with many new story opportunities. The scheduling of interviews for
the report, he notes, "proceeded like
the linked list of a LISP program.
One interview would reveal the name
of another source who would in turn
tell of others in the field."
Cohen believes that the present
emphasis on AI hardware develop-

ment in Japan could provide Japanese computer scientists with a
chance to make their mark in new
languages—something at which they
haven't been too successful so far.
Meanwhile, the quest around the
world to get to market with Ai systems will accelerate. "One of the key
driving forces towards the commercialization of AI is the crying need
for easier ways to program and access computer systems," says Tom.
Part 1of the report that examines
the whys and wherefores of AI starts
on page 127. It contains an introduction to the commercialization of AI,
a short history of the discipline by
Clifford Barney of our Palo Alto office, and a close-up of the hardware
being offered and developed for AI
applications. "In the second part,
scheduled to appear in the Dec. 1
issue, we will examine the software
side of AI, including programming
languages, development tools, and
applications," Tom notes.

The

calendar for November is
crowded with meetings and conventions all over the world, and our
editors have previewed three of the
month's major ones in this issue.
In the U .S., the major event for
the electronics industries is Wescon,
traditionally a September show but
this year a November one. Some
75,000 professionals are expected to
turn up in San Francisco for it.
Following our custom, we have
done a two-part curtain raiser for
Wescon. Associate managing editor
Howard Wolff coordinated our report on the technical sessions, which
starts on page 169. After our technical specialists had sifted through the
papers to single out the significant
ones, Howard became convinced that
this year's sessions—with 40% of
them devoted to CAD/CAM and its
accoutrements—mark the beginning
of still another new era for electronics technology: that of applicationspecific integrated circuits.
The other half of our Wescon preview covers some of the show's outstanding hardware (p. 181). "There
are some very novel instruments as
well as aconsiderable number of design aids," reports senior editor Jer-
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The VME Family Tree

SYS68K/CPU-1, 68000MPU
8MHz (10 MHz) 128KB DRAM expandable to 512KB. RTC,
3xRS232, Price $1.450,-+ Tax,
available.
SYS68K/CPU-2, 68000MPU
8MHz (10 MHz) 128 KB dual
ported (512KB) DRAM, RS232,
parallel I/O, slave bus arbitration, Price $1.795,-+ Tax, available Oct. 83.
SYS68K/CPU-3, 68000MPU
10 MHz optional, DMAC, MMU,
bus arbitration, Price $2.200,+ Tax, available Dec. 83.

Price DRAM-1$ 1.680,-+ Tax,
DRAM-2 $5.590,-+ Tax, available.
SYS68K/SRAM-1, 128KB SRAM
expandable to 512KB, battery
back-up, Price $1.600,-+ Tax.
available
SYS68K/MOTH-09/20, 9/20
DIN 41612C Female connectors,
Price MOTH-09 $470,-+Tax,
MOTH-20 $980,- +Tax, available.

SYS68K/SAS1-1, handling processor. DMA-controller for up to
4MByte per sec. transfer rate
and interrupt capability. Floppy,
SYS68K/DRAM-1/-2, 512KB/2MB Winchester and Tape control
via SASI Bus, Price $1.680,byte parity, write acc. 210 ns
(max.), read acc. 320 ns (max.), + Tax, available.

FORCE COMPUTERS INC.
2041 Mission College Blvd.
Santa Clara, californio 95054
Phone (408) 988-8686
Tlx 172465

SYS68K/S10-1, 6seria i
multi protocol channels RS232 and
RS422, programmable Baud
rate, Price $985,-+ Tax, available.

Pixels, 512x512 Pixels display
window, handling processor,
Price $2.780,- +Tax, available
Dec 83

Available Software: Monitor,
Editor/68000 Ass., Basic-68K,
Forth-68K.
Realtime multitasking Nov. 83
Multi user operating system
Dec. 83
All CPU boards are prepared
to run UNIX and CPM68K SYS68K/WFC-1, up to 4Floppy + •
UNIX is a trademark of Bell Labs
3Winchester drives, 51/
4 inch,
- CPM68K is a trademark of
programmable sector size. ECC Digital Research
diagnostics, Price $1.680,- +Tax,
available Oct. 83

SYS68K/RR-1, 8memory banks
max. 512KB, mixed use of ROM's,
EPROM's, PROM's or SRAM's,
each bank separately jumperable, battery back-up, Price
885,-+ Tax. available.

SYS68K/GDC-1, up to 16 colors,

Visit Force Computers at WESCON
Moscone Center Booth 943 -945

256KB display memory, 1K x1K

FORCE COMPUTERS GMBH
FreischützstraBe 92
8000 Munchen 81
Telefon 089/951041-44
Telex 524190 forc-d
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WIMA
Pulse
Capacitors

The Concept Three Dielectrics
The concept: A capacitor element
employing plastic film electrodes
metallized on both sides in afield-free
space.
The ranges:
WIMA MKS 10 using a polyester dielectric
Capacitance values ranging from 0.01 up
to 6.8 pF and also lead spacings of 7.5
and 10 mm. The 5mm lead spacing
version is the
WIMA MKS 20.
WIMA MKC 10 using apolycarbonate
dielectric and available in lead spacings of
10 mm or more. Capacitance values range
from 0.01 up to 1.5 pF.
WIMA MKP 10 using a polypropylene
dielectric. This construction is particularly
suited for high frequencies and low loss
applications. Capacitance values range
from 0.01 up to 3.3 pF.
All four ranges are high reliability
components with excellent contacts.
Ask for our catalogue and details of the
pulse capacitor range!

THE INTER-TECHNICAL GROUP INC.
1Bridge Street •P.O. Box 23 •Irvington
New York 10533 (914) 591-8822
TAW ELECTRONICS CO.
4215 W. Burbank Blvd., Burbank
California 91505 (213) 846-3911
Registered Trademark of Company

WILHELM WESTERMANN •Spezialyertrieb
elektronischer Bauelemente P. 0. Box 2345 •
D-6800 Mannheim 1 Federal Republic of Germany

Publisher's letter

oin us

emy Young, who stitched together
the new-products reporting from our
bureaus around the U. S. Jeremy already has them at work scouting out
salient hardware that will appear on
the floor at the late-November Comdex show in Las Vegas.
In
Europe,
show-of-the-month
honors go to the Salon des Composants. Traditionally, the Salon was
part of the April-in-Paris scene. But
it now has been shifted to November
and will be held every other year
(alternating with Electronica in Munich). The venue has been changed
as well, to the new Parc d'Expositions Paris-Nord.
People doing business in European
components markets hope these
changes will augur a more substantial one—a quickening of sales. But
after talking with the major French
firms and absorbing the inputs of
Kevin Smith in London and John
Gosch in Frankfurt, Paris bureau
manager Robert Gallagher could
find only a few indications that good
business news will offset the November chill at Composants (p. 97).
A less subdued optimism can be
expected at the Interkama, the dominant European show for control and
instrument makers. The people behind the triennial Düsseldorf show,
reports John Gosch, see a chance of
a return to double-digit growth for
their industry next year (p. 106).

We're looking for BSEEs or the
equivalent, and some engineering or editorial experience in
the following fields: semiconductors,
microprocessor-based
system design, software, telecommunications and/or data
communications.

T his year, our regular, every-two-

If you have these qualifications

weeks publishing schedule called
for three issues in December. Because the year-end holidays seriously
erode everybody's reading time, we
have decided to publish only two issues then, on Dec. 1 and Dec. 15.
The latter, though, will be a double
issue with two special reports, the
annual Executive Outlook and a special report on military electronics.
After that, we'll start the New Year
with the traditional World Markets
Forecast in the Jan. 12, 1984, issue.

Electronics
magazine is on the move! We
now have several exciting editorial openings for experienced technical editors or engineers who seek a career
change.

Electronics
editors learn first about exciting new technology trends by
visiting the high-tech firms
that are creating them; they
attend technical conferences,
interview
industry
movers
and shakers, and write and
edit stories about what they
learn.

and an ability to write clearly
about technical subjects, a rewarding career awaits you at
McGraw-Hill with the industry's
most authoritative information
source. We're an equal opportunity employer.
Send your resume to or phone:
Samuel Weber
Editor-in-Chief

Electronics
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, N. Y. 10020
(212) 512-6093
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Please visit us at WESCON '83
Civic Auditorium, Stand 4203/05
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Looking For More?
Nicolet introduces its most powerful
logic analyzer family yet.

The new NI)C800 logic analyzer
family. Four upgradeable configurations to
choose from. Consider these
outstanding features:
•200 Mhz on all timing channels
•Time and event histograms
•Integral dual floppy disk drives
•Dedicated µ,1) probes with disassembly
•Built-in IEEE-488 computer/controller
•CP/Nroperating system

Prices start at
$91950
Wescon, c,2)e.
Come in and take alook at the exciting NPC-800
series; a$550 Z80 emulator; and anew approach to
high-speed serial datacom testing—all at booths 827
and 829 in Moscone Center, or call Nicolet Paratronics Corporation, 201 Fourier Ave., Fremont, California
94539. (800) N1COLET/415-490-8300.

Nicolet

'SCP/M is aregistered trademark of Digital Research
Corporation.
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If you're looking for the world's fastest
MOS static RAMs, don't look in Holland.
Searching for the world's fastest
bipolar PROMs? Forget Texas or Arizona.
And you won't find the world's fastest
EPROMs anywhere near Mt. Fuji.
They're all right here in Sunnyvale.
At Advanced Micro Devices.
Everything we make is fast.
Including the Am27256, the worlds
fastest 2S6K EPROM.
The Am27256 is 170ns fast. It's the
only EPROM quick enough to keep up with
a10MHz MPU without await state.
And we've got the 4Ons Am27S43A,
the world's fastest 32K bipolar PROM.
And the 35ns Am2167, the world's fastest
16K static RAM.
With leading-edge parts like these,
it's no wonder memories account for half
our total sales.
And our other products are just as hot.
Controllers. Bipolar and MOS microprocessors. Communications circuits.
Signal processors. We've got 'em all, and
then some.
And every single chip meets or exceeds
the International Standard of Quality.
Next time your design demands high
performance memories, or any highperformance parts, look us up.
We put high performance on the map.

Advanced Micro Devices CI
901 Thompson Place, P.O. Box 3453, Sunnyvale, CA 94088
For direct factory response call (408) 749-5000. Outside California, call toll free (800) 538-8450, ext. 5000.
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In my opinion
Computer-assisted crime: alegislative challenge
by Bill Nelson
U. S. Congressman, IIth District, Florida
Computer-assisted
crime poses major
difficulties for the
future now
that
computers are becoming increasingly
available in our society to assist in
whatever work we
have to perform.
For when many
people work daily
with a powerful
tool like the computer, there will undoubtedly be some who will
overstep the boundary between the legitimate
and criminal uses of this device.
Familarity with computers is spreading rapidly to tens of millions of working Americans.
Newspaper headlines cite rising computer criminal activity. A recent report told of a former
employee of the Federal Reserve System who
used a stolen password to tap into confidential
computer files containing sensitive information
on the nation's money supply. The 414s, agroup
of Milwaukee teenagers, made incursions into
more than 50 business and institutional computers, among them the Los Alamos National Laboratory for nuclear weapons. In my own state of
Florida, a health-insurance—claims agent generated more than $240,000 by making fraudulent
claims on behalf of herself and her family.
Time for a law. Legislation to strengthen the
powers of Federal prosecutors to bring to justice
those who illegally penetrate computer systems
is obviously in order. Accordingly, I—joined by
107 co-sponsors—have introduced "The Federal
Computer Systems Protection Act of 1983" to
make crimes by computer a specific Federal offense. H. R.1092 makes it illegal to tamper with
Federal government computers, the computers
of financial institutions guaranteed by the government, and computers operating in interstate
commerce or using interstate facilities.
This legislation gives Federal prosecutors a
powerful tool to combat the growing threat of
computer crime to the national economy and to
national security. Prosecutors are unable to
make effective cases against computer criminals
because the 40 or so Federal laws that could be
applied were designed originally to control other
kinds of criminal activity. H. R.1092 gives the
courts a clear-cut basis for punishing anyone

12

who steals information from acomputer or who
alters or destroys information in acomputer maliciously or for personal gain.
The bill is written to protect aspecified computer system from any persons who would "use,
or attempt to use, a computer with intent to
execute a scheme or artifice to defraud, or to
obtain property by false or fraudulent pretenses,
representations, or promises, or to embezzle,
steal, or knowingly convert to his use or the use
of another, the property of another."
A stiff penalty. Anyone convicted of violating
this act would be subject to afine of up to two
times the value of the gain from the offense or a
minimum of $50,000 and up to five years in
prison. Intentional damage of acomputer or its
data or intentional denial of access to legitimate
users could result in a fine of up to $50,000 or
five years in prison or both.
We need anational statute to defend our Federal government computers from unauthorized
entry, to protect the developing electronic fundstransfer system, to preserve the integrity of the
Federal Reserve System, and to safeguard business computers in a world where a computer
terminal may be on every desk in every home.
At the same time, we have tried to draft this
bill so as not to discourage the legitimate inventiveness of computer programmers. We recognize the need for interaction between people and
computers in a familiar pattern.
Limiting access and other necessary security
measures cannot be so strict as to prevent computers from being used in their fullest potential
in government or the private sector. Employees
must have ready access to computers to get their
jobs done with a minimum of security hassle,
just as they previously needed access to a typewriter, a telephone, or a library.
H. R.1092 is intended to allow that freedom,
while providing the protection of legal prosecution of the willful or malicious wrongdoer. Iam
hopeful that, with the help of my congressional
colleagues, the computer industry—its managers, auditors, operators, and security analysts—
and law-enforcement agencies, we will be able to
enact and enforce this legislation, which will
stand the test of time—even in an industry that
is advancing and changing every day.
Electronics will periodically invite the expression
of outside views on this page concerning issues of
importance to the electronics industries.
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\Workstations
The À750 VLSI design system
gives you acomplete set of logic design,
simulation, and mask design tools,
coupled with high-performance color
graphics -for only $75,000*.
Start with an idea; finish with
foundry-ready mask files. A powerful, interactive
schematic editor allows you quickly to capture logic
designs. Resident logic simulators perform both
logic-level timing and ac transient analysis. A fullcolor IC layout editor and acomprehensive cell
library, plus aPLA generator, an auto-router, and
an interactive design rule checker speed mask
design.
Need logic design and simulation
only? Select the À740, for just $54,500*. It offers
the same processor, color graphics, operating
system, design and simulation software, and is
completely upward-compatible with the À750.
Both systems readily adapt to your
environment. You can operate the X740 and X750
as stand-alone systems, in a network, or connected
to a remote host. Versatile system software lets
you match them to your own design style and
process parameters.
Power and reliability from aproven
color graphics leader. The color graphics user
interface to the X740 and X750 provides multiple
windows and multiple interactive processes. System hardware includes three MC68000 processors,
virtual memory, and abit-slice display processor,
plus the industry-standard MULTIBUSTH and
Ethernetre interfaces. The operating system is
based on the UNIXTM operating system with
Berkeley extensions.
Call for your demonstration today.
Tomorrow's high-tech
industry leaders are
discovering the value of
engineering workstations.
if
The X740 and X750
are compelling
reasons for you
to discover Metheus.
For immediate
response, call:
1-800-547-5315
For technical
information:
Metheus Corporation
PO. Box 1049
Hillsboro, Oregon 97123
(503) 640-8000
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VACTEC
OPTOELECTRONICS

PHOTOCONDUCTORS
(LIGHT DEPENDENT RESISTORS)

CdS

CdSe

,

VACTEC LDR's

are
photoconductive cells responding to
visible light by proportional
resistance change.

VACTEC LDR's are rated at 500
peak V for use in 115 and 230 VAC
direct relay controllers, SCR and
triac gating.
Their small size, low cost, and
spectral range of 400-700 nrn
make LDR's an excellent ambient
light sensor for day night threshold
controls, automatic brightness
controls for CRT terminals, TV sets,
digital clocks, automotive, and
aircraft instrument displays. Apply
them as any variable resistance.
Request Bulletin PCD-6.

VACTEC,
10900 Page Blvd.
St. Louis, Mo. 63132
(3141 423-4900
TWX 910-764-0811
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People
GenRad's Prang aims to merge
engineering, marketing talent

term niche orientation and could
care less about anything but tweaking its own product." Prang believes
that the extra effort will pay off
when productivity gains made possible by integrated factory systems persuade customers that team-player
test systems are better buys than
stand-alone superstars.

For makers of automatic board-test
equipment, staying on top of the
market no longer means turning out
a better test system and doing nothing else. "We're looking at a much
bigger picture, now that manufacturers have bought the idea
of the integrated factory," observes GenRad Inc.'s Joseph
A. Prang.
In August, Prang assumed a
new position: strategic marketing and research manager at
the Concord, Mass., firm's Production Test division. His mandate, he says, is to integrate the
expertise of engineers and marketers, and to that end he is
helping to plan products that
will connect board testers to
other "islands of automation"
on the factory floor.
"Today's ATE houses should
Integrator. Gordon Prang believes that ATE makers
be thinking about how to inter- should be concentrating on integrating their test
face their products with com- equipment with CAD and CAE systems.
puter-aided engineering, design,
and manufacturing systems and aAt 28, Prang seems like a natural
bout feedback strategies that will let
to orchestrate engineering and martest data help improve the overall
keting efforts. He holds a BS degree
process, instead of just flagging probin electrical engineering and a maslems," says Prang. The marketer's
ter's in business administration from
task—cultivating joint-development
Purdue University. Co-op jobs in his
agreements with CAD, CAM, and CAE
school years exposed him to engisuppliers—must balance the engi- neering, field-service, and programneer's traditional desire to build everming at such companies as IBM and
better testers.
Standard Oil. In 1979 he joined GenThe balance can be adelicate one,
Rad as a marketing engineer, and a
Prang notes, since interfacing testers
year later he became marketing manto other systems may impose perfor- ager for the firm's 227X family,
mance tradeoffs. The problem is then
which last year earned GenRad the
to stay competitive with "the ATE
lion's share—a 36% slice—of the inhouse that is still holding to ashortcircuit board-test market.

Bell opens aCalifornia window
for his Northern Irish firm
A Belfast, Northern Ireland, software house that specializes in languages for Digital Equipment Corp.
machines is bound to face limited horizons. To loosen these constraints,
Gordon Bell, the managing director
of Software Ireland Ltd., took a not-

so-obvious step: he decided to expand his market for Unix operating
systems by opening an office in Menlo Park, Calif. Bell's product, Sibol,
is acomputer language and compiler
designed to translate Dibol, the bestknown application language for DEC
computers and for Unix-based personal computers or microprocessors.
Bell is impressed by the huge potential of AT&T Bell Laboratories'
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Congratulations...
You Now Own A Priceless Relic
F

irst came manual balance
bridges for testing passive components. Very
cumbersome, but they were
the best bridges of their time.
Then digital instruments
made their appearance. What
arelief. No more knob twisting. All of asudden, manual
balance bridges became
obsolete.
Now, step into the next
generation of impedance test
instruments with the
VideoBridge from ESI.

m

This is where the
VideoBridge really shines.
The conditions you program
are displayed right at the top
of the screen. Whether you
are bin sorting or reading
component values, the test
conditions are displayed
along with the test results!
You'll have confidence that
you're testing apart the way
you intended.

set up is asnap

Set up is made even
easier with the 2110 version of the VideoBridge. Just
store your test parameters on
the 2110's micro-cassette
tape. All your operators have
to do is key in the test number
and hit the load button. What
could be easier?
That's only part of the
VideoBridge story. To learn
more, just give us acall, toll
free. A better way of testing
passive components is waiting for you at ESI.

onitor test
conditions at a
glance.

As impedance test instruments evolved, they became more versatile. With the
capability of programming
test levels and test frequencies, parts could be tested
under simulated working
conditions. But all this flexibility made it hard to know
what test conditions you
programmed.

ESI's VideoBridge
makes all other impedance
bridges antique!

The leading
edge
in LRC testing

800 547-1863
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DeWon breaks
the $1.00/ Watt
barrier

People

Going west. Gordon Bell has opened an office of his Belfast software house in California's balmier business climate.

200 WATT QUAD SWITCHERS
$199. -SINGLE QUANTITY!
V New smaller size -2.5 X 5 X 10.5 inches.
V Meets Domestic & International Safety & EMI—
UL 478, CSA 22.2, VDE 0804, VDE 0806, IEC 380,
IEC 435, FCC 20780, VDE 0871.
V Worldwide input 90-132/180-264 VAC.
V Highly regulated auxiliaries.
V Surge rated auxiliaries for disk drives and printers.
V 3 year warranty.
V Substantial quantity discounts.

MODEL E200A
Volts

+5V

-5V

+12V

Amps

25A/35A pk

2A

4A/8A pk

-12V
2A

Line Reg.
Load Reg.
Cross Reg.
Ripple &Noise
Unit Price

±0.2%

±0.05%

±0.2%

±0.05%

±0.2%

±0.2%

±2%

±0.2%

NA

±0.1%

±2.5%

±0.1%

2% pk -pk

2% pk -pk

2% pk -pk

2% pk -pk

$199.
MODEL E20013

Volts

+5V

+12V

-12V

Amps

25A/35A pk

3A

2A

2A/4A pk

Line Reg.

±0.2%

±0.05%

±0.05%

±0.2%

+24V

Load Reg.

±0.2%

±0.2%

±0.2%

±1.5%

Cross Reg.

NA

±0.1%

±0.1%

±2.5%

Ripple & Noise

2% pk -pk

2% pk -pk

2% pk -pk

2% pk -pk

$199.

Unit Price

AC 44
7=1

!trio

jive.

PO. BOX 1369
WISSAHICKON AVENUE II NORTH WALES, PA 19454
PHONE. 215/699-9261 TWX: 510/661-8061

Unix operating system. Some 40
companies already make Unix-based
computers, and their numbers are
likely to grow, says the softspoken,
38-year-old native of Belfast, who
holds a bachelor's degree in mathematics from Queens University, Belfast. He is not related to C. Gordon
Bell, the former DEC vice president
now with Encore Computer Corp.
Then, too, a large base of DEC installations use Dibol. "We believe
there are some 70,000 Dibol installations in the U. S. and well over 1,000
DEC OEMs, - Bell continues. All of
them could be candidates to use Si bol, which would make it possible
for executives to access data bases
from small personal computers.
Software Ireland belongs to the
ICS Computing Group, whose programming operation has been a part
of Bell's life for 14 years. The group
also includes ICS Computing Ltd.,
the largest Irish DEC original-equipment manufacturer, with a network
of service bureaus, as well as timesharing, turnkey, and support centers. Working with ICS, Bell became
intimately familiar with Dibol, Basic
Plus, and Basic Plus-2, the main application languages for DEC PDP-11
and VAX-class machines.
When Software Ireland was founded, back in October 1979, Bell
moved over to it. The organization
has already enjoyed some success
with Sibol, having signed to the colors more than a dozen computer
manufacturers who market their own
machines, including Fortune Systems, Plexus Computers, and Codata
Systems, as well as Zilog.
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The world's smallest
relay with
indestructible memory.
•

Our little magnetic latching TO-5
relay simply never forgets. Once it's
set with a*shoi-t pulse of coil voltage,
Teledyne's Maglatch TO-5 will retain
its state until reset. Even if system
power fails or is shut off.
Because holding power is not
required, the Maglatch TO-5 uses
less energy than any other relay you
can buy. This makes it ideal for any
situation where power drain is critical.
And its tiny footprint makes it ideal
for high density printed circuit boards.

For RF switching applications, the
Maglatch's low intercontact capacitance and contact circuit losses provide high isolation and low insertion
loss up through UHF
The Maglatch TO-5 is available
in SPDT and DPDT styles. And it
comes in commercial/industrial
versions as well as military versions
qualified to "L'
and "P" levels
of MIL-R-39016.
Teledyne is an industry leader.
We have been for over twenty years.

"g.

We've used our technical and manufacturing know-how to create the
world's best subminiature electromechanical and solid state relays.
If you'd like complete technical
information about our Maglatch
TO-5 relay, or applications assistance,
please call or write today. We're here
to help you.

O'TELEDYNE RELAYS

The best little relays in the world.

12525 Daphne Ave., Hawthorne, California 90250 •12131777-0077
U.K. Sales Office: Heathrow House, Bath Rd., Cranford, Hounslow, Middlesex, TW 59QQ •01-897-2501
European Hqtrs: Abraham Lincoln Straw 38-42 •62 Wiesbaden, W. Germany 06121-7680
Japan Sales Office: Nihon, Seimci Akasaka Building •8-1-19 Akasaka, Minato-Ku Tokyo. 107 Japan 1031403-8141
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From the folks
who gave you the 465B:
the new 2445 and 2465.

Tektronix 2445

TEK

THE ANSWER
BY ANY MEASURE

2400 SERIES PORTABLE
OSCILLOSCOPES

The new industry
standards in 150 and
300 MHz scopes
Compare Teks new 2400
Series against its toughest
competitor: its predecessor.
For years, the Tek 465B has
stood as the industry standard
for portable scopes. But the
new 2445 and 2465 are faster.
More accurate. More versatile.
And their microprocessorbased architecture makes them
even easier to use. In performance, price and reliability they
set the new standard in portable scopes.
Both the 300 MHz 2465
and 150 MHz 2445 begin with
high performance basics like
you've never seen before.
Including standard delayed
sweep A-Time up to 0.5%
accuracy. Sweep speeds to 1
ns/div in the 2445 and 500 ps/
div in the 2465. Selectable
1M 0/50 Si input for excellent
signal fidelity. Triggering to at
least 250 MHz in the 2445 and
to at least 500 MHz in the 2465,
that extends the usefulness of
the scopes well beyond their
vertical bandwidth.
Just as importantly, the new
2400 Series is proof that more
capability needn't be more
complicated. From straightforward operation of four channels
and sweep slaved calibrator
to the backlit front panel indicators and the comfortable feel
of the controls, the Tek 2400
Series minimizes errors and
maximizes your confidence.
Waveform cursors with
CRT readout make possible
immediate, effortless measurement of parameters like
voltage, time, frequency,
ratio and phase. Use the vertical and horizontal cursors to

obtain quick readouts--or set
up adelayed sweep for even
greater accuracy. Delayed
B-sweep can display any portion of the A-sweep, including
the A-sweep trigger
event.

Bandwidth

Laser-trimmed hybrids
have also been applied to the
new companion P6131 probes,
providing full bandwidth at
the probe tip.
2445

2465

150 MHz

300 MHz

You can select
Max Sweep Speed
ns/div
500 psidiv
from the most ver4
4
No of Channels
satile and easy-to2mV/div
Vertical Sensitivity
2mV'div
use of all triggers:
.1-Volts .1-Time Cursors
Yes
Yes
Trigger from any of
Scale Factor Readout
Yes
Yes
the four channels.
Trigger Level Readout
Yes
Yes
Select Auto, Norm,
Digital Display
CRT Readout
CRT Readout
Single Sequence or
Trigger Freo Range
250 MHz
500 MHz
the new Auto Level
Trigger Modes
Auto Level, Auto. Norm. Single Sequence
mode, that provides Weight
9.8 kg/21.3 lb
9.8 kg/21.3 lb
hands-off triggering
Temp./ShockNibration
—15°C to 55°C/50 g's/4 g's
on any waveform
à-Time Accuracy
0.5%
0.5%
above 50 Hz. In
Accuracy. Vert/Nor
2%11%
2%/1%
addition to the usual Warranty
3-year including CRT (plus optional ser.
vice plans to 5years in most countries)
coupling features,
Noise Reject is
provided to improve trigger
To learn more about these
stability in the presence of
and other portable scopes,
moderate amplitude noise of
contact your local Tek sales
any frequency.
representative. Or call the
At all speeds, trigger holdoff
is variable to at least the sweep
duration.
Tektronix backs the reliability of the 2400 Series with
the longest warranty ever
offered: afull three years on all
parts and service, including the
CRT. Low-cost service plans
extend the coverage even
further.
This new standard of scope
reliability is made possible in
part by ahigher level of integration and advanced circuit
design—including lasertrimmed hybrid attenuators that
never need recalibration—
plus anew meshless scan
expansion CRT

Tek National Marketing Center. You can order, or obtain
literature, through the Tektronix
National Marketing Center.
Technical personnel, expert in
oscilloscope applications, will
answer your questions and can
expedite delivery. Direct orders
include probes, operating and
service manuals, 15-day return
policy, full Tektronix warranty
and worldwide service back-up.

Call toll-free:
1-800-426-2200,
Extension 119.
In Oregon, call collect:
(503) 627-9000, Ext. 119.
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EVERYBODY TALKS CMOS.
Only National's microCMOS packs
higher speeds and greater densities
into more than 250 products.

Six years ago, National became the first
company to make an extensive R&D commitment to
new advances in CMOS technology. Not to develop
aCHMOS, HCMOS, QMOS, ZMOS or any other
alphabet-soup process limited to one application. At
National, we took the unprecedented step of developing
afamily of CMOS processes that combine NMOS
speeds and bipolar ruggedness with the inherent
benefits of CMOS in abroad range of devices.
We call our family of processes microCMOS.
They use smaller geometries, of course: in the 2-3 pm
range. They also use advanced silicon-gate and

,/eee,

oxide-isolation technologies. More importantly, microCMOS encompasses processes that are carefully
optimized for each type of device we make.
Using microCMOS, National has produced
the first logic family with bipolar speeds and immunity
from latch-up. Our gate arrays are the first 2pm/1 ns
internal tpD CMOS gate arrays available in production
quantities.
The list goes on: microCMOS processors and
controllers, memories, telecom chips, A/D and D/A
converters and linear devices. Plus custom circuits, interface devices, modules and board-level products. With

more devices and even more advanced microCMOS
processes about to go into production.
To get the details, circle the reader service
number or write us at 2900 Semiconductor Drive,
ms14208, Santa Clara, CA 95051. We'll send you acopy
of our microCMOS brochure. In addition, the first 2500
people to respond will receive afree color poster of this
"talking CMOS" art.
Six years ago, we promised ourselves that
National would become the leader in high-performance
CMOS technology. We're delivering on that promise.

amtddllesk,

0 National Semiconductor
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WAKE UP YOUR SLEEPING GIANT.
INTRODUCING THE FIRST MULTI-USER µP DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM TO BRING
ALL THE POWER OF VAX TO EVERY DESIGN TEAM MEMBER. EMUNET-2.
Up till now, the giant of engineering applications was
always caught napping when it came to microprocessor development.
Enter EMUNET-2.
It's the first system to harness all of VAX's 32-bit
power, all of VAX's development tools, all of VAX's
information management capabilities, and all of VAX's
mass storage and peripheral facilities, all for microprocessor development.
Better still, EMUNET delivers VAX's awesome
power right to the workstation of every hardware and
software engineer on your development team. Even if
that means 60 individual designers.

EMUNET-2 supports as many as 60 hardware and software designers.

It's all made possible by our unique multi-drop,
1-Mbaud coaxial cable that links VAX‘to every emulation workstation. At that speed, your designers won't
waste time waiting to download their programs.
What's more, our cable is 5000 feet long and flexible. So you can configure EMUNET any way and anywhere you want.

THE WORLD'S BEST MULTI-USER
uP DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM.

EMUNET-2 is agiant of asystem. It combines the processing power of VAX with features no other development system can come close to duplicating. Such as
high-speed, no-wait-state emulation. Eight 78-channel
real-time breakpoints. Full-speed, 32-bit maps and
offsets. And a511 x72-bit real-time trace with full
disassembly.
And EMUNET is no dummy. Every intelligent emulation workstation can offload your VAX and work
independently from the host. Virtual disk software
makes all disk operations transparent to VAX.

Of course, our system is equipped with all the
cross assemblers, linkers, symbolic debuggers, and
other software tools you need to emulate today's most
popular 8- and 16-bit processors. Including the 68010,
68000, 8086, 8088, and more. And you can run the
software on your VAX or any local workstation.
By the way, if you're not ready for our VAX-based
system, you can start with our compatible EMUNET-1
with aPDP-11 ®host, or even astand-alone ECL-3211.
Then, as your application grows,work up to EMUNET-2
and VAX. All your hardware and software are transportable from system to system.

ENGINEERS LOVE EMUNET.

No other system combines
the power of VAX with
the independence of intelligent workstations the
way EMUNET does. Which
is why it's afavorite of so
many hardware and software engineers. Of course,
they also like working
with the sophisticated
development tools of the
world's most advanced development system, the Emulogic ECL-3211.
And, if you manage any kind of development
project, you'll find our system offers unequaled coordination and control of the entire project.
Emulogic's EMUNET-2. Isn't it about time you woke
up your VAX?
For more information, write Emulogic, Inc.,
3Technology Way, Norwood, MA 02062. Or call
800-435-5001.
VAX and PDP 11 are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation
EMUNET is atrademark and Emulogic is aregistered trademark of F:mulogic, Inc

EMU LOGIC
MICROPROCESSOR
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

BE SURE TO VISIT US AT CO Wescon

European is ributors: Austria: Walter Rekirsch, (43 222)235555; Denmark: Instrutek, (45 5) 611100; Prance: YREL, (33 3)9568142; Netherlands: Software Sciences, (31 20)461331;
Sweden;
Di
vElektronik
AB. (46 8)7390045; Switzerland: Instrumatic AG, (41 1) 7241410; United Kingdom: MSS, (44 494)41661; West Germany: lnstrumatic Electronic GmbH, (4989)852083.
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Editorial

Is Silicon Valley anest of spies?

Odown

nce again, Federal agents have swooped
and charged an American with
selling high-tech secrets to an agent of the
Soviet Bloc: in this case, details of misiles
to a Polish diplomat.
The incident points up the dangers of
cramming so much information into so
small an area—Silicon Valley, that mother
lode of semiconductors on the San Francisco peninsula. It also spotlights the behavior
of the daily newspapers, particularly when
they report a news story that involves what
they even now think of as a black art—an
attitude that is at once unfair, inaccurate,
and dangerous. At least one major daily has
pictured the valley as a hothouse of wouldbe entrepreneurs made bitter by their failure
to achieve overnight riches and willing to
sell high-tech secrets to Eastern Bloc nations
as just another route to riches.
That is just not so. Despite the many
visions of profligate swingers eager to sell
out for big bucks, Silicon Valley is a place
very much like any other: full of hard-working people neither more nor less patriotic
than their fellow-countrymen in other
places. The only difference is the concentration there of high-tech innovators, men and
women who may work even harder than
most Americans do.
Of course, many companies need more
24

security and less trust in human virtue. Individual companies have in fact made admirable efforts to prevent thefts of industrial secrets by competitors, and semiconductor
makers have been working hard to stop
what occasionally seems to be an epidemic
of stolen devices.
All those involved, even peripherally, in
this industry must recognize that the United
States is caught up in a cold war and that
the sophisticated electronic systems that
guide and propel U. S. missiles, aircraft, and
tanks and that circle our planet in satellites
are not only weapons but also prizes in that
war. Every infantryman, or former infantryman, knows enough to take the high ground
and hold it; nowadays, that high ground is
crowded with electronic systems.
onetheless, it is wholly irresponsible to
the Silicon Valley as a standing army of hot-tub freaks, sybarites, and
amateur spies looking for a connection with
the right payoff. The daily press should do a
better job of keeping itself informed about
what is happening there—even in the intervals between sensational stories about bumbling silicon spies. And electronics companies, for their part, must redouble their efforts to keep the few rotten apples from
tainting the harvest.

n represent
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We're committed.
Proof! We are an acknowledged world
leader in the production of these products.
In every major program we have participated in, we have committed ourselves
to on-time, on-budget, on-spec delivery.
And speaking as one of the pioneers in
the business, it's too late to change that
philosophy now!
So when you're looking for aproven,
quality oriented, innovative source for microwave tubes and solid state devices, you
don't need to look very far. Look to Litton...
an old friend is ready, able and willing to
do you one more good turn.
We invite your inquiry. Please address
Litton Industries, Electron Tube Division,
960 Industrial Road, San Carlos, California
94070. Phone (415) 591-8411.

AT LITTON,
UP-FRONT QUALI1Y IS
THE COST-EFFICIENT WAY.

The word to our people is you build
quality into the product from the very beginning. You can't inspect quality into aproduct
and remain cost efficient.
From purchasing, production, engineering and marketing, our people are dedicated
to quality production. As the standards and
criteria for new generation TWT's, subsystems, power supplies, microwave magnetrons and solid state amplifiers, microwave
solid state oscillators, microwave backward
wave oscillators, klystrons, and crossedfield amplifiers become more demanding,
our people will meet the challenge.

ER LITTON
ELECTRON TUBE DIVISION
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Grayhill
push-button
switches...
tiny but
tough!

Meetings
29th Conference on Magnetism and
Magnetic Materials, American Institute of Physics, IEEE (Fred J. Werner, Westinghouse Research and Development Center, 130 Beulah Rd.,
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15235), Pittsburgh
Hilton Hotel, Pittsburgh, Nov. 6-11.
Asilomar Conference on Circuits,
Systems and Computers, IEEE (Herbert E. Rauch, Lockheed 52-56/205,
3251 Hanover St., Palo Alto, Calif.
94304), Asilomar Conference Center,
Pacific Grove, Calif., Nov. 7-9.
Wescon/83—Western
Electronic
Show and Convention, Electronic
Conventions Inc. (8100 Airport
Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90045),
Moscone Center, San Francisco,
Calif., Nov. 8-11.

Grayhill offers abroad line of
miniature push-button switches,
characterized by anumber of
important features that assure
high reliability over along life
span ...
some units rated up to
1,000,000 operations!
Wide range of sizes,
styles, and options
As small as .250" diameter, .675"
over-all length; logic level to
UL-listed power switching; snap
action and wiping contacts or butt
contacts; momentary or alternate
action; SPST, SPDT, DPST,
and DPDT; bezel, bushing or
sub-panel mount; PC or solder
terminals; wide choice of button
colors and shapes, including
illuminated styles.
Off-the-shelf or
custom units
Standard switches are available
off-the-shelf from Grayhill or its
stocking distributors. Grayhill
also offers asuperior custom
design capability, when you have
unusual circuitry, environmental
usage, or size requirements.
For details, consult EEM or ask
Grayhill for free literature.

aqkff
561 Hillgrove Avenue •LaGrange. Illinois 60525
(312) 354-1040
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Productronica '83-5th International
Trade Fair for Electronics Production, Munich Fairs and Expositions
AG (Messegelande, Box 121009, D8000 Munich, West Germany), Fairgrounds, Munich, Nov. 8-12.
Interkama-9th International Congress for Instrumentation and Automation, Düsseldorfer Messe GmbH
(P. O. Box 320203, D-4000 Düsseldorf, West Germany), Fairgrounds,
Düsseldorf, Nov. 9-15.
16th Connectors and Interconnection
Technology Symposium, Electronic
Connector Study Group Inc. (Box
167, Fort Washington, Pa. 19034),
Franklin Plaza Hotel, Philadelphia,
Pa., Nov. 14-16.
Autofact 5 Conference and Exhibition, Society of Manufacturing Engineers (One SME Drive, P. O. Box
Dearborn, Mich. 48128), Cobo Hall,
Detroit, Mich., Nov. 14-17.
Paris Electronic Components Exhibition, Société de Diffusion des Sciences et des Arts (20 rue Hamelin,
Paris, France 75116), North Paris
Exhibition Grounds, Nov. 14-18.
Robotic Intelligence and Productivity Conference, Wayne State University (Department of Electrical and
Computer Engineering, wsu, De-

troit, Mich.
Nov. 18-19.

48202), wsu,

Detroit,

Global Telecommunications Conference, IEEE (Estil Hoversten, M/A
Com Linkabit, 3033 Science Park
Rd., San Diego, Calif. 92121), Town
and Country Hotel, San Diego,
Calif., Nov. 28—Dec. 1.
Comdex/Fall '83-5th National Fall
Conference for Independent Sales
Organizations, The Interface Group
(300 First Ave., Needham, Mass.
02194), Convention Center, Las Vegas, Nev., Nov. 28—Dec. 2.
Semiconductor Interface Specialists
Conference, IEEE (E. H. Nicollian,
AT&T Bell Laboratories, 600 Mountain Ave., Murray Hill, N. J. 07974),
Bahia Mar Hotel, Fort Lauderdale,
Fla., Dec. 1-3.
Semicon/Japan '83, Semiconductor
Equipment and Materials Institute
(625 Ellis St., Suite 212, Mountain
View, Calif. 94043), International
Trade Center, Tokyo, Dec. 1-3.
International
Electron
Devices
Meeting, IEEE (Melissa Widerkehr,
Courtesy Associates, 1629 K St.
N. W., Washington, D. C. 20006),
Washington Hilton Hotel, Washington, D. C., Dec. 5-7.
Winter Simulation Conference, IEEE,
National Bureau of Standards, et al.
(P. Saunders, A415 Administration
Bldg.,
NBS,
Washington,
D. C.
20234), Marriott Crystal Gateway
Hotel, Arlington, Va., Dec. 12-14.
Southcon/84—High-Technology
Electronics Conference, IEEE (Electronic Conventions Inc., 8110 Airport Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
90045), Orange County Convention
Center, Orlando, Fla., Jan. 17-19.

Seminar
Power
Semiconductor
Devices
Workshop, National Bureau of Standards, IEEE (Frank Oettinger, NBS
Electron
Devices
Division
721,
Washington, D. C.
20234), NBS,
Gaithersburg, Md., Dec. 8.
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flexible, economic gate
arrays and CAD
for gate arrays and
PCBs
developed
together to work
together.
System features?

• Schematic Generation
• Simulation
• Digitizing

• Editing
• Auto Place and Route
• DRC and More

All at aprice that's hard to believe! Including software, prices start at
less than $20000. Let us give you ademo. Just contact us at:
E ADVANEiee
LECTRONIC

GD

INSTRUMENTATION -

Wescon

T

e

ELECTRONI

CS

630
Price Ave.
Redwood
City, CA. 94063
Phone: (415) 361-1012
Twx: 910-378-5207

"See our WECON booth O's 1218 through 1321

Circle 27 For Literature
Circle 182 For Demonstration

The most powerful product
the M68000 Family just

.
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development system for
became the most flexible.
Motorola's HDS-400'" Hardware/
Software Development Station now
allows real-time emulation of three
M68000 Family microprocessors. and
operates under four host/operating
system configurations. Many more
users can now apply the demonstrated
development efficiencies of the highperformance HDS-400 to abroader
range of products.
Four host/operating system
configurations.
The HDS-400 Control Station
introduced last year operates with
Motorola's EXORmacs® host over an
RS-422 serial link. It's Joined now by
the new M68KHDS400A Control
Station with an RS-232C serial link
for interface to either Motorola's
VME/10'" or aDEC VAX'" host. Both
the EXORmacs and VME/10 hosts
operate under the VERSAdos'"
operating system. The VAX host can
operate under either VMS" or UNIX'".
Choose your host: EXORmacs for
multi-user support: VME/10 for
integrated host/terminal operation:
VAX, with either VMS or UNIX to let
you utilize your current system. With
any of these hosts or operating
systems. the HDS-400 provides a
complete development system for the
M68000 Family of microprocessors.
Three emulator modules.
Three interchangeable emulator
modules are now available to operate
with any of the four HDS-400/host/
operating system configurations. In
addition to the 16-bit MC68000
Emulator, modules for real-time
emulation of the 8-bit MC68008 and
the 16-bit Virtual-Memory MC68010
are also available. It's the only
development system that supports all
three — the perfect match of ahighperformance development system
with the M68000 Family of highperformance microprocessors.
You choose the HDS-400 Development Station with complete confidence that you have full compatibility
for your growth path throughout the
M68000 Family, including upgrade
to the 32-bit MC68020 in 1984. If
you're already designing with the
M68000 Family. the HDS-400 is the
ideal complement: compatibility and
growth path are powerful reasons to
choose the M68000 Family for future
product development.

Optional BSA enhances
functionality.
Each HDS-400 emulator supports
up to 16 target program breakpoints.
within four address ranges, in either
RAM or ROM. Optional incorporation
of the Real-Time Bus State Analyzer
(BSA) significantly enhances system
functionality. The BSA provides

MC68000. the MC68008. the
MC68010 or all three, the HDS-400
is the perfect complement. That's
compatibility.
Now you can support this powerful development station from either
of two Motorola hosts or from your
VAX host with either of two operating
systems. That's flexibility.

additional complex event breakpoints
which can be specified by up to seven
events from 79 qualifier lines. It also
adds asequential trigger mode, a
window trigger mode, and performance histograms — powerful
debugging and monitoring utilities.

It's all available now. from Motorola.

Compatibility plus flexibility.
You can do hardware development
and software debugging on the same
HDS-400 Development Station. The
system helps simplify and shorten
your product development cycle, and
reduce your development costs. It
helps you put abetter product on the
market faster.
Whether you're designing with the

Get complete Information.
Check out the full set of HDS-400
features, capabilities and specifications. Send the coupon or write to
Motorola Semiconductor Products,
Inc.. P.O. Box 20912. Phoenix.
AZ 85036 for data. You can call our
Product Marketing Department for
information at (602) 829-3501. For
local assistance, call your Motorola
Semiconductor sales office, authorized distributor or systems
representative.
111)5 400

EFISAdor. and VMF. loam oradrmarlts
leanreda
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WE VAX. and

VMS an- .rademark.ol Moral Fanapneen («orp UNIX I
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MOTOROLA INC.
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TO: Motorola Sern)conduclor Products Inc .P 0 Boa 20912 Phloem, AZ 85036 M.1

Please send me more HDS-400 information.
159EL EX110383

• Name
• Title
• Call me

(

1 Company
Address
City

State

ZIP
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Real-time. Aworld where
response times are measured
in microseconds and performance is the only criteria.
In the hectic world of
real-time, time waits for no
man, woman or computer.
That's why you need a
computer operating system
that takes care
of business
now, not later.
ComputerAutomation's
CARTOS is the answer.
The most powerful realtime operating system ever
created to meet the challenge of all your industrial
and commercial real-time
applications.
From oil wells to nuclear
power plants, robotized
assembly lines to transportation systems, CARTOS
runs them all
efficiently, quickly. And
more cost-effectively than
any other system available.
Here's why:
Fast task switching time.
CARTOS cuts response
time dramatically with the
fastest context switching
time around —150 µsec.

The result? Critical events
are serviced within the
available time. It all adds
up to peace of mind.
Virtual machines.
CARTOS makes your
computer into 64 virtual
machines. That means you
have the whole computer
to yourself even
while sharing it with 63
other virtual
environments.
So you get more capacity
with less interference.
Simultaneous development and debug.
Other systems require
two separate computers to
develop and debug ongoing programs. CARTOS
gets both jobs done all by
itself. Up to ten programmers can work on-line even
while CARTOS executes
alarge number of real-time
tasks. So your program-

CARTOS
deteCASE

real-tine system
real value.
mers don't waste time wait- or in arack. And when you
want to expand, it's easy
ing in line.
and fast.
Super sysgen speed.
When you don't have
CARTOS knocks off in
minutes what it takes other time to lose, consider the
systems hours to accomplish. real-time system with
Our benchmark tests prove more real value. CARTOS.
dataCASE/5. From Cornit. Faster sysgen means
puterAutomation. We've
your productivity goes up
been providing real-time
while your costs go dpwn.
solutions to the OEM world
Compatibility.
for 15 years. With 50,000
CARTOS' impressive
installations to prove it.
development capabiliWhy not tell us about
ties are compatible with
your real-time needs by fillComputerAutomation's
ing out and mailing the couentire line of minicomputers.
pon today. Or give us acall.
dataCASE/5.
Because time is runBest of all, CARTOS runs ning out.
on afamily of low-cost,
flexible minicomputer systems called dataCASE/5.
dataCASE/5 supports a
Conn puterAutomation
large variety of CPUs and
NAKED MINI, Division
storage media. Floppies.
18651 Von Karman, Irvine, CA 92713.
PH: (714) 833-8830, Ext. 353. TWX: 910 595 1767
Winchesters. Streaming
It's about time.
tape. Use any media you
D Iwant to discuss my application. Please have
want in any combination
asales representative call me.
0 I'm interested in more information. Please
you choose up to 1
/ giga2
send the latest brochure describing CARTOS,
dataCASE.15 and other real-time offerings.
byte of capacity. With a
45 MB tape backup.
And you can put it
wherever you want it.
Lightweight and compact,
dataCASE/5 sits on
your desk, on the floor
NAME

COMPANY

TITLE

ADDRESS

LIT)

STATE

ZIP

PHONE
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When the FCC says
control your interference
use Spectrum's shielded-filtered connector:
Spectrum Control's low cost
filtered and shielded D subminiature connectors are effective
ways to make your computers
comply with the FCC's Electromagnetic Interference (EMI)
regulations**
Spectrum Control's new filtered and shielded D Subminiature connectors provide
maximum versatility and compatibility while eliminating any
EMI problems And they're far
less expensive than you might
think
Spectrum connectors feature
a complete range of performance options, and they're
totally adaptable for easy retrofitting The design is based on
proprietory ceramic technology

of proven reliability and performance, and features programmable filter positions for
unlimited versatility.
Spectrum Control itself, offers you a full range of electromagnetic compatibility services
and products for both custom
and standard applications For
more information call, or write
for Engineering Bulletin
27-0027-53 Write Spectrum
Control, Inc, 2185 W Eighth
Street, Erie, PA 16505 Or call
814/455-0966, TWX 510/6996871 Spectrum's filtered connectors could be the low cost
solution you're looking for.
•Patent Pending
••FCC Part 15 Sub Part J VDE and Mil
STD 461 A/B

SPECTRUM CONTROL INC.
Since 1968

32

.making technology compatible with technology
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News update
• It's been alittle more than a year
since RCA signed an agreement to
second-source Motorola's complementary-mos versions of its 6805
line of microcomputers and peripherals [Electronics, Sept. 22, 1982,
p. 54]. RCA has yet to deliver the
parts it promised. Nonetheless, Motorola must like the progress being
made because the two companies
are putting the final touches on
what RCA'S Jim George, director of
LSI product operations, calls Phase
II of the agreement. These new provisions call for RCA'S Solid State division, based in Somerville, N. J., to
team up with Motorola's Austin,
Texas, microprocessor operation on
high-speed (4.2-megahertz) versions
of the 6805 line.
In the meantime, RCA continues
to work on its six promised parts:
three peripherals—a real-time clock,
a serial interface, and a read-only
memory—as well as a one-chip microcomputer and two microprocessors. The introductions are now set
for the first quarter of 1984 rather
than the third quarter of 1983, as
planned originally.
Implantations. The delay was due
in part to RCA'S lack of familiarity
with the 5-micrometer process,
which demands implanted sources
and drains rather than diffused
ones. "We wanted to make sure that
the process was okay," says George,
"and we did not want to come up
short of parts in stock." He adds
that RCA'S problems were really no
more unusual than those that might
be encountered by any normal startup. Reliability testing has been finished at RCA'S plant in West Palm
Beach Garden, Fla., where the company is building up stock before the
official introductions.
As agreed, Motorola will make
the microcomputers, and RCA, the
peripherals, in a 3-.Lm n-well c-mos
process using polysilicon load resistors. An official announcement of
the new understanding is imminent.
A spokesman in Austin says that
Motorola is "as happy as it can be
with the agreement." Together, the
two companies claim more than
40% of the c-mos logic and microprocessor market.
—Steve Zollo
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Good News
VMEbus +68000 +UNIX*

All the best ideas of the 80's integrated into the
Ironics development system/workstation.

Better News
PERFORMANCE

• 68000/68010 12.5 Mhz, no wait states
• Proprietary MMU accelerator boosts
throughput
• 256K (1 Mb) dual-port RAM

RELIABILITY

• DIN 41612 pin and socket connectors
• Single board SYSTEM FOUNDATION MODULE
minimizes interconnects
• Rugged steel card cages and enclosures

EXPANDABILITY
• International standard VMEbus interface
• 512K (2Mb) RAM w/32 bit transfers
• VMEgraf - high resolution color graphics
• VMEcrt color character display widownloadable character set
• Intelligent S10; Industrial PIO • GPIB, A/D/A
•UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories
'•CP M68K is a trademark of Digital Research
'•'VTRX is a trademark of Hunter and Ready

SOFTWARE SUPPORT
• IMON68 Debug Monitor
• UNIX •with Berkeley Enhancements
• CP/M68K• •• VRTX• ••Real Time Executive
• High Level Languages: C, FORTRAN, PASCAL,
BASIC, COBOL

1:›est News:

Ironics development stations are the quickest and
least expensive pathway to your end product.
They are also the most economical way to get the
edge on your competition. Ironics boards,
systems, software, and accessories are
available now!
For all your VMEbus needs... Isn't it IRON/CS

IRONICs INCORPORATED
117 Eastern Heights Drive
PO Box 356
Ithaca, NY 14850
Phone (607) 277-4060
Telex 705742
(•iicie 33 on reillitn
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The Powerful and Flexible

SYSTEM 720 for data acquisition/reduction
Proven Performance
System 720 earned its reputation as the fastest, most
accurate and flexible data acquisition system available. Its
used world-wide in applications where reliable
measurement of physical parameters is critical: wind

integrated with computer, peripherals and complete,
ready-to-run data acquisition software. You'll avoid costly
system integration and software development tasks.

tunnels, engine test stands and power and process plants.

Find Out More and Compare
Before you invest in an expensive custom system, find out

Flexibility Plus

more about the power and flexibility of System 720.

Whether your application involves reading the dynamic

Compare features and costs. You may find that your custom

response of afew strain gages or a"log and alarm" scan of
2000 channels, System 720 can do the job because it's
flexible. A wide selection of analog multiplexers plus

system is the System 720.
Our toll-free number is (800) 423-7151: in California, call
(213) 357-7151 collect.

transducer conditioning, digital 10 capability and afull line
of computer peripherals enable you to configure the
high-performance System 720 to exactly match your
requirements.
Its Affordable
For all its features. System 720 is incredibly cost effective.
That's because its a standard, high production system fully

INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

700 South Myrtle Ave., Monrovia, CA 91016
TWX 910-585-1833
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Business activity

"Trends in semiconductor and components stocks" records
the stock market activity of aselected group of
publicly owned semiconductor and components
manufacturers. The index weights the companies by size and therefore reflects their relative performances.

TRENDS IN SEMICONDUCTOR AND COMPONENTS STOCKS
SOURCE

STANDARD P. POOR S CORP

A 1981 tax-law change that provided higher credits for research and development spending has led
to a9% gain in R&D expenditures by electronics firms during 1982. The tax credits are
set to expire at the end of 1985, but if they are made permanent and expanded to
software R&D, spending by electronics firms could rise by 20% to 25% a year. So
claims a survey by Dallas management consultants Bain & Co. The survey, conducted
through arandom sample of the 2,300 members of the American Electronics Association,
dealt only with percentage increases or decreases in R&D spending by AEA members
and not with the dollar amounts actually spent. Bain also found that 80% of the firms
responding would be interested in joint R&D efforts. "We recommend strongly that the
R&D tax credit be made permanent," says AEA senior vice president Ralph Thomson.
The 1981 change granted a 25% tax credit on R&D budgets raised above those of a
previous year. The AEA believes also that "some companies refrain from participating in
R&D joint ventures due to lack of definition in Federal antitrust regulations."

Elsewhere in the R&D world, the National Science Foundation, in its latest report on that subject,
says that industrial R&D spending rose 17% in 1981. Accounting for about 70% of all
U. S. R&D expenditures, industrial firms shelled out $52 billion in 1981, up from $44.6
billion in 1980. The NSF notes that, discounting inflation, the gain was 7%—"well
above the 5.4% average annual rate of growth registered between 1975 and 1980."
Federal support for R&D spending increased 7% in constant dollars from 1980 to 1981,
"more than double the 2.9% average annual rate of growth" from 1975 to 1980.
Corporate spending for 1981 rose 6% in constant dollars—the first time since 1963 that
company-funded R&D grew at a lower rate than did Federally funded R&D.

Financings ...Flexible disk-drive maker Drivetec Inc., of San Jose, Calif., raised $5 million in a
second round of equity financing. This increases its total financing to $8
million ...Inference Corp., of Los Angeles, Calif., secured $750,000 in its first round
of venture-capital financing. The firm, founded in 1979, plans to market artificialintelligence software products.
—Robert J. Kozma
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Business activity
The

accompanying charts illustrate
the level of business activity in new
orders, shipments, inventories, and
unfilled orders of U. S. manufacturers of electronic components, communication equipment, and instrumentation from January or August
1982 to August 1983. The monthly
indexes for U. S. production of electronic equipment and components,
as well as the U. S. economic indicators for the electronics industries
and for the economy as a whole,
will next appear in the Dec. 1issue.
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mix
masters
Analog and Digital
on one chip. Only
Harris has the
winning
combination.
Harris. For years, your competitive
edge. Offering a full spectrum of
high-performance analog and digital
standard, semicustom and custom
circuits.
Now Harris puts analog and digital
functions together on one piece of
silicon. And your custom and
semicustom ICs will never be the
same.
Integrate analog, digital, RAM,
ROM and microprocessor core for
any operating environment. Low
power. Low current. Low voltage.
High voltage. Even rad hard.
Everything on the same chip.

In full custom circuits, combine
VLSI processing with analog functions, or mix bipolar and CMOS
technology, to achieve maximum
performance in a minimum size.
For semicustom circuits, use
Harris' computer-routable digital
cell library with predefined Harris
analog building blocks for fast
turnaround.
No matter which way you go,
you're headed for state-of-the-art.
In high-reliability satellite and communications equipment. In lowpower medical and battery-power
systems. In high-voltage applications. In rad hard military systems.
And more.
Set in just about any package you
can think of, and screened to commercial, 883B, Class S, or your own
special requirements.
No doubt about it, if you're building asemicustom or custom circuit,
turn to the mix masters. Harris.
We've got all combinations
covered.

Make Harris your mix master.
For more information, fill out and
mail this coupon to: Harris Custom
Integrated Circuits Division, P.O. Box
883, MS 53-170, Melbourne, Florida
32901. Or call (305) 729-5681.
Iam interested in an analog/digital
mix for:
EII
Semicustom circuits
11 Full custom circuits
NAME
TITLE
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

ZIP

PHONE

VHSIC Technology on the Horizon
Harris Semiconductor Sector: Analog Bipolar Digital -CMOS Digital Gallium Arsenide -Semicustom -Custom

Harris Technology
...Your Competitive Edge
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Kontron KDS

The Ultra-productive
Multifunction
Development System

Producing the next wave of smart products isn't
enough. You've got to be first! To be first and
stay there you need adevelopment system that
makes your designers more efficient, asystem
that speeds up the time-consuming task of developing and integrating hardware and software.
The ultra-productive environment you need is
available now in the KDS. Kontron's field-proven
CPU, mass storage, slave in-circuit emulation and
logic analysis capabilities are perfectly blended
in this user-configurable, ergonomically designed
workstation. The KDS solution starts with stackable, card-configurable modules that may be
located wherever convenient. Add the detached
keyboard and adjustable CRT, and atruly productive working environment emerges. You can
tilt, swivel, raise or lower the CRT to suit your
viewing angle. The detached keyboard gives you
control over all systems and the ability to display
all functions on the extra-large (15-inch), easy-toread screen. Two 51
/
4"floppy disk drives are incorporated in the CPU; an optional 10 Mbyte hard
disk plugs in if you need it. Software, emulation
and logic analysis are fully integrated.
You have complete control over up to four KSE
slave emulators and one KSA logic analyzer.
Emulation support is available for most popular
8- and 16-bit chips. You can select the 32-, 48and 64-channel logic analyzer (to 100 MHz) that
suits your needs for timing and state analysis.
KDS comes complete with all the applications
software you need. Editors, linkers and assemblers are provided for assembly language programming and for use with Pascal compilers.
Software developed on other Kontron systems
can be ported to the KDS via an RS-232 link.
Industry-standard operating systems* make KDS
even more versatile, opening the door to third
party software and many new applications. Find
out how much more the KDS Multifunction
Development System can do for you. Write for
a demonstration, or call 1-800-EMULATE.
ADVANCED
ELECTROC
NI
INSTRUMENTATION !

,
Kotimori

ELECTRONICS

In the United States:
KONTRON ELECTRONICS
630 Price Avenue
Redwood City, CA 94063
TWX: (910) 328-7202; (910) 378-5207
(800) EMULATE; (800) 227-8834

In Europe:
Kontron Messtechnik GmbH
Breslauer Strause 2
8057 Eching West Germany
(0 89) 31901-1
Telex: 05 22 122

In California:
(213) 641-7200; (415) 361-1012

"See our WESCON booth #'s 1218-1321"
'GPM is aregistered trademark of Digital Research. Inc.
'UNIX is atrademarked product of Bell Laboratories.
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New isolated 70-220 power
nsistor
kage fro
Mounting a 'T
power transistor used to require a heck of a lot of
hardware. Spacers. Mica insulators. Bushings. Solder lugs. All
adding up to considerable time
and expense.
Now consider the new isolated
TO-220 power transistor from
Panasonic. With just a screw,
washerand hex nut, you can accomplish the same thing. Forget about
all the insulating hardware - it
doesn't need any.
Its integral heat sink has a thin
resin coating, providing thermal
and electrical characteristics as
good or better than standard TO220 packages: up to 30K cycles
at 0 to 90 C. And while SOA, tran
ient thermal resistance and maximum collector power dissipation
are the same as equivalent transistors, the resin-coated flange

actually improves free air dissipation by about 17%.
A full range of isolated TO-220
power transistors is available in
all the most popular values. Also
available are isolated versions of
the TO-3 plastic power transistor
package. They're compatible with
all standard designs. And their
simplified mounting, coupled with
competitive prices, adds up to big
savings in most any application.
With isolated TO-220 power transistors, you get optimum thermal
protection ... without all the hardware.
For evaluation samples and
design data, write or call today:
Panasonic Industrial Company,
Electronic Components Division,
One Panasonic Way, Secaucus,
N.J. 07094; (201) 348-5274.
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Electronics newsletter
Small EE-PROM chunks
slated for Motorola
microcomputers

Storage Technology
to market
German laser printer

DEC's personal computer
net translater card for
instrumentation systems

Plug-in printer
bein shipped
g
for pagers
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A little electrically erasable programmable read-only memory goes along
way—or so hopes Motorola Inc. This month, Motorola's Microprocessor
division, in Austin, Texas, announces astrategy to place small amounts
of EE-PROM on its 8-bit MC6805 microcomputers. Motorola believes
that as little as (say) 15 bytes could suffice for a number of devicetailoring functions or as security "combination locks." This EE-PROM
could handle slight changes to on-chip software either to personalize
systems for market niches or to update aging equipment in the field. First
silicon is due in March 1984 for Motorola's MC6805K2: 128 bytes of EEPROM will be coupled to 2-K bytes of mask ROM. Later in the year,
Motorola will pack some EE-PROM with 3-K bytes of ultravioletlight—erasable PROM in the MC68705K3, destined for system prototypes.
Motorola says as much as 40% of the 8-bit microcomputer market will
in the long term eventually use small chunks of EE-PROM.

Having dropped its own laser-printer development work late in 1982,
Storage Technology Corp. has now elected to market in the U. S. aunit
manufactured by Siemens AG, Munich, West Germany. Storage
Technology's $195,000 model 6100 laser-printing subsystem—which its
Documation Inc. subsidiary, in Palm Bay, Fla., is handling—will bow at
this week's Data Processing Managers Association show, in Baltimore.
Delivery starts in January. The IBM-compatible 103-page/min printer
uses a cold-fusing agent to fix print to paper. This cuts cold start-up
times to 12 minutes from up to 60 minutes for systems that use hot
fusing, Storage Technology says. Meanwhile, NCR Corp., of Dayton,
Ohio, has also signed with Siemens to market asimilar system with its
mainframe equipment.

The Rainbow 100, Digital Equipment Corp.'s only personal computer to
gain significant customer acceptance, will soon try to crack the growing
market for data-acquisition and instrumentation systems built around
personal computers. The move is tied to a translater card that allows
Rainbow to run afamily of analog and digital input/output boards sold
by Data Translation Inc., Marlboro, Mass., the translater's developer.
Currently, atranslater is available only for the IBM Personal Computer
[Electronics, March 24, p. 93]. The new translater card, slated for
December delivery and selling for about $250, connects the Maynard.,
Mass., company's Rainbow by means of a cable to an external box
housing any combination of Data Translation's seven boards.

Though radio pagers with built-in printers are said to be under
development at several firms, Motorola Inc., amajor pager maker, does
not believe they are what the market wants. Instead, its Paging Products
division, Fort Lauderdale, Fla., has begun shipping to selected customers
a version of its alphanumeric-display Optrx pager that comes with a
detachable thermal printer. The 15-oz, 63/
8-by-5 1
/ -by-2 1
2
4-in. printer is
plugged into the pager's recharging unit only when the pager is left
unattended—for example, at an office overnight. The printer spits out a
2-in.-wide paper record of incoming messages of up to 80 characters
each. Motorola says it built the system at the request of an unnamed
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large pager customer who wanted printout capability but not a built-in
unit's extra size and weight. Motorola is expected to offer the printer,
made by 1x0 Inc., Culver City, Calif., as an Optrx peripheral possibly
late in the first quarter of next year.

Compaq Computer unveils
hard-disk lookalike of
Personal Computer XT

Synchronized cassette
and fo ppy-disk train
software users

Du Pont to develop
packaging technologies at
Research Triangle Park

Addenda
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Compaq Computer Corp., of Houston, amaker of lower-cost, softwarecompatible versions of the IBM Personal Computer, has unwrapped a
version of International Business Machines Corp.'s hard-disk machine,
the Personal Computer XT. At $4,995, the portable Compaq Plus will sell
for about $750 less, says Compaq president Rod Canion. For its 10megabyte Winchester store, it uses a31
/ -in, disk made by Rodime plc, of
2
Glenrothes, Scotland, rather than IBM's 5¼-in, unit. The 16-bit machine
also has a 51/
4-in. 360-kilobyte floppy disk, 128-K bytes of randomaccess-memory, a9-in. screen, MS-DOS 2.0 operating system, and Basic
programming language. Compaq also announced a $2,500 10-megabyte
hard disk for current Compaq owners.

Users of business application software who find the documentation
unclear or downright puzzling can turn to anew simulation package that
will train them to use it. Called Fastrain by its developer, Electronic
Protection Devices, Waltham, Mass., the system simulates the operation
of any of several popular programs, including WordStar, Multiplan, and
dBase II, as well as the Microsoft Basic programming language. The
$498 price buys an audio cassette that plays instructions, a floppy disk
with software for one program, and an interface with the IBM, Kaypro,
Osborne, Commodore, or Texas Instruments personal computer. Visual
cues, including error corrections, are displayed on the computer's screen.
A proprietary drive mechanism, as well as anonstandard tape material,
synchronizes the cassette to the floppy disk.
Some 200 scientists and engineers will staff a new semiconductorpackaging research and development facility that Du Pont Co. w ill open
by early 1985. In Research Triangle Park, near Raleigh, N. C., the 200acre complex will be used to develop new ceramics and polymers for
multilayer lc packages with 400 to 500 leads, says Charles Arrington, its
director designate. In coming years, the facility will include a
manufacturing line for IC packages, amarket that Arrington predicts will
climb to $10 billion ayear by 1990. Du Pont now sells more than $750
million ayear worth of products to the electronics industries and expects
this sum to double in the next five years.

Bull Peripherals, asubsidiary of the French computer giant Compagnie
des Machines Bull, will be doing advanced product development at the
Sunnyvale, Calif., headquarters of its U. S. marketing arm, Cynthia
Peripheral Corp. Starting with half a dozen technical and marketing
people, the office will define drive and printer products for U. S.
markets. ...The National Computer Graphics Association, in
Fairfax, Va., has endorsed the Graphical Kernel System (Gi(s), a
proposed software standard for two-dimensional computer graphics. GKS
has already been adopted by the International Standards Organization
and is close to adoption by the American National Standards Institute.
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MICRO
POWER
SYSTEMS

New A/D and D/A Converters

Design in the World's most
the MP574.
popular A/D. ..
Replaces AD574, ,uP compatible, cornplete 12-bit A/D with reference and clock.
Improved Version of Original 574
The MP574 is a complete 12-bit successive approximation A/D with tri -state output buffers for direct
interface to 8, 12, and 16-bit microprocessor buses.
The MP574 is implemented with two advanced
bipolar and CMOS LSI chips resulting in maximum
performance at lowest cost. A proprietary decoded
12 bit DAC provides increased accuracy, lower drift
and reduced noise over the converter's operating
range. The device is offered in all temperature
ranges, including MIL-STD-883. Other features
include:
• Fast conversion (25p sec)
• Fast bus access time (150ns)
• Guaranteed linearity over temperature
• Precision reference for long term stability
• Low gain error tempco

MP7622, pP Compatible, 12-bit DAC
The MP7622 is the first 12-bit ultra stable (nontrimmed) monolithic double buffered multiplying
DAC with a flexible interface to microprocessor
buses. The MP7622 incorporates ultra stable thin film
resistors and unique bit decoding techniques
yielding non-trimmed 12-bit accuracy with excellent
stability over temperature and time. Other features

MP8526 is implemented with an advanced decoded
CMOS DAC and a bipolar linear chip. The precision,
laser trimmed on the chip scaling and offset resistors
provide very tight zero and full
scales. Twelve, 14, and 16-bit
versions are also available with
unipolar or bipolar outputs and
with any input coding and output full scales. Other features
include:
• Gain error 0.1% max (0.04 typ.)
• Bipolar offset 0.05% max (0.02 typ.)
• Linearity over temperature +1/2 LSB (13-bit)
• Differential linearity over temp +1/4 LSB (14-bit)
• Settling time 5ps
IIIAL

MPS also has 6-bit through 18-bit DACs, high speed,
high precision op amps, and precision voltage references for your DAC system. All parts are immediately
available with MIL-STD-883B processing, as well as
standard can, plastic, and ceramic packaging. All
parts available in die form. For complete details,
sample parts, catalogs, and prices, call your local rep/
distributor, or send coupon, or call MPS Marketing
direct: ask for Bob Smith, (408)727-5350, ext. 245.

IVIICRO
M POWER
SYSTEMS

include:
• Linearity tempco 0.1 typ./0.2 max ppm/°C
• Gain error tempco 0.5 typ./1.0 max ppm/°C
• Linearity stability 0.01 typ., 0.05 LSB/year
• Lowest glitch and fast settling time (500 ns)
• Lowest output capacitance (25/50 pF)

To: Micro Power Systems, 3100 Alfred St., Santa Clara, CA 95050
0 Send Data Sheets D MP574 t=1 MP7622 O MP8526
0 Send Short Form Catalog

• Lowest sensitivity to amplifier offset (330pV/mV)
• Minimum digital feedthrough

Name

World's Smallest, Complete, 13-bit DAC
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E110383

Application .

• True four quadrant multiplication (AC or DC)
• Low power consumption (8 mW, typ.)

The MP8526 is a complete 13-bit bipolar (both +/output voltages) DAC with ± 5 and ±10 volts full
scales. No external elements are required and LCC
packaging with MIL-STD-883 is available. The

3100 Alfred Street
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 727-5350

Title
Company
Address

City

State

Zip
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DATA GENERAL
INTRODUCES THE
DESKTOP
GENERATION.

Whatever your requirements, the DESKTOP GENERATION THoffers the solution—whether it's for you
or your customers. It's the only family of desktops to open up the worlds of technical and industrial
automation, data processing, information management and personal automation.
With arange of capability, power and functionality that far exceeds that of the most popular
personal computers, the IBM PC family.
THE WIDEST RANGE OF COMPATIBILITY
For example, take operating systems.
The DESKTOP GENERATION's dual architecture (based on aData General microECLIPSETM
processor and an 8086) permits it to run 5operating systems. And it can run two
concurrently.
It accepts both popular micro-based operating systems (CP/M-86, MS-DOS) as
well as three of Data General's widely-used operating systems (AOS, RDOS,
MP/AOS).
And, as atechnical/scientific workstation, the DESKTOP GENERATION is
powerful enough to run software packages for almost any application you or your
customers might have in mind. Including those for mechanical and electrical engineering,
architectural drafting and analysis, real time control, project
management, or anything else.
Moreover, the DESKTOP GENERA. ION is compatible with
everything in the Data General line: from the NOW, to the
microNOV/r, to the ECLIPSE.and entire 32-bit MV family.
The leading personal computer vendor has no other products
which are compatible with its PC. Period.
THE BEST COLOR GRAPHICS
Or, take graphics resolution.
The DESKTOP GENERATION has eight times the resolution of the leading personal computer:
640 x240 versus 160 x100. With apalette of 4096 colors versus alimit of only 16.
THE WIDEST RANGE OF MEMORY AND PERIPHERALS
The DESKTOP GENERATION has three times the memory expansion (up to 2MB) versus 640 KB on
their PC.
It offers more disc (30 MB maximum disc storage). Plus a15 MB cartridge tape for fast backup
which that other PC doesn't have. And Data General has agreater choice of peripherals and
options, including mouse, tablet, ten-color plotter, monochrome printer, graphical kernal system
(GKS) software, and IEEE-488 interface.
WIDEST RANGE OF GROWTH OPTIONS
With
Insnap-on
summary,
modules
the DESKTOP
and user
GENERATION
installable features.
offers youThe
afull
ability
product
to grow
line.
•
iiimmig your stand-alone system into afull network with arange of
communications products. And the ability to take your single-user
workstation and turn it into amulti-terminal system.
g)
BEST
fi
PIUCE
Best of all, you get this
for aprice that comparable to that of the most
)
Ilí
popular personal computers.
And, as abonus, you get asupport system that includes achoice of 16
service plans. Plus the only online software update service available for desktop systems.
CALL NOW
To get more information on the DESKTOP GENERATION family, call this toll free number:
1400-554-4343, Operator 09.
Or send us this coupon today:
DESKTOP GENERATION na trademark of Data General Corporation
CP/M 86 and MS DOS are registered trademarks of Digital Research Inc and Microsoft Corp.. respectively. Copyright 1983 0 Data General Corporation. Westboro, MA.

Data General, M.S. F134, 4400 Computer Drive, Westboro, MA 01580.
\ I'm an
OEM 0 End User
I'm interested in:
CI Industrial automation CI System software LI Application software
E Small business systems El Graphics E Other
Name
lealib

Title

t.s ompany

Telephone

\Address
\City

State

Zip

4. Data General
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METALLIZED POLYPROPYLEM
CAPACITORS BY THOMSON
FOR HEAVY CURRENTS.

There's no two ways about it
For LCC, quality is all that counts :
PMS capacitors combine the outstanding dielectric properties of polypropylene
with the fad that polyester readily takes ametallic coating ;this gives them a
remarkable ability to cope with current and power.
Self-healing PMS capacitors, subjected to exacting checks during manufacture,
are amust for high-energy circuit designers.
• Capacity range :from lOnF to 3.3 AF
• Rated voltages :UR_:from 160V to 400V, UR_:from 100V rms
to 220V„),
• du/dt :from 50 to 180V/ils
• RMS current :from 0.3 to
frn S
1

\THOMSON

•

3

A

THE TRUE MEANING OF QUALITY
•

coKroffifflue,

THOMSON-CSF

CIE COMPOSAN15 El ECTROMOUES CAPAC ,10XS DEPARTMENT

E. 4.
66 m444446,7 Ar r14 CoM66 No. •
Some Apolknowe
THOMSON-CS, COMPONENTS SUISIDIARIES
GERMANY WEST
THOMSON•CSE SAUIREMENTE GmbH
MUNCHEN Tel 146 89 78 79 0
AUSTRIA
1140MSON-C.W IELEKTIONISCHE
ANLAGENG6461
WIEN Tel M3I277 94 62 82
BELGIUM
THOMSON SA -NV
BRUXELLES Tel 137 ,2648 64 85
SRAZIL
THOMSON-CSF COMPONENTES
DO tRASIL Ledo
SAO PAULO TN 155,11 542 47 22
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CANADA
THOMSON•CEP CANADA Ltd ,1.14e
OTTAWA Tel II 611 236 36 78
SPAIN
COMPONENTES ELECTIONICOS SA.
SANT JOAN DESH BARCELONA
Tel 134) 3373 30
MADRID Tel 1341 1419 85 37

2600 Dee6

Tel

MO. 7181 22

TH..

USA
THOMSON-CSF COMPONENTS
CORPORATION
CANOGA PARK 41 .1 213 887 • e
FAR EAST ASIA
THOMSON-CV PALEAST Ud
KOWLOON HONGKONG
TA 18571 372196 82
ITALY
THOMSON•CS• COMPONENTS S.p.A.
',KANO T6 1391 7607 37 61
JAPAN
THOMSON JAPAN KK
701(60 Tel (87 3264 63 46
THE NEINIIILANDS
THOMSON SA •NV
GRAVENMOEP TA MT 1623 17600
U.K :AND IRELAND
THOMSON-CSF COMPONENTS
AND MATERIALS Old
BASINGS101tE TA 4.6 256 79 155

TCSF 204 780 F
SWEDEN
THOMSON-CSF •KOMPONENTER
ET ELEKTIONROR
SIOCKHOLE6 IA 46 827 58 ,5
AGENTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
DENMARK
SCANSUPPLY
COPENHAGEN TH 145)183 50 90
FINLAND
OY TOP COMPONENTS All
961518911 T.& nsa} 075 04 14
NORWAY
TAHONIC A S
OSLO Tel 1471 716 16 10
SWITZERLAND
MODULATOR SA
BEINSIEWELD Tel MI ,31 59 72 77

•

SOUTHEAST ASIA
THOMSON-CSF SEA PM Led
SiNGAPORE Tel M5I795 31 24
•
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Significant developments in technology and business

IBM moves to lock up
office market as it
puts 370 on the desk
by Marilyn A. Harris, New York bureau

PC link to system's power is
made possible by placing whole
instruction set on asingle card
and devising software hookup
Making astrong move to burnish its
image among customers as the paternal presence that will lead confused
office planners out of a computer
wilderness, International Business
Machines Corp. has proffered an
armful of new products that could
make its long-awaited introduction
of a home computer seem like
peanuts.
IBM, in effect, surrounded the office-automation market late last
month when it introduced more than
a half dozen systems, including an
addition to the 3270 family, the PC
3270, that displays up to seven windows and costs $5,200, some $2,000
less than Apple's Lisa. Also, owners
of 3279 color display terminals can
now have Pcs, too, with an attachment that costs $1,950. And programs that permit documents to be
exchanged among several IBM office
systems were also introduced.
But perhaps the star of the newcomers is the PC XT/370, apersonal
computer that in effect reduces a
System/370 to desktop size.
The XT/370 is a PC that can
transparently access and manipulate
programs, services, and data previously available only to one of the
370-class computers running virtualQuiet filter. A key to IBM's new PC XT/370 is

machine, conversational-monitor-system (vm/cms) applications. The first
of these mainframes, which now include the 4300 series of midrange
systems and the 308X giants, was introduced a decade ago. vm/cms,
written for those machines, is often
called IBM's best time-sharing operating system.
The impetus for the XT/370, according to Frank Moss, manager of
communication and distributed systems at IBM's Thomas J. Watson Research Center, was twofold: ism's
Endicott, N. Y., laboratory was able
to put the full instruction set for the
System 370 onto a card; and a team
under Moss in Yorktown Heights,
N. Y., led by senior manager and researcher Barry Goldstein, forged a
software link between the PC and the
370 at the operating-system level.
Traffic cop. Goldstein expanded
the virtual-memory concept to create
what he calls a "virtual-service" analog. That is, much as the operating
system in a virtual-memory setup orchestrates acall to disk storage when
the required data is not in main
memory, the operating-system kernel
he wrote for the PC's Intel 8088 pro-
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SYSTEM/370
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WORK STATION
(IBM PC XT/370)

OPERATING
SYSTEM

DISK

OPERATING
SYSTEM
APPLICATION
3277
COAXIAL
CABLE

PRINTER

the way the virtual-service interface acts as a
filter between the PC's operating system and

cessor decides whether a request,
say, for access to a minifile or a
printer can be serviced locally or
needs the host. Acting as a filter for
the personal computer's resident operating system, it directs the request
(see figure).
Along with the 8088 and 256-K
bytes of system memory that come
with the standard Pc x-r, the XT/
370 includes three new circuit cards.
One includes the 370 instruction set
and permits the machine to execute
370-compatible programs; it includes
a Motorola MC68000 and two custom IBM microprocessors. The second card plugs in an extra 512-K
bytes of memory to run vm/cms applications.
The third card provides the connection for the 3277 coaxial cable
that links the machine to the host
through a 3274 display control unit.
The XT/370 can also communicate
with a host over a phone line
through an RS-232-C port but in this
mode acts only as a dumb terminal.
Linked to a 3274 controller that is
remotely connected to the host, however, it performs fully.
"We've taken a smart uniprocess-

VSI

VIRTUAL-SERVICE
INTERFACE (VSI)

that of ahost System/370.
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ing system—the PC—and made it
multiprocessing and multitasking,
transparent to the user. It meant unlocking the interfaces simply and directly and hooking them into the virtual-service concept," says Moss. In
the final product, the resulting special-purpose operating system, the
CP88, takes the form of a diskette
application program, loaded initially
in a simple 20-minute operation.
Once in the system, the virtualservice interface creeps into both the
PC and the host and nudges the PCDOS operating system aside, says
Goldstein. "PC-DOS is interrupt-driven," he explains. The new operating
system "steals the interrupt and inserts itself between the request and
PC-DOS," assuming command of the
PC and handling multitasking demands and also sending to the host
requests for high-level services like
laser printers.
Speed, power. "What you get
[with the XT/370] is nowhere near
as powerful as a full 370, which supports some 4,00 users," points out
Moss. "But it approximates what
each user sharing a 370 would get"
in processing speed and power.
The experience has helped direct
IBM's systems research, asserts Moss.
"We know that an intelligent work
station should include coprocessors,
interconnect to a host, and give the
user afriendly, functional interface—
like the 3270's window feature."
The next step, he says, is to connect heterogenous systems without
having to replicate the host in the
small machine. "But it's going to
take time till we know what the end
user will ultimately want or need."

Computers

Transputer groomed
for fifth generation
The first shot in the global war over
the next generation of computer architectures is about to be fired by the
Brits. Next month Inmos Ltd., of
Bristol, UK, will unveil a product
designed for parallel architectures:
the transputer, which is a reduced-
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instruction mainframe on a chip.
maximizes data-transfer rates and
Inmos is alatecomer to the microminimizes board area. A 32-bit mulprocessor market. To leapfrog the
tiplexed interface port can address 4
dominant U. S. companies, it needs
gigabytes of main memory and transsomething different. And the trans- fer data at 25 megabytes/s.
puter—the T424—is just that: a
An 8-bit multiplexed port, with a
fifth-generation building block. Its
block-transfer rate of 4 megabytes/s,
name, a contraction of transistor
can be used to access disk memory
computer, reflects the company's be- and other peripherals. Four dedicatlief that it will become as ubiquitous
ed ports handle communication with
as the transistor.
up to four other transputers—an imHigh levels. Inmos will describe
portant feature. Each of these ports
the new unit, a very high-perforhas afull duplex data-transfer rate of
mance 32-bit microprocessor that ex1.5 megabytes/s.
ecutes no fewer than 10 million inThe company's choice of packagstructions a second, at Wescon (see
ing and output configurations is the
p. 169). The transputer directly exe- clue to the T424's target market.
cutes the company's Occam high-levUsed alone or in pairs, the transel language, developed to support
puter could pack the performance of
concurrent processing [Electronics,
a large mainframe into a desktop
work station. Arrays of transputers
used as system building blocks could
provide orders-of-magnitude perforOccam's razor action
mance improvements over mainOccam, aimed specifically at conframes of the present generation.
current processing, works by splitOther products, now in the pipeting any computational task into
line—a 16-bit version and transself-contained sequential proputers configured as high-perforcesses and enforcing strict discimance graphics or disk controllers—
pline on data interchange among
will take Inmos into different marprocesses. The communications
kets. These are standard parts, but
channel, for instance, must always
the company can play many other
be specified, and all communicatunes on its transputer, including
tions among processes are syncustom versions.
chronous. The transputer directly
Similar parts. Inmos is not the
executes Occam's limited instrucfirst to disclose plans for 32-bit mition set; there is no machine
croprocessors: AT&T Western Eleccode.
—K. S.
tric and Hewlett-Packard have the
Bellmac 32 and the mcs III, respectively, while Intel has the 432 and
Nov. 30, 1982, p. 89], and will supNCR, the NCR-200. Most other bigport other high-level languages as
league chip and computer companies
compilers are developed.
plan similar parts—DEC, for examThe transputer chip, 45 square
ple, has just unveiled its MicrovAx
millimeters, houses about 250,000 de[Electronics, Oct. 20, p. 47]. Inmos is
vices. Engineered in the company's
not even alone in optimizing its unit
complementary-mos polycide process
for a high-level language, like Octo 2-micrometer design rules, it con- cam: the Bellmac 32 is optimized for
sumes a mere 0.9 watt and ticks
C, the 432 for object-oriented proalong at 5 megahertz.
gramming languages, like Ada.
A 10-miPs central processing unit
Inmos believes that two things set
takes a lot of feeding, so Inmos has
the transputer apart: the very high
provided more than 4-K of static ran- communications bandwidth on and
dom-access memory on chip, with a off the chip, with dedicated channels
bandwidth of 80 megabytes asecond.
for hooking arrays of transputers toPerhaps even more striking is the
gether, and the direct execution of
cPu's communications capability,
Occam. Only Western Digital—
both on and off the chip, mounted in
whose p machine executes p-code,
an 84-pin leadless chip-carrier. This
the intermediate code for UCSD Pas-
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level radio signals, they decided to
try them for noninvasive medical
examinations.
Having completed the engineering
research and much of the body-imaging software development with an engineering model, Holographics is
now attempting to raise $1 million,
so it can complete its first full-scale
prototype within a year. Pearce
hopes to raise an extra $3 million to
finish five other prototypes, to be
tested in hospital research centers.
Once on the market, the system
will cost between $500,000 and
$750,000, he estimates. At that price,
the company believes, Safescan could
quickly capture anywhere from 5%
to 10% of the total medical-imaging
Medical
business, which now runs to $4.1 billion a year worldwide.
Intended to yield a hologram of
the body's entire interior in one exposure, the system beams radio
waves between 700 megahertz and
Two astrophysicists have developed a 1.3 gigahertz onto a human body,
whose atoms absorb energy and reramedical imaging technique that scans
diate the same frequency in all directhe interior of the human body in
much the same way as high-frequen- tions within picoseconds. Signals are
cy radio waves scan space to pin- collected by an array of 22,000 tiny
point heavenly bodies. Called Safes- dipole antennas, amplified, and digican, the technique could replace con- tized for processing by the computer,
which deconvolves them in an operaventional X rays, computerized-axition akin to matrix inversion.
al-tomography (oAT) scanners, and
To create the hologram, the deconthe newly arrived nuclear-magneticvolved signals are compared in phase
resonance (NmR) system for threeand amplitude and then summed to
dimensional imaging, its inventors
obtain "voxels" (volume picture elebelieve.
Safescan generates 3-d images by
collecting and processing microwaves
reradiated from the body of apatient
exposed to them at 10 milliwatts per
square centimeter for 0.01 second inside a 6-foot-high chamber. "The radio-frequency exposure is totally safe
and equal to only one tenth the leakage allowed from microwave ovens
by the Food and Drug Administration," says Jeffrey B. Pearce, president and cofounder of Holographics
Inc., in Boulder, Colo.
Pearce and his co-inventor, James
W. Warwick, are radio astronomers
who have experiments on board Voyagers Iand II to detect radio emisBody and poles. Safescan system gives hosions from the atmospheres of Jupilographic view when body's atoms absorb
ter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune.
radio waves and reradiate them to 22,000
Casting about for ways to exploit
antennas for collection and processing.
their expertise in manipulating low-

cal—is moving in this direction.
The input/output ports for communicating with other transputerbased units permit highly parallel
processors to be built from arrays of
transputers hooked together and thus
provide the architectural underpinnings for Inmos's fifth-generation
strategy. These programmable vo
ports are the hardware embodiment
of Occam's Channel.
The transputer will also support
all high-level languages. Compilers
will gradually be made available for
the important ones. Inmos says that
first silicon is not scheduled until
late 1984.
—Kevin Smith

Microwaves scan

images inside body
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ments for 3-d images), aprocess that
involves so much data and such an
intricate program that aminicomputer working with a slave floatingpoint processor takes about 30 minutes to complete it.
A gigabyte of memory is required
to store a full body image so that it
can be displayed on a screen with a
resolution of 0.1 millimeter. Displayed in color or monochrome, images of any part of the body—such
as the heart—can be called up from
the memory for viewing on a stereooptic video display employing two
cathode-ray tubes. During this examination, doctors may rotate these
3-d images and from aseries of exposures observe the body's organs actually functioning.
Nonionizing. Unlike conventional
X rays (two-dimensional imaging)
and CAT scanners (3-d imaging),
Safescan carries no danger of exposure to the ionizing effects of electromagnetic waves, Pearce maintains. It
uses nonionizing frequencies at a
very low power level.
NMR — like Safescan—creates 3-d
images of patients by reradiation of
energy from nonionizing waves. But
Pearce believes that NmR's high
cost—about $1.5 million to $2 million for equipment alone—and the
problem of shielding against the
magnetics may take some of the luster off the technique, which is starting to gain popularity.
With Safescan, a copper screen
can handle the shielding. Also,
Pearce points out, the system operates in a radio frequency containing
little natural or manmade interference and thus can run at lower power and "still get high signal-to-noise
ratios."
—J. Robert Lineback

Fiber optics

RCA diode keys
lightwave local net
The widespread commercialization of
fiber-optic local networks may be
several years off, but wealthier customers—like the
U. S.
Government—are already preparing the
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roadbed for these high-capacity data
highways. The keys to the rarefied
nets are their laser-diode transmitters, and RCA Corp. has incorporated
one of its star performers, now in
production, into a prototype local
network that is expected to go to
market next year.
The network can deliver data to as
many as 100 users at 200 to 500
megabits asecond, over links as long
as 1kilometer. What drives the network is an 8-by-8-mil diode, 4 mils
thick, that is specified to deliver 40
milliwatts into the net's multimode
graded-index fiber.
Called CDH-LOC (for constricted
double-heterojunction large optical
cavity), it was put into production
just two months ago, three years after it was first described. RcA's new
new-products division, in Lancaster,
Pa., is selling it for $1,500.

The diode's specs beat those of its
competitors by afactor of two, crows
Michael Ettenberg, the head of optoelectronics research at RCA'S David
Sarnoff Research Center, in Princeton, N. J. Within a year, an optimized version that more than triples
peak output power (see "Laser diode
picks up more power") will also be
in production, Ettenberg adds.
Biased right. The prototype net
that gets a boost from the CDH-LOC
is fast and powerful, but so are other
fiber-optic nets. What distinguishes
RCA's net from the others is the way
the laser is biased and stabilized. To
avoid having repeatedly to bring the
laser to the biased condition—over
its lasing threshold—within the desired 2 to 5 nanoseconds, most systems leave it in the biased state. But
the continuous background light often obscures actual signals.

Laser diode picks up more power
Even as the original constricted double-heterojunction large optical cavity laser
diode moves off RCA's production line and into aprototype local network (see
story), inventor Dan Botez and his colleagues at the David Sarnoff Research
Center, Princeton, N. J., have more than tripled CDH-LOC's light output.
Like the earlier version, the new diode consists of five layers of gallium
aluminum arsenide grown by liquid-phase epitaxy atop a GaAs substrate.
Curving the active regions makes for astable yet large light spot and thus alow
lasing threshold and high power. The new diode manages to have even better
current confinement than the earlier one because of ap-type zinc channel that
has been diffused into the n-type cap (see figure). The channel brings the
current closer to the light spot, explains Botez, so that less spills over into the
nonlasing area.
Compared with the production version, the new diode's lasing threshold
drops from 100 milliamperes to 50, and its electrical-to-optical efficiency is
boosted from 10% to 35%. In experiments, the laser stays stable, at up to 100
mW, in a50% duty cycle in asingle spatial mode.
-M. A. H.
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To improve on this system, researcher David Patterson developed
one that takes the control signal
from the local node, biases the laser,
transmits the data, and shuts the laser off. Yet the on-off setup affects
the stabilization of the laser's operating point; moreover, normal aging
takes its toll on its slope and bias
point. So Patterson used off-the-shelf
complementary-mos logic chips to
devise acompensatory refresh circuit
located in the transmitter section at
each node.
The circuit, activated by a button
during routine maintenance, brings
the transmitter off line for afew milliseconds and presents the diode with
the desired absolute values for the
threshold and peak points of light
output. A ramping function sets the
operating current to these points.
The prototype net has run with four
terminals, and an optical-disk recorder will be hooked in this quarter,
Ettenberg says. Government customers will be getting a demonstration
by year-end.
—Marilyn A. Harris

Charge-coupled devices

Electron-holes outdo
antiblooming drains
Texas

Instruments

Inc.

believes

it

has asolution to the blooming problem in charge-coupled devices with a
new technique that draws positive
"holes" up from the chip's substrate,
traps them in a simple polysilicon
gate, and then recombines them with
unwanted electrons. The act of electron-hole recombination generates a
photon, which is dissipated as background charge and heat through the
crystal lattice.
In CCDs used as imagers for cameras, the blooming phenomenon—resulting from an overflow of signal
charges from one brightly illuminated cell into neighboring cells—can
distort pictures of very bright spots.
To eliminate the electron overflow,
many CCD sensors have drain structures beside each sensing element to
siphon off extra charges. The drains,
however, consume up to 30% of a
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FAST
P
ART 6:
The 74F784 8-bit Serial Multiplier
with Adder/Subtractor

Welcome to the sixth part in our new
12-part series on FAST' Fairchild Advanced
Schottky TTL.
Our high-speed, low-power 74F784
combines the functions of our F384 nx8-bit
serial multiplier and our F385 adder/
subtractor in one chip.
It features two's complement multiplication and is cascadable to any number
of bits. Signal processing applications
requiring an S±B function can now be
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From Portland, ME.
FAIRCHILD
A Schiumberger Company

performed with minimal chip count.
The 74F784 is particularly useful in highspeed digital filtering or butterfly networks
in Fast Fourier Transforms.
No matter how you figure it, you can't
beat the 74F784 from FAST
For samples and additional information,
contact Fairchild Digital Products Division,
Marketing Department, 333 Western Avenue,
South Portland, ME 04106.
Next issue, next part.

FAST t
Fairchild Advanced Schottky TTI.t is atrademark of Fairchild Cantera and Instniment Corporation for I

l'n aids. Fairchild Camera and Instniment Girpiiration
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mm strip of polysilicon—are
Software
placed only in the imaging
area, explains Jaroslav Hynecek, senior staff member in
the laboratories and inventor of the technique. The antiblooming gate's entire area
is optically active.
Antiblooming drains and
If the brass ring in local networking
associated barriers beside continues to go to system software
each imaging cell can easily that serves more than one kind of
take up 6 m, "of which microcomputer—as it does today, dehalf is optically dead," notes spite expert predictions that this
Hynecek, also inventor of must change—then SofTech Inc.'s
virtual-phase
technology
new Liaison package is surely apow[Electronics, Jan. 27, 1982, erful entry in the game. Developed
Nipped in the bud. TI saves space in its CCD image
p. 39]. One alternative is to by the company's Microsystems subsensor by incorporating the antiblooming drain strucbury drains under the ele- sidiary, in San Diego, Liaison is a
tures in the sensing area of its 250,000-miI 2 chip.
ment, carrying off overflow software family of networking prodcharges vertically. Hynecek ucts that cut through the jumble of
chip's active photomicrograph re- believes, though, that this option dissimilar hardware by adapting the
gion, reducing image resolution.
could result in signal loss in the long- company's widely used p-System (see
TI incorporates these gate strucer-wavelength spectrum, mostly gen- "P as in portable," below).
tures in a 200,000-square-mil CCD- erated under the element.
The p-System's portable object
array sensor, which is in turn the
Attracting positive holes from
code, which takes aform common to
basis of a solid-state television cam- both p-type dopant substrate regions most microprocessors, is Liaison's
era built by the company's Central and channel stops along sides of CCD underpinning, says C. A. (Al) Irvine,
Research Laboratories, in Dallas.
cells, the TI antiblooming gate oper- vice president for engineering. "The
Consisting only of five small circuit ates with a clock that sequentially key is media independence," he says.
boards, the camera was developed so controls positive and negative poten- "The normal p-System benefits are
that TI might better understand sys- tials to the gate. A negative potential magnified by the ease with which intem demands on solid-state sensors, attracts positive-charged holes to the formation and software can be
says Harold H. Hosack, director of oxide-silicon interface.
shipped around a local network."
the laboratories' CCD imagers and
The holes are then trapped there That feature has excited potential uscamera project.
until apositive potential is applied to ers who have seen a preview. "The
No overlap. Unlike multiple-phase the gate, so that electrons from the response," says Irvine, "has been excaps, the virtual-phase devices in the active area move to the interface and cellent," particularly since many
camera have no overlapping elec- recombine with the holes. The anti- kinds of existing computers can be
trodes, which ensures higher produc- blooming thresholds can be set by mixed with new ones in a network.
tion yields of large arrays with tight- the clock amplitude and the magniSofTech's working premise in putly packed sensors. Teaming the virtu- tude of the positive potential applied ting together the new package was
al-phase process with the space-sav- to the gate.
—J. Robert Lineback that no one family of products, even
ing antiblooming gates, the lab has
produced a standard-size Tv-camera
sensor with twice as many chargePas in portable
collecting elements per horizontal
line as most other CCDs.
SofTech Inc.'s p-System, operating and application software written seven
The n-channel mos part contains
years ago specifically to bridge differences among microcomputers, has a
an array of 488 by 780 picture elehead start as the basis for local networking. Its portability, or universality, stems
ments, each measuring 11.5 by 27
from its p-code, the company's term for the object code common to all
micrometers. Half of the pixels (244
microcomputers. "P" stands for pseudomachine, a hypothetical, idealized
by 780) are astandard imaging area
computer that executes this machine-independent object code. For example,
measuring 11 millimeters diagonally.
the p-System compiles, or translates, application programs written in Pascal,
The rest are coated with an opaque
Fortran-77, or Basic into the code appropriate for the target machine. The trick
aluminum shield and function as an
is to provide an emulator, a program in the target computer's native code.
analog buffer memory between the
When an application program runs, the emulator executes the p-code, and the
imaging area and output registers.
target computer never knows. The firm boasts that the p-System runs not only
A total of 244 antiblooming
the 10 top-selling microcomputers but almost 100 others, too. -Larry Waller
gates—formed from a 3-µm-by-8.8-

Local-net package

serves all masters
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FAST
PART 7:
The 74F547 Decoder I
Demultiplexer
with Address Latches and Acknowledge.

Welcome to the seventh part in our new
12-part series on FAST,' Fairchild Advanced
Schottky TTL.
The 74F547 is functionally the same as
our 74F548 (Part 5in this FAST series), but
has address latches included for added
versatility.
It features maximum address or enable to
output speed of 12ns and alow power spec of
25mA (maximum). There's address extension
by multiple enables, and an active-LOW acknowledge output that responds to either aread or
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Current sensing
resistors for
multi-range instruments.

Non-inductive precision
resistors for power
switching circuits.

Caddock's Type 1787
Current Shunt
Resistor Networks.

Off-the-shelf precision
decade voltage dividers.

Caddock's Type 1776
Precision Decade
Resistor Voltage Dividers.

Caddock's Type MS
Power Film Resistors.

Absolute resistance tolerances of 0.25%,
0.1%, 0.05% and 0.02% make these 2-, 3and 4-decade current shunt resistor networks the ideal replacement for expensive, bulky discrete resistors.
16 standard models are now available.
The basic network design provides aseries
total resistance of 1000o ,1000 ,10o and
lo .Other standard models provide commonly used variations of this basic design.

When used as a 10 Megohm input voltage divider, the Type 1776 family can provide high accuracy voltage division in
ratios of 10:1, 100:1 and 10,000:1.

Caddock's patented Non-Inductive
Design in power ratings from 2watts to
15 watts assures minimum voltage transients in all types of power switching
circuits.

Type 1776 Precision Decade Resistor
Voltage Dividers are now available in 25
standard models with ratio TCs from
50 ppm/°C to 5ppm/°C. Caddock's laser
production techniques keep OEM quantity
prices low, too.

High stability Micronox" resistance
films operate to +275°C and years-long
load-life tests demonstrate extended-life
stability better than 0.05% per 1000 hours.

For Type 1776 data, circle Number 225

For Type MS data, circle Number223.

F'or Type 1787 data, circle Number22 1.

CADDOCK Resistor Technology

solving problems across the board!4e

High stability resistors for
very-high voltage control
and measurement circuits.

Resistor pairs and quads
with very low ratio TC.

100 Megohms in a
miniature package.

Caddock's Type T912 and
T914 Precision Resistor
Networks.
Caddock's Type MG
High Voltage Resistors.
High voltage probes and control circuits
make wide use of Type MG resistors for
precision high voltage regulation and
high voltage measurements.

Ratio tolerances to +0.01%, ratio TCs
of 2, 5 or 10 ppm/°C and ratio stability
within 0.01% at full load for 2000 hours
provide exceptional stability in precision
analog circuits.

Caddock's Type MK
Precision Film Resistors.
Precision values to 100 Megohms in a
miniature CK 06 case make the Type MK
ideal for low current designs.

Long-term stability — plus proven
reliability — have also made these precision resistors first choice in communications satellite voltage control circuits.

These non-inductive resistors find wide
application in high-impedance analog
circuitry.

For Type MG data, circle Number 222

For Type MK data, circle Number 224

4

Both pairs and quads have isolated
resistors of equal value. Standard resistance values are 5 kri to 1Megohm and
custom variations with unequal values
are available.
For Type T912 and T914 data, circle
Number 226

For your copy of the 20th Edition of the Caddock General Catalog that provides complete data and
specifications on over 150 models of these outstanding 'problem solving' resistors, just call or write to Caddock Electronics, Inc., 1717 Chicago Ave., Riverside, Calif. 92507 •Phone: (714) 788-1700 •TWX: 910-322-6108

HIGH PERFORMANCE FILM RESISTORS
Circle 54 on reader service card
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News briefs
Transaction processor nearly triples throughput
Swelling volumes of transactions processed by the biggest customers of

CADDOCK Micronox
Film Resistors are
specially constructed
to deliver ultra-high
stability through
harsh environmental
conditions.

Tandem Corp.'s NonStop System Il strained even its highly elastic limits, so
Tandem has introduced a transaction processor with throughputs two to
almost three times higher. The 32-bit four-board NonStop TXP is modularly
expandable and fault-tolerant, just like the NonStop II. It owes its higher
throughputs to an architecture that accommodates 64-, 32-, and dual 16-bit
operations yet is compatible with its 16-bit predecessor.
Honeywell gets the $1000, NEC gets markets
Users of Honeywell Inc.'s large, top-end DPS 88 computers will have an
upward migration path to higher-level machines developed by Japan's NEC
Corp. under an agreement the two firms have reached in principle. Instead of
developing a higher-performance successor to the DPS 88, Minneapolisbased Honeywell will get distribution and manufacturing rights to NEC's more
powerful S1000 system and large follow-on computing systems. The $4.3
million S1000 is now one of the highest-performance large general-purpose
computing systems available, with a rating of about 15 million to 54 million
instructions per second. NEC will gain access to new markets through
Honeywell's distribution channels.

from powerhouse IBM Corp., can
meet the disparate needs of the localnetwork marketplace. "That is very
conspicuous to us, so we determined
to create a means for sharing hardware resources among a community
of users." The result is an open network in which all specifications will
be made available, to encourage software and hardware vendors to develop products for it.
Services first. Right away—along
with the first application packages,
for shared access to disk and printer
peripherals—Liaison will provide a
set of operating-system services for
networking. These services include
development tools for users to write
programs for locating the nodes in
the network and for establishing connections. These tools, says SofTech,
support point-to-point communications and verify that messages have
been received. The fundamental level
of networking is the sockets in each
computer node. One Liaison development package lets programmers personalize communications links in
minute detail.
Liaison will first be adapted to the
Omninet network, and others will
follow—to say nothing of many application packages scheduled for release early next year. P-System pack-

ages already exist for most personal
computers; to hook them up to a
specific network, only an input/output adaptation is needed. SofTech itself will be coming out with such
products and encourages others to
do the same. Prices for the family
have not been set.
—Larry Waller

Prolog compiler due
for microcomputers
Growth of the logic-programming
language Prolog has been stalled by
a scarcity of affordable tools—especially acompiler, needed for writing
microcomputer software. This lag
could soon end if astart-up Los Angeles company, Silogic Inc., reaches
its goal: putting out the first fullfledged Prolog compiler for microcomputers as a standard package by
mid-1984.
Few software authorities doubt
that interest in the Prolog programming language, invented in Europe
in the early 1970s, is now building
up to the blast-off point [Electronics,
Oct. 6, p. 110]. Prolog's power and
high-level nature let it manipulate
symbolic data bases in asimple way
that is ideal for such artificial-intelli-

To achieve
exceptional
performance
through extreme
operating conditions,
Caddock High Performance Film Resistors
are produced by firing
Micronoie resistance
films onto ceramic core
materials at temperatures above + I400°F.
The result is a family of rugged, ultrareliable resistors that have demonstrated a
unique combination of performance capabilities in such demanding applications as 'downhole' oil-well instrumentation, deep-space
exploration systems and electric locomotive
power switching circuits.
This harsh environment performance is
available from Caddock in five resistor types:
• Type MS
Resistors.

Non-Inductive

Power

Film

• Type MG Non-Inductive Precision High
Voltage Resistors.
• Type MM High Temperature Precision
Film Resistors.
• Type MP Chassis-Mounted Power Film
Resistors.
• Type MK Radial-Lead Precision Film
Resistors.
To learn how Caddock's advanced film
resistor technology can solve your toughest
resistor problems, call or write to our main
offices in Riverside, California. We'll respond
by sending you acopy of
our latest General Catalog
and any additional data
you need to help you select
the Caddock High Performance Film Resistors that
can improveyour product's
performance.

CADDOCK

ELECTRONICS. INCORPORATED

1717 Chicago Ave., Riverside, California 92507
Phone (714) 788-1700 •TWX: 910-332-6108
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ASMALL PRICE
TO PAY FORA
MAJOR PRODUCT
ADVANTAGE!

Include a Microbuffer in the component you make. It's the
printer interface that perfectly completes any system, adds to
its value. Because it allows users to print and process
simultaneously. No more waiting for the printer to finish
before they can access the computer again. No more lost
data due to incompatible or non-existing handshake. In fact,
Microbuffer technology can assist in any system that is tied
to slow peripherals.
Building in a Microbuffer is such a minor price to pay for
such a major product advantage, we wonder why everybody
didn't do it a long time ago.
We would like the opportunity to present the Microbuffer
printer buffer advantage to you more thoroughly. Give us
a call.

MICROBUFFER.
SO WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?
Another fine product from

-*
-

PERIPHERALS

31245 La Baya Drive, Westlake Village, California 91362
(2131 991-8200 •TWX 910-336-5431
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gence applications as expert systems
(see p. 132). Japanese researchers
have underscored Prolog's potential
usefulness by picking it as the base
language for their fifth-generation
computer.
Silogic's compiler, now working in
prototype, is running on a Motorola
68000-based microcomputer at a
speed of about 17 klips. A measurement peculiar to Prolog, each klips,
for thousand logical inferences per
second, represents procedure calls
equivalent to hundreds of the commoner operations per second. The
only other compiler written in Prolog runs on the Digital Equipment
Corp. 2060 at 43,000 klips and requires 256 kilowords of memory
space. Silogic's compiler needs only
100 kilowords.
High hopes. The principals of Silogic, high in the penthouse of a skyscraper in the mid-Wilshire section
of Los Angeles, are far from bashful:
"We intend to be the dominant factor in Prolog," vows president Kamran Parsaye. The firm is on its way
to having what he calls "already, the
most complete family of Prolog software anywhere."
Silogic has also assembled a lineup
of computer hardware and software
experts closely identified with Prolog. David Warren, aco-developer of
the DEC 2060 compiler in the mid1970s and recently at Stanford Research Institute, is the most notable
among them. It has not yet been decided whether or not he will devote
full time to Silogic, but he is committed to specific compiler projects.
Also on board is D. Stott Parker,
an authority on data bases and a faculty member at the University of
California, Los Angeles. Parsaye,
too, has taught at various universities
in Southern California.
Silogic's compiler emphasizes portability, compactness, high-speed execution, and efficient memory use, the
company claims. Its core consists of
low-level support for Prolog's instruction set, which executes compiled procedures and provides memory and file management. Written
largely in Prolog itself, the core can
be tuned to particular target computers. Silogic believes that speeds of 50
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Digital Signal Processing:
Texas Instruments brings i
tdown
to earth by getting it off the ground.
• Ultrahigh speed, precision, economy of TI's new TMS320 Processor will spur widespread use of
digital signal processing (Page 2).

•Easy implementation of highthroughput, realtime applications,
such as speech processing, is
achieved with TMS320 (Page 3).

• Application design help from TI
includes aseries of intensive seminars on digital signal processing
(Page 4). >

One-chip
1
6/
32-bit
The processing speed of abit-slicebased computer. In asingle, 40-pin
package. That's the new TMS320
Processor from Texas Instruments.
Making digital signal processing
(DSP) feasible anywhere, anytime.
For example, the lineman's advanced testing unit shown here.
Only aconcept now, it could be a
reality tomorrow. The new TMS320
would enable the unit to process a
staggering amount of data. Permit
portability. Assure reliability. And allow quick programming changes for
performing awide variety of analyses
to diagnose trouble, even up the pole.

5,000,000
instructions per second

This incredible performance is
achieved through TI's modified Harvard architecture. It allows the
TMS320 to fetch one instruction
while executing another. In atypical
application, more than 90% of all
instructions are executed in a200-ns
cycle by the TMS32010 version.

32-bit precision

While the TMS32010 accepts 16bit inputs and has a16-bit output, its
32-bit arithmetic logic unit (ALU)
and accumulator carries all of the
arithmetic functions to 32 places. The
ALU also features a16-bit x16-bit
parallel multiplier that can form a
32-bit product in 200 ns.

Large on-chip memory
Data memory is supplied by 288 bytes
of random-access memory.
Enough to hold the data needed to
perform a64-point complex fast
Fourier transform (FFT) while maintaining system-linkage variables and
constants for other functions.
4 Low-cost digital signal processor, TI's
TMS320 is the inexpensive, single-chip alternative to multichip bit-slice systems and
custom VLSI devices now used to process signals digitally. TMS320 speed and economy
will open unlimited design opportunities for
DSP such as the portable telecommunications circuit tester shown here conceptually.

economy. 200-ns cycle. 11's new
processor makes DSP practical.
Digital Signal Processing:
Coming of Age

Highlights from adiscussion with Thomas W.
Parks and G. Sidney Burris, Professors, Department of Electrical Engineering, Rice University.

Q. In your opinion, why has digital signal processing rather suddenly become
practical and economical?
A. Well, digital signal processing has
been possible for some years. We've had
computers and bit-slice approaches that
could do the job, but these were cumbersome, expensive, and consumed lots of
power. One major factor accelerating the
implementation of digital signal processing is the onward thrust of the electronic components industry.
The continued development of VLSI
devices, by packing more and more circuitry on chip, has shrunk processor size
dramatically. Throughput rates and architectures have also been improved
enormously so that complex algorithms
can be computed with incredible speed

Full development support

In-depth support for the TMS320
consists of ahost-independent development system, as well as software
that can be run on avariety of host
computers. An evaluation module,
macro assembler/linker, simulator,
and full in-circuit emulation are now
available.

Choice of three

The TMS320M 10 microcomputer is
designed for applications where up to
3K bytes of program memory are
mask-programmed into the read-only

and reduced power consumption.
Of course, the development of these
extremely efficient algorithms has contributed greatly to wider use.
Q. What do you consider the most outstanding advantages of DSP?
A. Digital signal processing provides
the flexibility, precision, and speed required to execute increasingly sophisticated signal processing.
For example, spectrum analysis is frequently integral to signal processing, but
for years there were no efficient, highresolution methods to implement it.
Now that VLSI digital signal processors
can speed through the fast Fourier transform algorithm, such analyses are greatly simplified at afeasible cost.
Digital processing eliminates most
voltage, temperature, drift, and noise
problems associated with analog techniques. Digital filters can reliably meet
tough specifications on magnitude and
phase that would be difficult, or impossible, for analog filters to meet.
Q. What new applications do you see
for DSP in the near future?
A. We are seeing digital technology
applied to signal processing in image,
seismic, and speech processing as
well as in telecommunications, instrumentation, and high-speed control. In
the near term—say, five to ten years—it
is probable that we'll see digital signal
processors becoming ubiquitous in the
home, office, and factory. •

TMS320 processors
excel at realtime
applications.
Because of their high-speed numeric
capability, the new TMS320 processors can be used for realtime computations in many applications:
Telecommunications. Instrumentation. Voice recognition and synthesis. Image processing. High-speed
process control.
The TMS320 family can handle
all the signal processing for spectrum
analysis: Autocorrelation, windowing, and FFT—performing a64complex point FFT in only 580 µs!
Image enhancement, pattern recognition, and data compression are

-à

ANALOG
SPUTRAL
FUNCTION

New TMS32010 simplifies
spectrum analysis

all possible with TMS320 processors.
They can extract features, then
perform atemplate comparison to
achieve optical character recognition.
The efficient TMS320 devices can
also be used to build high-speed
modems having rates up to 9600 baud.

memory (ROM), expandable with
up to eight kilobytes of total program
memory (5K bytes off chip at full
speed).
The TMS32010, amicroprocessor
without on-chip ROM, addresses up
New TMS32010 enhances
to 8K bytes of off-chip program memimage processing
ory at full speed.
A military version, SMJ32010JDL,
With full-speed memory expansion
is available processed to the requirecapability,
the TMS320 DSP
ments of MIL-STD-883B.
family
can
be
used in
There's much more to learn about
many
other
applications.
the TMS320 family. For our brochure,
return the coupon on the following
See back page fin mare infinmantm.
page. •

Learn how to design with DSP.
At anearby, two-day TI seminar.
You can become thoroughly familiar
with the ground rules of digital signal
processing. And learn when and
how to apply TI's remarkable new
TMS320 processors. Conveniently
and economically.
Two-day DSP/TMS320 seminars
are being held by TI at selected locations around the country (see
schedule at right). Developed in con-

Texas Instruments Incorporated

junction with recognized DSP authorities, the seminars will present
the basics of DSP theory and cover
in detail the flexible modified Harvard architecture of the TMS320. A
full morning will be spent studying
practical applications of DSP—an intensive review reinforced by in-depth
demonstrations.
In order to gain the most from the

P.O. Box 401560

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

Dallas, Texas 75240

Digital Signal Processing Seminars

111 Please send me more information on TI's 16/32-bit TMS320 Digital
Signal Processor. PRO1

seminar, you need to have knowledge of, or experience with, microprocessors and/or programming.
Included in the $395.00 cost of
the two-day seminar are all study materials—user's guide, manuals, notebook—lunch each day, and a
reception. A special package including aTMS320 Evaluation Module
is also available for $995.00.
Call (713) 879-2001 to enroll in
the seminar most convenient for
you, or for more information.

SPR043EC300C

NAME
TITLE

October 11-12
DALLAS
October 18-19
SAN FRANCISCO
October 25-26
LOS ANGELES
November 1-2
CHICAGO
November 8-9 WASHINGTON, D.C.
November 15-16
BOSTON

COMPANY

TEXAS
I
NSTRUMENTS

ADDRESS
CITY
AREA CODE
©1983 T1

STATE
TELEPHONE

711'
EXT.
27-5088

Creating useful products
and services for you.
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klips and beyond can be reached.
The firm has Prolog interpreters
for sale and reports so much interest
that it is hard put to keep up. Now
available are interpreters for DEC'S
minicomputers, for the 68000 with
AT&T Bell Laboratories' Unix operating system, and for the Zilog Z80
with CP/M.
A tool in the final stages of development is an English-like language
for simple interaction with Prolog
data bases. EASE (for essential and
simple English), aconversational system that answers questions and gives
explanations, will be ready early next
year.
—Larry Waller

Packaging

National cuts cost
of array to 20/pin
National Semiconductor Corp. has
developed a way to build pin-grid
arrays with a projected materials
cost of 2c apin, down from the current high of 9c. Based on chip-onboard technology, the PGA is for
multilayered ceramic boards. The
method will be described in San
Francisco at Wescon/83 (Nov. 8-11)
by Matt Penry, section head for advanced packaging in Santa Clara,
Calif.
The thermal resistance of the first
low-cost PGA types will not be as
good as the ceramic version's 35°C
per watt. Instead, their figure will be
an estimated 50°C/w, acceptable for
a low-cost complementary-MOs gate
array, which is to be the first product in the new package. A copper
backplane can be added to the small
pc board to decrease the package's
thermal resistance to about 20°C/w.
Adding a radiator and some air flow
could lower this value to 5° to 10°C/
w. Penry says that National expects
to come up with a package as reliable as its present plastic DIPS.
To fabricate a low-cost PGA, National's engineers first etch, drill, and
plate small printed-circuit boards
with a chip's wiring pattern. In the
next step, a chip is die- and wirebonded to the board. Then the die
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Now,
Even Faster
Troubleshooting
Field service is easier when you have general purpose troubleshooting tools
that let you isolate problems quickly. Huntron has expanded the capacity of its
Switcher, acompanion interface for the Tracker"'. With the Switcher 410 you
can troubleshoot circuit boards to the component level in-circuit and power-off.
The Switcher 410 offers 40 pin-select switches for pin-by-pin comparisons of
the clipped ICs or edge connectors. Signals from both the board being tested
and aknown good board are routed to either the Tracker or, for power-on
troubleshooting, to another piece of equipment.
See the Tracker at WESCON. If you plan to attend WESCON, stop by
Huntron's booth (1147-1149) to see the Tracker, the Switcher 410 and another
exciting new addition to our line of troubleshooting equipment.
To find out more about the Switcher 410 and Huntron's Tracker, call us anytime
from 8AM to 5PM, Pacific Coast Time: Toll Free 1-800-426-9265. In
Washington state, (206) 743-3171.

11-EIMIKILLun"
Huntron Instruments, Inc.
15123 Highway 99 North
Lynnwood, Wa 98036
Circle 61 on reader service card

The magazine
you're reading now
could be your own.
Drop off the routing list. Get your own fresh, unclipped copy mailed
to your home or office. Turn to the subscription card in the back of
the magazine. If somebody has beat you to it, write: Electronics,
P.O. Box 430, Hightstown, N.J. 08520.
61

LED-design

problems?

and its wires are covered with ablob
of epoxy of the same type as is used
in molded dual in-line packages. Finally, pins are inserted and soldered
into the board.
Penry adds that an alternative to
National's approach could be a
molded-plastic PGA, a method at
least one connector company is trying and that is expected to yield an
estimated cost of 0.3c/pin if successful. But National, with seven years of
experience with chip-on-board consumer modules, decided it was easier

we have
the solution
•be

05

05

LIGHT DISTRIBUTION PATTERN
CR 12 R IORANGE RED)

Ell.

We built LED-dies on ceramic-substrates,
encapsulated them and now we got for
you components which can be easily
mounted on all tracers, layers, sockets or
pins without any special tools. They are
stackable in both directions and by putting
a reflector over them you can create all
shapes of bright and uniform displays by
yourself. Ideal for use with automatic insertion-machines and vator-phase-soldering.
With a max. hight of 0,06 inch the parts fit
easily in membrane keyboards.
Representatives wanted
ELCOS GMBH •KOENIGSBERGER STR.18
8068 PFAFFENHOFEN •WEST GERMANY
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Games fan the demand
for video-disk players
After years of disappointing sales in
consumer and industrial markets,
companies that supply laser-based
optical video-disk players are suddenly having to cope with abig surge in
demand.
"We're overwhelmed with orders,"
declares Robert J. Moes, director of
marketing for optical video-disk systems at North American Philips
Corp., in New York. With order
rates in recent months sometimes averaging 5,000 units a week, Moes
says that Philips is scurrying to step
up production capacity but expects
back orders to persist "definitely out
through the first quarter of next
year." Much the same is happening
at other manufacturers.
This sudden flood of orders comes
not from consumers or the industrial
training market but from the ailing
coin-operated video-game industry.
The overnight success of Dragon's
Lair, the first interactive video-disk
arcade game to hit the U. S. market,
has game makers hoping it will stimulate sagging sales to game arcades.
The new disk-based games offer
movie-like color animation, sometimes with computer-graphic overlays—novelties that game players
cannot now get in home systems. Six
to adozen arcade-game makers were
expected to show new video-disk-based coin-operated units at New
Orleans' International Exposition of
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Capacitor Casebook: SMPS

I'm having reliability prob
lems in my SMPS circuits.
Would cooler
capacitors help
Staying cool is usually agood idea, for you as well as capacitors.
Better performance and longer life are the likely result in both
cases.
Let's assume you've correctly identified the
problem and that cooler capacitors would indeed
upgrade reliability.
So how do you get cooler capacitors?
In theory, you simply choose those with

•

ESRImel

..t0111pe ItOr

mom' RIFA PHE 420
••••••••••••••••••••

the lowest ESR values.
Low ESA means less dissipated power. Less dissipated power
means lower operating temperatures. Lower oper ating temperatures
mean higher reliability.
In practice, however, SMPS designers have learned that low ESA
claims are not invariably all they seem to be. Claims to provide
capacitors with the lowest ESA values are best evaluated in the light
of the manufacturer's experience and reputation.
RIFA polypropylene pulse capacitors, for example, offer some of
the lowest ESA values on the market. Advanced connection technology, up-to-date manufacturing methods and stringent quality control
mean that when RIFA claims a low ESA value, you can be sure
that's what you'll get. Any SMPS designers who've ever suffered from
bad con nections will know this doesn't go for all polypropylenes on
the market.
And with electrolytic input and output capacitors, choos ing the
lowest initial ESA can prove to be a major error if stability is lacking.
So for cooler capacitors, by all means look for the lowest ESA
values. But take agood look at the manufacturer's reputation at the
same time.

Is there really any benefit to
SMPS designers in dealing
with afull-range capacitor
manufacturer?
As one of the world's few genuine full-range capacitor
manufacturers, we'd be the first to admit we're biased.
However, we'll try to be objective as well as brief.
In SMPS circuits, the optimum solution often calls for
several different types and values of capacitor.
Also in SMPS, perhaps more than in other circuits, designers tend to put large numbers of capacitors in parallel
to achieve a certain level of performance.
In both cases, an impartial full-range capacitor manufacturer might be able to suggest atotal solution based on a
different mix of capacitors or dielectrics — one using fewer
capacitors and producing a better overall performance.
A limited -range manufacturer offers a solution to part of
acircuit.
A full-range manufacturer can look for the total optimum
solution.
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Electronic Show and Convention
November 811/San Francisco, California

If you want to discuss
these or other
capacitors, see us at
Wescon '83, Booth
2407. We will be
there with product
specialists covering
our entire range.

»BEA
capacitors

RIFA Alit. 5-163 81 ST(XKHOLM. SWEDEN.

• RFI-capacitors resin-impregnated paper
dielectric for AC-mains operation

PHONE (08)752 26 00. TELEX 13690 ELRIFA S

ERICSSON
Air A.s
,........

e.

a me , ho , of the Enc..

Group
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• Pulse capacitors polypropylene
dielectric and high dU/dt capability

• Electrolytic capacitors longlife
low [SR and high stability

WORLD PRODUCTS INC ,P0 BOX 517, SONOMA CA 95476 PHONE 1707)996-5201/2/3 TELEX 171715
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• Electrolytic capacitors longlife low CSR and high stability
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The $995 component
testing marvel!
Now you can accurately measure passive components for L,
R, C, G and even D with the 252 line of digital bridges from ESI
You'll get true impedance measurements with a basic accuracy of O.25%. Choose from test frequencies of 1kHz or 120 Hz,
auto-ranging, and capacitance ranges up to 20.000 fiF Each
model has 31/
2 digits of display and the option of battery power.
For help with your testing problems, call Steve Blum today.
(Price valid through 6-30-83 )

(800) 547-1863

Electro Scientific Industries, Inc. Portland, Oregon

guipafflum,
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SUPERMICRO
TECHNOLOGY
For Sale

Complete COMPUTER SYSTEM, based
on MC68000, or Component Boards
available. Proven technology, Versabus
based.

C.P.U.-MC68000, 256KB RAM, 68451
MMU, 3Ports
Communications—Intelligent interface for
8 RS232C devices, 16KB on-board RAM.

Memory-512KB RAM. Plug-compatible
with exormacs running versados.
Disk—intelligent interface for priam drives,
16KB on-board RAM.
Software Drivers available for UNIX®,
IDRIS. Boards also available for purchase in
limited quantities.

CIAVID
64

Circle

DAVID COMPUTERS INCORPORATED
133 Manitou Drive, Kitchener, Ontario
N2C 1L4 (519) 893-2700
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Games and Music, Oct. 27-30.
As many as two dozen game makers have disk-based machines at
some stage of development, and several are moving into production. But
the collective rush to market has left
manufacturers temporarily unable to
meet demand.
At Cinematronics Inc.—the El Cajun, Calif., manufacturer of Dragon's
Lair—marketing director Thomas
Campbell says that the limited availability of disk players from supplier
Pioneer Video Inc. has been delaying
production. About 5,300 units of the
game were shipped between June and
the end of September, filling about
half the company's orders.
Severe shortfall. At Chicago's Bally Manufacturing Corp., the largest
arcade-game maker, aspokesman describes the disk-player shortage as
"very severe." Bally's supplier, Hitachi Ltd., is providing only about a
third of the laser-based industrial
units Bally would like to have for
production runs on Astron Belt, its
first disk-based offering, first shipped
in October. (Hitachi also manufactures a lower-priced capacitance-electronic-disk, or CED, player for the
U. S. consumer market.)
Player manufacturers expect only
a temporary crunch as the present
market players adjust their production capacity and new suppliers appear. All the action to date has centered on laser-based players that provide the interactivity the arcadegame makers need. RCA Corp. is
hoping to penetrate the game business with a new programmable random-access version of its CED player,
which hit the market in August.
Even if the disk-based arcade
games should prove to be only a
short-lived fad, some video-disk suppliers agree that the business could
spark the overall market. "A lot of
the techniques they [the game makers] are developing can be applied to
the consumer and institutional area,"
notes Robert P. Mueller, vice president of video communications for
Sony Communications Products Co.,
in Park Ridge, N. J. "There's no
question that there will be some fallout that could help stimulate sales in
other areas."
—Wesley R. Iversen
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Economical enough to be
used 3 at a time for RGB
inputs...

Introducing the
VDAC-05H series
featuring update rates of more
than 100 MHz and full 1 V
composite video output signal
across a 75 ohm load.- all in a 24
pin DIP package. These hybrid
DAC's have all the control inputs
required to generate an output
waveform compatible with EIA
standards RS-170 and RS-343.

RESOLUTION

These DAC's are ideal for high
speed, high resolution computer
graphics using raster scan
technology as well as industrial
and military applications. Second
sources available.
For orders call Marcia Silver
For more information on this and other Intech
Products, call Derrell Bridgman today!

VDAC-0805H

VDAC-0605H

VDAC-0405H

UNITS

8

6

4

BITS

ACCURACY
Absolute
Linerity

LSB
LSB

DYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICS
Settling Time to 1LSB)
Update rate
Glitch energy
DATA INPUTS
Compatibility
CodIng
COMPOSITE VIDEO
OUTPUT

8
100
50

6

4

AVAILABLE FROM
STOCK NOW!
PRICES

ns (MAX)
MHz
pV-s

Series

Price 1-24 pieces es

0405H

$58.00 ea.

0605H

$72.00 ea.

0805H

$78.00 ea.

ECL'
-Complimentary binary75

e

OUTPUTS

'Specifications same as VDAC-0805H

•
ANmHYBRID
VIDEO DAC
SERIES
1.

ECL Logic Levels —Logic"0" = -1.7V, Logic"1' .
=-0.9V

•
intech

"Custom Service is Our Standard"

Intech Microcircuits Division
2270 Martin Avenue Santa Clara, CA 95050

(408) 988-4930
TWX 910 338-2213
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Meeting Japan's Challenge
Sixteenth in aSeries

THE SECRET OF
INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY
IS ON EVERYPENNY
YOUR COMPANYEARNS.

The second ad in this series was titled, "Could the Individual Hold the Key to an Entire
Company's Productivity?"
In that installment, we described aportion of Motorola's Participative Management Program. This program (PMP I) is now operating successfully for 82% of our manufacturing
workforce in the U.S. It has been dramatically successful.
But PMP Iis only apart of Motorola's overall system of participative management.
Another aspect, PMP II, is dedicated to the needs of our non-manufacturing activity.
While the operating rules for the two plans differ, the basic principles are the same.
Teams are formed to set the goals, standards and procedures under which the members do
their jobs. Regular meetings of the teams are held. Communication is opened, vertically and
horizontally. Performance is rated by standards set by the participants themselves. Excellence
is reflected by many forms of compensation, not the
least of which is financial.
Targeted goals are charted, posted, and most of
all, then surpassed.
PMP II became operational in our Semiconductor Products Sector facility in Phoenix, Arizona
in 1980. Almost immediately, the program improved
intramural communications, and promoted aconsolidation of efforts. Today, more than 50% of our
eligible non-manufacturing personnel in the U.S. are
enrolled in the program. By 1984, that figure will
be 100%.
Of course we know that however good any such
program may be, it is not apanacea. We know it is
not asubstitute for good management fundamentals.
It is not apat formula to be applied mechanically with
the expectation of achieving atotally cooperative and productive system over night.
But it is asystem that gets the best from people, because it observes some basic truths
about human beings. It recognizes that intelligence, perspective and creativity exist in the
same proportion among people at all levels of the organization.
And it recognizes that an individual's behavior is primarily the consequence of the treatment that individual has received.
When the "Miracle of America" was taking shape, we lived, worked and governed
ourselves by the slogan, "E Pluribus Unum," which declared our dedication to making one
mighty entity from the contributions of many. To this day, the U.S. Mint puts that slogan on
every penny.
Today, some business writers use the phrase, "The Miracle of Japan:' in connection with
that country. It is interesting to note that the Japanese make much of the slogan: "None of us
is as smart as all of us."
The similarity is pertinent. And it just might make the road to future miracles miraculously
clear.
MOTOROLA A World Leader in Electronics.
Quality and productivity through employee participation in management.
C 1983 Motorola Inc Motorola and
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...An Essential Part
Of Our Success Story
In Telecommunications
At GTE, we have built an international reputation for leadership in product
quality and technological innovation. An essential part of oursuccessstory has
been our people. Our corporatecommitment: "working togetherto bethe best"
has built aclimate that allows every employee to work at optimum levels.
At our Phoenix facility, we're involved in virtually every phase of digital
telecommunications. From high speed, multi-processed switching to optical
transmission. These real-time tasks are waiting for you to help develop them:

SYSTEMS ENGINEERS/APPLIED RESEARCH
Play akey role in helping technology meetthechallenges of R & D for voice/data
communications and package switching. A BSCS/EE and experience in data
communications networks or digital circuit design are required.

SYSTEMS TEST ENGINEERS
To write test plans for multi-processor, distributed processing telephone
switching systems. A BSEE and 3to 5years of digital design or test experience
on large scale systems are required. MSEE preferred.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS
To develop on-line software for call processing, diagnostics, maintenance and
administration. BSEE or CS and high level language development of real-time
software experience required.

HARDWARE DESIGN ENGINEERS
To design hardware systems for on-line, real time communications systems.
BSEE, TTL logic design and telephony experience required.
For complete details, send your resume or letter of qualifications to: GTE
Network Systems, Manager Human Resources, Dept. 7162, 2500 W. Utopia
Road, Phoenix, AZ 85027. An equal opportunity employer m/f/h.

CID

Network Systems

Research and Development

Working Together To Be The Best

Washington newsletter
Pentagon seeks
to tighten controls on

The Department of Defense is weighing export-control laws already on

the books as a new means of restricting the distribution of unclassified
papers and other data to the Soviet Union and its allies by contractors in
technical papers ... industry and academia. The Pentagon's internal draft proposal was
presented at the end of October to the department's Steering Committee
on National Security and Technology Transfer. To restrict data flow,
unclassified documents would be marked with one of six new categories
of what are termed dissemination controls. Contractors could receive
copies of documents under most of the controls, but public dissemination
would be allowed under only one. Contract officers would be authorized
to halt progress payments to a violator or possibly even cancel a
contract. Exploratory and advanced development efforts—including
those of the Department of Energy and the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration—would be included in a new category of
programs to be monitored under the acronym Metal, for militarily
significant emerging technologies awareness list.

... and eyes restrictions
on meeting attendance

Senate unit's witnesses
clash on issue of
Intelsat competition
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Technical and scientific meetings sponsored by Government and industry organizations may find their attendance controlled by the
Department of Defense if a new recommendation is approved. The
internal Pentagon proposal to the Steering Committee on National Security and Technology Transfer would allow heads of the military branches
and local commanders to decide whether attendance controls should be
invoked if unclassified information is discussed at a meeting in their
area. Two proposed guidelines for limiting attendance deal with
presentations that could aid another country militarily and with meetings
covering "topics relating to militarily critical technologies, weapons,
weapons systems, communications security, signals intelligence, computer security, or electronic warfare."

With two U. S. firms seeking Federal Communications Commission
approval to launch transatlantic satellites that would compete with the
International Telecommunications Satellite Organization [Electronics,
Aug. 25, p. 61], the Government and Intelsat appear at odds over the
desirability of the competition. Testifying before a Senate Foreign
Relations subcommittee on telecommunications policy, National Telecommunications and Information Administrator David Markey said that
the 1962 Satellite Act that set up Intelsat does not preclude the existence
of additional satellite systems as long as they are found to serve the
national interest. Striking back was Richard Colino, director-general
designate of Intelsat, who charged that competing systems would strip
Intelsat of its ability to subsidize costs for poor countries, as well as
violate U. S. treaty obligations and public policy. "Should the U. S. wish
to export the concepts of competition and private-sector initiative, it can
do it through dialogue and bilateral discussion with its Intelsat partners,"
he asserted. Markey says the Cabinet and perhaps Congress should
consider the multifaceted issues raised by the two firms' requests. The
Senate has already begun to move on the issue, with S.999, a bill now
awaiting markup that would authorize the FCC to license privately run
international satellite systems.
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Satellite-sale plan
headed for defeat

Supercomputer R&D
too costly ,says OMB

A Department of Commerce draft request for proposals on its proposed
sale of the Government's remote-sensing and weather-satellite systems
could come to naught if Congress has its way. The Administration wants
to begin collecting bids in mid-December to complete the deal
[Electronics, Dec. 29, 1982, p. 37] by the end of February. The Senate,
however, has attached an amendment to Commerce's budget denying it
the funds to proceed with the sale, which it says would result in a
Government-subsidized private monopoly of weather data. The resolution is designed to discourage the business community from bidding on
the satellites and is headed for ajoint conference committee, where it is
expected to be widely endorsed, reports a House source.

Despite strong White House support led by George A. Keyworth III, the
President's science adviser, the Office of Management and Budget is
winning the fight to hold down Federal funding of supercomputer
research and development [Electronics, Sept. 8, p. 87]. Funds will be
limited to artificial intelligence and to related military R&D efforts.
OMB's opposition, says one agency official, is strictly financial, part of an
effort to curb the Federal deficit in the fiscal 1985 budget, which goes to
Congress in January. "Too many programs—especially in the military—
and too many unexpected outlays for use of [the armed] forces have got
us bleeding too much red ink," the source says, noting that projections of
the fiscal 1984 deficit, first put at more than $200 billion, have now
climbed to about $250 billion.

Competition sought

In the face of objections by the Pentagon and the Air Force, the House

for TI's HARM program

Appropriations Committee has voted for the naming of asecond prime
contractor for HARM, the High-speed Anti-Radiation Missile that Texas
Instruments Inc. has developed for the Air Force and the Navy. In
demanding asecond contractor—instead of alternate sources for some of
the missile's components and the development of a new seeker—the
committee is siding with the Navy. If the ruling survives the
appropriations conference with the Senate, some $142 million will be
used to develop a second source.

Tamper-proof computer

Available technology, such as hardware that intercepts and checks access

systems are possible , attempts, is the best defense against computer break-ins—barring an
upsurge in public outcry that would deter computer hacks. That advice
Congressmen are told came from executives of such organizations as AT&T Bell Labs,
Honeywell Information Systems, and Wells-Fargo Bank testifying at a
House subcommittee hearing on telecommunications security and
privacy. However, major users need acomprehensive how-to manual of
preferred practices and procedures for operating tamper-proof computer
systems, they say. The problem is that every Government agency and
corporation "is building its own policy structure and implementing
details without coordinating efforts or sharing information," said
William Ware, acomputer security analyst with the Rand Corp., Santa
Monica, Calif. He wants the General Services Administration to compile
a guide to installing nontechnical computer safeguards.
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New LSI for the 80 s•
An advanced system design seminar presented by
Monolithic Memories.
Time: 8am-3 pm
Featured Topics:
New powers for microengines
Diagnostic-scanout PROMs and registers; Double-density interface;
High-speed priority encoders

FW0s: new architecture and applications
New methods for number crunching
Wide, high-speed array multipliers; Multiplier/divider ICs for microprocessor
enhancements; A computer graphics engine

Control methods for dynamic RAM
Error detection and correction in high-speed systems
Recovery from burst errors in bit streams; Cyclic redundancy checking with PAL®

Programmable logic (PAL, PLETm): an overview
Using fast PROMs as logic elements; PAL tutorial; Silicon compilers
(PALASMTN PLEASMIN)

PAL, PLE applications
Next generation PAL
Higher speeds; Lower power (bipolar & CMOS); New architectures; Asynchronous PAL;
Higher densities; ECI., PAL

Question & answer session

Enroll in our one-day seminar and get the very latest information for
designing tomorrow's LSI systems using Monolithic Memories' products.
Each seminar includes important product and application information, plus
acomplete literature package on all topics covered.
Seating is limited. So reserve your place now. Mail us the coupon with your
check or money order today. Only those applications processed two weeks prior
to each seminar will be guaranteed aseat.

Please register me for "LSI for the 80's":
Enclosed is my check or money order for $35 (U.S.) which includes: seminar, lunch and
literature package. Iwill be attending the seminar checked below.
Name

Title

Company

Phone (

Address
City

State

Zip

Mail to: Monolithic Memories, 2175 Mission College Blvd., Santa Clara, CA 95050.
Attn: Barbie Sellin
D Nov 15 Westcourt Hotel, Phoenix, AZ
D Nov 29 International Hotel, Baltimore, MD
12 Nov 30 Marriott Hotel, Somerset, NJ
Dec 1 Marriott Hotel, Newton, MA
Dec 2 Holiday Inn, Ottawa, Canada
0 Dec 5 Plymouth Hilton Inn, Plymouth, MI
D Dec 6 Sheraton Beachwood, Beachwood, OH
Dec 7 Hyatt Regency O'Hare, Chicago, II.
Dec 8 The Registry, Minneapolis, MN

D Dec 12 Holiday Inn, Ft. Lauderdale, FI.
(Ft. Lauderdale North)
CI Dec 13 Radisson Inn, Atlanta, GA
El Dec 14 Austin Hilton Inn, Austin, TX
Dec 15 Marriott Hotel LBJ, Dallas, TX
Jan 10 Valley Hilton Inn, Sherman Oaks, CA
Jan 11 The Registry, Irvine, CA
D Jan 12 The Regency Inn, Denver, CO
Jan 24 Marriott Hotel, Santa Clara, CA

E

!CAL is aregistered trademark and ""PLE, PALASM and PI.EASM are trademarks of Monolithic Memories.
(
1 1983 Monolithic Memories, Inc.

Monolithic FE
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THE NEWEST
COMPANY IN
DATA COMMUNICATIONS
HAS OVER 15 YEARS
EXPERIENCE.

When we decided to
distribute Lear Siegler and
Universal Data Systems, we \
t
took on more than just their
_.
advanced data communications equip- /
ment. We took on their years of datacomm expertise.
Expertise that makes Wyle the West's
best source for complete datacomm solutions to your
specific design requirements.
Because we don't just offer fast delivery on equipment, we give you the technical support you need to
make it work. No other distributor has as many technically qualified applications engineers on staff. And
no one else is catching up, either. We're determined
that the West will continue to belong to Wyle.
Lear Siegler is the world's favorite independent terminal manufacturer. Their terminals and printers have
been used in thousands of datacomm applications
worldwide. Their ADM 22 and DEC-compatible

WYLE
LABORATORIES
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ADM 36 provide ahost of advanced text-editing and data processing features at low cost. And the
VersaprintTM 500 is three printers in one—a full
color graphics printer, anear-letter-quality (NLQ)
printer and ahigh speed dot matrix printer.
UDS builds abroad range of state-of-the-art
direct connect modems. With data speeds from
300 to 9600 baud. Including the newest and
lowest-cost entry in the 9600 baud market.
Combined with Wyle's datacomm expertise,
that means complete communications
solutions are as near as your phone.
/
Lear Siegler. UDS. Wyle. A threeway partnership that makes
,
the newest company in data com,msge
munications one of the most er
experienced.

7811CCOODUCIPES

ElICIUOrereel

THE WEST BELONGS TO WYLE.

Santa Clara, CA 408/727-2500 •Los Angeles, CA 213/322-8100 •San Diego, CA 619/565-9171 •Irvine,
CA 714/641-1611 •Seattle, WA 206/453-8300 •Denver, CO 303/457-9953 •Phoenix, AZ 602/249-2232
•Salt Lake City, UT 801/974-9953 •Portland, OR 503/640-6000.

ELECTRONICS MARKETING GROUP
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EASY, RELIABLE SOLUTIONS
TO YOUR DESIGN PROBLEMS

-º4c,
o
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Design Engineers; Technicians; Supervisors; This book is for YOU!
CIRCUITS AND SOFTWARE FOR ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS can save you
development time and money by giving access to stimulating, clever approaches
that speed creative design concepts.
CIRCUITS AND SOFTWARE FOR ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS covers avast
array of design problems conveniently organized into 25 vital categories by
function, including:
amplifiers, control circuits, instrument circuits,
microprocessors and power supplies, plus software
for computers and calculators.
CIRCUITS AND SOFTWARE FOR ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS contains hundreds of circuit schematics, block diagrams,
waveforms and computer programs that have been proven to
work and meet the highest standards of performance.
You'll find valuable and reliable information on avariety of design
problems including:
•exploiting the full potential of an rf power transistor
•interfacing a10-bit a-d converter with a16-bit microprocessor
•operating instrumentation-meter drivers on a2-V supply
•interfacing opto-isolated RS-232 to achieve high data rates
•enabling aprocessor to interact with peripherals using DMA
•aprogrammable source sets the voltage of E-PROMs
•aTI-59 program tracks satellites in elliptical orbits
•an interface program that links a-d chip with microprocessors

Edited by Howard Bierman,
Managing Editor, Technical—
ELECTRONICS Magazine

These creative, new ideas and approaches keep you on top
of what's happening in the latest circuitry developments.
Focused strictly on design problems, CIRCUITS AND
SOFTWARE FOR ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS delivers
professional, innovative solutions for your most
demanding projects.
This volume is essential to
•design appropriate circuitry to meet the most challenging specifications

•cut design time by adapting proven circuits and
software to awide range of applications
•save money and increase productivity by avoiding
costly design errors.
So whether you are a design engineer, technician or
supervisor—don't take the chance of being less than on
top of the latest circuitry developments!

r— —
—
IELECTRONICS MAGAZINE BOOKS

Before you tackle your next
project, order this
valuable resource today!
Use the coupon or send in
your company purchase order.

rie
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1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020
(212) 997-2996

Ship to:
Name
Company

Send me
copy (copies) of CIRCUITS
AND SOFTWARE FOR ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS for $19.95 each. U.S. residents please
include local sales tax.
I1Payment enclosed (postage & handling included)
!IBill me (postage, handling & tax will be added)
NOTE: All orders under $25 will be sent a proforma invoice requiring prepayment.
'IBill my company. Purchase order is attached.
— —
— —
-

Street Address
City

State

Zip

Country
Please allow four to six weeks for delivery.
McGraw-Hill knows you will be satisfied, but if for
some reason you're not, there is aten-day moneyback guarantee that applies on all books.
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All this success
and we haveut
changed abit.

Try to imagine areal-time
operating system flexible
enough to handle hundreds
of different applications.
Without any modification.
Our VRTX" microprocessor
operating system can do just that. Over 200 diverse
applications, from navigating aircraft to controlling
disks, to playing video games, have been successfully
implemented around VRTX. All without tweaking a
single hit of VRTX code.
A good thing, too.
Because our VRTX operating system is delivered in
4K bytes of ROM. Which naturally makes tweaking a
little impractical.
But it does make VRTX the most bug-free operating
system you'll ever use. And the easiest one you'll
ever install.
In fact, we wouldn't be surprised if you saved six
to 12 months of development time using VRTX.

But protecting our
100,000 hours of debugging and testing really led
us to seal VRTX in silicon. And
prevent even accidental modifications from introducing new bugs. So now
we know, no matter how successful we get,
we'll never get spoiled.
For afree VRTX evaluation package (including
timings for system calls and interrupts) contact us
with the details of your application, including the
microprocessors you're using: Z8000, Z80, MC68000
or 8086 family. Write Hunter & Ready, Inc., 445
Sherman Avenue, Palo Alto, California 94306.
Or call (415) 326-2950.

HUNTER
e. READY

Operating systems in silicon.
© 1983 Hunter & Ready, Inc.
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International newsletter
IBM shows prototype
token-passing network
at Telecom/83

Demonstrating a working version of what it terms a "laboratory
prototype," International Business Machines Corp. gave the world yet
another peek into its thinking on token-passing ring networks at last
week's Telecom/83, the Fourth World Telecommunication Exhibition,
in Geneva. The prototype local network—from the firm's lab in
Zurich—operates over an mm-developed cable, which integrates two
twisted wire-pairs for 4-mb/s transmissions with four standard telephone
twisted pairs and an optional optical-fiber pair to handle future upgrades
for long-distance transmission. The system is currently capable of
handling a maximum of 250 to 300 pieces of equipment in a ring
configuration, with a typical distance between nodes of 800 to 900
meters. IBM, which is jointly developing a chip set for token-passing
networks with Texas Instruments Inc. of Dallas, still declines to reveal
its product plans.

IBM and Hitachi

Sixteen months after IBM Corp. accused Hitachi Ltd. of stealing trade
secrets, the Japanese firm has agreed to let the U. S. company inspect its
come to terms
new IBM-compatible products three months before initial shipments to
determine
if the equipment was produced using any unauthorized
in spying case .••
technology or information. Announced in late October by Hitachi vice
president Hiroshi Asano, the out-of-court agreement allows IBM to
review Hitachi's new mainframe and information-processing equipment
for the next five years. In addition, Hitachi will pay royalties if its system
software is found similar to IBM's. Hitachi also will pay court costs in the
lawsuit filed by IBM alleging that proprietary information was obtained
illegally from its U. S. facilities [Electronics, July 14, 1982, p. 111] and
has promised to drop its countersuit in Tokyo District Court
[Electronics, July 14, 1983, p. 76]. With the matter settled, Hitachi will
start selling its new mainframe, which is compatible with IBM's 3081-K.

...Fujitsu settles
on software

Fiber-optic bus
links instruments

Electronics/ November 3, 1983

Discounting rumors that aU. S. lawsuit from IBM was imminent, Fujitsu
Ltd.—Japan's largest computer maker—says it has agreed to pay the
American-based firm an undisclosed sum of money for the use of IBM's
software copyrights. Fujitsu's executive managing director of computers,
Shoichi Ninomiya, promises that the company will continue producing
IBM-compatible systems, but admits the payment could be considered the
cost for its carelessness in software development. The Fujitsu and
Hitachi pacts are part of IBM's lengthy effort to have its software and
hardware rights recognized in Japan. Meanwhile, Mitsubishi Electric
says that it will market its own IBM-compatible software and has no
plans to deal with the U. S. company.

Siemens AG figures it will be the first to have prototype hardware for a
fiber-optic IEC 625 bus for mass data transmission between controllers
and instruments in test and measurement systems. The Munich firm's
new hardware, to be revealed later this month at the Interkama
instrumentation and automation show, in Düsseldorf, West Germany,
can interconnect up to 32 instruments, using fiber-optic cables up to 200
meters long, for bit-serial transmission at data rates up to 100 kb/s. In
contrast, aconventional bit-parallel byte-serial IEC bus operating at the
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same data rate can handle only up to 15 instruments and allows only 2
meters of cable between them. The greater cable lengths of the new bus,
as well as its immunity to electromagnetic noise and the galvanic
separation inherent in fiber-optic connections, make it suitable for
industrial use, Siemens observes.

Finger traces
feed in puts into

Casio Computer Co. has done away with the tiny push-button keyboards

found on conventional watch-calculators by turning to atouch-sensitive
glass "crystal" to feed in function commands and data. With a finger,
watch-calculator ... users simply trace numerals and math symbols on the crystal, which is
overlaid with a transparent matrix of capacitance-sensitive electrodes
that can differentiate 16 inputs-10 numerals, decimal point, plus,
minus, multiply, divide, and equal. The watch-calculators have an analog
time display plus an eight-digit display for both time and calculations.
They will go on sale in Japan in December, for between $88 and $108.

...and enter data
in calculator-notepad

Phone directory
will speak German

8-inch floppy holds
eight times the bits
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Sales will start in early November for a $55 Casio calculator that has
memory space for memos and phone numbers, entered by being traced on
a plastic-film keyboard of the kind found on very thin calculators. The
film is amatrix of six by five conductive polymer contacts that serves as a
conventional keyboard for arithmetic computations as well as for traced
inputs. The unit can store 253 memos or phone numbers.

By the end of the 1980s, West Germany's postal and telecommunications
authority, the Bundespost, plans to set up an automated directoryassistance network. In contrast to aFrench project that relies on ahome
data terminal to access and display telephone numbers, the German
system will use standard phones—with rotary dials or push-button
keyboards—to activate the computer-based system. Synthetic speech
conveyed through the receiver's earpiece will then send requested
numbers to the caller. Early next year, as an interim measure, the
Bundespost will start using asystem based on an IBM 4300/1 and with
voice output to assist its directory operators.

Providing eight times the storage of a conventional 8-in, double-sided
floppy-disk drive, a unit from Hitachi Ltd. relies on a new
microcomputer-controlled head-positioning system that doubles the
number of tracks per inch, anew disk material, and data compression to
offer an unformatted capacity of 9.6 megabytes. The FDD-441's openloop—controlled head assembly always approaches its final position from
the same direction, virtually eliminating backlash. Therefore, overall
head-positioning errors are cut to about half the levels of conventional
drives, claims Hitachi. The medium—from Maxell Ltd., a Hitachi
subsidiary—features a 1-11m-thick magnetic coating of gamma iron oxide
particles with a10-A-thick epitaxial layer of cobalt ferrite. With modified
frequency-modulation recording techniques, this coating provides a
density in excess of 13,000 b/in. Two-to-seven coding compression
techniques usually used for hard disks further boost the density to 20,560
b/in., about 1.5 times that of standard 8-in. disks. The unit is scheduled
to enter volume production in January.
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Our power MOSFET
technology made
them abargain.
Now our prices
make them asteal.

Half the cost. Half the loss.
The switch is on to TMOS
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Twice the flexibility.
power MOSFETs.
One power MOSFET family is
emerging as design-in winner in the
battle for fast, efficient, practical
power switching. TMOS.
Not because of structural or topographical variations.
But because TMOS offers more of
what you. the designer. expect from
the acknowledged leader in massproduction of discrete semiconductors.
Price. Performance. Production.
Packaging. Quality. Delivery.
From any and all standpoints it has
the advantage.
And, once again. Motorola grasps
leadership in an MOS technology
built on long-established expertise
in bipolar.
Price. Down asteep slope.
Individual price leaders (often
losers) aren't Motorola's game. Our
philosophy of across-the-board
price reductions reflects higher yields
and product improvements as we
accelerate down the learning curve.
It's gone fast enough for us to recently
announce price cuts up to and
over 50%.
While power MOSFET prices aren't
yet head-to-head with bipolar, lower
voltage (up to 500 V) TMOS is rapidly
overtaking them. Motorola's new
prices are typical examples of rapidly
narrowing parity between TMOS and
bipolar The MTP5N06 5A/60 V. 0.511
TMOS unit has anew 100-up of $1.10.
Comparable bipolar is 69e.
The MTM5N40 5A/400 V 1.011
TMOS type is now 100-up priced
at $3.50.
Bipolar costs nearly as much —
$3.00.
Our MTP5N40 5A/400 V plastic
TMOS device has anew 100-up of
$2.25.
Bipolar is $1.60.
And comparable competitive
MOSFETs remain at 100-ups exceeding $8.00.
Motorola's 3.5 A/500 V, 4A/400 V
and 12 A/100 V. low rDS(on) TMOS
units are all 250-999 priced at just
$3.50. Our nearest competitor sells
the identical units at $9.29. $8.30 and

Motorola now offers the MTE- series
of industrial-oriented. 250 W. TMOS
power FETs with rDS(on) less than
half that of others— 18 millohms
(0.018(1) at 50 A.
These 100 A units— first of their
kind in the industry—offer asimple,
unique and inexpensive way to realize
optimized high power from power
MOSFET technology The price of one
Black Beauty package is actually less
than two TO-3s. in parallel, and installation of one single-sided package is
at /east 50% less.
"On" losses can be lower, in many
cases, than bipolar units.
Switching losses are minimized, too.
for low-voltage automotive, traction
motor. solar and wind power converter/
inverter applications. And, of course,
they're excellent candidates for very
efficient, high-speed switching,
regulators, controllers and synchronous rectification.
The MTE100N06 is actually usable
to beyond 500 KHz.
Twice the voltage.
With high-voltage TMOS, you can
raise high-frequency, series-resonant
power supply operating efficiencies
to higher-than-you-thought-possible
levels.
These 500-volt-to-1-kv MTP-MTM2N/
3N/6N units can be directly driven
from control ICs — typically capable of
100 mA— to control power supplies up
to MO W. A bipolar design requires
10 times more drive.
This TMOS figure of merit sparkles
even more brilliantly when you consider TMOS uses its turn-on
source only about 10% of the time
for input capacitance charging, not
continuously like bipolar.
If you're using one of the new, fast
control ICs such as the MC34060 or
TL494 sourcing 250 mA or designing
slower, less speed-critical circuits,

buffer stages can usually be eliminated
—an additional saving.
Switching losses are lower with less
required heat sinking and drive
circuits are simpler. Size and weight
of component!),shrinks.
And new applications for 2-phase.
220 V international and 230 V
domestic use can now be implemented.
Motorola has 18 high-voltage TMOS
units ranging from 550 V to 1KV in
plastic TO-218.T0-220 and metal
TO-204 (T0-3).
We're just about the only ones
that offer them with any degree of
continuity.

Twice the packaging.
Free units. Free literature.
Well give the first thousand who
ask up to four of any of over 200
Motorola TMOS power MOSFETs from
0.2 to 100 A.35 to 1,000 V for evaluation and prototyping. Just fill in the
coupon for the new TMOS and Switchmode ,'" design guides and make your
selection from the TMOS Guide. Then
send asigned company letterhead
to Motorola Semiconductor Products
Inc.. P.O. Box 20912. Phoenix, AZ
85036 telling us what you need and
well send it to you. Free.

MOTOROLA INC.
1 111

We'll furnish you any of these devices for under $2.25 in 25K quantities.
And make your system cost-effective
right now.
Half the switching loss.
Generally. anything with rDS(on)
under 0.111 has been considered
leading-edge efficient in holding down
"on" losses. Taking advantage of the
inherent power dissipation capabilities of its "Black Beauty" package.

TO: Motorola SemIconductor Products Inc

P 0 8.:» 20912 Phoen,, AZ 85036

Send me more information on TMOS power MOSFETs.

•
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Name
Title
• Call nie
Company
Address
▪ City
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111
State

ZIP _
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Floating Point Systems
array processor to break
The FPS-5000 Series from
Floating Point Systems
Now, anew family of
products from Floating Point
Systems brings increased computing power and unmatched
price/performance to the
signal/image processing world.
With 3to 6times the speed
and 4times the memory capacity
of previous FPS products, the
FPS-5000 Series provides computing for applications that exceed
their present system's capability.
The FPS-5000 Series offers fast,
accurate, flexible computing for
the most demanding real-time,
user-interactive, and productionoriented applications.
Four basic product groups
make up the new FPS-5000 Series:
the 5100, 5200, 5300 and 5400.
Peak performances range from 26
million floating-point operations
per second (M FLOP), to 62
MFLOP. Data memory of 0.5M to
1M words is available along with
program memory to 32K words.
By combining adistributed
architecture concept with the
latest VLSI technology, the

Typical performance examples of geophysical, medical imaging and
signal! image processing applications.
Application Example

AP-120B

FPS-5410

5420

5430

1. Demodulation/Signal
Analysis

13.8 msec.

6.5 msec.

N/A

N/A

2. Tomography Preprocessing

60 sec.

25 sec.

16 sec.

12 sec.

3. Multispectral Image Classification
(512 x512 pixels 8Bands, 4classes)

49 sec.

25 sec.

13.3 sec.

10.5 sec.

4. 2D FFT

3.4 sec.

1.4 sec.

.7 sec.

.5 sec.

439 msec.

177 msec.

96 msec.

71 MSIBC.

(512 x512 complex)
5. Matrix Multiply
(100 x100)
Based upon specifications subject to change.

FPS-5000 Series sets anew standard for cost-effective computing,
breaking the $2,000 per MFLOP*
barrier—the first time this has
been achieved in any floatingpoint computing system.
*Based on U.S. Domestic Prices

Distributed processing
architecture
The FPS-5000 Series is
adistributed processing
system that maximizes
throughput by allocating
the computational load to
aset of high-performance,
independent, floatingpoint processing elements called

Arithmetic Coprocessors. Data
flow is simultaneously managed
FPS-5000 Series Architecture

introduces the first
the $2,000/MFLOP barrier.
by acombination of
independent I/O Processors and the central
Control Processor.
Each Arithmetic
Coprocessor, with
synchronous architecture to allow simple
application debugging,
functions as aselfcontained unit.
The new Multiple
Array Processor
Execution Language
(MAXL), based upon
FORTRAN 77, allows the user to
construct an integrated system
environment which can be tuned
to application requirements.
Increased performance can be
achieved by adding Arithmetic
Coprocessors as afield-installable upgrade as the user's
requirements evolve.
Compatibility
The FPS-5000 Series maintains
software compatibility with previous FPS 38-bit processors and is
supported on arange of host
computers. Thus, the extensive

meantime between failure (MTBF)
rates in the industry.
The Series is backed by the
same outstanding worldwide
support services that distinguish
Floating Point Systems from other
manufacturers.
For more information about
how the FPS-5000 can be used in
your specific application, call (800)
547-1445 or your local sales office.
The world leader In array processors.

FLOATING POINT
SYSTEMS,
INC.

software support developed for
FPS-100 and AP-120B products is
maintained and users are able to
move existing applications onto
the FPS-5000 Series with minimal
effort.

PO. Box 23489
Portland, OR 97223
(503) 641-3151
TLX: 360470 FLOATPOIN BEAV

Quality and Reliability
The FPS-5000 Series was
designed and built with the same
quality standards inherent in all of
the previous Floating Point
Systems products—standards
that have earned those products a
reputation for unprecedented
reliability and one of the best

FPS Sales and Service Worldwide.
U.S.: CA Laguna Hills. Los Angeles. Mountain View
CO Lakewood CT Simsbury FL Winter Park GA Atlanta.
IL Schaumburg IA New Orleans MD Rockville.
MA Dedham NJ Red Bank. NM Corrales. PA Philadelphia.
TX Grand Prairie. Houston. Me Bellevue.
INTERNATIONAL: Canada, Calgary. Montreal, Ottawa;
England, Bracknell, Berkshire. France. Rungis: Japan.
Tokyo, Netherlands, Gouda. West Germany, Haar.
DISTRIBUTORS: Australia and New Zealand, Milsons
Point
N.SW.. Melbourne -Victoria (Techway Pty.. Ltd):
Austria. Vienna (Othmor Lackner, Elektronische
Bauelemente Und GerOate). Denmark. Volby (BU
Agenturer NS); Finland, Helsinki (01 Emmett AB);
India, Bombay (Hinditron Computers PVT., Ltd.); Israel,
Tel Aviv (Eostronics. Ltd); Korea, Seoul (World Business
Machine. Inc.); Singapore, Kong Kong, Brunei,
Indonesia. and Malaysia (Scientek Engineering Co.):
Southern Africa, Johannesburg (Anker Data Systems);
Sweden and Norway, Voxholm (Ire Konsulter AB);
Taiwan, Taipei (Scientek Corporation).
rFloating Point Systems, Inc 1983
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For the highest quality. ..

The competition is good.
NCR Microelectronics
has to be better.
The chip on the extreme left will never
leave an NCR
Microelectronics
plant. That telltale
drop of ink indicates
it failed one of the
most comprehensive
testing programs in
the semiconductor
industry, and it's
destined for scrap.
No matter who the ultimate user may be,
our commitment to quality is the same. It
begins with product inception and process design and continues every step of
the way. Design verification and product
qualification assure reliable design. Every
wafer and every chemical is checked
before use. Statistical controls, coupled
with rigorous inprocess tests of the
product assure builtin quality. A 100 percent final test is
followed by sample
testing at temperature and voltage
extremes by our
independent quality
control organization.
For continued improvement, we subject
failed components to athorough "post
mortem", and feed back corrective
actions to the process.

Go to
the peak.

In an industry where quality control is a
science, we're just abit fussier than the
rest. Our toughest customer — NCR —
has always demanded it, and we think
our new customers deserve it. That
means the 64K CMOS ROM you buy from
us is just as flawless, just as reliable as
one destined for amillion-dollar mainframe with NCR's name right on the front.
For commitment, partnership, technical
innovation, and consistently superior
quality, go to the peak. NCR Microelectronics Division, Colorado Springs,
Colorado — Fort Collins, Colorado —
Miamisburg, Ohio.
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STANDARDS. POWER. SOFTWARE.
THE NEW PMC2000
DRIVES ATE NETWORKING.
Introducing the PMC2000 Process
Monitoring and Control System. It
closes the loop between electronics
manufacturing and testing, and expands
the value of your automatic test equipment. The PMC2000 streamlines how
test data is collected, analyzed, reported
and distributed.
LTX has focused on ATE networking
and factory automation in three important areas.
First. The OSI Network Model, Internet Transport Protocols I', and Ethernet'm LAN. These industry standards
ensure rapid, accurate data transfer and
global communications. Plus compatibility with all LTX testers, and future
expansion to other equipment.
Second. Greater computer power for
better test and process control, and reserve capacity. The host X10 Process
Manager includes apowerful 32-bit
computer.
Third. Easy-to-use applications software. The PMC2000 simplifies test
program development, acts as auniversal
test program library, directs testing
operations on the floor, and performs all
data consolidation functions.
From the extensive database, the
PMC2000 gives summary sheets, trend
analyses, correlations, histograms, and
graphics.
LTX gives you hindsight for tomorrow
by closing the loop today. The PMC2000.
LTX Corporation
LTX Park at
University Avenue
Westwood, MA 02090
Boston: 617/329-7550
Santa Clara: 408/727-1212
Europe: 44 4862-22322
Japan: 03-342-1481

LTX RESPONDS

Xerox Corporation
' Copyright 1983, LTX Corporation

TM
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Significant developments in technology and business

Vertical recording
stores 10 megabytes
on minifloppy disk
by Charles L. Cohen, Tokyo bureau manager

Two-layer sputtered thin-film
medium and closed-flux-loop
head provide bit densities
as high as 70,000 bits/inch
Ten-megabyte Winchester data-storage hard disks, just now catching on,
may turn out to be short-lived. Their
future is threatened by perpendicularly recorded floppy disks that will
be cheaper than Winchesters and
more versatile as well, since the floppies can be easily changed and the
Winchesters almost always cannot.
Prototypes of the high-capacity
51
/ -inch floppies have been put to4
gether at the Matsushita Research
Institutes Inc., on the outskirts of
Tokyo, at Kawasaki. The disks have
an unformatted capacity of 6 megabytes per side—enough for a formatAUXILIARY
POLE

ted 5 megabytes per side. This figure
matches the storage that Iomega
Corp., Ogden, Utah, packs into its
single-sided
8-in,
state-of-the-art
drive, which utilizes aflexible disk in
a hard plastic cartridge [Electronics,
April 21, 1982, p. 117]. As for access
time, the prototype averages the usual 200 milliseconds of conventional
minifloppies. Also, although all the
necessary data is not yet in, Matsushita engineers are confident that the
error rate will be avery respectable 1
bit in 10".
Flux loop. The drives, developed
by a group headed by Yasuhiko Nakayama, have a new closed—magnetic-flux head (see figure). Apart from
that, they closely resemble current
minifloppy designs, using the nowstandard 96-track-per-inch density.
The disks, though, are a far cry
from the conventional oxide-coated
media. Intended for perpendicular re-

cording, they have a two-layer sputtered thin-film medium—iron-nickel
0.5 micrometer thick underlying a
0.2-µ,m layer of cobalt-chromium alloy, a film pioneered by Shun-Ichi
Iwasaki, a professor at Tohoku University in Sendai.
Right price. Marketing strategists
at the Research Institutes' parent
company, Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., estimate that it will be mid1985 before the Osaka-based firm
can ready a product for the market.
But they are convinced that the price
will be right, since neither the disks
nor the drives should cost much
more to produce than their low-capacity predecessors.
Even though a production line
with magnetron sputtering equipment will be necessary to produce
the medium, the line most likely can
be designed to apply thin-film layers
on the web from which the disks are

MnZn FERRITE
BLOCK

COR

COIL
MAIN POLE

-

MAIN
POLE

NONMAGNETIC

(a)

113)

MANGANESE-ZINC
FERRITE

NONMAGNETIC

NONMAGNETIC

MnZn FERRITE

Evolving head. Early head designed at Tohoku University for thin-film medium had an auxiliary pole to obtain an adequate signal despite the very
thin main pole necessary for high bit density (a). Sony got better results by suppressing the auxiliary pole and surrounding the main pole with aWshaped ferrite block (b). Matsushita has managed even higher density by closing the flux path with asecond ferrite block, shielding the pole (c).
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punched at a rate of about 1 meter
per minute. Matsushita has, in fact,
built an experimental line for continuous sputtering of magnetic layers
on a plastic-base material. Thus, production costs will not force Matsushita to demand too large apremium
for the new disks.
Nor should the drives for the new
disks be unusually expensive. The
magnetic thin films on these disks
are stiffer than the magnetic coatings
on conventional ones. But Nakayama
says that his group compensates for
this by reducing the thickness of the
polyester substrate to 50 µm from
the usual 75 p.m so that the overall
disk stiffness remains the same. With
the mechanical characteristics of the
media similar, special features would
essentially determine the price differential for the new drives. Adding a
second head so that the user would
not have to flip the disk for access to
the second side, for example, would
boost the price.
The prototype Matsushita drive
rotates the medium at the standard
300 revolutions per minute. Because
of the high linear recording density,
the data transfer rate is about 3
megabits a second, which is at the
low end of the range common for
miniature Winchesters.
Dense. The new head used with
this disk can provide a recording
density of 70 kilobits an inch. In
contrast, conventional 5-in, hard
disks, which are designed to match
8-in, floppy disks whose unformatted
capacity is 0.8 megabyte per side, offer only 9.6 kb/in. The Matsushita
figure also exceeds the 50 kb/in. of
Toshiba's ring head and simplified
magnetic thin-film medium [Electronics, Oct. 6, 1982, p. 68] and even
tops the 65.5 kb/in, achieved by
Sony Corp. with a similar medium
and a W-shaped single-pole head.
All the same, Matsushita's new
head reduces bit errors because of its
high readout voltage-0.5 volt, about
five times what Matsushita was able
to achieve using Iwasaki's auxiliarypole design. Noise caused by stray
magnetic fields is about a quarter
that of previous heads because the
head design shields the fields around
the main pole.
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Elcoma pushes
IC surface mounting
Believing that by 1990 nearly half of
all components sold will be housed
in surface-mounted packages, NV
Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken's Electronic Components and Materials division has launched a campaign on
both the semiconductor and production-equipment fronts to encourage
broader use of the space- and costsaving technology in Europe. In that
market, Elcoma believes, surface
mounting of chips on printed-circuit
boards generally lags behind activity
in both the U. S. and Japan.
On one side of the division's thrust
is the wide range of active and passive components in anumber of standard chip-carriers and small-outline
packages; these are being offered in
Europe by such Philips subsidiaries
as Mullard Ltd. in the UK. On the
other side are Philips' productionequipment activities.
Hurdles. Hoping to remove what
it sees as a production bottleneck
slowing acceptance of surface mounting, the Dutch company is also making available automated board-assembly equipment, including a new lowend model, the mcm I, priced at
$150,000 and capable of mounting
17,000 devices an hour. At the high
end, Philips is marketing the highPick and place. Each pipette of the Philips
automatic surface-mounting equipment
squeezes the IC package to determine its
position before pressing it to the board.

speed mcm III, which sells for up to
$2.25 million. In a typical configuration, the mcm III can mount 200,000
components in an hour.
Philips has already installed 22
such systems in the U. S. and Europe, including new surface-mounting equipment in General Motors
Corp. plants. The Dutch company
now hopes European managers of
electronic production lines will take
their cue from the No. 1 U. S. auto
producer and step up their installation of the equipment, too.
For more than a decade, Philips
has pioneered work in the area, but
the firm believes it has only been in
the last two to three years that all
conditions for widespread use have
arrived. Duncan Edwards, marketing
manager of consumer electronics for
Mullard, says Japan's consumer electronics industry began to move in
that direction in 1981, and Americans followed in 1982. Meanwhile,
Europe, he believes, is "still suffering
from jet lag."
From now on, the move on the
international level will be ever faster,
Edwards warns, adding that by the
end of the decade between 40% and
50% of all components sold will be
housed in surface-mounting packages. Philips estimates that some 100
billion surface-mounted chips will be
sold worldwide by 1990.
Since these packages take up less
space than conventional dual in-line
packages, they will result in smaller
and lighter systems, acritical consideration in both consumer and military markets. Philips estimates flushmounted technology can halve assembly costs while increasing reliability tenfold.
The initial investment for using

New High Performance Timer/Counter
100% programmable
Now faster and more affordable
With 14 frequency, time- and voltages measuring modes, 100% IEEE-488 Bus
programmability, up to over 400 rdgs/s high Bus speed, 2ns single shot
resolution and 1.5 GHz frequency range,
our PM 6654 outperforms other timer/counters.
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We offer standard Volt measurements:
Vmax, Vrnin, VDC, Vpp or even VAms whethe'r
on LF sinewaves or high speed pulses.
In combination wth the time measurements: DUTY FACTOR, PERIOD, PULSE
WIDTH, DELAY, RISE-AND-FALL TIME,
these new PULSE VOLTAGE measure-
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ments allow yourautomatic test system
to measure pulse- and otherinput parameters, that previously only could be
viewed on an oscilloscope.

Contact us:

Best of all, no matter what you're testing, the PM 6654 will test moreof it, faster and for less money.

Germany (05 61) 5014 86
Great Britain 0223-358866
France 01-830-1111

USA 800-631-7172,
call collect N. J. (0201) 529-3800

„•from Philips of course
PHILIPS

Test & Measuring
Instruments
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surface-mounting technology can be
high, but greater levels of automation can offset that expense. For example, Philips—which first developed gear for its own consumer
products operations—is currently offering three models of automated
equipment. In addition to the mcm
model III and model I—which bows
in Munich this month at Productronica—Philips is also offering a model
II, which has three software-controlled heads and can place 13,000 to
30,000 devices an hour.
On the larger system, bare pc
boards move from a feed magazine
to the placement machines. There,
the components, in standard-sized
blister-pack tapes, speed through the
system, which quickly glues them
down with an epoxy.
At the heart of the machine are
the placement heads, which break
each component out of its aluminized blister tape and place it precisely on the substrate. Each component is sandwiched between a lifting
pin underneath it and a pipette that
drops onto it from above. It is firmly
grasped by jaws that squeeze all four
sides of the package to ensure that
its position is known. The surfacemounted component is then correctly
oriented on the pc board, where a
drop of glue fixes it ready for
soldering.
The entire operation is monitored
at each head by tiny microphones,
embodied in the vacuum portion of
"pick-and-place pipettes." The microphone detects the sound of air
slipping through the vacuum chamber if a component is missing. The
system is designed to have typically
no more than one placement error in
10,000 passes, or 10 parts per million, well within most reliability targets.
—Kevin Smith

ments filed away in optical-storage
systems capable of holding gigabytes
of data per disk. That, at least, is the
novel approach being adopted by researchers at Toshiba Corp.
Their experimental, visually assisted man-machine interface package is
being aimed at the typical business
office environment, where workers
often locate documents by remembering the color of afile folder or where
it was last placed in a desk or storage cabinet drawer. Usually, digital
document-retrieval systems require
the entry of file names, which Toshiba believes many office workers
will have difficulty remembering or
in some cases even knowing.
So instead of using file names, engineers in the Electronics Equipment
Laboratory in the Toshiba Research
and Development Center, Kawasaki,
have devised agraphics-interface system that builds on color images of
desks and file cabinets.
Dual screens. To do this, the system uses two cathode-ray tubes: a
color graphics display, with touchsensing capabilities, that presents a
graphical representation of office
storage locations, and amonochrome
CRT for document display. Special
hardware converts high—bit-density
images on optical disks into lowerdensity images with gray scale for
display. The result seems to the user

to be higher screen resolution and
less flicker than would occur on
equivalent bit-density monochrome
screens with only two levels of color.
First, the color screen displays a
view of the document-storage locations in an office. A user can then
command the system to zoom in on
a specific drawer in a desk or in a
file cabinet. The drawer may be
opened, and agroup of color folders
shown on the tube. For fine searches,
the user may move afile on the display to the top of the desk in the
scene and leaf through the pages.
The desired document can then be
displayed on the monochrome CRT
for reading.
Researchers believe this approach
is better than calling up files by slug
names because its users can comprehend the filing structure at aglance.
Also, most offices, they argue, have
only a limited number of workers
who name their own documents. In
addition, active file names may be
changed at any time. The system
may also allow a search for files
based on visual clues. For example,
an office worker who cannot remember a person's name but knows his
face may access a file by photos.
Toshiba believes this graphics-interface system will be most appropriate for office information that tends
to change over a period of time, as

111152"11 .1j1

Japan

On-screen office scene

\

aids document retrieval
Pictures may be worth many words,
but they may also save alot of time
when it comes to searching for docu88

Graphics search. User presses touch-sensitive color CRT to access document from file
cabinet displayed on screen. The document can be read on the adjacent monochrome screen.
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Logic Analyzers:
Why take two if one will do?
The multi-purpose logic analyzer
PM 3551A more than adequately
assumes the dual-role of a pure
state analyzer, or a pure timing
analyzer, by simple softkey control
in clearly displayed menus.

It's powerful SYNCMODE allows to
For full details contact Philips S & I.
use state and timing analysis
T & M Dept. TQ III -4-61
simultaneously and is field-proven
5600 MD Eindhoven, The Netherlands
to be an ideal troubleshooting tool, in
In the U.S. call 800-631-7172 except
particular in the integration phase of
Hawaii, Alaska and New Jersey.
hardware and software.
In New Jersey call collect
All this, plus if then — else trigger,
(201) 529-3800 or write to
8/16 bit disqesembly.. •intertme r,
r,
r es bdpbu ¡Wive, Mahwah, NJ 07430
capability a
nti aInt more ii INIIIJULrxr, Qàrfalln2375 Steeles Avenue
advanced-4°910 ‘imilv7.e„nieining
W. Unit 126',Downsview, Ont. Can Mal
gerliurnance with sot tkgdaliimplicity!
3A8 (416) 665-8470.

TRIGGER ON
1 FIND WORD 1 DELAY = i2
mSEC
IF WORD 2 IN DELAY THEN STEP i ELSE STEP 2
2 FIND WORD 3 DELAY = 10
STATES OF CLK 1
3 END. MATCH OUT ON WORD: 1
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TEKTRONIX
4010
TERMINAL
EMULATOR

PC-PLOT-III
THE GRAPHICS LINK
BETWEEN THE IBM PC
AND YOUR COMPUTER NETWORK
•Complete Communications Package
•Full 4010 Emulation
•Menu or Command Setup Modes
•Auto Dial, Auto Lagon
•Save Picture Files on IBM
•Hewlett-Packard 7470A Plotting
•Upload, Download ASCII Files
•Multiple Terminals Emulated
4010 Only
4010 + ANSI X3.64 (VT-100)
4010 + CompuSery Executive
•Selectable Graphics Boards
IBM Color/Graphics Board
640 o200 Monochrome
320 x200 4colors
Plantronics PC+ Board
640 o200 Monochrome
640 o200 4 colors
320 x200 16 colors
Hercules Computer Products
750 x350 Monochrome
•NOT Copy Protected, can be used
with PC, PC-XT, DOS 1.1 or 2.0
Increase the utility of your IBM Personal Computer
by using it os a graphics terminal in your local
computer network or dial-up service. PC-PLOT will
work with Precision Visuals DI-3000, SAS Graph,
ISSCO's Dissplo & Tell-A-Graph, Tektronix PLOT-10,
Chemical Abstracts On-Line, Guest& DARC2,
and any other program that generates Tektronix
4010 compatible commands. All Tektronix 4010
commands are implemented including interactive
cursor reporting. The color modes utilize the
Tektronix 4027 color and palette select commands.
PC-PLOT is afield-proven program with hundreds
of copies in use every day by major universities
and Fortune 500 companies. If you have an IBM
Personal Computer, you cannot afford ea be
without PC-PLOT-III.
PC-PLOT-III requires an IBM-PC, 64k minimum,
1disk drive, graphics adapter (one of the three
specified), and an asynchronous communication
adapter which can be either IBM or on a multifunction option card which are available from
many vendors.
PC-PLOT-III is available for some-day delivery
from MicroPlot Systems and will soon be in stock
at leading computer stores across the country.
VISA/MasterCard, purchase orders from DU
rated companies, and checks are accepted for
payment. We will also ship UPS/COD. For instant
shipment, call Steve Bean at 614-882-4786 with
your purchase order or credit card number.
PC-PLOT-Ill is abargain at $95 because you will
not have to purchase an additional communications program to gain access to CompuServ, The
Source, or other time-share network. PC-PLOT-III
is supplied on asingle sided diskette and includes
a comprehensive user's manual with both a
tutorial approach for new users plus o technical
description of the program and command structures for systems programmers.

,

MicroPlot
Systems

1897 Red Fern Dr.
Columbus, Ohio 43229
614-882-4786
Telex EASY LINK 62186730
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opposed to data that seldom changes,
such as reference material, statistics,
journals, or drawings.
For document display, the system
retrieves the document data, corresponding to an image with 200 picture elements per inch, from the 30centimeter optical disk. (There are
1,728 pixels horizontally by 2,304
vertically on each standard A-4 page,
for nearly 4 million of them.) However, that resolution is much greater
than can be placed on today's affordable office CRTs.
So Toshiba uses ablack and white
monitor with a 512-by-512-by-4-bit
format and signal processing to enhance the resolution based on the
stored picture elements. Either full
pages or portions of documents may
be displayed on the 512-by-512-pixel
CRT. When the portion of the document being displayed has more pixels
than can be placed on the screen directly, groups of picture elements are
processed to convert them into asingle display pixel—a dot of black,
white, or some level of gray.
The gray scale helps to reduce apparent flicker on the display by acting as a buffer between black and
white areas on the monochrome
screen.
—Charles L. Cohen

Driving data. Dashboard computer steps
through functions at the push of abutton.

on a 4-bit microcomputer chip, will
catch the eye and imagination of European automobile makers, who have
not taken to computers as rapidly as
have their Japanese and U. S.
competitors.
Already Régie Renault, the longnationalized French firm that now
ranks as Europe's largest car producer, plans to make the dashboard
computer standard equipment in
some of its more expensive models
next year. SAGEM hopes that others
France
will follow. "Succeeding in the automotive electronics market is simple
enough—you just have to offer military-level reliability at consumer
prices," quips Georges Benoist, who
heads the marketing of the car computer for SAGEM.
With a compact, inexpensive dashHardy. To circumvent that dilemboard computer, a French company
ma, Paris-based SAGEM worked with
that specializes in telecommunicaRenault to ferret out a combination
tions, aerospace, and military tech- of largely standard hardware—asnology hopes to clear the path to a sembled in a way that would withflourishing
automotive-electronics
stand the rigors of the road—and its
market in Western Europe.
own software. Components on the
To date, the drive by European
computer's printed-circuit board are
chip makers and auto-equipment
first glued in place and then wavehouses to persuade car producers to
soldered. Benoist says tests indicate
use digital integrated circuits has not
that because of this fabrication techbeen asmooth one—the auto makers
nique, SAGEM can count on reliabilremain reluctant to do away with
ity levels of one failure in a million
less expensive road-proven analog
kilometers (almost 700,000 miles).
and mechanical systems. But Société
Along with the sine qua non of
d'Applications Générales d'Electrireliability, SAGEM believes one of the
cité et de Mécanique (SAGEM) hopes
most decisive factors in favor of the
its new dashboard computer, based
computer—which is no larger than a

Dashboard getting

SAGEM computer
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New. All you've ever
dreamed of at 100MHz.
At aprice that will wake
you up.
Yes — in the laboratory or field —
Philips new dual trace PM 3267 gives
you the extra performance and
versatility you need. With a surprisingly attractive price tag.
Just look at what you get.
Alternate display of main and delayed
time bases. Third trigger view'
channel. Sophisticated high-frequency triggering capabilities, with
LED indicator and push-button
control.
Main and delayed time bases can be
trigger
ite

triggering is possible, and TV triggering with automatic changeover from
line to frame is standard.
Operation is simplified through
automatic peak-to-peak triggering
over the full bandwidth, and there's
optional auto triggering on TTL or
ECL levels. The PM 3267 has a wide
dynamic range with variable input
sensitivity between 2mV and 10 V
per division, standard attenuator
probes allowing up to 100 V per
division.

It's robust too. Compact design and
the completely sealed cabinet make
the PM 3267 perfect for service use,
particularly under severe environmental conditions.
Philips new PM 3267 100 MHz
oscilloscope. Guaranteed to give you
a good night's sleep.
For a demo and price details ring your local Philips
Sales organisation or contact Philips S81, TAM Dept
T0111-4-62, 5600 MD Eindhoven. The Netherlands
In the U.S. call 800-631-7172 except Hawaii. Alaska
and New Jersey In New Jersey call collect (201)
529-3800 or write to 85 McKee Dr Mahwah,
NJ07430 In Canada. 2375 Steeles Ave W Unit 12
Downsvt
16)
79
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Universal in-circuit

emulator IN Ill
Portable
in-circuit
emulator
SA 700

SA700 and IN III Sophistication
Keeps System Expansion and
Debugging Costs Down.
High cost-efficiency and versatility as subsystems. Stand-alone
debugging for Z80, 8085, 8080,
6800, 6801/3, 6802, 6809, 8048/49,
8035/39, 8086, 68000 and more.
Contact us direct for complete details.

;41 4

With Your *MDS System: Floppy diskette compatible.
Same screen editor as MDS.
Symbolic debugging.
With Your *DEC System: Fully communicatable with VAX-11.
With Your •HP System:
Fully communicatable with HP-64000.
•Trademarks MOS/Intel Corp, DEC/Digital Equipment Corp. HP/Hewlett Packard
Marketed by:

INTERTEK. INC.

72 8, Noshl-ShInjuku, ShInjuku ku, Tokyo 160, Japan
Telephone: (031363-6646 Telex: J28497
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CIRCUITS FOR
ELECTRONICS
ENGINEERS
Almost 350 diagrammed circuits arranged by 51 of the most useful functions for
designers. Taken from the popular "Designer's Casebook" of Electronics, these
circuits have been designed by engineers for the achievement of specific engineering objectives.
Order your copy today! Send $17.95 to:
Electronics Magazine Books
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020

rtiel

Ten-day money-back guarantee
Allow 4to 6weeks for delivery.

McGraw-Hill
int'l. Publications Co.
Attn: ECC
McGraw-Hill House
Maidenhead, Berkshire, SL6 2QL
England
EBG6

Electronics international
standard dashboard clock—is that it
offers more than most digital display
replacements for analog indicators.
Instead of just showing fuel levels or
vehicle speed, the unit can process a
number of variables based on realtime measurements—such as maximum distance before next fill-up. In
addition, the system displays time,
temperature, and fuel level.
The system consists of a4-bit processor, a liquid-crystal display, and
sensors that pick up information on
the exterior temperature, the amount
of fuel, the rate gasoline is passing
through the carburetor, and speed.
At present, SAGEM is using microcomputer chips with mask read-only
memory from NEC Corp. (the 7508)
and Hitachi Ltd. (the HMCS47C),
both of Japan, but the French company hopes to use still other chipprocessor suppliers.
The company has also included
considerable protection to shield the
microcomputer from the vagaries of
automotive power supplies. "That
means voltages from 5 to 20 volts,
gaps, parasitic conditions, and spikes
up to 100 v—everything you can
imagine that is bad" for computers,
says Benoist.
Push button. With the system, a
driver can select among readings on
eight types of information: time, external temperature, amount of remaining fuel and the distance he can
still cover with it, distance covered
on the trip, average speed, average
fuel consumption, and current fuel
consumption. SAGEM indicates that
other types of readings would be possible with additional sensors.
The data is accessed by pushing a
single button, which steps the computer to a different output each time
it is pushed. SAGEM's ergonomic research found that this single-button
approach is easier for drivers than
manipulating a number of buttons.
At the push of a second button, the
display returns to the clock mode,
displaying the time.
Within the next couple of years,
Benoist predicts, nearly all automobile models in the European market—from medium-priced up—will
offer this type of dashboard computer system.
—Robert T. Gallagher
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HP'S 1980 Time Domain Measurement System

,
Waveform
Measurement
Solutions
Through HP Automation
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HEWLETT
PACKARD
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HP's 1980 System... off-the-shelf
the versatility to provide complete
HP's 1980 System combines key test instruments
with powerful computers, flexible software, and
support for acomprehensive test solution.
In the modular 1980 Time Domain Measurement System, HP has
integrated four essential test instruments—a fully programmable
oscilloscope, awaveform digitizer, auniversal counter, and analog
comparators—into asingle, compact instrument mainframe.
But that's not all. We combine that with an HP Series
80, 200, or 1000 computer, depending on
the application. Then we've

developed an extensive software library for waveform
measurements that lets you start making measurements of
many test waveforms the very first day you have your system. Finally, we back it all up with in-depth support that
includes application notes, seminars, and optional consulting services from HP's System Engineering Organization.
The result is aflexible automatic test system that can
be configured to perform virtually all your time domain
measurements below 100 MHz. Whether you see the 1980
as atotal test solution, or as acore for alarger ATE
system, it's asolution that can reduce your test equipment investment several ways. First, it reduces your
equipment costs compared to buying individual test instruments. It eliminates or greatly reduces the time you
spend in system integration effort and software
development. And the 1980 reduces test equipment space requirements.
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convenience with
measurement solutions.
HP's 1980 System saves test time while helping
to assure high product quality through consistent
waveform comparison and characterization.

HP's 1980 System waveform measurement library
minimizes your software development
time and costs.

By automating production measurements with the 1980 System,
you can tackle two of the biggest problems facing industry
today... how to reduce manufacturing costs and improve product
quality. This system can significantly reduce test time and increase
production throughput. And it can virtually eliminate errors
associated with operator interaction, interpretation, and fatigue.
For example, in waveform comparison measurements, the 1980
can quickly compare awaveform under test with astored limit
waveform and provide apass/fail indication within seconds. It
eliminates the problems of waveform positioning, parallax, and
judgment so you get consistently accurate results.
Reference waveforms can be generated by the HP Waveform
Measurement Library software. They can be based on aknown
good waveform, or drawn from aset of specified data points,
which allows any arbitrary shape to be defined as the limit
waveform. Comparison measurements with the 1980 are orders of
magnitude faster than manual testing. For example, parametric
tolerance tests, such as comparing peak amplitude to preset limits,
can be performed within several hundred milliseconds.
Waveform characterizations that used to be difficult and time
consuming are now performed quickly and accurately with the
1980. For total waveform characterization, there's afirst-day
measurement program in the software library that automatically
determines peak-to-peak voltage, frequency, period, pulse width,
rise time, and fall time on repetitive signals. For specific applications, you can use the subprograms contained in the software
library to determine the ftuidamental frequency or period of a
waveform, count events, and, with the 1980's flexible gating
capability, measure the time between bursts.

For more complex measurements, you can use the subroutine
building blocks and programming aids available in the Waveform
Measurement Library to develop your own application programs.
Or you can combine these resources with other HP software
packages. For example, the Waveform Analysis Package, when
used with the Waveform Measurement Library can perform fast
Fourier transforms on the waveform data captured by the 1980
System. It's easy to see that you can quickly put this system to
work in measurements such as pulse-parameter testing, powersupply characterization, disc-drive testing, network-response
testing, and ahost of other production test and QA applications.
And, in the process, you'll avoid many of the hidden software
costs and development delays.
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HP's 1980 Time Domain Measurement System
When you want acomplete, low-cost waveform
measurement solution that goes right to work.
Perhaps you've felt that ATE was out of reach. Then this is the
system that can make low-cost automated test areality. Maybe,
you've been spending thousands or hundreds of thousands of
dollars solving integration problems and writing application software. Then this is the system that will minimize your investment.
The 1980 Time Domain Measurement System can be put to
work quickly—even the first day—via built-in HP-IB interfaces
and application software packages.
If you need amore sophisticated test system, now or in the
future, the 1980 can be apowerful core system that is easily
expanded via HP-IB. If desired, HP will provide consulting
assistance through our System Engineering Organization.
As you plan for the future, the 1980 not only gives you growth
potential via HP-IB, it also dovetails with your long-term net-

working objectives. As apart of HP's Manufacturing Productivity
Network, the 1980 allows the integration of production test data
with information from other manufacturing operations. The ability
of various departments to access atimely, accurate, integrated data
base can have far-reaching impact on productivity, manufacturing
costs and product quality. For example, by accessing engineering
test programs, production engineers can eliminate costly duplication and develop test solutions more quickly. R&D can easily
access production test data to evaluate parts and designs for future
products. Quality assurance departments can statistically evaluate
production tests to isolate troublesome components and subsystems. And management can monitor the entire production
process for indications of inefficiencies and bottlenecks.
Whether you're concerned with today's testing needs,
tomorrow's manufacturing network, or both, the 1980 can make a
valuable contribution toward improving your company's product
quality and manufacturing productivity.

The 1980 System... provides complete waveform measurement solutions because it combines
the hardware, software, and engineering support you need for an effective ATE system.

Waveform Measurement Solutions:
Product Support:
Application Software:
HP Computers:

A

illior

HP's Measurement System for Your Custom Application
__—
Documentation and Application Literature, HP's System
Engineering Organization, and Customer Training Seminars
Waveform Measurement Library with First-Day Measurement
Programs, Library Subprograms, and Program Development Aids
Series 80, Series 200, and Series 1000
Digital Waveform Storage, Gated Universal
Counter, and Programmable Analog Comparators

Measurement Tools:

DESIGNED FOR

SYSTEMS

HP-18 Not just IEEE-488. but the
hardware, documentation and
support that delivers the shortest
path to ameasurement system

HEWLETT
PACKARD
For more information, call your local HP Sales Office or nearest Regional Office: Eastern (301) 258-2000; Midwestern (312) 255-9800; Southern (404) 955-1500; Western (213) 877-1282; Canadian
416) 678-9430. Ask the operator for Instrument Sales. Or, Write: Hewlett-Packard, 1501 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, CA 94304. In Europe: Hewlett-Packard S.A., 7, rue du Bois-du-Lan, P.O. Box
CH-I217 Meyrin 2, Geneva, Switzerland. In Japan: Yokogawa-Hewlett-Packard Ltd., 29-21, Takaido-Higashi 3-chorne, Sugituuni-ku, Tokyo, 168.
9e5i. wig
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Probing the news_

Analysis of technology and business developments

UK paces comeback in components
As the Paris components show opens, European semiconductors are selling well,
spurred in the UK by home computers; West German sales are up, too
by Robert T Gallagher, Parts bureau manager

As European components manufacturers make ready to exhibit their
wares at the Salon des Composants
in Paris, long-awaited signs of the
market's recovery at last seem to be
at hand. However, France's biggest
professional electronics show has suffered from the worldwide recession.
Officials report the number of exhibitors this year, at 1,212, will be down
nearly 30% from the 1,705 who displayed their wares when the show
was last held, in April 1982.
Though 31 countries—as many as
last time—will again send exhibitors,
those present may find themselves
rattling around the exhibition area.
This year, the show has been transferred from the exposition grounds at
the Porte de Versailles to more spacious quarters at the Parc d'Expositions Paris-Nord in Villepinte, north
of the city and near the Charles de
Gaulle International Airport. Here,
the show, an April-in-Paris fixture
for years, will be taking place Nov.
14-18—and every other November
from now on—alternating with the
Electronica meeting in Munich,
which is the West German equivalent of the French affair.
Looking up. If participants resent
having to forgo their springtime in
Paris, the first indications that the
European components market may
be about to follow the lead of its
American counterpart and exhibit a
sustained upturn should be enough
to take the edge off the November
chill. To be sure, the European market is as heterogenous as the Continent itself, and everyone has seen
enough false alarms to keep any enthusiasm in check. But this time,
with electronics markets in the UK
showing the most strength, the good
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news seems to have a solider base.
"In January the book-to-bill ratio
for European semiconductor suppliers turned positive for the first time
in over a year, and now it's up to
about 1.22," reckons Donald Beadle,
vice president of European marketing for National Semiconductor
Corp., at Fürstenfeldbruck, near Munich. Asserting that the figure for his
own company is better than this average, he adds that the industry average indicates slower growth than the
1.55 book-to-bill ratio that is the current average in the U. S. market.
"But there's a lot of inventory replenishing going on and a clear upturn in the marketplace," Beadle
concludes.
The UK upswing is being termed
exceptionally strong, making 1983
the second good year in arow. Solid
growth is being found in West Germany and Scandinavia, and slower

improvement in Italy and France.
For the UK, the semiconductor
growth-rate estimates range from
17% (to quote Malcom G. Penn, director of the European Semiconductor Industry Service for Dataquest
UK Ltd., London) at one end of the
scale to 40% at the other (to cite Pat
Brockett, marketing manager, Northern Europe, of National, in Bedford).
So turned on is the semiconductor
market, says Brockett, that "any
company not growing at 30% is losing market share." That view may,
however, reflect National's strong
presence in standard Schottky logic,
now enjoying a midlife boom.
Home computers. Heading the UK
upturn in 1983 is a booming homecomputer market led by Sinclair Research Ltd. and Acorn Computers
Ltd. In the professional personal
computer sector, IBM Corp.'s Greenock plant is cranking out Personal
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Computers just as fast as supplies
will allow. For as long as Big Blue
fails to keep pace with demand, there
is also room for a rash of UK startup manufacturers.
ACT Computers Ltd., in Birmingham, for one, claims it holds the No.
1spot in the UK for 16-bit machines
with the Victor Sirius computer,
which it distributes. It has also begun to manufacture a portable machine of its own, the Apricot.
Tv sets. Meanwhile, Tv manufacturers, buoyed by a peaking replacement cycle, will crank out arecord 4
million television sets of all types this
year, while the telecommunications
sector is using 25% more semiconductors than last year. Telecommunications promises even faster growth
as the government monopoly in the
field is purposely loosened. The industrial sector, still in recession, is
also due for an upturn, while the
defense market is "a bit of a sleeper," according to one observer.
Question marks do persist, despite
the growth. For example, the homecomputer sector could catch cold if
the U. S. market slows. Should the
Americans then try to sell in the
UK, this could raise problems for
financially weaker companies.
But, says an executive at a major
semiconductor manufacturer, "We
look on that business as froth and
don't count on it." More outspoken
is Dataquest's Penn: "There is gross
overcapacity potential in this sector.
They [personal-computer suppliers]
are all planning to sell their machines to the same customers."
Worries. More worrying is the
likelihood of shortages and hefty
price hikes. In the last year or two,
Europe has benefited from relatively
lower prices than the U. S., as Japanese and American semiconductor
manufacturers slug it out on neutral
territory. Prices in some cases are as
much as 20% lower in Europe,
points out Penn. With European currencies slipping against the dollar,
higher prices may emerge soon, as
semiconductor suppliers renegotiate
contracts with top customers.
Taken by category, the fastestgrowing market in Europe is the
gate-array business, expanding at be-
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Input. The crowds at the Salon des Composants in Paris in April 1982 may not be matched this
year as slower economies, fewer exhibitors, and abigger exhibit hall leave their marks.

tween 70% and 80% annually. The
big surprise, though, has been the big
demand for Schottky logic, both of
the low-power and high-speed varieties. The buoyancy of this sector is
probably the best pointer yet to a
recovery in the more traditional
minicomputer and mainframe market. Low-power complementary-mos
is still lagging, an equally telling
pointer to the low state of the industrial sector (see related story, p. 106).
West German semiconductor makers are also pleased. "Since late
spring, the semiconductor market
has been characterized by orders far
exceeding shipments," says Gernot
Oswald, sales director for semiconductors at West Germany's Siemens
AG, Europe's second-largest native
chip producer after Philips.
He describes the upswing as continuous, with no seasonal variations.
Market strength is far more pronounced in integrated circuits than
in discretes. "Overall, 1983 may finish up 10% better than 1982."
Foot dragging. Elsewhere, "the
French market is dragging its feet a
bit," reports Jacques Bouyer, president of RTC—La Radiotechnique
Compelec,
Paris,
the
principal
French subsidiary of the Philips
group and a specialist in high-speed
emitter-coupled-logic ICs and discrete components. Bouyer nonetheless expects the French components
market to grow by about 12% this
year. The figure looks far more modest in real terms, since the national
inflation rate will almost certainly
top the official government projections of 8% by apoint or two. He is
cautiously optimistic about the prospects for next year, for which the
French Socialist government has set

an inflation target of only 5%.
A somewhat sunnier perspective
comes from Italy. There, Pasquale
Pistorio, chief executive of SGS-Ates
Componenti Elettronici SpA, Agrate,
sees a more pleasant economic climate for both Italy and France making itself felt in the weeks to come.
"We should see all of Europe in a
period of economic growth by the
end of the year," he predicts. With
things already looking up in West
Germany, there is reason for optimism in both Italy and France, that
country's major trading partners.
Haunting. If there is a specter
haunting the optimism, it is that demand is far outstripping supply—a
situation that firms prices and also
lengthens delivery times and creates
shortages. In one case, Jean-Pierre
Liebault, marketing director for Matra-Harris
Semiconducteurs
in
Nantes, reports he is accepting no
orders for the 8051 single-chip microcomputer for delivery before the
second quarter of 1984.
Much shorter delays than that
have created an artificial demand in
the past, with double ordering and
excessive stock-building by equipment manufacturers. For example,
sGs-Ates' Pistorio reports that his
U. S. and Far East subsidiaries, as
well as the European headquarters,
were recently contacted by the same
customer for the identical order.
Still, the components manufacturers are unanimous in feeling that the
basic market strength is enough to
ride out quite a bit of double ordering. How long will the boom last?
"At least through 1984," confidently
predicts Oswald of Siemens.
D
Reporting contributed by Kevin Smith, London. and John
Gosch, Frankfurt.
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A modem that's compatible with all these and more.

Now you can get even more power from
your personal computer or terminal.

Modem Features:
A Auto-dial, auto-answer

Just call us at (408) 734-8150
for your nearest dealer location.
Dealer and distributor inquiries
invited.
SEE US AT COMDEX BOOTH #4840

Our special offer to you:
S195 in CROSSTALK' software for
just S95 with purchase of INFOMATE 212A'
*Subject to availability

of MICRO

How? It's simple. Just connect
Cermetek's INFO-MATE' 212A,
intelligent auto-dialing modem to
your PC or data terminal and then
to the phone line and you're ready
to communicate to the outside
world.
Access data bases...send and
receive electronic mail... make simple user -to-user connections... all
at 1200, 300, or 110 bps, full duplex.

A Recognizes dial, busy, ring back,
modem answer tone and the
human voice
A Stores 52 32-digit phone numbers or log-on messages
A Auto-speed and parity select
A Auto-selection of tone or pulse
dialing
A Bell 212A and Bell 103 compatible
A RS 232C serial interface
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Cermetek
microelectronics
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Our
LISP
Speaks
with a
Pronounce
UNIX m
and Vice-Versa

LAMBDA, the first no-compromise LISP machine.
delivers all of the power and
programming flexibility of the LISP
environment (LISP Machine LISP/
ZETALISP-equivalent ), plus asuperb
interface to traditional software. With
Lambda's optional 68000-based UNIX
processor. LISP and traditional software
can execute concurrently, with full
communications between programs
made possible by LISP Machine Inc.'s
unique STREAMS/PIPES interface. You
can place existing programs under the
control of an evolving intelligent LISP
program, or use the multi-user capabilities of UNIX to package and send
requests to aLISP applications program.
Either way, the, Lambda's co-processor
design gives you aLISP machine and a
UNIX computer for little more than the
cost of current LISP machines.
The Lambda surpasses the current generation
of LISP machines in other ways too. It is the
first computer ever to offer avirtual
control store — 64K X64-bits. In combiCircle 102 on reader service card

nation with LMI's LISP microcompiler,
this enables you to easily conform the
Lambda's architecture to aspecific
application and avoid all the pitfalls of
traditional microcode delivery. The
Lambda's integral MULTIBUS'" gives you
access to awide range of third party
peripherals when configuring your
system to fit your needs — wider choice
and lower costs. An optional ETHERNETII - interface allows file-sharing with
other computers, and supports the latest
higher-level protocols.
Last, and certainly not least. the
Lambda's LISP Machine software — the
ZMACS editor, the LMI Window System,
FLAVORS, INSPECTOR, and more — is
the most powerful and productive
programming environment available.
Regardless of your application — expert
system technology, CAD/CAM systems,
natural language interfaces, or whatever
— the Lambda delivers LISP power with
no compromises. LISP power for the real
world, from LISP Machine Inc.

MULTIBUS is atrademark of the Intel Corp.
ETHERNET-II is atrademark of the Xerox Corp.
UNIX is atrademark of Bell Laboratories.

we LAMBDA
LISP Machine Inc.. 3916 Sepulveda Boulevard
Culver City, California 90230 (213) 390-6202
TELEX 66.4608
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Telecommunications

Video conferencing sees new window
Opportunity lies in data-compressed 56-kb/s color video codecs
that will use AT&T's new packet-switched network
by Clifford Barney, Palo Alto bureau

Video conferencing, which is widely
regarded as an idea whose time is
always just around the corner, must
now pass two more corners. The first
of them is the emergence of datacompressed color systems that provide full-motion, albeit somewhat erratically, at 56 kilobits per second.
The second is the establishment of
AT&T's 56-kb/s digital switched network, which is reported to be on
schedule for installation in 50 U. S.
cities by the end of 1984 and triple
that number in another year.
These converging events-56-kb/s
service available for a 56-kb/s system—will make video conferencing
cheaper. But not until those corners
are turned will it be clear whether or
not the new technology is good
enough to support practical applications. For as 56-kb/s systems try to
undercut their high-bandwidth, fullmotion rivals, freeze-frame video—
available for several years—is still a
cheaper alternative for those users
who think they can do without
motion.
Ti lines. The most effective fullmotion video-conferencing systems
that are available today transmit
over 1.544-megabit/s Ti telephone
lines. The users of these systems say
that their picture quality is very
high. So too are their costs: $1,500
an hour for a nationwide point-topoint connection. American Telephone & Telegraph Co. will not talk
about prices yet, but industry sources
say that the likeliest rate for the
packet-switched, 56-kb/s service is
about $80/h. At this level, says Robert Widergren, the founder of Widergren Communications Inc. (Widcorn), of San Jose, Calif., "it will be
economically practical for a compa-
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ny to install video conferencing."
Widergren contends that it is already practical, visually—though
that is asubjective judgment. In January his company is scheduled to deliver a 56-kb/s color video system it
is developing for the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.
Breaking up. The system tolerates
motion, but an abrupt action—the
scratching of an ear, for instance—
causes the transmitted picture to
break up into blocks of pixels around
the moving area, though the picture
recovers quickly once motion stops.
(In industry parlance, the system is

still referred to as providing full motion.) Darpa will reportedly give
Widcom's teleconference coder-decoder, the model VTC-56, to the
Navy for testing.
At $85,000, this Widcom codec
costs little more than half as much
as the T1 system introduced in August 1982 by Compression Labs Inc.,
also of San Jose. The difference in
line charges will make the Widcom
codec much cheaper to operate, too.
In picture quality, the two systems
differ sharply. The T1system's broad
bandwidth gives excellent fidelity—
"good enough to watch a football

The way of compression
To retain all information, the direct digitization of NTSC broadcast video color
signals requires about 80 megabits per second, far beyond the capacity of
most transmission lines. To transmit full-motion color at lower bandwidths, the
digital signal must be compressed by the removal of redundant information.
There are two main approaches. In interframe coding, successive video frames
are compared, pixel by pixel, and only changed values are transmitted. In
intraframe coding, values for entire blocks of pixels within a frame are
transmitted as mathematical transforms. Compression Labs Inc., San Jose,
Calif., used both methods to get a50: 1bandwidth reduction that allows video
signals to be coded and sent at 1.544 Mb/s over T1 lines.
To get afurther reduction to 56 kilobits/s, Widcom Inc., San Jose, squeezes
out data on luminance, hue, resolution, and scan rate. The company's cosine
transform compresses data efficiently but causes the picture to break into
blocks of pixels when the transform needs time for each recalculation and the
system has too many bits to send. Adifferent 56-kb/s system being developed
by Avelex Inc., of Silver Spring, Md., uses abinary algorithm that degrades by
losing resolution when overwhelmed by too much motion. Progress in hardware technology that speeds up these calculations beyond what is possible
with the high-speed Schottky logic applied, for example, by Widcom may offer
still further improvements.
Slow-scan systems, such as those made by Colorado Video Inc., of Boulder,
Colo., do not use video compression but instead store all frame information in a
buffer and transmit the bits, saving the information in a receive buffer and
displaying anew frame every few seconds. The resolution can be made as fine
as the user desires, though data sent must be traded off against time.
-C.B.
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what it preaches, will be available at
other locations through audio and
slow-scan conferencing hookups.
game on," says one user. The WidBesides Widcom, at least two othcom system at times demands con- er companies have developed 56-kb/s
siderable forgiveness from the user.
motion systems. Avalex Inc., of SilSome analysts believe the T1sys- ver Spring, Md., however, is not bettem seems more suited to executive ting on 56-kb/s digital switched sermeetings that involve large and criti- vice alone. Rather, the Avalex syscal audiences—of stockholders, for tem is configurable from 19.2 kb/s to
example; the 56-kb/s codecs are
1.544 Mb/s, so it can be used with
more suited for transmission of either Ti or switched digital service.
drawings and documents among coCombining the two. Late in Octoworkers. In the latter application, ber NEC America introduced ablack
however, the price/bandwidth curve and white system that combines a
meets that of slow-scan video, which slow-scan capability with 56-kb/s
can transmit still pictures over ordi- transmission. The system transmits
nary phone lines on equipment that with aresolution of only 128 by 128
costs one tenth of the Widcom unit.
pixels—a quarter the resolution of
(A slow-scan codec costs about
the Avalex and Widcom systems.
$6,000; a whole system, less than
But it is much cheaper, too: $15,000
$10,000.)
for the model Netec-XD digital vid"Making achoice in video confer- eo codec.
encing requires asystems approach,"
NEC is evaluating the best format
observes Thomas B. Cross, the video for the system, says Mike Stevenson,
consultant who runs Cross Commu- marketing vice president. The alternications Co., in Boulder, Colo.
natives are full motion, occupying a
"You have to decide whether you full 21- or 23-inch screen, or motion
always need motion. I'm not con- in just one quadrant of the screen
vinced you do."
while the rest displays a chart or a
Slow-scan. Cross contends that schematic that would be transmitted
"talking heads" are an expensive ex- by slow-scan. NEC will supply a
tra in video conferencing and that freeze-frame codec for $16,500, and
the freeze-frame techniques of slow- a$35,000 color version of the motion
scan—now down to about eight pic- codec will be available at the end of
tures a second in the fastest system,
the first quarter of 1984.
from NEC America Inc., Fairfax,
Meanwhile, AT&T Information SysVa.—convey enough information for tems has just picked a commercial
most conferences. He observes, too, Ti system for its video-conferencing
that slow-scan systems operate with service, PicturePhone. AT&T, which
any phone in the world.
chose Compression Labs' YTS 1.5E,
Cross believes that slow-scan has will make it the backbone of the
been overlooked by those interested company's public and private telein video conferencing. That, howev- conferencing rooms. The contract—
er, will change, he says, if Interna- for some 300 systems over three
tional Business Machines Corp. de- years—was reported to run to about
cides to market aslow-scan system it
$20 million, a shot in the arm for
developed for its own use. He points Compression Labs, a privately held
out that IBM has some 30 slow-scan company that expects to double its
installations with software that lets a sales this year, to about $12 million.
Series 1 computer manage a whole It ousted giant NEC as supplier of
series of transmissions. "If IBM
motion video equipment to AT&T.
makes that system available, it will (Widergren was among that compapour gasoline on the slow-scan mar- ny's founders, back in 1976. He later
ket," he says.
left, forming Widcom in 1979.)
Cross will sponsor a video-conferThe VTS 1.5E sends video at 512
encing seminar next month in Boul- kb/s and can multiplex video with
der. The full-motion T1 and slow- voice and data. Still, it must use a
scan systems, but not the 56-kb/s Ti line. Acknowledging that "price
systems, will be described, along sensitivity is way up there," a Comwith various computer-conferencing pression Labs spokesperson suggests
techniques. The seminar, practicing hopefully that AT&T might choose to
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provide a lower-bandwidth—and
cheaper—alternative to Ti.
Ti fidelity, however, "may be the
quality barrier," says Elliot Gold, of
TeleSpan, an Altadena, Calif., research firm. Gold describes Widcom's approach as "doing the best
you can to get a recognizable picture," adding that he did not think
that the quality, though remarkable
at such a low bandwidth, would be
good enough for conferencing with
motion. More likely, he says, 56-kb/s
codec applications will overlap with
slow-scan applications, a prediction
supported by NEc's new hybrid.
Widergren thinks 56-kb/s video
will be valuable in such technical areas as engineering or medical laboratories, where visual information—on
charts, graphs, and schematics—
must be shared. A version of the
Widcom system, for sending X-rays,
is now used at San Francisco's University of California Medical Center.
"Business people are intimidated
using expensive video facilities that
cost thousands of dollars an hour—
they feel that they have to make every minute count," remarks Widergren in assessing that market.
Certainly the market has yet even
to get moving; equipment suppliers
describe business in numbers of customers, not gross volume. Cross,
conceding the market "is just not
happening," says that about 300
slow-scan systems were installed last
year. Full-motion has been even
slower to take hold, he says, with
fewer than 30 systems installed.
Still to come. A report by Frost &
Sullivan Inc., a New York research
analyst, puts the whole market for
compressed-data video equipment
this year at only $8.7 million, rising
to $32.6 million by 1987. Only $3.5
million this year—$9.1 million in
1987—will go for codees.
By contrast, the report pegs the
market for video-conferencing services at $370 million this year and
$1.218 billion in 1987, figures that
reflect the large impact of communications costs, which are more than
10 times higher than the equipment
costs. That is why Widergren is so
sure that his market is going to take
off when 56-kb/s service is available.
"Let AT&T install Ti systems," he
says. "It will take their minds off
what we are doing."
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SGS' New Linear IC Dual Power
OP Amp Delivers up to lA Output Current.
In the field of monolithic power op amps,there is no
match for SGS' new L272. The L272's dual operational amplifier/power booster delivers up to 1A of
output current. Plus, it is capable of operating at
voltages as low as 4V and as high as 28V.
In fact, the L272's high-gain, high-power punch
knocks down design problems in a wide range of
applications. For example, the device can be used
with motor servos, voice coils and valve actuation.

Sales Offices: Atlanta, GA (404) 446-8686; Boston,
MA (617) 890-6688; Chicago, IL (312) 490-1890;
Dallas, TX (214) 733-1515; Indianapolis, IN (317) 2411116; Irvine, CA (714) 863-1222; Long Island, NY
(516) 435-1050; Los Angeles, CA (213) 716-6600;
Phoenix, AZ (602) 867-6100; San Francisco, CA (408)
727-3404; Sao Paulo, Brazil (11) 647-245.

Full Line of Championship Features.
The L272 is awinner with along list of hard-hitting
features including full thermal shutdown protection,
low saturation characteristics (1V/0.5A), true differential inputs, single or dual supply, plus achoice of 16
lead Powerdip or 8 lead Minidip packaging.
Why not get in touch with the SGS sales office
nearest you today! Weigh the L272's performance
specs and price against the competition. You'll want
the current champ in your corner.

al

eTechnology and Service

SGS 1983 all molds reserved
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Market up slightly at Interkama
Though growth of instrumentation and automation has slowed,
the Düsseldorf meeting sees an upturn on the horizon
by John Gosch, Frankfurt bureau manager

For the world's manufacturers of in- and huge debts abroad have caused
the sector as a whole is not all that
strumentation,
industrial-control,
cuts in investment in new plant and
big yet," points out Rolf H. Schuh,
and automation equipment, business
equipment, says Manfred Thoma,
an Interkama official.
is not what it used to be. No longer
chairman of the Interkama congress.
All told, Interkama estimates put
are they working at top capacity and
Even some usually cash-rich oil-proworldwide end-user spending (includwallowing in abacklog of orders. No
ducing and -exporting countries are
ing that in the East Bloc and in delonger are they enjoying the doublecurrently keeping a tight rein on
veloping countries) for instrumentadigit growth rates of the 1960s and
equipment purchases.
tion and automation equipment at
1970s. Instead, the real rate of exFurther, the anti—nuclear move- about $48 billion this year, up from
pansion during the early 1980s has
ment in some European countries,
about $40 billion in 1980, the last
slowed to less than 5%.
like West Germany, Austria, and
time the show was held. These figThis will be the message from
Switzerland, has governments reures include hardware requirements,
market experts at the 9th Interna- viewing their spending plans on
as well as engineering, software, intional Congress and Exhibition for
atomic-power plants, which are usu- stallation, startup, and service.
Instrumentation and Automation—
ally big customers for instrumentaNot gloomy. Despite the bad news,
Interkama, for short—to be held
tion and automation gear.
though, the mood among Interkama
Nov. 9 through 15 in Düsseldorf,
Elsewhere, "although the market
exhibitors in Düsseldorf this year
West Germany, the capital of the
for robots and material handlers is
will not be one of gloom. "After all,
state of Northrhine-Westphalia.
increasing vigorously, its impact on
unlike other industries, the instruThere, at the world's largest
gathering of its kind, more
than 1,100 exhibitors from 30
countries, including some 60
U. S. firms, will have their
frontline wares on hand. Some
100,000 are expected to attend
the
triennial
meeting—the
ninth
since
1957—during
which exhibitors will present
both technical papers and
hands-on seminars.
The reasons for the industry's slowdown are simple.
"Economic changes, more than
technological factors, are influencing business in the control
and automation sector," declares Hans Habermann, president of this year's Interkama.
"The worldwide recession has
led to a severe downturn in
growth."
In many industrialized and
developing countries, balance
of payment problems, high inDrawing them in. About 100,000 visitors are expected to view the 1,100-plus exhibits at Düsseldorf's
terest rates, unemployment,
Interkama 83, the world's biggest display of instrumentation and automation equipment.
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Let Fluke rescue you from
the landslide ofppboard failures.
Four billion microprocessors will
be built into countless products this
year. We're filling the world with
micro-systems. But how can we
test and service them all?
Fluke's 9010A Troubleshooter
puts some fast, simple answers
at your fingertips. It's the first
tester so easy to use, you'll start

testing the first day.
Fluke has pre-programmed the
9010A to find most common faults
automatically. Press asingle key
and it checks for Bus, ROM, RAM,
or I/O faults, displaying clear diagnostic messages. For faults beyond
the bus, our smart probe uses both
stimulus and measurement to

quickly track failures to the node.
With support for 32 types of
microprocessors, the 9010A will
test almost any product. Merely
plug the correct interface pod into
the microprocessor's socket and
take control of the unit under test.
You can easily customize any
9010A test right at the keyboard.
Or, for extensive programming, use
our new 9010A off-line Language
Compiler with apersonal computer.
It makes programming easier and
up to 3times faster!
Don't get buried in the PCB
landslide. For less than $5,000 you
can own aFluke 9010A, complete
and ready for testing today. For
more information, contact your
local Fluke representative or call
800-426-0361.
Now write 90I0A software off-line with our
new Language Compiler
and popular personal
computers. It's aconvenient tool that makes programming fast and easy.

IN THE U.S. AND NONEUROPEAN COUNTRIES:
John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc.
P.O. Box C9090, M/S 250C
Everett, WA 98206
(206) 356-5400, Tlx: 152662

IN EUROPE:
Fluke (Holland) B.V.
P.O. Box 5053,5004 ES
Tilburg, The Netherlands
(013) 673973, Tlx: 52237
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For more information, call or write:

etianTurn Darli
455 E. KEHOE
CAROL STREAM. IL 60188
PHONE: (312) 668-3301
TELEX: 206 725
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mentation and automation sector is
still [growing] on the positive side,"
observes Schuh.
Also lifting spirits are the prospects for better times ahead. In some
parts of the world, the recession is
starting to bottom out, with encouraging signs appearing in the U. S.
and in some major European economies. Against this backdrop, Schuh
expects the worldwide instrumentation and automation market to start
growing in the double-digit range as
early as next year and to continue
growing at least through 1986.
Behind the upswing, says congress
chairman Thoma, will be the changing nature of energy generation, as
exemplified by coal-liquefaction and
-gasification processes, as well as the
development of economical ways to
recover waste materials. Another factor is the increasing effort in environmental protection. "Above all, however, is the continuing need to make
production more efficient through
automation," says Schuh.
Leaders. The U. S.
produces
around 40% of the world's intrumentation and automation equipment. West Germany follows with
10%, and close behind and rapidly
moving up is Japan, with 9%. The
United Kingdom accounts for 5%,
France for 4%.
In instrumentation and automation exports, the U. S. ranks first, followed by West Germany, the UK,
France, and Japan. The top six importing countries line up somewhat
differently: the UK, West Germany,
France, the U. S., Italy, and, in sixth
place, Japan.
The largest customers for the gear
are utilities, heavy industries, and
chemical factories. In power plants,
instrumentation's share of a new installation's total cost is 5% to 6%—
and the percentage rises to around
8% for a nuclear-power plant, what
with its heavy emphasis on safety
and monitoring equipment.
Bigger shares. For apig iron blast
furnace, the instrumentation share is
only 3% to 4%. But for an integrated steel mill, it can go up to 15%—
even to 16% for a highly automated
continuous-casting plant. In the
chemical industry, the norm now is

around 14%, as against 7% in 1960.
Nobody knowledgeable in instrumentation and automation comes to
the show expecting to be bewildered
by innovation. Instead, visitors will
see asteady evolution of technology,
not revolutionary advances. They
will find that some trends in instrumentation follow those in, say, communications and data processing.
Smart. Most obvious is the everincreasing use of microprocessors,
which allow measuring and control
equipment not only to monitor but
also to calibrate itself. Microprocessors are also spurring digital design,
and that, in turn, is pushing the
trend toward decentralized processcontrol techniques in large plants.
Horst Kaltenecker, scientific consultant in the Control Systems Development Group at Siemens AG in
Karlsruhe, also points toward the
use of data highways in large industrial organizations to link office and
process-automation equipment into
one network. This enables managers
to monitor virtually all aspects of
plant operation.
Also of note is the increasing cost
of software, says Adalbert Schmid,
sales director for instrumentation
and automation equipment at Philips
GmbH in Kassel, an affiliate of the
Netherlands electronics giant. "In
many projects, software cost far outweighs that of hardware, and customers, even with knowledge in electronics, fail to understand the impact
and importance of software," he observes.
Visitors expecting to see fiber optics proliferate in industrial control
will be disappointed. Compared to
coaxial cables, glass-fiber links are
generally too expensive, says Siemens' Kaltenecker. "Besides, the optical components required still do
not exhibit satisfactory characteristics," he adds.
While speech-output systems are
penetrating
instrumentation
and
automation, "the general use of
speech input devices is still years
away,"
Kaltenecker
says.
Big
changes are due, though, in displays.
In control rooms, huge panels with
lights and symbols are giving way to
cathode-ray tubes that show flow
charts, tables, and text in vivid color
and whose information can be
scrolled or easily changed.
0
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MODERN DIGITAL
TROUBLESHOOTING

Facts for managers and technicians are in our 130-page guide to
Digital Troubleshooting. For acopy, mail your check for $5 to:
Data I/O, 10525 Willows Road NE, C-46, Redmond, WA 98052.
Name
Title
Company
Address
City

State

Zip

_

Ell

If you want to cut troubleshooting
costs, start by cutting here.
If you test or service microprocessor-based products, there's agood
chance troubleshooting has turned into atroublemaker.
It takes too long. Ties up too many boards. And keeps your most skilled
people away from more important business. In aword, it's expensive.
But there is an answer. The Data I/O Digital Troubleshooting System.
It solves the problems of signature analysis, thanks to two big differences:
You don't need the usual documentation or highly trained technicians.
Instead, the Data I/O Signature Verifier automatically compares the
signatures on aknown good board to those on the unit under test. And it tells
you 99.997% of the time when you've found afaulty signature.
You can even test products without designed-in signature verification
with the system's Stimulus Control Unit.
So, if you'd like to start cutting costs, grab apair of scissors. And get the
facts about digital troubleshooting from the people who wrote the book on it.
Automatic, errorfree comparison
of signatures and
transition counts.

Lights on probe
and audible tone,
signals "found"
signatures for
"heads down"
testing.

Real time stimulus
is provided to
external circuitry
for testing beyond
the kernel.

Overlay mode lets
you write your
own custom test
routines.

Data I/O Corporation, 10525 Willows Road N.E., C-46, Redmond, Washington 98052. For immediate action, contact us
directly, CALL TOLL FREE: 800-426-1045. In Washington, Alaska and Hawaii, call 206-881-6445. Europe: Vondelstraat
50-52. 1054 GE, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, Tel: (20)186855. Germany GmbH: Bahnhofstrasse 3, D-6453 Seligenstadt,
West Germany, Tel (6182)3088. Japan: Ginza Orént Building 6-F, 8-9-13, Ginza Chuo-Ku, Tokyo 104, Japan, Tel: (03) 574-0211.

Circle 75 for literature

Updated signatures for testing
revised products
can be recorded
with the push of
abutton.
Plug-in PROM
module stores
signatures from
aknown good
board. No signature documentation needed.
The operation
of the entire
data bus can
be verified by
measuring a
single signature.

All start, stop
and clock signals
can be provided
for products
designed without signature
verification.

DATA I/O
Circle 109 for sales contact
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Electronics abroad

Korea seeks broader electronics clout
Investments focus on chip R&D and amove from
consumer electronics into faster-growing industrial products
by Robert Neff, McGraw-Hill World News*

Visitors to South Korean electronics
plants generally express amazement
at their scale, modernity, and efficiency. Korean companies, far more
than those of Asia's other developing
countries, are investing mightily to
become worldwide electronics powerhouses [Electronics, June 16, p. 98].
"I couldn't believe the front-end
capitalization of that plant," exclaims amanufacturing manager of a
major U. S. defense electronics firm,
'Robert Neff now works for International Management
Magazine, a McGraw-Hill publication.

who spent a week in Korea last
spring. "They've got five $350,000
wire wrappers going when we've just
bought our first," he says, speaking
of a plant owned by Gold Star Semiconductor Ltd.
Yet little native innovation of note
is to be found in the country's development laboratories and factories.
Korea's impending invasion of international high-tech electronics markets will come mainly as a result of
licensed technology. Most of its research and development efforts aim

to catch up to the levels of technology in the West and Japan.
Behind. "Our overall technological
level is 5to 10 years behind the U. S.
and Japan," admits Lee Won Ung,
coordinator of electrical and electronics engineering at the Ministry of
Science and Technology's Office of
Science and Technology Policy. "So
for the next four to five years, we
must learn their technology to narrow the gap."
With just under 1% of the nation's gross national product going
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Components
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Keyboards
Graphic
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Plasma Displays
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Mini
Thermal
Printers
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Connectors
Flat-Cable

Peep
Custom
Hybrid IC's
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Bubble Memory
Cassettes and Cards

World-Class Components
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918 Sherwood Drive, Lake Bluff, IL 60044
(312) 295-2610 Telex: 206196 TWX: 910-651-2259

into R&D, it is easy to understand
why Korea has little technology of
its own to commercialize. Of course,
the route it is taking need not be a
drawback: Japan took it to get where
it is today. One difference, however,
is that this time, the licensors generally insist on a piece of the action.
Honeywell Inc., for example, has a
joint venture with Gold Star to make
minicomputers. AT&T Western Electric and Gold Star are partners in a
semiconductor communications venture, and Corning Glass Works has
invested millions in a joint venture
with Samsung Semiconductor &
Telecommunications Co. to produce
television sets. NEC Corp. and Samsung are partners in computer and
peripherals manufacturing.
Rights. Still, in 1981 South Korea's electronics industry spent only
2.6% of sales on buying the rights to
foreign technology, as against 3.3%
for Korean manufacturers as a
whole. A 1982-86 five-year plan to
push Korea's television- and stereooriented electronics companies into
higher-growth industrial electronic
products will in all probability cause

that first figure to start rising.
By 1986 Korean companies should
be producing enough large-scale integrated circuits to make the country
the world's largest exporter of computer terminals. Local materials will
have to form at least 85% of the
product, as opposed to 15% at the
plan's outset. "These goals may be
optimistic," says a U. S. embassy report on the subject, "but it is generally agreed that large Korean firms,
such as Samsung and Gold Star,
have the wherewithal to greatly increase R&D and to make other
changes
to
stay
competitive."
"Wherewithal" means motivation
and money, part of which will come
from new tax incentives for R&D.
Conspicuously unmentioned by the
plan is engineering talent, in critically short supply. One estimate suggests that 22,000 Korean-born electrical engineers throughout the world
have mAs or Ph.D.s. Many are overseas, and for most of them, returning
to Korea would involve sacrifices.
The Ministry of Science and Technology, however, thinks that many of
these EEs can be lured back, and

there is indeed some reason for hope.
In the past year, for example, Hyundai Electronics Industries Co. recruited several top Korean engineers
from good jobs in the U. S., dangling
before them positions in a bold new
start-up, good pay, and a lofty appeal to patriotism.
Education lack. Adding to the talent shortage is the inadequate scientific and engineering education offered in Korea. "They don't seem to
grasp the fact that it takes more than
just words to create aqualified engineer," says a U. S. computer executive based in Seoul. "There are still
no good computer science programs
in any university here. Everyone is
trained overseas."
He notes that the Ministry of Education is taking steps to encourage
the spread of private computer-training institutes, though these tend to
turn out computer operators and
programmers rather than designers
and researchers. So it is not surprising that Korean companies, like
some in Taiwan, are establishing
R&D laboratories in the U. S. or that
the government should be encourag-
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harp, Clean Graphics, Whisper Quiet
Printing, And Unparalleled Reliability
Make Fujitsu The Long Life Leader

The result is aperfect printing component for applications such as in measurement and analysis equipment. ln
personal computers and P.O.S. terminals. And as an auxiliary printer.

Introduce yourself to the New Mini 20 and 40
column Thermal Printers from Fujitsu.
Their fixed head design, the result of our
own advanced technology, offers many
outstanding advantages. You get exceptionally clear printing and graphics
for easy reading. High speed generation of up to 120 characters per
second that prints complete lines
at atime for high efficiency, and
solid black for bold graphics. Virtually
noiseless printing and last line visibility.
And the whole printer comes in acompact, very
lightweight package that meets the Centronics
Standard, making it easy to interface with
existing systems.

World-Class Components
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Technology
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For years, Fujitsu has been on the
leading edge in developing breakthrough. problem-solving technology.
Offering companies, worldwide, uncompromising quality and reliability—the result of Fujitsu's insistence on controlling,
in house, every aspect of the design and
manufacturing process. And delivering —
the highest level of service and absolutely
competitive prices. So no matter what your
printing requirements, Fujitsu Mini Thermal
Printers are the clear choice.
Find out more. Call or write Fujitsu today.

Component Division Fujitsu America, Inc.
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CHARGE SENSITIVE
PREAMPLIFIERS

FEATURING
• Thin film hybrid
technology
• Small size (T0-8. DIP)
• Low power (5-18
milliwatts)
• Low noise
• Single supply voltage
• 168 hours of burn-in
time
• MIL-STD-883/B
• One year warranty
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APPLICATIONS
• Aerospace
• Portable
instrumentation
• Mass spectrometers
• Particle detection
• Imaging
• Research experiments
• Medical and nuclear
electronics
• Electro-optical
systems

ULTRA LOW NOISE < 280 electrons r.m.s.t
Model A-225 Charge Sensitive Preamplifier
and Shaping Amplifier is an FET input
preamp designed for high resolution systems
employing solid state detectors. proportional
counters etc. It represents the state of the art
in our industry!

Models A-101 and A-111 are Charge Sensitive
Preamplifier-Discriminators developed especially for instrumentation employing photomultiplier tubes, channel electron multipliers
(CEM), microchannel plates (MCP), channel
electron multiplier arrays (CEMA) and other
charge producing detectors in the pulse
counting mode.
Models A-203 and A-206 are aCharge Sensitive Preamplifier/Shaping Amplifier and a
matching Voltage Amplifier/Low Level Discriminator developed especially for instrumentation employing solid state detectors,
proportional counters, photomultipliers or
any charge producing detectors in the pulse
height analysis or pulse counting mode of
operation.

IIK 1-1

AMPTEK

INC.

6 DE ANGELO DRIVE, BEDFORD, MA 01730
U.S.A. TEL: (617) 275-2242
With representatives around the world.

ing the setting-up of such labs.
At least one Korean company,
Gold Star, has invested in a U. S.
firm in exchange for product and
marketing rights. Two quasigovernmental organizations have organized
aventure-capital firm to invest Korean money in overseas high-tech startups and to bring back the technology
they develop.
R&D boost. Meanwhile, the government is working to lift R&D spending
to at least 2% of the GNP by 1986. It
also wants industry's share of R&D
spending to rise to 55%, from acurrent 30%. "The question of how to
achieve that is a very tough one,"
admits Lee, of the Ministry of Science and Technology. "The only way
is to give them more incentives and
to stimulate competition among
them. That's a difficult job."
The government, with its increasingly noninterventionist approach to
industry, can do only so much to
stimulate private R&D. Already in
place are policies sheltering from taxes up to 3% of acompany's revenues
or 1.5% of pretax profits if they are
channeled into R&D. Researchers
working for independent labs can
avoid the otherwise universal conscription. Nonetheless, most of Korea's skilled scientists work for public institutes, although the government is hoping to shift the balance to
industry.
Concurrently, the government has
boosted its own R&D spending by
50% annually. This year's expenditures will total about $30 million,
and next year's target, Lee says, is
$50 million. About half goes to electronics. Both government and industry R&D focus on semiconductors,
computer software, and telecommunications. "Our goal by 1986 is to
acquire LSI technology from the design stage to total production," Lee
says. "We want to develop up to 32bit microcomputer systems, including
software."
KEIT. The hub of publicly supported semiconductor and small-computer research is the government's Korea Institute of Electronics Technology, in the rural industrial complex
of Gumi. The institute can already
make 3-micrometer—rule chips and is

producing 32-K read-only memories
with licensed very large-scale integrated-circuit technology. It is trying
to produce 64-K Roms with 4.5-1.m
design rules.
Like Taiwan's electronics research
and service organization, one of the
institute's main roles is training engineers through joint R&D projects
with industry. In semiconductors,
these projects include development
work on bipolar video-tape—recorder
circuits, 8-bit n-channel mos microprocessors, and custom VLSI circuits.
Next year, the institute plans to start
developing gate arrays, an 8-bit complementary-MOS microprocessor, a
codec filter, and an erasable programmable ROM.
As for computers, last year the institute helped promote the development of personal computers by managing a project in which five local
companies worked out their own systems, buoyed by aguarantee that the
government would buy at least 1,000
of any approved model. All five
firms had their models approved.
The institute is also standardizing
input and communication codes for
Korean and Chinese characters and
is trying to adapt AT&T Bell Laboratories' Unix operating system to 16and 32-bit microprocessor systems.
The institute's annual budget, about
10 billion won ($12.6 million), comes
mainly from a World Bank loan,
from the Korean government, and
from industry payments for such
products and services as circuit
masks, high-purity gases, epitaxial
materials, and circuit design. The
money supports a staff of about 300,
including 8 Ph.D.s and about 130
additional university graduates.
Software. The country's computer
software effort is spearheaded by the
Korea Advanced Institute of Science
and Technology, whose software development center and its staff of 350
works on applications that include
such things as industrial management, medical information, microprocessor systems, and remote sensing. The center, says its president,
Sung Ki Soo, is the largest of its
kind in Asia outside Japan.
Will Korea catch up? "We have
to," declares Lee, of the Ministry of
Science and Technology. "Is there
any other way to survive in this competitive world?"
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If you needthe fastest 16-bit microprocessor,
comprehensive support packages,
fantastic prices and
abroad range of applications,
turn the page to find

there's
only one
choice.

FAIRCHILD
A Schlumberger Company

The F

The F9445 16-bit family:
for the demanding systems
designer. It's clearly in a
class by itself.
Speed. Performance. Support. Price. It's all right here in
our F9445 line of tough, versatile 16-bit microprocessor
and support chips. The microprocessor family that
takes you where you want to go — in record time.
Microprocessors backed with comprehensive support.
And priced to run rings around the competition.

Outstanding speed that sizzles.
Just how fast is sizzling? How about a2.9 microsecond
16 x 16 bit multiply at 24 MHz clock. The F9445 is
capable of handling over 1.3 million instructions per
second at anominal clock rate of 20 MHz. Whew.

Comprehensive support that's
intelligently planned.
Powerful support chips like the F9449 Data Channel
Controller. Or the F9447 Bus Controller. Or our F9470
Console Controller. There's more. System debugging
tools, EMUTRAC-45Tm high-speed, in-circuit emulation
and tracing system and our EMREX-45Tm Real Time
Executive. Plus the PEP-45 Prototyping Microcomputer and our FS-1 Development System. That's just
for starters.

Pricing that you want — now.
You'll also discover that the F9445 microprocessor
and all support chips are priced to keep you competitive.
We suggest you compare our prices against all others —
you won't settle for anything but Fairchild.

High performance applications
you'll recognize as true genius.
The F9445 family thrives on the tough jobs. Like
peripheral and graphic controllers, telecommunications,
signal processing, real-time control, avionics and
robotics. This microprocessor adapts readily to the full
range of factory and office automation applications.

Worldwide support that keeps you
competitive.
At Fairchild, we'll make sure you get what you want,
when you want it. Our Regional Microprocessor
Specialists and Applications Engineers are thorough
professionals who will assist you before, during and
after you've selected our products. They're located in
most major cities to see that you get personalized service for your system and application requirements.
So, when you want sizzling speed, fantastic values,
comprehensive support, and applications versatility in
a complete 16-bit high performance microprocessor
family, there's only one thing left to do: place your
order NOW!

9445
FAMILY SOFTWARE

HIGH SPEED 16• BIT MICROPROCESSOR
PRICE
PART NO.

FEATURES

F944518PC

18 MHz CPU (Avail. — Stock)

F944520PC

20 MHz CPU (Avail. — Stock)

1-50

5K

$ 86 ea $ 30 ea
111

40

F944524PC
24 MHz CPU (Avail. — 1st OTR 1984)
159
53
18 and 20 MHz F9445 devices available with operating temperature range to 150•C
16, 18. and 20 MHz F9445 devices available with operating temperature range of —55°C
to +125•C and full compliance with MIL-STD-8838-5004
PERIPHERAL SUPPORT DEVICES
PRICE
PART NO.

FUNCTION

F9447DC
F9449 DC

I/O Bus Controller
Multiple Data Channel Controller

F9448DC

Programmable Multiport Interface
Available 1st OTR 1984
Memory Management and Protection Unit
Extends F9445 Addressing to 4MB
Available 1st OTR 1984
Communications and Console Controller

F9444 DC

F9470PC
F9443

1-50
5K
$ 73 ea $ 26 ea
66

25

78

26

85

27

74

22

Microprogrammable Arithmetic Coprocessor
Available 2nd Half 1984
FAMILY FIRMWARE

ORDERING
CODE
PEBUG45XX
PEPTEST45X
PEPBAS45X

PRICE

FEATURES
PEPBUG-45 Monitor in ROMs
PEPTEST-45 — Set of ROMs
That Contain Test Program
PEPBASIC-45 — Set of ROMs
That Store PEPBASIC-45 Interpreter

1-9

'EM( lTRAC. KM It EX. and !MIX»; are trademarks of Fairchild Camera
and Instrument Corporation.
'VAX is atrademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.

1K

$250ea $100 ea
400
160
170

95

ORDERING
CODE

DESCRIPTION

Operating Systems for F9445 ISA-Based Systems
I
M DOS45)00( I
M DOS T4 45 — Interactive Multiuser
Disk Operating System
EMREX45XXX EMREX-45 Real-Time Multitasking Executive
Cross Software and Linkers
VAXCAS45XX CASM-45 — VAXNMS-Based
Cross Assembler
FSIVAXLNKX VAXLINK
Allows linking of FS-1 and VAX D• Computers
Compilers
FSI PCI)000(
FSIFRTN66X

F9445 Pascal
F9445 Fortran IV

FSIBSET>00(

F9445 Basic Interpreter

LICENSE FEE
SINGLE 100th
USE
USE
$6,000

$200

3,000

100

600

40

2,000

70

3.800

130

3,400
600

115
20

FAMILY SUPPORT SYSTEMS
ORDERING
CODE

PRICE

DESCRIPTION

1-10

Single Board Multibus-Compatible
Microcomputer with PEP-45 Monitor
and PEPBASIC-45
PEP-45 as Described Above PLUS
CASM-45 — VAX Cross Software Video Tape
Instruction Course

$

FSIENT26)0(

Complete Single-User FS-1 Microprocessor Development System with
Software and Terminal

$13,900 ea

FSIMULT6XX

Complete Multiuser FS-1 Microprocessor
Development System with Software and
Terminals

$32,950 ea

PEP9445SFX

PEP9445SFC

FSIE45)00(

EMUTRAC-45 High-Speed In-Circuit
Emulation and Tracing System
•100-Unit Prices Available on Request

995 ea•

$ 1,580 ea

$ 8,500 ea

For further information on the F9445 family, contact your local Fairchild sales office or franchised distributor. If you prefer, write to Fairchild Microprocessor
Division, 450 National Avenue, Mountain View, CA
94042 or phone us at (415) 962-3899

MicroSystems Group
Delivers Tomorrow's Performance Today.
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Why CAD/CAM

If you're already using CAD/
CAM to produce your printed
circuit boards, you should be
matching or passing your competition. If you're not utilizing
CAD/CAM, you're probably
working with astable of frustrated designers riding the tail
of adinosaur.
There's no longer any
doubt about the value of the
technology. It has evolved into
aremarkable time-saver, dramatically reducing design,
schematic, layout, and artwork
time. The productivity gains
are blatantly obvious.
There are afew catches
though. The price of complete,

Why Iblesis

full function systems has put
them out of reach of most companies. Hundreds of thousands
of dollars for aCAD/CAM
system is not uncommon.
Nor is nine months bringing
operators up to speed.
People learn to fly
in less time.
Another catch is the
"electronic drafting
system." It may cost a
lot less, but what does
it do for you? You're still
completing design, schematic,
layout and artwork at apace
just ahair faster than da Vinci.
That's really frustrating.
So, that's why Telesis. No
catches. We've automated
printed circuit board production
from schematic right through
fabrication tools —fu// function,
field-upgradable
CAD/CAM —at
afraction of
the cost of comparable systems,
and you'll be up
to speed in days!
Hard to
believe? Just

CAD/CAM Systems: A Generation Ahead
See us at Wescon

Nov. 8-11, Booth #4303.
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TM

take aquick look at our compact
workstation. The key is the
Telesis Function Screen -: it
handles all input. Simple. No
keyboards! No complicated
code. No tablets, button boxes,
joysticks or thumbwheels.
None of the excessive cockpit
paraphernalia you imagine
when you think CAD/CAM.
We've built it for adesigner,
not an air traffic controller.
You input with alight pen,
utilizing lucid menus and
prompts on the Function
Screen. It's as comfortable as
adrafting board, but with its
intelligent interactive data
base, it ensures design integrity throughout the process.
No more manual checking
and, we repeat, only days to
learn it. Honest.
Think of it: automatic
net list...automatic
design rules checking
...automatic placement
and routing...back
annotation...
net compare...

r

on-line continuity checking...
every detail and every correction neatly stored for rapid
outputs of drawings, artwork,
bill of materials, and N.C. drill
tape. Oh, if only Leonardo...
For ademonstration, call
us at (617) 256-2300 or write
to: Telesis, 21 Alpha Road,
Chelmsford, MA 01824.

Coaxial measurements from 10 MHz ti
The newWiltron Automateg
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Refreshed or real time display.
Provisions in program for adjustment of test device characteristics
displayed on flicker-free CRT.
Wide dynamic range, +16 dBm to
—55 dBm.
GPIB programmability.
Digital memory for enhanced
accuracy.
Measurement resolution, 0.01 dB.

Sweep Generator includes five
recent advances in sweeper
technology.
1. One instrument sweeps continuously from 10 MHz to 40 GHz.
2. Fundamental oscillators to
26.5 GHz avoid the subharmonics
found in multiplied oscillators.
3. Harmonic-free broadband PIN
switches provide clean power to
40 GHz.
4. Distributed microprocessors
speed testing.
5. Microcircuit coupler holds
leveling variation ±1.5 dB across
full range.
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The coaxial detector covers the
entire 10 MHz to 40 GHz range so
you can make uninterrupted tests
over all or any portion of the band.
Frequency Range: 10 MHz to 40 GHz
Flatness: ±1.2 dB to 26.5 GHz
±1.5 dB to 40 GHz
Return Loss: 17 dB to 18 GHz
14 dB to 26.5 GHz
10 dB to 40 GHz

High directivity of SWR Autotester
provides accurate measurement of
small reflections over the broadest
frequency range. Test ports are
available in male or female "K"
(SMA compatible) connector.
Frequency Range: 10 MHz to 40 GH
Directivity: 35 dB to 18 GHz
32 dB to 26.5 GHz
30 dB to 40 GHz
Test Port Match: 18 dB to 26.5 GHz
15 dB to 40 GHz

O GHz with asingle output connector.
calar Network Analyzer.
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Test the coax devices you
design using asingle setup across
the whole 10 MHz to 40 GHz spectrum. Use Wiltron's new Model 5669 Scalar
Network Analyzer System. It's the easiest, most
accurate way to simultaneously measure transmission and
return loss.
It's the latest result of Wiltron's systems approach to
microwave instrumentation. We designed every critical
element—sweep generator, network analyzer, and precision
components. All use advanced microcircuitry to meet today's
requirements and tomorrow's too!

market), Model 560-98K50 SWR Autotester, Model 5607K50 Detector, Model 85 Controller with printer. All needed
components and documentation are included. Make
measurements minutes after you get the equipment.

An Automatic Coax Measurement System.
Measure from 10 MHz to 40 GHz without plug-in or
fixture changes.
Plain English menus and prompts displayed on the
Controller provide step-by-step guidance. Residual system
errors stored in memory are automatically subtracted from
test data which, in turn, is plotted as curves or printed in
tabular form. You simply cannot own afaster, simpler, more
accurate network analyzer system.

Locate Faults in Coax or Waveguide Lines.
Add Option P-2 to locate faults up to 500 ft. away
along coax or waveguide transmission lines, including those
aboard ships, aircraft, submarines and on antenna ranges.

What It Is.
The new system consists of the Model 560A Scalar
Network Analyzer, Model 6669A Programmable Sweep
Generator (easily the most advanced sweeper on the

What It Can Do For You.
Using the new Wiltron 2.92 mm "K" connector
(SMA/APC-3.5 compatible), the 5669 is the only system
capable of operating in coax up to 40 GHz. Make return loss
measurements with 35 dB directivity up to 18 GHz and 30
dB to 40 GHz. Wiltron's new system frees you from the constraints imposed by waveguide technology. Build smaller,
lighter products to tighter specifications.

Arrange a Demonstration Soon.
Phone Walt Baxter, (415) 969-6500, or address Wiltron,
805 E. Middlefield Road, Mountain View, CA 94043.
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THE 3600 SYMBOLIC PROCESSOR...
Providing the power for complex applications.

Unlimited computing power
routine tasks aprogrammer or designer is now
creasing productivity. These benefits apply to
The Symbolics 3600 puts the level of computer
required to perform, dramatically reducing proemerging application areas such as development
power associated with supermini class computers
gramming and design time while significantly inof expert systems, symbolic mathematics, robotin your hands at afraction of the usual
ics, CAD/CAM, genetic engineering,
Symbolics 3600 Capsule Specifications
cost. It has a36-bit tagged architecture
training simulators, and abroad range
System CPU
and executes programs at an average
50 KHz sample rate audio
AutodiairAutoanswer 1200
of research activities. Each user in a
36-bit lagged, stack oriented
Output
baud modem (optional)
of one million high-level instructions
architecture
typical
workstation environment has
Color: 1280 x1024 with 8to
Operating System
2.3 megabyte RAM with ECC,
per second. Our standard 3600 system
32 bits/pixel, 10 bits/
access to all other computing facilities
Enhanced Zetalisp with onexpandable lo 34
color RGB (optional)
software, apowerful and proven Lispline edit, compile, inspect,
megabytes
on the network.
Mass Storage
debug network lile
1125 gigabytes virtual
based operating and program developBuilt-in 169 megabyte
system, electronic mail
memory
Join the new age of computing
ment environment, also supports
1
ffinchester
Totally interactive with so20 million byte/second
Optional disk memory up to
phisticated display system
The Symbolics 3600 brings to you
FORTRAN, PASCAL, C, Interlisp commemory bus
1.8
gigabytes
Floating point accelerator
Languages
today a new age of computing—
patibility and Flavors object-oriented
Optional
cartridge
or
9-track
(optional)
Lisp. Fortran-77, C. Pascal,
tape drives
symbolic processing systems that
programming.
Interlisp
Console and Keyboard
Communications
Flavors
obiect-oriented
Bit-mapped raster display
are
being used by agrowing number
Symbolics' innovations in symbolic
10 megabit/second Ethernet
programming
B8W 17-inch, landscape
of 3600 customers as the sophistilocal area network
computing extend the limits of soluPrinter
lormal. 1100 x800 pixel
One parallel and three
Laser Graphics Printer LGP-1
88 keys with n-key rollover
cated means for problem-solving. Join
tions in traditional applications. For
standard serial ports
(optional)
3-button mouse
them in this new age of computing.
example, large-scale software system
development and VLSI circuit design
Call or write today. Symbolics, Inc.,
are massive undertakings. The Symbolics 3600
9600 De Soto Avenue, Chatsworth, CA 91311
software environment takes care of many of the
(213) 998-3600

symbolicsinc

Symbolics is atrademark ol Symbolics. Inc Cambridge. Massachusetts

0 1983 Symbolics. Inc,

Regional sales offices: Cambridge. MA (617) 576-2600 •Chatsworth, CA (213) 998-3600• Chicago, IL (312) 945-1036 -Houston, TX (713) 820-3001
International distributors: United Kingdom and Western Europe: Scientific Computers Ltd., England. TI. (04446) 5101
South Central Europe: Delphi Electronic Design Systems SpA, Rai, Tel (0584) 395161 •Japan: Nichimen Corporation, let. (03) 277-5017
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Technical articles

Chip set implements
32-bit Eclipse architecture
Five-member combination forms superminicomputer;
disilicide process heightens performance
by Chandra R. Vora, Mark Hecker, and Donald Wiser, Data General Corp., Westboro, Mass.
and Robert Murdoch, Steve Hamilton, and Nabil Takla, Data General Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif.
El As system designers take aim at the next generation of
computer hardware, new chips that merely widen available word length will not provide enough ammunition.
Other considerations besides the central processing unit
have to be weighed, too—floating-point processing and
input/output handling, for instance.
Data General's new MiCMEAGLE chip set, now in development, will anticipate these needs with a fully integrated combination of five chips. These will form acomplete foundation for low-cost, compact systems compatible with the company's Eclipse superminicomputers.
Achieving compatibility with
my series machines was among
the design's most important goals;
in fact, its performance is about
half that of an MV/8000. The design also took up the challenge of
minimizing the external logic required to build a system that
would implement the architecture
of Data General's 32-bit Eclipse
MV
superminicomputer, which
supports 4 gigabytes of virtual
memory.
This new and, for now, experimental family of very large-scaleintegrated n-channel mos circuits
(Fig. 1) includes acentral processing unit, a microsequencer, a
floating-point unit, a system wo
unit, and a burst multiplexer
channel unit. A proprietary titanium disilicide process and 3.5-volt
internal operating voltage help speed operations while
holding power dissipation to 3 watts in these complex
devices (see "Titanium disilicide boosts performance,"
p. 123). The CPU executes 32-bit register-to-register operations in a single 400-nanosecond microcycle and performs memory-to-register moves in two cycles with a
high degree of parallelism. The floating-point unit, itself
no sluggard, handles adouble-precision (64-bit-wide) addition in four cycles. The system input/output chip generates Eclipse MV/series I/O bus activity and at the same
time provides several internal peripheral functions. Its
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companion, the burst multiplexer channel unit, handles
the burst multiplexer channel wo of the Eclipse my/
series.
These system elements communicate over athree-state,
bidirectional, 32-bit-wide address-data bus (the system
bus). One bus transaction occurs during each cycle (T
period). For more efficient use of hardware resources,
four external clocks divide each T period into eight equal
subcycles, So—S,.
Thus, for example, the CPU'S register file can be accessed as many as four times in one cycle. An address is
driven on the bus during Si-S 2-S 3,
and data is driven during Sr S.-S7.
(In order to prevent bus contention, the bus is not driven during
subcycles So and S..) The system's
timing determines what is driven
onto the bus. No other signals are
needed to indicate that address or
data are on it.
A special READY pin signals
whether agiven bus operation has
been completed during the current
T period or needs to be extended
for another one. No new transaction can be started until the assertion of READY indicates that the
current transaction is complete.
READY is sampled during the seventh subcycle of every cycle.
A system element must request
and be granted the bus before initiating atransaction. Using aminimal amount of external hardware, the system elements
are linked in a daisy-chain priority scheme to arbitrate
access to the bus. At the lowest end of this chain is the
CPU, which has the lowest priority. When no other devices put in arequest for the bus, the CPU is responsible
for filling it with an invalid transaction. On the other
hand, aspecial VALID bit in the 6-bit control field generates normal valid operations (Fig. 2).
To support multiple-cycle bus operations, a system
element can assert the LOCK bit and prevent a higherpriority device from taking over the bus. They must
121

DUAL PORTED SYSTEM MEMORY

PROCESSOR BUS

INPUT/OUTPUT BUS
TRANSCEIVER

MICRO
SEQUENCER
UNIT

CENTRAL
PROCESSING
UNIT

FLOATING
POINT
UNIT

MICROCONTROL BUS

BURST
MULTIPLEXER
CHANNEL
UNIT

SYSTEM
INPUT/OUTPUT
UNIT

TRANSCEIVER

CONTROL
STORE

16 BITS

PROGRAMMED
DATA-CHANNEL
INPUT/OUTPUT

BURST
MULTIPLEXER
CHANNEL

1. Powerful pentad. Besides aconventional single-bus configuration, this dual-bus approach boosts throughput for asystem built out of the
five microEAGLE chips. A separate bus handles processor transactions, while another manages the system's input/output activity.

respect the LOCK bit by not requesting the bus if it
happens to be locked.
The five chips can be configured in both conventional
single-bus and high-performance dual-bus designs. In the
dual-bus arrangement, the system input/output unit and

BIT

OPERATION

31

u,
cc CC

SYSTEM
ADDRESS

XXX

LOCAL
ADDRESS

XXX

PHYSICAL ADDRESS
DEVICE
SPECIFIER

BUS OPERATIONS

DEVICE SPECIFIER

000
001
010
011
100
101
110
Ill

001000
000100
000010
000001
000000

RESERVED
WRITE BLOCK
READ DOUBLE
READ BLOCK
WRITE HIGH BYTE
WRITE LOW BYTE
WRITE SINGLE
WRITE DOUBLE

0000
0000
0000
0000
0001

OFFSET WITHIN
DEVICE

SYSTEM INPUT/OUTPUT
BURST MULTIPLEXER CHANNEL
FLOATING-POINT UNIT
CONSOLE
MICROSEQUENCER

2. Addressable. A 6-bit control field extends the flexibility of the
microEAGLE chip set. When addressing system memory (LOCAL bit
= 0), the remaining 26 bits represent the physical address. Alternatively, the remaining bits can address memory local to the other chips.
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the burst multiplexer channel unit contend for one bus
while the CPU uses the other. The resulting increased
memory bandwidth enhances system performance. Each
bus has its own priority chain and is arbitrated independently. Under some conditions, such as a LOCK operation, a requestor must gain control over both buses simultaneously by using a transceiver, which connects the
two as one bus.
System elements other than main memory can communicate through the local-communications address space
by asserting the LOCAL bit in an address, bit 1(see Fig.
2). This address space is partitioned among the system
vo unit, burst multiplexer channel unit, floating-point
unit, and microsequencer chips, as well as the virtual
console read-only memory. The CPU may utilize this
local-address mechanism to send commands to the I/0
chips, for example.

The central processing unit
A true 32-bit chip, the CPU (Fig. 3) uses five major
units—for fixed-point arithmetic, address translation, autonomous fetch, control, and external interface. Through
them, it performs all fixed-point operations and addressing in the microEAGLE system. The address-translation
unit provides memory management with a 2-K-byte page
granularity and supports a physical address space of 128
megabytes. Up to 16 address translations are immediately
available in a fully associative cache inside the addresstranslation unit. The on-chip design permits address cal-
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culation and subsequent translation in one cycle.
The address-translation unit also supports a long-address-translation process, performed by microcode, that
translates a logical address when the translation is not in
the address-translation unit's cache and saves the context
block during page faults when necessary. An enhanced
first-in, first-out (FIFO) algorithm refills the addresstranslation unit's cache. If an encached translation is
used while the FIFO pointer selects it, the pointer is
incremented past that translation, so it will not be replaced until the next time around. This method is particularly effective for preventing the current programcounter translation from being thrown out of the
address-translation unit's cache.
Fetching instructions
The CPU's autonomous instruction-fetch unit consists
of a five-word instruction-register pipeline and programcounter pipeline. The unit permits simultaneous fetch,
decode, and execution and initiates a prefetch operation
whenever the address-translation unit has avalid translation for the required memory address and the system bus
is not being used for other transactions.

The horizontal programmable logic array (horizontal
PLA) is addressed by the sequencing unit. In response to
avertical microinstruction from the microsequencer, it is
first addressed from the horizontal address field of the
vertical. Subsequent addresses may be generated internally, a procedure that allows a fast and efficient response
to internal states.
Exceptional conditions such as long-address translations, coprocessor waits, and memory waits are handled
in the horizontal microcode, without interrupting the
vertical microinstruction sequence. The key to executing
exception-handling routines in horizontal microcode is
the microcomplete signal, asserted to indicate to the microsequencer that the execution of a vertical microinstruction has been completed. By holding microcomplete
unasserted during exception handling while the appropriate horizontal routine is executing, the microsequencer
sees only a somewhat longer but otherwise completely
normal execution of a vertical microinstruction.
The microsequencer chip
The microsequencer chip (Fig. 4)—which contains an
instruction queue, decode logic, and microaddress-gener-

Titanium disilicide boosts n-MOS performance
The proprietary advanced titanium disilicide n-MOS process
Data General used to fabricate its superminicomputer chip
set is based on 2-micrometer channel lengths, 4-p.m metal
widths, 3-1.Lm metal spacing, and 350-angstrom gate-oxide
thicknesses. In this process, titanium disilicide serves as a
second layer of low-resistance interconnection (see figure).
Produced with no extra photomasking steps, this layer is
normally used to fabricate gates for MOS devices. Since
titanium disilicide reduces polysilicon resistivity to about 1.5
ohms per square, its major advantage is the speed boost
afforded by lower-interconnection RC time constants.
There are three additional benefits, too. First, since the
chip's worst-case propagation paths are speeded up, its
overall performance can be improved. Second, smaller
drive and pull-down devices can be used to achieve the
same propagation delay for less performance-critical internal paths. Finally, designers can apply regular structures for
those same paths, to generate signals, rather than carefully
craft custom structures. Although regular structures often
have greater parasitic loads and, consequently, run more
slowly, the titanium disilicide process
can offset this effect.
Tpm-THICK
Regular structures give designers
METAL 110,000 AI
shorter development cycles. Register-level simulation, logic simulation,

chip set's internal states. For example, in the central processing unit, the output of the arithmetic and logic unit is
loaded into flip-flops before being sent to the addresstranslation unit. Three dedicated pins provide paths through
which the contents of these flip-flops can be shifted out and
external data can be shifted in. Five scan paths in the CPU
reveal its internal state. For run-time checking, the system
executes diagnostic microcode on power-up before passing control to the virtual console.
The chips use 3.5 volts for internal functions and a 5-V
supply for TTL-compatible levels on all input and output
signals. Scaling the internal power supply to 3.5 Vincreases
the chips' speed and reduces their power consumption.
Dissipating about 3 watts each, they wifi be packaged in
844o-100-pin pin-grid arrays. Although the chips are compatible with an existing product, the very nature of such
laboratory projects makes it possible that no finished product will be developed from them. Even asuccessful implementation would yield such products two years from now—
at the earliest.

GATE OXIDE

DIELECTRIC
0
LAYER 115,000 Al

1350 AI

circuit simulation, and circuit layout
can be completed more quickly, and
on-chip testability becomes more feasible. For complex chips like those in
the microEAGLE set, speed, power,
development time, and testability become increasingly significant.
Several techniques give designers
the ability to observe and control the
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3. Central processing unit. Besides an onchip fixed-point arithmetic unit, this member
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ation logic—performs instruction decoding and vertical
microcode sequencing (see "Two-level micro-architecture
hones performance," p. 126). Each double word of instructions taken from memory by the cPu's autonomous
fetch unit is simultaneously loaded into the microsequencer chip. Both chips place the received double word
into their respective instruction-register pipelines. As the
execution of each macroinstruction is completed, the microsequencer decodes the next instruction in the pipe.
The CPU uses two dedicated pins to keep the microsequencer informed of every word loaded into the pipeline,
every word extracted from it, and every branch or other
event that requires it to be flushed.
When the microsequencer transfers the execution control field to the CPU and the floating-point unit, it begins
to execute its vertical sequencing instruction. Those chips
do not execute the corresponding horizontal microcode
until the next cycle. Any test results generated by the
execution chips are not sent back to the sequencer for
another cycle after that. Consequently, the microsequencer cannot conditionally branch on an instruction
until two cycles after it has been executed.
Best guess
To mitigate the effects of delayed conditional branching, the microsequencer has conditional abort sequencing. It does not delay the branch until the test condition
arrives; instead, vertical microcode can tell it to assume
that aparticular path will be taken and to continue along
that path. If the test condition indicates that the wrong
path was taken, the system aborts the current one and
begins to execute the alternative. When the abort occurs,
there is a time penalty of one or two cycles while the
microinstruction pipeline is flushed and refilled. Using
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of the microEAG LE family boasts an on-chip
address-translation unit with a16-word associative cache. Addresses not in the cache
undergo amicrocoded translation process.
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conditional aborts, the microcode
can, for example, be configured to
assume that a loop branch has been
chosen, and thus optimize the iterative looping case.
To generate the address of the
next vertical microinstruction, the
microsequencer processes sequencing
information from the external control store. Several hardware enhancements implemented in the microsequencer make vertical sequencing
more flexible, most important among
them a six-deep microaddress stack
EXTERNAL
INTERFACE
used in microcode subroutining. For
the higher-level macroinstructions included in the my instruction set, the
modularity provided by subroutines
SYSTEM BUS
is invaluable for developing reliable,
maintainable,
and
space-efficient
microcode.
Vertical microcode is stored either in read-only-memory— or in a random-access-memory--based control store.
To accommodate engineering changes, the microsequencer chip has an associative memory that can override the selection of up to eight addresses in the Rom
control store and divert the control flow to the writable
control store. For loading and verification, the CPU can
access the associative memory and the control store
through the microsequencer's local address space.
The floating-point-unit chip (Fig. 5) performs the floating-point instruction set of the Eclipse my architecture,
which uses the Ism standard hex-radix, 32-bit singleprecision and 64-bit double-precision format. The chip's
three major functional blocks—the execution unit, the
external interface, and the control unit—all operate in
parallel, increasing the speed of floating-point operations,
especially for iterative algorithms.
Dual data paths
In the execution unit, two precharged 64-bit buses
provide data paths between the mantissa ALU, the exponent ALU, sign logic, and the shifter. The A bus supplies
data from the 64-bit register file to the ALUs, and the B
bus supplies data to the other port on the ALUs and
connects the other functional blocks.
The mantissa ALU is a combination carry-save—carrypropagate adder, combining both functions into one 66bit-wide unit. The data inputs to the adder contain the
latches and data paths needed to support multiply and
divide algorithms. It can do two carry-save operations in
a single processor cycle, allowing the floating-point unit
to perform 4-bit multiplications each cycle using amodified 2-bit Booth algorithm.
The chip's 64-bit shifter can shift left or right from 0
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4. Microsequencer. This member of the mucroEAGLE chip set uses apipeline for more
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the shifter control logic itself.
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system elements. To optimize floating-point data transfers, this interface accesses system memory using an address generated patible with Eclipse vo buses. The system vo chip conby the CPU. The external interface unit consists of adual- trols programmed vo, including program interrupts, cerported 64-bit bus interface register, the floating-point tain basic vo devices, support for the soft console
interface, and control of the data channel function. Its
status register, the state save paths, and the control logic.
The control unit receives microinstructions from the companion, the burst-multiplexer-channel chip, handles
microsequencer chip and generates
horizontal addresses from the horizontal PLA. This unit contains a sequencer that allows a sequence of
REGISTER FILE
horizontal microinstructions to be
executed for a single vertical.
The sequencer gives the horizontal
PLA the ability to branch immediately on conditions within the floatingR
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ent in vertical sequencing. It can
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5. Floating-point unit. Two precharged 64bit buses supply data to the arithmetic units in
this chip, allowing parallel execution of floating-point operations. In addition, the shifter
handles normalization functions and acts as
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an extra register in multiplication and division.
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control of the Eclipse burst multiplexer channel.
The CPU chip executes programmed I/0 instructions by
transmitting a command through the system bus to the
system 1/0 chip, within which programmed ho control
logic responds to the command by generating the I/0 bus
control signals appropriate for performing the needed
transfer over the 1/0 data bus.
The system I/0 chip's devices include the real-time
clock, a programmable interval timer, a primary asynchronous line controller, and an Eclipse power-fail monitor. It also provides support for a powerful soft console
and for the standard MV/series error-logging device.
Translation cache
A data-channel controller within the system I/0 chip
handles direct data transfers between the tio bus and
system memory. An associated map residing in physical
memory contains their logical-to-physical-address translations. Besides encaching the six most recently used address translations, the system ho chip boosts performance by prefetching output data from memory 32 bits
at a time.

Across the chip's operating range—extending from a
300-ns to a600-ns T period—internal frequency-synthesis
logic ensures constant timing on the external I/0 bus and
constant real-time measurement from such internal devices as the real-time clock and the interval timer. A 32bit-wide configuration register further enhances the
chip's flexibility by specifying clock frequency, asynchronous line baud rate, data cache enable, and other operating parameters.
For high-speed data 1/0, the burst-multiplexer-channel-unit chip manages an Eclipse-compatible burst-multiplexer-channel-unit I/O bus. The Eclipse burst multiplexer channel multiplexes up to eight controllers, transferring bursts of data at 8 megabytes/s between system
memory and a burst-multiplexer-channel-unit 1/0 device
controller, without CPU involvement. Bursts may vary in
size from 1to 256 16-bit words of data.
In addition, the burst multiplexer channel unit can
transfer blocks of data on the system bus. A block transfer involves two consecutive 32-bit data transfers. In this
mode, the chip performs block transfers for all memory
reads and writes, whenever possible.

Two-level micro-architecture hones performance
Because of the complexity of the MV family instruction set,
placing all the microcode on the execution chips would have
consumed area at the expense of hardware accelerators.
Rather than sacrificing the set's performance goals, it was
decided to keep microcode in an external control store. The
number of control signals required and the limited number
of pins on the execution chips made it impractical to transfer
acomplete control word to the central processing unit and
the floating-point unit. A two-level micro-architecture was
adopted instead.
The microsequencer executes the higher-level vertical
microinstructions, stored in off-the-shelf random-access or
read-only memory. The vertical microinstructions consist of
a16-bit vertical sequencing instruction—interpreted by the
microsequencer—and a24-bit execution control field that is
transferred to the execution chips, in which the executioncontrol field from the vertical addresses the horizontal
microcode. The control store is arranged to minimize the
need for very high-speed parts. The microsequencer uses 8
bits of the vertical microinstruction to set up data paths
within the chip and for other critical controls. Although these
8bits are stored in 150-nanosecond memories, the remaining 32 bits are not required as early, thus allowing the use of
cheaper, 350-ns parts.
The macroinstruction opcode to be decoded is presented
as input to aprogrammable logic array, the starting PLA, in
the microsequencer. The starting PLA provides the initial
sequencing information and the first 24-bit vertical microinstruction sent to the execution chips. Because the first
microinstruction is on chip, there is no need to wait for the
microinstruction pipeline to be filled when anew instruction
is decoded. The 24-bit vertical field received by the CPU
and the floating-point unit is interpreted as an 8-bit horizontal address followed by 16 bits of "arguments" for the
selected horizontal. The 256-location horizontal address
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space is partitioned among the execution units, with the
CPU recognizing some addresses and the floating-point
unit others. That procedure allows CPU-oriented and floating-point-unit-oriented verticals to be mixed in the microcode stream. Some verticals are recognized by both chips,
so concurrent operations can be performed. Some addresses are not recognized by either the CPU or the
floating-point unit, allowing future expansion.
Micromodification is atechnique for substituting as many
as five fields from the 16-bit microcode argument into the
selected horizontal. At the simplest level, this substitution
allows a single general-purpose memory horizontal to be
used to perform any one of the implemented memory
operation, for example. A more sophisticated horizontal
might allow any ALU operation to be performed on any two
registers; the result might be placed in an independently
specified third register.
In addition to micromodification, bits from the current
macroinstruction op code can also be substituted into the
horizontal. Four bits included as part of the starting-PLA
sequencing information can independently control the substitution of up to 4bits from the decoded macroinstruction
op code into the vertical address specified by the startingPLA entry. This feature allows as many as 16 macroinstructions to share a common starting-PLA entry and thus a
common initial microinstruction yet also allows them to
branch to separate external control-store addresses for the
ensuing microinstructions.
The starting PLA contains about 260 entries that cover
the more than 400 instructions implemented in the MV
family architecture. The substitution technique for the starting PLA permits it to be placed in a substantially smaller
area than would have been needed had one starting-PLA
entry been used for each macroinstruction—and at virtually
no cost to overall system performance.
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Commercial products
begin to emerge from
decades of research
Expert and natural-language systems
herald what could be atidal wave
by Tom Manuel, Senior Editor, Information Systems
and Stephen Evanczuk, Software Editor

F

rom the early days of computer science, when
people like John von Neumann and Alan Turing
began contemplating models of computational
machines, the dream of building machines that
think has fascinated scientists and society alike. From
those heights of optimism, however, artificial intelligence
plunged into an era of being labeled a useless discipline,
from which it emerged as a somewhat arcane branch of
computer science. In fact, despite an understandable
wariness of popular notions about its capabilities, AI has
taken its first careful steps toward becoming an accepted
engineering technology in the commercial world.
Noting its capability to offer sophisticated computing
power to untrained workers, the information-technology
industry has turned its attention to AI in hopes of finding
new ways to meet growing demands for better software.
In turn, new companies—and new groups in established
companies—have responded with the first wave of commercial products based on AI technology.
As a result of this surge of interest in artificial intelligence, U. S. industry will spend an estimated $66 million
to $75 million this year to obtain some early benefits.
Because AI techniques broaden the computer's capability
into the realm of symbolic processing (the processing of
concepts rather than just numbers), computers can get
down to solving some of life's hard problems.
What are known as expert systems, or, more appropriately, knowledge-based systems, use AI methods to solve
problems and to aid decision making by using a knowledge base along with rules of inference that apply to a
specific field of knowledge. Some practical examples,
now in limited use, include programs that diagnose diseases in several specialties, prospect for mineral deposits,
assist in the drilling and analyzing of oil wells, analyze
investments, configure computer systems, help repair locomotives, and assist business decision-making in conjunction with a spreadsheet program. These knowledgebased systems not only replicate and multiply the value
of human expertise but also capture it and perpetuate it
in computerized form.
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Other working AI systems give computers the ability to
understand natural languages, English or others, albeit in
restricted subjects or domains. Such natural-language systems make it easier for people without computer experience to use computers effectively for such functions as
retrieving information from data bases, preparing the
input for and running existing complex computer programs, and developing new computer applications without programming.
Because AI technology has at last demonstrated some
practicality, especially in areas of great need and value,
the applications summarized above tend to be big payoff
stuff. In the next two to five years the worldwide computer industry will produce a wave of AI products that
could turn into a tidal wave after that. Two recent U. S.
studies of AI technology and markets bear this out. One,
from International Resource Development Inc., of Norwalk, Conn., predicts an estimated U. S. market for AI
products and services of $66 million in 1983, growing to
$8.5 billion by 1993 (see figure on p. 128). The other
projects the AI market year by year from 1983 to 1990
(see table on p. 129).
Changing times
AI has along history of international research and nonexistent or precious little practical application (See "A
'new' technology goes back 27 years," p. 130). However,
that state of affairs is changing because two necessary
conditions have manifested themselves. First, there are
important problems to solve that are too complex for
conventional computational technology. Second, the recent availability of abundant cheap computing power and
the promise of much more of it open the door for the
discipline that has been called a useless science to finally
yield some useful technology.
The long-term goals of AI specialists are computer
systems that surpass human capabilities in reasoning,
problem-solving, sensory analysis, and environmental manipulation. However, AI still has many limitations and a
great deal of research still must be done. For the present,
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Exploding market These market projections for artificial intelligence products suggest the emergence of another big growth
market in the computer industry at the end of
this decade. The future Al market is expected
to be big in homes, factories, and offices.

maintenance of diesel-electric locomotives from General Electric Co.
Transportation Systems, Erie, Pa.
Natural-language systems provide
1983 TOTAL S66 MILLION
1993 TOTAL S8,535 MILLION
an interface between a person and a
(a)
complex computer program that lets
the user work with the human lanFACTORY
HOME 2%
"...SCHOOLS
guage he or she normally writes and
e
FACTORY
speaks. For example, several programs using natural-language techniqes have been developed to give
computer users an easy-to-learn interface with data bases. The first real
commercial Ai application was such
a natural-language interface with
mainframe
data-base—management
systems.
Called
Intellect, it was de1983 TOTAL S66 MILLION
1993 TOTAL S8,535 MILLION
veloped by Artificial Intelligence
SOURCE INTE RNAT1ONAL RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT INC.
Corp., Waltham, Mass., to help users
specify queries to various DBMSs that
though, the information-technology industry will be satis- run on IBM systems.
fied with AI applications as long as they can meet shortThere are many definitions of artificial intelligence,
term needs.
though none is universally accepted. Definitions gleaned
Even though research continues, it is now possible to from several AI practitioners range from the abstract—
accomplish this goal for narrow well-defined application
like "the processing of symbolic information such as
areas, such as those addressed by knowledge-based sys- concepts, knowledge, and relations"—to the somewhat
tems and limited-domain natural-language systems (limit- more deterministic, like "the study of techniques for
ed because they can understand only asubset of common solving exponentially hard problems in polynomial time."
words plus the subject's specific terminology).
Perhaps the most comprehensive and easiest to underKnowledge-based systems aim to solve real-world stand is: "that part of computer science concerned with
problems. Some examples are: a program called Mycin,
designing intelligent computer systems; that is, systems
which diagnoses blood diseases; XCON and XSEL, which that exhibit the characteristics associated with intelliDigital Equipment Corp. uses to provide instructions for gence in human behavior, such as understanding lancomputer-system configurations to manufacturing and to guage, learning, reasoning, and solving problems."
help customers configure systems; the Drilling Advisor
Though the most commercialized AI applications to
produced by Teknowledge Inc., Palo Alto, Calif., for Elf- date are knowledge-based systems and natural-language
Acquitane, the French national oil company, to advise interfaces, other application specialties to which AI is
drilling supervisors on drill-stem sticking problems; and beginning to be applied include computer-aided design
the Dip Meter Advisor, developed by multinational and engineering, intelligent robots, vision for robots,
Schlumberger Ltd. for its own use in oil-well logging (dip automatic programming, AI system development tools,
meter) analysis.
and military applications crucial to national defense.
About 50 knowledge-based systems have been built.
Although each specialization has its own practitioners
Some are experimental, others are in use by the compa- with their own specific interests, research techniques,
nies that built or commissioned them, and a few others product development tools, and terminology, some of the
are for sale. Many of these will be discussed in detail in more useful systems of the future are likely to combine
Part 2 of this report. A sample of what is available for the capabilities of two or more specialties. Common
purchase includes Ada*Tutor (teaching the Ada pro- sense would suggest the combination of natural-language
gramming language) from Computer*Thought Corp.,
processing with knowledge-based systems, for example.
Plano, Texas; the Symbolic Manipulation Program (solvAs is its nature, the science of artificial intelligence
ing mathematical expressions) from Inference Corp., Cul- pushes the frontiers not only of software technology but
ver City, Calif.; and a trouble-shooting program for also of software development methodologies. Some of the
128
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tools developed by researchers for
their own work have become very
important concepts applied to comProduct category
puting in general—ideas such as
time-sharing, list processing, interacKnowledge systems
tive editing and debugging, exploratory programming, graphics-orientNatural-language
software
ed
user
interfaces,
rich
program-development environments,
Computer-aided
instruction
and even windows and mouse deVisual recognition
vices, all stem from AI work.
The popularity of Lisp, the tradiVoice recognition
tional programming language of the
Total
U. S. AI community, is based on
practical considerations stemming
from the highly dynamic nature of
AI techniques. Unlike typical number-crunching or textprocessing applications, where the structure of the data is
known apriori, AI programs are forced to deal with data
structures—and even executable procedures—whose size
and composition are developed as the program executes.
Lisp, which stands for LISt Processing language, was
designed to manipulate linked lists of objects.
With the acceptance of the programming language,
Prolog, by Japan's fifth-generation computer project,
however, Lisp may soon not be alone as the de facto
language for AI development. Prolog—for PROgramming
in LOGic—allows programmers to deal directly with
logical associations between objects by defining a set of
rules that a program can apply to meet its goals.
From the point of view of the program developer,
though, language and hardware advances take second
place to new program-development environments that
ease the creation of software. Some of these systems even
go so far as to provide the fundamental mechanisms
needed in knowledge-based systems. They may even provide the fundamental hierarchical data structures and
search algorithms used in knowledge engineering. Consequently, the creation of programs using AI technology
becomes possible for computer scientists who have not
been trained in the particulars of AI.
Worldwide strategy
The first AI products are harbingers of an evolution to
a new generation of computer hardware and software.
Major players in the international computer industry
have recognized the strategic importance of AI and are
already deeply involved. The Japanese government and
the country's major computer companies and universities
are about two years into the 10-year fifth-generation
computer project.
This massive national project has several objectives
and parts, including the development of number-crunching supercomputers, improved conventional business
data-processing computers, and advanced process-control
and robot systems. But its most ambitious goal is to
produce awhole new family of thinking computers with
knowledge bases and powerful inference engines (hard-
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ware and software that draws conclusions using rules of
inference and facts from the knowledge base).
Western Europe has several projects in various stages
of implementation and planning. In the UK, a fifthgeneration computer project, called Alvey, is under way
[Electronics, May 31, 1983, p. 101]. In 1984, a research
institute devoted to artificial intelligence gets off the
ground. Called the Turing Institute, in honor of British
mathematician and computer theoretician Alan Turing, it
is to be set up in collaboration with the University of
Strathclyde, with sponsorship from industry. Industrial
sponsors for the first year include, for example, ICL plc,
Sinclair Research, Thorn-EM!, two Shell Oil Co. research
laboratories, and two government agencies. The institute
will concentrate on fundamental research in computer
architecture, automatic programming, knowledge-based
systems, and advanced robotics.
In France, Paris-based Schlumberger has made the
largest commitment to AI of any company in the country. Its several large research labs include the Fairchild
Research Laboratory in Palo Alto, Calif., and Schlumberger-Doll Research in Ridgefield, Conn. The company
also has a major equity position in Bolt, Beranek, &
Newman Inc., aCambridge, Mass., research firm with a
strong AI capability.
The European Commission has its Esprit project [Electronics, May 19, 1983, p. 75], while the three largest
European computer companies—France's Compagnie
Machines Bull, Britain's ICL, and West Germany's Siemens AG—have formed a joint research institute for
knowledge processing. AI research is also conducted in
the USSR and East European countries—Hungary even
exports an AI programming language [Electronics, Oct. 6,
1983, p. 110].
In the U. S., major corporations with large commitments to AI research and development include International Business Machines Corp., Armonk, N. Y.; AT&T
Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, N. J.; Xerox Corp., Palo
Alto, Calif.; Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard, Mass.;
and Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto, Calif. In addition,
there are many small and start-up companies whose business is AI.
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A 'new' technology goes back 27 years
Artificial intelligence was a name chosen for the efforts
under way in making machines think and learn at the time
the discipline was formally established. The term was invented by John McCarthy, then assistant professor of
mathematics at Dartmouth College in Hanover, N. H., for a
conference he helped to convene there in 1956. There were
few workers in the field, and they were mainly looking for
ways in which machines could be induced to mimic brain
processes. The name was meant to describe this goal.
The Dartmouth conference represented the beginning of
Al as a separate aspect of computer science. McCarthy's
purpose in organizing the two-month forum was to bring
together all of the then-serious researchers in the field and
open channels of communication among them.
One of the surprises at the meeting was the presentation
of some work that had been done at Carnegie Institute of
Technology in Pittsburgh (now Carnegie-Mellon University)
by Allen Newell and Herbert A. Simon. They described their
theorem-proving Logic Theorist, the first program to use a
computer as asymbolic processor, not anumber cruncher,
and also the first working Al program. In collaboration with
J. C. (Cliff) Shaw of the Rand Corp. of Santa Monica, Calif.,
Newell and Simon had created acomputer language capable of modelling some simple human problem-solving capabilities, and they used it to build the Logic Theorist. This
language, called Information Processing Language (IPL),
was the first to give a computer the power to process
concepts rather than numbers—the first symbolic processing and amajor stride toward automating cognitive thought.
Also among the invitees was Marvin Minsky of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, who had
worked with Claude Shannon at Bell Laboratories. The work
of these pioneers has stimulated Al development ever

Allen Newell
Carnegie-Mellon University
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since. Minsky directed Al programs under MIT's Project
MAC and has written extensively on heuristic programming.
McCarthy is the creator of Lisp (until now the favored Al
programming language), director of the Al lab at Stanford
University, Palo Alto, Calif., and the crusty éminence grise of
the discipline. Newell and Simon have made CarnegieMellon into aleading U. S. center of basic across-the-board
Al research, of work on specific knowledge-based applications and tools for building them, and of work on understanding natural-language applications.
Al work during the 1970s included development at Stanford under Edward Feigenbaum of the first expert system, a
chemist's assistant called Dendral, to analyze mass spectrography. At Xerox Corp.'s Palo Alto, Calif., Research
Center, work was done on enhancing Lisp, developing
programming tools and an interactive programming environment around Lisp, and creating Lisp work stations with
convenient graphics-based user interfaces. At SRI International, Menlo Park, Calif., still more knowledge-based systems were developed. Another Stanford professor, Terry
Winograd, developed aprogram to manipulate asimulated
environment consisting of objects shaped like wooden
blocks. His program, Shrdlu, could be told about the blocks
and instructed to rearrange them.
The kind of engineering that turns up in commercial
products like expert systems derives from a significant
change that has taken place in Al since 1956: turning
attention to specific problems. Early research looked for
general problem-solving solutions but floundered on the
problem of combinatorial explosion, the fact that exhaustive
searches of aproblem domain were quickly mired in possible paths whose branches grew exponentially. People, on
the other hand, tend to use their accumulated knowledge of

John McCarthy

Marvin Minsky

Stanford University

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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the world and their particular experience to solve problems
rather than trying all possible alternatives. Al researchers
came to feel that perhaps computers could be programmed
to do the same. The early work also revealed vast gaps in
human understanding of how to conceive of and represent
thinking and learning; and Al research eventually turned to
simpler functions, such as investigating how to represent
knowledge and make inferences from it.
Though the early Al research was distinctly a U. S.
endeavor, it started spreading to other countries quite early.
Now much of the research is being done in France, Britain,
Japan, Hungary, and the USSR. The Japanese, for example, are relying on Al very heavily in their massive 10-year
national project to develop fifth-generation computer systems. Also in recent years, Al scientists were hired by
commercial companies such as the French-based Schlumberger Ltd., Hewlett-Packard Co., Digital Equipment Corp.,
Tektronix Inc., Fujitsu Ltd., Hitachi Ltd., NEC Corp., and
International Business Machines Corp., to set up industrial
Al research labs. This development pleases the Al community because it indicates that its work is recognized as
valuable, but also worries it because of the possible effect
of acommercial brain drain on research.
Over the years, aconsistent source of U. S. Al research
funding has been the military, which has supported it ever
since the failure of early attempts at machine translation of
foreign languages led the Department of Defense to sponsor Noam Chomsky's research into structural linguistics.
DOD still has an extensive Al research program administered by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.
Darpa, then called ARPA, was the major source of
financial support of U. S. Al research during the 1960s and
the early 1970s. It concentrated its resources and thus

enriched the four main early Al research centers: CarnegieMellon, MIT, Stanford, and SRI International. Now it seems
that Darpa is getting ready to put big money into agrab bag
of R&D covering supercomputer architecture, Al, and software. There is $50 million in the 1984 budget for this
recently set up program, and the agency is asking for $95
million for 1985. It is estimated that the project could
ultimately cost $500 million to $750 million.
Douglas B. Lenat, of Stanford's Heuristic Programming
Project, suggests that Al is splitting into science and engineering arms, and that the latter feeds on the now considerable base of Al research. But Marvin Minsky feels that
research has not yet reached the stage where it can be
profitably mined for products, although he, too, is now part
of astart-up Al company: International Thinking Machines
Inc., in Waltham, Mass. That effort, he says, awaits the
development of systems with common sense, as well as the
ability to make logical inferences.
As an emerging discipline, artificial intelligence provoked
two serious challenges: first that what it purported to do was
impossible—that machines could not think in any meaningful definition of the term—and, second, that even if it was
possible, it would be dangerous, for teaching amachine to
think would somehow diminish the worth of humans.
The first objection weakened when Al researchers
stopped trying to make machines think and settled for
machines that drew inferences from data. The question is
coming back in anew guise, however; Minsky and Douglas
Hofstader, author of a Pulitzer-prizewinning Al bestseller,
"Gödel, Escher, Bach: An Eternal Golden Braid," insist that
Al progress can only continue when researchers seriously
consider the implications of machine awareness, however
that may be represented.

-Clifford Barney
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Lisp and Prolog
machines are
proliferating
New U. S Lisp machines are announced,
as Japan investigates Prolog and Lisp

by Tom Manuel, Senior Editor, Information Systems

What follows is part 1of atwo-part series on the commercial status of artificial intelligence. Part 1delves into AI
hardware systems now available, as well as reporting on
several product-development projects close to fruition
around the world. Prominent among the latter are projects
under way in Japan, reported here in detail for the first
time. These projects stem both from the fifth-generation
computer project and from investigations into artificial
intelligence.
Part 2 of the series, which will appear in the Dec. 1
issue, will be a close-up look at the software side of AL
Subjects to be covered will include AI programming languages, application development tools, and existing applications of knowledge-based (expert) systems and of natural-language processing.
The primary hardware tools available now for sculpting
artificial-intelligence systems are computers designed to
work with fast high-resolution graphics-programming
work stations in order to optimize symbolic processing—
the processing of the symbols standing for mental concepts, as opposed to numerical processing. The first of
these computers were called Lisp machines because they
were designed for efficient runnning of Lisp, the first and
currently most popular language for AI work. Lisp was
designed to easily write programs for the symbolic representation and processing of arbitrary objects and the
relationships among them. The hardware tools of the AI
trade available today are personal Lisp machines from
three U. S. manufacturers, as well as emerging generalpurpose work stations and a few mainframe computers,
all with AI language support.
Advantages of the Lisp machines are the speed and
efficiency gained from the fact that they are designed and
tuned for symbolic processing. These work stations typically have large memories and virtual-memory management, plus advanced graphics. General-purpose work stations are not tuned for symbolic languages, but they have
all the other advantages of the Lisp machines. Also, they
can easily handle non-Al applications, such as the nu132

merical calculations required in computer-aided engineeering. Of course, the Lisp machines can be used for
non-Ai applications, too, and they are excellent programming development tools for all types of software. A couple of advantages of mainframe computers for AI work
are, first, a company may already have them, and, second, AI applications developed for them can be integrated
with other programs running on them.
Before Lisp machines came along, AI work was done
on time-shared mainframe computers, primarily the DECsystem lOs and 20s, made by Digital Equipment Corp.,
Maynard, Mass. These machines are still in use for At
work, as are time-shared superminicomputers such as
DEC's VAX-11 series. However, Digital has discontinued
its project to build the successor to the DECsystem 20.
Instead, it is concentrating its AI effort on its VAX superminicomputer line and specialized work stations.
From PARC and MIT
The earliest Lisp machines were designed at two research labs: the Laboratory for Computer Science at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, in Cambridge,
and Xerox Corp.'s Palo Alto (Calif.) Research Laboratory. In 1981 Xerox announced an Interlisp work station,
the 1100. (Interlisp, one of the several dialects of Lisp,
grew out of the original.) The 1100 was the first of a
series—two other members are now available, the 1108
and the 1132 (see p. 153) Xerox plans to extend the 1100
series at both ends. At the low end will be a very lowcost work station with enough memory to execute aruntime version of Interlisp-D, which is the company's version of Interlisp. This computer would only run Al
applications; it could not be used to develop them.
The entire 1100 series is compatible with Ethernet and
the Xerox Network System architecture, and therefore
customers can configure these work stations into systems
with other XNS products, such as file, print and communications servers. The series is sold in Japan by Fuji
Xerox and in Western Europe by Rank Xerox, while a
similar machine is sold by Siemens in West Germany.
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Another U. S. maker of personal symbolic computers
is Symbolics Inc. in Cambridge, Mass. Formed in 1980
to commercialize symbolic-computing technology, the
company was founded by members of the team that
developed the MIT Lisp Machine and its operating system. Like Xerox, Symbolics introduced its first computer
in 1981, the LM-2 being acommercial version of the MIT
Lisp Machine [Electronics, Aug. 11, 1981, p. 159]. No
sooner was this machine in production than Symbolics
introduced its successor, the 3600 [Electronics, Aug. 25,
1981, p. 40]. This machine (Fig. 1), two to eight times
more powerful than the LM-2, went into production in
early 1983.
The third U. S. maker of Lisp machines is called,
appropriately, Lisp Machine Inc., Culver City, Calif. It
also shipped its first machine in 1981, the Series III
CADR (CADR is a Lisp function that creates a new list
starting at the second member of aprevious list, and this
was the second Lisp machine to be built). Lisp Machine's
next-generation product is the Lambda [Electronics, Sept.
8, 1983, p. 196]. Like the Symbolics 3600, the Lambda
(Fig. 2) comes with Ethernet capability.
The first practical Lisp machine made in Japan came
from Fujitsu Ltd. [Electronics, March 24, 1983, p. 71].
The Alpha machine (Fig. 3) is aprototype back-end Lisp
processor for ageneral-purpose computer. The company
claims it will be the fastest Lisp machine around at 2.5
million to 3 million instructions asecond when running
simple programs. Lisp is also available on NEC Corp.'s
ACOS series of mainframe computers.
Because AI machines are just starting to appear, no
generally accepted set of benchmark programs for measuring and comparing their performance has been developed. Moreover, comparing machine-level rates in millions of instructions per second is misleading when
evaluating high-level—language machines.
Performance numbers quoted in MIPS should only be
used as broad guidelines, for the prospective buyer and
user of these machines must consider many other features, particularly the set of software development tools
offered and the particular dialect of Lisp available. Also
to be taken into account are the availability of other
programming languages, system reliability, and the level
of hardware and software maintenance support being
offered.

1. Symbol processor. The model 3600 computer from Symbolics Inc.
is one of the class of systems commonly known as Lisp work stations.
Designed for fast symbolic processing in Lisp, it is dedicated to a
single user and features an interactive-graphics user interface.

The newest work station, Lisp Machine's Lambda also
is fast. It has LMLisp, another child of Maclisp, with
software development tools; a Lisp microcompiler and
virtual control memory for easier tailoring of the machine intruction set; an optional MC68000 processor for
running Berkeley Unix, C, Pascal, and Fortran-77; an
8088-based system diagnostic processor; and Ethernet facilities. DEC's VAX systems come in a wide performance
range, from the new MicroVAX [Electronics, Oct. 20,
1983, p. 42] to clusters of 11/782s [Electronics, Oct. 20,
1983, p. 143]. They run much software, including several
dialects of Lisp and a new Common Lisp, and offer
Ethernet and DECnet. The 68000-based vAxstation 100
work station at $13,000 ($10,000 for the hardware and
$3,000 for the software) adds the same kind of graphicsbased user interface that the Lisp machines have.
A comparison
General-purpose high-end work stations—typically
To summarize the main features of the machines now based on multiple 68000 processors and offering the Unix
available, the Xerox 1100 series has different models with operating system, virtual-memory management, large real
awide range of performance choices; Interlisp-D; Small- memory, and advanced graphics-based user interfaces—
talk-80, an object-oriented language; Loops, a program- could join Lisp machines and mainframes as hardware
ming tool that integrates four programming environ- tools for AI development. One dialect of Lisp, Franz
ments [Electronics, Sept. 8, 1983, p. 196]; and a Lisp, developed at the University of California at Berkewell-tested network and server support system. The Sym- ley, is written in C and runs under Unix and presumably
bolics 3600 has high performance; a very rich software could be made available on the general-purpose work
development environment; Zetalisp, aderivative of Mac- stations.
The AI machines on the market may come from the
lisp, which in turn is another dialect of Lisp; Flavors, an
U. S., but Japan is investing much research and developobject-oriented language; Fortran-77; and Ethernet.
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ment effort in the field. The work there is both an
investigation of artificial intelligence per se and also that
included in the fifth-generation computer project.
The Japanese government's Electrotechnical Laboratory in Ibaraki has completed fabrication of a personal
Lisp machine of roughly the same speed as the Symbolics
3600. If the software were refined by the addition of a
full-fledged editor and command system it could be used
for practical applications. The system has as its main
processor the Pulce silicon-on-sapphire processor completed by Toshiba Corp. in 1978 as part of the government's pattern-information-processing project.
However, the single-processor machine is but the first
step in the development of a data-driven Lisp machine
named EM-3 for office automation, natural-language processing, knowledge-based systems, and other interactive
applications. Yoshinori Yamaguchi, a senior researcher
at the Ibaraki ETL, says that work is progressing on a
parallel-processor hardware simulator using eight singleboard 68000 processors.
In its final form, this system will have 80 to 100 very
large-scale integrated processors of a yet-unknown type
that the ETL researchers hope to design themselves. It
may have to be made with gate arrays because silicon
foundries are not readily available in Japan. Present
plans call for the hardware simulator to be completed by
the end of March 1984.
Key to the new machine, though, is the control mechanism, which will be developed during aone-year feasibil-

ity study starting next April. It is expected to be an
advanced parallel-control mechanism that will be anatural extension of the data-driven scheme for function evaluation used in data-flow computers.
The primary programming language will probably be a
Lisp-like language with Prolog features such as pattern
invocation and backtracking, although Prolog is also being studied for possible use. Pattern matching also will be
required in the language.
Beyond Lisp
Meanwhile, agroup headed by Yasushi Hibino at the
Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Public Corp.'s Musashino Electrical Communication Laboratory is building a
Lisp machine that it expects to complete by the end of
March. Multiple copies will be built for AI research.
The machine is being created as part of the so-called
NUE project. NUE is the Japanese equivalent of the Chimera of Greek mythology, and the name is intended to
indicate that the project is not language-restricted. It
started off two years ago as a Lisp project, but it has
now become a multilanguage project where procedural,
functional, logical, and object-oriented languages will be
developed with the syntax of Lisp but the semantics of
other languages, including Lisp, Prolog, and Smalltalk.
The reasoning behind the NUE work is that AI problems cannot be solved with one programming style. Ideally, the execution system should work with the same
efficiency for any style because the computational volume
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should be the same, but the programs will be easy or
hard to write depending on the problem. With NUE, it
should be possible to learn which styles are superior for
which problems.
The name of the NUE machine is ELIS, from Electrical
Communication Laboratory Lisp processor. Its speed in
the interpreter mode is similar to that of Fujitsu's Alpha.
Like experimental Lisp machines previously built in Japan, his machine makes use of microprogramming, he
notes. ELIS has a32-bit bus, using 24 bits for address and
the remaining 8 bits as a tag. The address space is
equivalent to a 27-bit address, because each address accesses an 8-byte cell, so atotal of 128 megabytes can be
addressed rather than the 16 megabytes that conventional 24-bit addresses can access.
Watch the pointers

personal sequential-inference (Psi) computer for developing knowledge-processing software [Electronics, July 28,
1983, p. 101]. The Psi is intended for developing inferential symbolic processing programs at the Institute for
New Generation Computer Technology (ICar) and will
have asequential von Neumann architecture rather than
the advanced parallel architectures planned for the eventual fifth-generation computers.
A cooperative effort
ICOT's functions are to design the hardware and software for fifth-generation subsystems and to build the
software. The hardware production is being contracted
out to computer companies. For example, the pilot model of the PSI (Fig. 4), is being fabricated by Mitsubishi
Electric Corp. and Oki Electric Industry Co. Ltd. for
evaluation by August 1984 and is to be made from
conventional components. A later version will be made
with custom VLSI circuitry.
Other ion-designed subsystems for the fifth-generation project will be manufactured by various Japanese
computer companies. For example, NEC will fabricate a
sequential-inference machine faster and larger than the
Psi and scheduled for completion within the initial threeyear phase of the project.
Also part of Phase One is a general-purpose parallel
computer for maintaining and processing knowledge
bases and relational data bases. Toshiba will build the
basic engine for it, possibly using some very high-speed
sos technology. Hitachi Ltd. will be building ahierarchical memory subsystem—a memory that is organized as a
hierarchy and is addressed by subject content at the
appropriate level of the hierarchy—and asilicon disk to
hold it (Fig. 5). NEC, Hitachi, and Fujitsu are expected
to manufacture the parallel inference and knowledge-base
machines that will be built during the second, or intermediate, phase of ICOT's fifth-generation project.
One of ICOT's software projects for the psi is an enhanced version of Prolog. The Psi is being designed to
optimize Prolog performance at no less than 20 klips—a
fifth-generation performance term meaning a thousand

Hibino says this configuration was selected because it
provides the best performance: in Lisp, following the
path of the pointers is more important than computation,
so having two large pointer fields to the CAR and CDR
instructions speeds up this operation. It could be considered extravagant, but, even when data is missing, memory usage is only double that of systems designed to
conserve memory. Hibino also notes that memory conservation is no longer a primary concern, with 256-x chips
permitting 4 megabytes of memory on a single board.
The processor has about half of its logic implemented
in AMD2903 bit-slice chips and the remainder in
Schottky TTL. The 2903 is not ideal for the application
because of the vertical connections between the arithmetic and logic unit and the shifter. The vertical connections are superior in arithmetic operations such as add
and multiply where shifting is part of the operation because it enables these operations to be performed in one
clock cycle instead of two. But they slow down symbolic
processing. However, the standard functions of the 2903
arithmetic and logic unit speed up standard data processing more than they degrade symbolic processing.
The ELIS hardware is in operation and the microprogram is working sufficiently well to measure performance. The firmware should be sufficiently refined that the system can be
in use at the Musashino lab by April
ALPHA MACHINE
1984, if the system software has been
completed by that time. Hibino is
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logical inferences per second. Lips is just a fancy term
for the number of Prolog procedure calls per second.
Since one procedure call averages from 100 to 300 machine instructions, 1klips is roughly equivalent to 0.1 to
0.3 MIPS, thus giving the Psi raw instruction performance
of 2 to 6 MIPS that is superior to the fastest Lisp machines currently available. This comparison, of course,
must be taken with a grain of salt. It can only give a
ballpark guess as to how the PSI will perform relative to
the Lisp machines, because it is of little value to compare
a Lisp procedure to a Prolog inference.

sequential-inference machine. The group intends to build
a system with 100 parallel high-speed processors, with
the first usable system being completed in 10 years.
A simulator written in C has been completed, and the
design of the core of the Tn. hardware simulator will be
completed by the end of this month. The first processor
will be finished several months later, and by the end of
March 1984, it should be in operation. Within two years
after that, the group plan to build a 10-processor system
and go on from there.
The Eddy data-flow processor being developed at the
Musashino
lab [Electronics, June 16, 1983, p. 114] will
An inference machine
also be atype of Lisp machine. Extensions to Valid, the
Meanwhile, at the University of Tokyo, Tohru Moto- high-level functional language with recursion and parallel
Oka and agroup of his graduate students are developing expressions for logic programming developed for this
a parallel inference engine for a Prolog machine. An machine, will also make it atype of Prolog machine. The
inference engine is a hardware system for reaching con- extensions will include pattern matching, making Valid
clusions from facts and rules of inference stored in a suitable for simple, intuitive programming.
knowledge base. This work is in cooperation with ICOT
The present basic research phase at the Musashino lab
but receives some other funding and represents one of will continue for another two or three years. If the work
the several approaches—some not yet publicly revealed— is continued to completion, a system suitable for user
toward development of fifth-generation architectures. In applications should be completed in seven to 10 years.
some ways, this work is the most advanced sector of This is roughly the same time scale as the ICOT project,
ICOT'S project because it will immediately jump into parfor which this work provides an alternative.
allel processing, while ICOT is starting with a personal
Many observers note that the potential resources of the
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4. Fifth generation. The first Japanese fifth-generation prototype is this personal sequential-inference machine being developed by ICOT. Two
major innovations are the inference machine and relational algebra subsystems. Software for the PSI represents the biggest effort.
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four NTT Electrical Communication Laboratories—the
Musashino ECL, the Ibaraki ECL, the Yokosuka ECL, and
the Atsugi ECL—exceed by far those of ICOT. This is true
even considering only the personnel and budget available
for computer R&D, although the ECLs also have capabilities in semiconductor work and related fields. But the
Nrr labs each have many projects going, and there is no
guarantee that management will continue work on all of
them through to fruition at a high level.
Another major center of AI research is the UK, where
work is under way on several flavors of Prolog machines.
At the low end, there is a version of Prolog for Z80based CP/M personal computers from Logic Programming Associates of London. It is intended for teaching
basic Prolog and not for developing or running logic
application programs.

Alice lives here
At the high end, acomputer called Alice, for applicative language idealised computing engine, is being developed in a research project at London's Imperial College
[Electronics, Feb. 24, 1983, p. 67]. It will be a parallelprocessing machine designed for Parlog, a parallel version of Prolog, Lisp, and the college's own declarative
fifth-generation language, Hope. Parallel architectures for
nonprocedural languages like Prolog and Hope make
sense because all the premises that might lead to acon-
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is also part of Phase One of Japan's fifth-generation project.
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clusion in logic could be evaluated at the same time.
The Alice prototype will have 16 processors and 16
memory modules and aswitch to connect any processor
with any memory. The basic engine will be the transputer microprocessor chip from Inmos plc [Electronics,
Sept. 22, 1982, p. 861, with 112 of them being used. Both
hardware and software development are on schedule for
completion by early 1985.
Hardware development is split into two parts: the communications ring carrying data packets, and the processing agents, each with multiple transputers. The communications ring is scheduled for completion in May 1984.
A key element is a high-speed monolithic switch being
built for Imperial College by Swindon Silicon Systems.
The research group has been promised first samples as a
Christmas present. From that point onwards, further
progress will hang on the availability of transputer chips,
which are just being formally unveiled (see p. 47).
For those seeking to experiment with Prolog programming, there are several options. Prolog versions are available from several sources for machines as diverse as Z80and 68000-based microcomputers, PDP-11s, DEC20s,
and VAX machines. There is even aversion for the IBM/
370 architecture available from the computer science department of Waterloo University, Waterloo, Ontario,
Canada. And anew company, Silogic Inc. in Los Angeles, is now offering Prolog interpreters for a variety of
machines, including the Z80 and MC68000 microprocessors, and is currently developing a Prolog compiler.
However, only the Japanese PSI computer is designed
to be aProlog-optimized machine the way the Lisp machines are for Lisp. There is the likelihood that efficient
implementations of Prolog will soon become available on
the U. S. Lisp machines. They may even outperform the
PSI prototype and be available on the open market before
it is running.
For instance, a version of Prolog from the University
of Uppsala in Sweden is available now for Lisp Machine's Lambda. It is expected to deliver 4.5 klips initially and up to 20 to 25 klips when it is optimized with
microcode. As for the 3600, Symbolics says that it is
considering two strategies for Prolog: to provide it just as
it would provide another language, such as Fortran, or to
put the interesting aspects of Prolog into Zetalisp or to
develop a Prolog with Lisp syntax.
Advanced, high-performance parallel AI architectures
are being researched in the U. S. For example, at MIT,
Robert H. Halstead Jr. leads agroup that is constructing
an experimental multiprocessor called Concert, which
will combine 32 68000 processors. As one of its languages, it will run Multilisp, amultiprocessor version of
Lisp that is being developed as part of the project. Another MIT project, funded by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, plans to build a 64-processor
machine using Symbolics 3600s.
Additional reporting came from Charles L. Cohen, Tokyo. and Kevin Smith, London.
This is the first part of a two-part special report. Reprints will be available for S6 each after
part 2 is published in the Dec. 1 issue. Write to Electronics Reprint Dept., 1221 Ave. of
Amencas, N. Y., N. Y. 10020. Copyright 1983, McGraw-Hill Inc.
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Designer's casebook
repetition rate. Its duty cycle can be set as low as desired
to prevent overheating at high current levels.
When the R-S flip-flop comprising NAND gates U,,
and Us, is reset (a), V, is high, V, is low, and transistors
Q, Q, and Q, are on. Applying a pulse of about 2
milliamperes to the optical coupler's trigger input
causes output V, to go lower, which sets the R-S flipflop. Transistors Q, Qs, and Q, now turn off, and
transistor Q, turns on and ramps up V, to the +2.5-volt
level. U, detects this level and generates a pulse, which
resets the flip-flop.
Next, transistor Q, turns on and V, ramps back lin-

Triangle-wave current
pulser is adjustable
by Robert A. Pease
National Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara, Calif.

Useful for testing nonlinear devices, this versatile triangle-wave pulser provides up to 10 amperes of calibrated
output, an adjustable pulse width, and a programmable
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early to ground, generating a triangular waveform that
drives transistors Q, and Q, via buffers U, and
This forces the transistors to put out a current that
flows through R, as well as through the external load.
Though this circuit uses potentiometer R4 to control
the triangular wave's rise and fall rates, they can also be
controlled independently by separate potentiometers.
Calibrating the circuit is easy when it is connected to a
curve tracer and triggered at about 29.5 hertz, using a
Pulsar. Aversatile current pulser (a) provides atriangular waveform
that has an adjustable pulse width and a programmable repetition

pulse width of 2 milliseconds. When connected to the
curve tracer, R, is trimmed for minimum quiescent
current—typically 2 mA—and resistors R, and R, are
trimmed to get the peak current indicated on the curve
tracer to agree with the dial readings of the 10-turn
potentiometer. Minimum output is about 8V; however,
higher voltages, such as 30 v, require a low duty cycle
to prevent excessive heating at higher current levels.
A typical usage circuit (b) shows the pulser loading
and testing aregulator's output. The pulser can force a
calibrated current in 1,d, whether linear or nonlinear,
active or passive, ohmic or reactive.

rate. The pulse width is coarsely adjusted by SI,while potentiometer
R4

provides fine tuning. For the components shown, the pulse width

ranges from 0.5 ms to 1 second.

S2

selects the output-current

v
s

amplitude of 1ampere or 10 A. Atypical test circuit is shown in (b). The
load may be linear or nonlinear, active or passive, ohmic or reactive.
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Sample-and-hold yields
variable-reference rectifier
by J. Millar and T. G. Barnett,
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Department of Physiology.

The London Hospital Medical College, London. England

Unlike conventional half-wave rectifiers, this circuit uses
ahigh—slew-rate operational amplifier and asample-andhold integrated circuit to provide a low-noise half-wave
rectifier that rectifies about any given reference level. In
addition, the circuit can rectify low-amplitude signals
and has a wide frequency response.
Input is fed in parallel to comparator U, and sampleand-hold amplifier U, by buffer U, — The reference voltage, derived from the voltage divider and buffer U, b, is
set on the comparator's noninverting input port. When
the signal becomes more positive than the reference, the
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friendly front panel entry system.
Every control function except the
on/off switch is accessible via the
GPIB. Wavetek programming
conventions let you send
instructions in free format. A nonvolatile memory stores 32 complete
instrument setups for fast test
sequences. Bus-controlled
frequency changes can be made
in as little as 40 ms, 50 times faster
than some other programmables.
The non-volatile memory and
free-format entry system are also
available at the front panel for
manual control, along with a
"scratch pad" memory that lets you

Now there is a new standard for
versatility in programmable signal
generators. The Wavetek Model
3510 Programmable Signal
Generator.
Its RF output frequency is
settable from 1to 1040 MHz in 100
Hz increments and has a
calibrated output level from -137 to
t13 dBm. in .1 dB steps. Internal
modulation frequencies can be set
between 80 Hz and 10 kHz in 10 Hz
increments.
The control capabilities of the
3510 are equally outstanding, with
GPIB programming as standard
equipment, and a unique userCircle #140 for demonstration

modify settings as often as you
wish before changing the output.
Our new standard for versatility
makes the Wavetek Model 3510
Signal Generator ideal for both
engineering and production
applications. The 3510 is easy to
use, and at $6195, it's easy to buy.
For complete description or
demonstration, call Toll Free
800-428-4424 and ask for Ext. 3510.
In Indiana, call 317/788-5960, or
write Wavetek Indiana, Inc., 5808
Churchman, PO. Box 190, Beech
Grove, IN 46107.
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Circle 0141 for literature

Introducing the most versatile
signal generator you can buy.
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Just what you'd expect
from Wavetek.
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Unconventional rectification. This circuit combines a sample-and-hold IC (U 3)and a high-slew-rate operational amplifier (U 2)in order to
provide alow-noise half-wave rectifier that rectifies about any given reference level. Full-wave rectification is then achieved by inverting the
sample-and-hold's output and summing it in amplifier U,.. The hold capacitor .
determines the input signal's bandwidth.

comparator's output goes high, limited by pin 8's zener
diode, and consequently triggers sample-and-hold circuit
U. This allows the signal to pass through unchanged.
When the input signal goes below the reference level,
however, U2's output falls and U, holds its output very
close to the reference level.
U,'s output is next inverted and fed to summing
amplifier U,,, whose other input is the buffered input
signal. The amplifier's resistor network is arranged in
such a way that the gain of the original input signal is

Single comparator forms
tunable oscillator
by John Widder
Hewlett-Packard Co., Vancouver Division, Vancouver, Wash.

unity and the gain of the inverted and half-wave rectified signal is double, so that the result is full-wave
rectification.
The value of the hold capacitor is selected to match
the input signal's bandwidth—a smaller value suits
higher frequencies but produces droop at low frequencies. With a ±15-v dc supply and a reference voltage
that is variable between J-10 v, a value of 0.1 microfarad for the hold capacitor gives good performance on
signals up to 1 kilohertz.

through R, and R, until it reaches upper threshold V..
At that point, the output switches to low and C, starts
to discharge through R, until the voltage across it
reaches the lower threshold voltage, V .Then the output switches to high and the cycle repeats.
Varying the circuit's hysteresis via potentiometer R,
adjusts the oscillator's frequency. For the components
shown, oscillator frequency can vary between 740 hertz
and 2.7 kilohertz.
EJ

Using asingle off-the-shelf comparator and afew discrete
components, this circuit provides a variable-frequency
oscillator with a fixed duty cycle of approximately 50%.
In addition, the circuit is reliable and its control is
smooth. Such circuits often can be used in microprocessor-controlled products.
When power is initially applied, the voltage across
capacitor C, is zero and output is high. C, charges
Tunable. Varying the amount of this comparator circuit's hysteresis
makes it possible to vary output frequencies in the 740-Hz-to-2.7-kHz
range smoothly. The amount of hysteresis together with time constant
R6C, determines how much time it takes for CIto charge or discharge
to the new threshold after the output voltage switches.
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Address-transition detection
speeds up byte-wide static RAMs
Predecoding word and bit lines with input state-change detection
pushes wide-word RAMs down to single-bit times and cuts power
by John Barnes, Bill Lane, and Vince Soorholtz,
D Semiconductor integration has inexorably raised the
amount of computing power that can be crammed into
single-user systems. As memories mushroom, performance looms larger and larger in the minds of most
designers. One key theater of research is the interface
between advanced microprocessors and memory. Traditional dynamic random-access memories configured in
single-bit output formats—with their address decoding,
refresh, and slower speeds—are crimping state-of-the-art
microprocessors.
There is asolution: memories with wider output architectures, which let microprocessors receive data in more
useful increments-4 or 8 bits per access, for instance.
Besides, static RAMs can improve performance by eliminating refresh and other tedious aspects of dynamic RAM
overhead. In fact, their performance is so good that bytewide static RAMs are a perfect match for advanced microprocessors operating at clock rates of 8 megahertz to
16 megahertz.

Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., Austin, Texas

amplifiers are all paired differential lines. Should these
data-path elements remain in their previous data states—
as they do in traditional static RAMS—output-state transition times can last up to two times longer than they do
with address-transition detection techniques.
The equalization pulse, 1:1),, is created by a comparison circuit that detects an address-level change from a 1
to 0 or vice versa (Fig. 2). The pulse provides fast and
slow address signals, and ashort pulse called 1%, (phase
sense-address-transition) is generated when their logic
levels differ. This momentary blip is then latched to
start the generation of the one-shot clock, 41. A delay
network holds equalization high until the latch is released. Precise layout and circuit timing are needed to
minimize the access penalty typical of this method of
A

.

"

Wide words at work
But like many solutions, wider word outputs and static
storage cells also create new problems. Static cells typically require six transistors apiece—not just one, like a
dynamic-RAM cell—and those five extra transistors are
translated directly into ahigher cost per bit. And innovative design techniques are needed to prevent the additional output driver circuits needed for wide formats from
raising
power
consumption
and
slowing
down
performance.
The speed penalty of 8-bit word outputs has been
substantial in the past. Single-bit—output static RAMS, for
instance, have reached access speeds of 35 nanoseconds,
but 8-bit devices have typically managed only 70 ns.
Nonetheless, a design technique called address-transition
detection, which detects any change in an external address, helped Motorola engineers to develop a2,048-by-8bit static RAM with an access time of 45 ns (Fig. 1).

•;71 ";;;;I
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Detecting address changes
Address-transition detection circuitry helps both to
raise speed and cut power. By equalizing all differential
signal lines just before data pulls them apart, it significantly speeds up access to data but avoids such currently
exotic processes as refractory-metal or silicide interconnections. In static RAMS, bit lines, data lines, and sense
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1. A sub-100-ns byte-wide static RAM. By combining process advances with address transition detection, Motorola has produced a
2,048-by-8-bit static RAM with afast, 45-nanosecond access time.
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2. Equalization for bit and word lines. Address-transition detection provides an equalization pulse, 0,,q,that restores bit lines and equalizes
the sense amps at the start of each new cycle. To improve yields, two rows of redundant storage cells programmed by alaser fuse are added.

clocking the bit-line loads and data-path circuits.
If the nodes are preconditioned with an equalization
pulse just before the signal's arrival—instead of continuously, with static pull-up devices—power can be reduced in memories that use address-transition detection.
Loading the outputs normally affects access times significantly, however. With address-transition detection the
outputs are momentarily three-stated, allowing the loads
to move the output voltage toward 1.5 volts. This move
to 1.5 y so minimizes the output's voltage change that,
even with the slower rise and fall times caused by the
larger transistors needed in output drivers, the loaded
access time remains equal to or faster than the no-load
access time.
Furthermore, the static bit-line loads, which would
consume up to 30 milliamperes in a traditional 16-it
static RAM, can be made smaller with parallel-equalization clocked pull-ups. So an added-strength device pulls
up the bit line to a 0 logic state before the new word
line is chosen.
Electronics/ November

3, 1983

To cut the power of the unselected row and column
decoders, both row and column addresses are predecoded. Two row addresses power-down one of four
NOR decoders. Without predecoding, 127 unselected decoders would be consuming dc power. Using part of
this saved power to strengthen the row driver can improve word-line speed and subsequent chip access time.
NOR

Predecoding for cutting power
Both row and column drivers use dynamic depletionmode bootstrap circuitry to create supply-voltage—level
word-line signals and column-selection signals of higher
than supply-plus-threshold-voltage level. These predecoding signals and fast bootstrap circuits guarantee a 45-ns
access time with less than 120-mA current.
Besides address-transition detection, 45-ns speeds in a
2-K-by-8-bit static RAM requires 2.5-to-3-micrometer design rules. It is desirable if not necessary that the factory
producing such devices benefit from the disciplines of
comanufacturing 64-x dynamic RAMS. With commercial
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3. Shared versus buried contacts. Overlapping the first and the second polysilicon
INTER LEVEL
OXIDE
POLYSILICON 2

layers forms ashared contact, eliminating the
need for aburied-contact mask step and thus
providing better oxide integrity.

tion of cell-oxide integrity and by reducing the "polysilicon haze" effect.
Because the storage array must use
transistors with such small effective
gates, chip noise has to be controlled.
The reliability of adevice can be affected by hot-electron injection. In
fact, however, high-gain transistors,
such as those used in the output
process equipment, semiconductor fabrication lines oper- drivers, inject carriers in all directions when in saturaating on 2.5-µm rules run at 8 to 14 defects per square tion. The present generation of 16-K static RAMS store
inch. Further improvements can be obtained through in- less charge per bit than do 64-K dynamic RAMS, so those
house design and fabrication of certain key pieces of electrons that escape the high-gain transistor's depletion
automated process equipment.
region can extinguish data on any positive node. Internal
The cutting down of gate delays depends on a high- noise injection, alpha-particle sensitivity, and system
speed transistor structure whose key features are the noise immunity are therefore key issues in the data integvirtual elimination of gate-to-drain physical overload and rity of static RAMS, not just of dynamic RAMS.
some variation of the graded drain structure. As effective
Another approach is to lay out the powerful output
gate lengths approach 1to 1.5 gm, however, hot-electron transistors as far from the cell array as possible and to
injection caused by charge buildup in the gate-oxide edge increase the effective distance still more by processes, like
can affect long-term reliability—in addition to the usual substrate-oxygen control or surface denuding, that reduce
effects of small gate lengths on yield and speed.
minority-carrier lifetimes. In general, the size of any
Wide transistors suffer from reduced transconductance transistor to be used in saturation—especially the 16because as the charge builds up, the apparent threshold output drive devices—must be held to aminimum. Layvoltage rises locally near the edge of the field oxide. The ing them out is complicated by the need for asubstantial
smallest transistors, and narrow ones, suffer amore gen- grounding structure to hold the substrate voltage at syseralized threshold increase as the built-up charge extends tem ground as these eight outputs switch in unison.
further into the gate oxide. Eventually, the smallest tranIf the resistance between device ground and system
sistors can fail completely.
ground is higher than 0.1 ohm, the noise generated on
the device-ground plane can exceed the device's gate
Combing process with design
threshold and generate incorrect data—especially if the
Improving the speed-power product that corresponds outputs are working into a high impedance. Minimizing
to effective gate lengths of 1.5 ;£m and less requires the resistance to system ground and loading the outputs
changing the basic gate structure to minimize or elimi- cut the noise level on the chip's groundplane. Separating
nate hot-electron injection. Several techniques come to the outputs' groundplane from the ground of the rest of
hand. One requires no additional masking or implant the device seems to work, too.
steps: using the first polysilicon masking resist to mask
Because of small geometries, input levels on a 45-ns
against the reactive-ion etching of the gate oxide. The static RAM are inherently more sensitive to voltage
process rules out an anisotropic polysilicon etch, which changes. The smallest devices are not used in the first
would not generate enough polysilicon undercut. The stage of any input. With the rapid propagation of any
resulting 0.25-gm oxide gate spacer can now be used as change, the testing and use of the device becomes more
an implant mask against a very low-energy arsenic critical. Noise or degraded input levels resulting from
source-drain implant energy because the oxide spacer slow rise or fall times quickly show up in degraded
becomes the doping source in subsequent thermal performance—slower access times and pattern sensitivprocessing.
ities, for instance. Proper grounding and clean input sigFurther, the physical gate-to-drain overlap can be vir- nals are needed for optimum performance.
tually eliminated by oxidizing the first layer of polysiliTo produce astable negative voltage of half the supply
con before the second is deposited. The resulting device value, Motorola chose asubstrate-bias generator that cut
structure has low gate delays (thanks to its low effective junction capacitances and threshold-voltage body factors,
gate length), low Miller capacitance, and low hot-elec- supplied enough substrate current to mitigate hot holes,
tron injection.
and could power-down to reduce standby current. An
This structure succeeds in reducing the process to only internal chip-disable signal was provided as well, to preeight mask steps. The substitution of a shared contact vent any circuit action until the substrate-bias voltage
shorting the first and second polysilicon layers for the reached —2 v during power-supply power-up, thereby entraditional buried contact (Fig. 3) is especially significant suring that input transients cannot destroy the circuit
because it improves device yields by avoiding the disrup- during power-up cycles.
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Enhanced version
of Bell Labs' Unix
serves fault-tolerant
multiprocessor system
In this on-line, transaction-processing,
multiuser setup, messages keep
inactive backup processes up to date,
and afaster file system boosts performance
by Sam Glazer,

Auragen Systems Corp., Fort Lee, N. J.

The several commercial variants of AT&T Bell Laboratories' Unix operating system have modifications that
make them more suitable than the original for most
small-business applications. Yet none delivers the performance and reliability needed for large-scale business applications like on-line transaction processing, expected to
be one of most pervasive uses for computers in business
during the 1980s. Auragen's system 4000, a new faulttolerant distributed-multiprocessor system built around
an enhanced version of Unix System III called Auros,
was developed to meet the needs of those multiuser
transaction-processing applications.
Besides adding a special message-communications
mechanism, Auros adds Unix enhancements for other

aspects of on-line transaction processing, including separate system servers for distributed processing, a modified
Unix file system (see "Adding reliability and speed to the
Unix file system," below), faster process creation, faster
process switching, and more efficient priority dispatching
for better performance. Because these modifications affect the Unix kernel internally only and preserve all
system calls, existing Unix System III utilities and application programs can run unaltered under Auros.
Commercial on-line—transaction processing requires
continuous availability; downtime is disruptive, expensive, and can immediately cut revenue. A system must
also expand easily and be flexible enough so that existing
hardware and software remain usable as processing re-

Adding reliability and speed to the Unix file system
The standard Unix file system caches data written to disk: if
acrash occurs before file-descriptor (i-node) information is
actually written to the disk, the new data blocks would be
inaccessible. Similarly, if updated i
-node information was
written to disk and the crash occurred before the new data
blocks were written, the old data would be inaccessible.
Auros provides a more reliable file system because the
file server maintains "previous" and "current" file systems.
The previous system, a consistent read-only structure on
disk, is created during the last synchronization. All i
-node
information that is needed to access files in this system is
secure and cannot be lost. The current system, which
resides partly on disk and partly in memory buffers, includes
all changes made since the last synchronization. When the
file server is synchronized, it writes memory-resident data
from the current file system into free blocks on the disk,
rather than overwriting any data in the previous file system.
Once stored, the old current system becomes the new
previous one, and the disk blocks occupied by the old
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previous system become available for use. If a crash
occurs, the current file system can be rebuilt from the
previous system by performing all write requests received
since the last synchronization.
Besides this reliability, the Auros file system adds the high
performance needed for transaction processing. For improved record access, Auros reads data in 2-K-byte blocks
in order to minimize the number of seek operations needed
to read a record. Also, for better performance in write
operations, Auros performs all writes at once to contiguous
areas on the disk whenever the system is synchronized.
For an extra measure of reliability and performance, all
disk operations occur in parallel to two identical, or mirrored,
disks. Besides ensuring that data will not be lost even if a
disk fails, mirrored disks improve file system performance
even during normal processing. Since the data on the two
disks is identical, the file manager is free to select the disk
that can access the data fastest, that is, the disk with its
head closest to the desired data.
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quirements change. In operation, the system must ensure
data reliability, high performance for fast response in the
face of many simultaneous
transactions, and ease of use
for programmers as well as for
application users.
Expandable system
Auragen's distributed-multiprocessor system 4000
meets all these requirements by using clusters of tightly
coupled microprocessors. These separate microprocessors
serve separate system functions for terminal input/output, disk i/o, application processing, and operating-system activities. Because these functions do not compete
for the resources of a single central processing unit, the
system's performance remains high, even as the number
and type of on-line transactions increase. A typical faulttolerant system loosely couples two of these clusters, but
can expand to 32 clusters without requiring redesign of
applications.
In building aversion of Unix to run on this distributed
multiprocessor and multicluster architecture, Auragen
made a basic change in the calls for some operatingsystem services. In standard Unix, file I/O and terminal
vo services are kernel functions. For example, a user
process issuing aREAD enters the kernel mode and then
directly executes the file-handling and device-driver routines. On completing these operations, the process returns to the user mode and continues execution.

tween user processes in different clusters. Kernel functions in Auros include message handling, automatic fault
tolerance, and determination of processes able to execute.
For maximum system performance, system 4000's operating-system components are distributed in a way that
complements the specialization of the cluster's separate
modules (Fig. 1). The page, process, and file servers all
run along with user programs in the work processor—a
pair of MC68010 microprocessors that share a demandpaged memory-management unit. At any time, each
68010 runs a different user program or system server
that resides in the cluster's main memory.
The irry server runs in the communications processor,
which handles communications protocols using its own
MC68000 with 256 K-bytes of local memory. Operatingsystem—kernel functions, including fault-tolerance support, are handled by the executive processor, which has
its own MC68000 and 256-K-byte local random-access
memory. Finally, abit-slice processor handles data access
to mass storage devices like disk and tape, and manages
functions such as optimizing the disk head's movement.

Processor clusters

Every cluster in asystem has an executive processor, a
work processor, and at least 1megabyte of shared memory. Individual clusters can be configured with different
combinations of communications processors, disk-tape
processors, and up to 8 megabytes of main memory to
support communications-intensive, data-base—intensive,
or computational-intensive transaction applications.
Each cluster uses its own copy of the Auros kernel;
however, system servers are available throughout the sysSpecial servers
tem. The queue-and-count message system described beIn Auros, file-handling routines and terminal-wo func- low makes it possible for asystem process running in one
tions are removed and run as special system servers, or cluster to serve another cluster.
privileged-user processes. In addition to the file server
This ability to spread operating-system services across
and terminal (TTY) server, Auros uses apage server, for clusters is especially desirable when individual clusters
demand-paged virtual-memory management, and a pro- are configured for specialized processing. In addition to
cess server, to keep track of and balance the load be- distributing servers within asingle system, Auros system
servers also can be distributed over a
local network such as Ethernet or
Omninet. The only restriction on disFXf CUTIVE PROCESSOR
WORK PROCESSOR
tributing servers is that the terminal
MC68000 MICROPROCESSOR
TWO MC68010 MICROPROCESSORS
server and the file server must run in
AUROS KERNEL
PAGE, PROCESS, AND FILE SERVERS
the cluster attached to the devices
APPLICATION PROGRAMS
they access.
Auragen's enhancements to Unix
CLUSTER BUS
enable programs to access any file,
terminal, or communications line
without knowing its location. These
CLUSTER MAIN MEMORY
enhancements further allow any pro1TO 8MEGABYTES OF MEMORY
gram running under Auros to exeDEMAND-PAGED VIRTUAL MEMORY
cute in any cluster or at any localnetwork node, without the user being
COMMUNICATIONS PROCESSOR
MC68000 MICROPROCESSOR
TERMINAL SERVER
COMMUNICATIONS PROTOCOLS

DISK ANO TAPE PROCESSOR
HIGH SPEED BIT SLICE PROCESSOR

1. Cluster. Within a cluster, separate processors handle system, application, communications, and mass-storage functions. Building afault-tolerant system then becomes a
matter of hooking together two or more individual clusters and letting the queue and
count mechanism keep track of messages.
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2. So far, so good. After the terminal server
and application processor have sent messages 1M and 2M, respectively, the queue
and count system sets the count in the corre-

2M

1M
APPLICATION
PROGRAM

TTY SERVER

sponding backup processors to one. The

FILE SERVER

appropriate backup processors have queued
copies of the original messages, too.

aware of where it's executing. Auros
is free to make optimal use of system
resources by starting programs in the
cluster that has the least load.

o

o

1M

2M

APPLICATIONPROGRAM
BACKUP

TTY-SERVER
BACKUP

FILE-SERVER
BACKUP

Queue and count
Auragen's primary enhancement
to Unix was integrating the queue and count message
system with the Unix kernel. The queue and count message system controls all interprocess communication and
provides the fundamental mechanism for Auragen fault
tolerance. All fault-tolerant systems require hardware duplication so that if one part fails another is available to
take over and continue its work. Auragen's multiple cluster architecture provides this hardware duplication. Still,
programs also require duplication; every program in a
fault-tolerant system has two copies—a primary that
does the actual processing, and a nonexecuting backup
that can continue the work if the primary should fail.
Through its control of all interprocess message communication, the Auros queue and count message system
makes Auragen's multiple clusters appear to the user as a
single sytem, and ensures that backup programs have all
the information needed to take over should a failure
occur. In queue and count, whenever a primary process
receives a message, the corresponding backup process
receives it, too, and saves it in a queue. The backup
would process the message only if it had to take over for
the primary. In addition to this queue of incoming messages, backups keep acount of all outgoing messages sent
by their corresponding primaries. Upon recovery, this
count is used to avoid sending redundant messages.
Just how this all works can best be understood
through asimple example of asystem with three primary
processes—a rrY server, an application program, and a
file server—and three corresponding backup processes.
Here, the primary rry server has sent arequest (message
1M) to the application, which in turn has requested that
arecord be written (message 2M) by the file server. After
the file server has complied and written the record to a file, the queue
and counts in the backups would be
in the state shown in Fig. 2. At this
TTY SERVER
point, the backup rry server and the
backup application process would
each have stored a count of one, al-

occurred once again, the primary application
processor fails after receiving another mesbackup processor is now ready to recreate
the

primary processor's environment

Failure recovery
At this point, the application-program backup will become active and begin to recreate the environment of the
primary-application program by processing its stored
messages. The queue and count message system ensures
that, when abackup process becomes active, it reads the
available input messages in exactly the same order as
they were received by its corresponding primary machine. The count of messages sent by aprimary provides
a means to check that a backup does not resend any
messages.
Initiating the recovery, the application backup reads
the first message on its queue (1M) and, as the primary
did some time ago, generates a write request (here called
2M' because it is physically a different message) to the
backup file server. Now the count mechanism comes into
play. Since the application backup's count is greater than
zero, the system recognizes that 2M' is aduplicated write
request; rather than write the data twice, the system
throws the message away and decrements the count (Fig.
4). Similarly, message 4M' will be thrown away, bringing
the application backup's count to zero.
Now, the application backup reads and processes the
third input message (5M) and generates a third record,

5111
311,1
1M

o

3. Crash. After the scenario in Fig. 1 has

sage from the primary terminal server. The

though the backup application and backup file server
would further have each queued one message (1M and
2M, respectively).
Suppose this sequence of activity is successfully reenacted once. Now, however, as the primary rry server
tries to initiate this series once again, a crash causes the
primary-application process to fail (Fig. 3).

TTY-SERVER
BACKUP

5M
3M
1M

4M
2M

APPLICATION
PROGRAM

o
APPLICATION PROGRAM
BACKUP

FILE SERVER

4M
2M
FILE-SERVER
BACKUP .

by

checking its queue of messages.
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which it requests be written
(message 6M). Since the queue
and count message system
notes that this message was not
previously sent by the primary
(since the remaining count of
messages sent by the corresponding primary is 0), the
message is sent to the (primary) file server, and this third
record is written to the disk.
Thus, the system has recovered by using the application backup to reproduce the state of the primary at the
point that it failed, and normal operation can continue.
Except for amomentary pause during recovery, the user
is unaware the system has suffered afailure. Most importantly, no transactions or data have been lost. Because
the 4000 keeps running despite hardware breakdown,
maintenance engineers can remove, adjust, or replace
hardware modules without bringing the computer down.
To avoid any need for complete recomputation by the
backup upon failure and to keep its message queue from
growing uncontrollably, primaries and backups are periodically synchronized (see "Processor synchronization
schemes," p. 149). This synchronization entails the invocation of the normal page-fault mechanism to update
those pages changed in real memory but not yet updated
in virtual memory. The primary synchronizes its virtual
memory with that of its backup when the depth of the
message queue reaches apreset value. Only the memory
that has changed since the last synchronization and has
not yet been updated in the page file is sent. The contents of all message queues and counts are discarded,
since recovery can now proceed from the new synchronization point.
Health maintenance
In any fault-tolerant system, if afailure goes undetected, the integrity of the system is corrupted. System
4000's fault-detection mechanisms protect against having
an undetected error propagate erroneous information
through the system. Auros's "system doctor" is responsible for the health of the system. It communicates continuously with each cluster, checking cluster status and
requesting the cluster to run diagnostics periodically. If
the cluster reports errors or fails to communicate, the
system doctor initiates recovery.
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In addition to the system doctor, system 4000 keeps
parity on all address, control, and data paths to detect
any single-bit error. Besides hardware parity, Auragen's
system runs operating-system sanity checks whenever an
operating-system subroutine is called. These tests ensure
that only legal parameters pass to the operating system.
High performance
In keeping with typical transaction-processing environments, atransaction application in the system 4000 consists of many small programs for activities like formatting and displaying a screen, reading input from the
terminals, and executing data-base requests. These programs handle one particular type of function for asingle
user and are characteristically short-lived and vo-bound.
At any moment, each terminal could be executing any
one such transaction program out of the hundred or so
available in an on-line—transaction system. This environment is very different from the typical Unix time-sharing
environment, where users execute single long-running
programs that are typically compute-bound (for example,
text
editors,
compilers,
and
number-crunching
applications).
For high performance in on-line transactions, asystem
must rapidly create and manage large numbers of processes. When a process is created, communication channels need to be established, and a process control block
containing the information that the operating system
needs to control the task must be set up. In the system
4000, all transaction programs run under aspecial transaction shell.
When auser logs onto atransaction system, acopy of
the transaction shell is created, which in turn opens
communication channels to the rry server and the file
server. All transaction programs that the user subsequently runs are forked by the transaction shell and, as
in standard Unix, inherit these channels. Transaction
processes can be created quickly because the channels do
not have to be re-established every time adifferent transaction program is invoked. Another feature that speeds
process creation in the system 4000 is that the process
control block for all programs is maintained by the executive processor rather than by the work processor.
Multiple users of on-line—transaction applications share
aset of programs. A program cannot be executed unless
its instructions and initial data reside in memory. In an
on-line—transaction environment, where processes are
constantly being created, process creation cannot tolerate the overhead
associated with reading in the entire
program from disk. Standard Unix
FILE SERVER
keeps the read-only portion of commonly used programs in main
memory.
4. Checkout. The failure of the primary application processor has caused its backup to

APPLICATION
PROGRAM
BACKUP

FILE SERVER
BACKUP

retrieve the queued messages in order, here
denoted by the message number's placement inside the box. Since the backup's
count is greater than zero, the backup throws
away the repeated message at bottom.
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Processor synchronization schemes
Schemes for saving—then restoring—the execution state
of a computer form the heart of fault-tolerant systems.
Hardware redundancy plays a critical role, of course. In
addition, though, a careful choice of software techniques
can squeeze high performance out of the hardware complement without losing fault tolerance.
Auragen's method of providing fault tolerance has several advantages over other approaches. Some achieve fault
tolerance by connecting two systems and having each work
simultaneously on the same problem—a solution used
extensively in military applications since the 1950s. Such
"duplexed" systems provide instantaneous recovery upon
failure and do not require special fault-tolerant programming. But the extra hardware needed for fault tolerance
yields no extra performance during normal processing.
In the mid 1970s, Tandem introduced the checkpointing
approach to fault tolerance. In fault-tolerant systems of this
kind, backup hardware can do some productive work during
normal operation because the backup programs are nonexecuting. However, the checkpointing method of informing
backups about the state of their corresponding primaries is
very different from Auragen's queue and count method.
In a Tandem system, primary programs contain special
checkpointing instructions. When aprimary program checkpoints, it suspends normal execution and sends its backup a
copy of its stack and data. The primary program resumes
normal execution after the backup's stack and data have

This copy of a program's instructions can be shared by
all the program's users. Each user, however, has a separate copy of a program's modifiable data segment. In
standard Unix, this initial variable set must always be
read in from disk. In Auros, commonly used transaction
programs keep a copy of their original-data space in a
cluster's main memory, and the transaction shell can
quickly create a transaction process: it simply copies the
memory-resident data into another memory location.
Process switching in the system 4000 is fast and uses a
minimum of the work processor's resources. Process
switching involves copying the current state of a user
process into a main-memory location. The state of a
process is stored in 16 general-purpose registers and 8
memory-management registers. The work processor can
switch quickly between processes by saving and restoring
these 24 registers. Auros further reduces process-switching time by having the executive processor maintain a list
of runnable processes sorted by priority. When a work
processor switches processes, it simply executes the first
task on the list

Application development
System 4000 augments Unix's extensive program-development utilities with additional facilities for user-interface design. The system's screen painter—screen manager
allows programmers to create formatted screens by
"drawing" the desired form. The screen painter interactively prompts the programmer for field name, editing
criteria, and video attributes.
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been updated. Sending checkpoints slows down the primary program during normal processing. Besides, handling
frequent, large checkpoint messages takes up asignificant
amount of the processing resources both of primary and
backup hardware. Finally, special knowledge is required to
write fault-tolerant programs.
No special programming is required to develop faulttolerant applications on the Auragen system because the
queue and count message system, which is part of the
Auros kernel, automatically initiates and handles the rebuilding of the system. Although the checkpointing technique of Tandem's allow a more rapid recovery (1 s), its
overhead slows performance during normal operation.
On the other hand, Auragen's queue and count mechanism trades a slightly longer recovery period (4 to 5 seconds) for better performance during normal operation. Synchronization occurs less frequently than checkpointing.
Furthermore, primary processes are not slowed by the
synchronization process, because they need not wait for
synchronization to complete.
In Auragen's system, all work processors are available for
productive work during normal operation. Moreover, few of
the resources of Auragen's executive processors are needed to maintain backup message queues. Because Auragen
completely integrates fault-tolerant operations into the kernel, source code that runs under standard Unix will run
without modification in fault-tolerant mode under Auros.

Upon exiting the screen painter, the screen manager
generates the program code needed for screen display
and control. Any C-, Cobol-, or Pascal-transaction application can use this screen by including simple screen
READ and WRITE statements in the program. The screen
manager handles the display, editing, and reading of all
screens. If the user enters incorrect data, the screen manager will flag the field in error and prompt for re-input.
The majority of cases do not need program code for data
validation.
Aurelate, Auragen's relational—data-base—management
system, simplifies program development by freeing programmers from having to be concerned about physical
storage techniques. Aurelate's Host Language Interface
allows programmers to use SQL, an English-like query
language, as a sublanguage embedded within a host programming language. The Aurelate precompiler preprocesses any C, Fortran, or Cobol programs that use SQL as
a data sublanguage interface. SQL automatically selects
the best data-access paths.
To make the system easy to learn and use, Auros adds
two user interfaces to standard Unix's more complex
shell command language. The Auroshell interface provides a subset of commonly used commands that have
mnemonic names and follow simple syntactic rules. Auros's visual interface allows users to work with files by
pointing to file names with the screen cursor and pressing labeled keys for the desired functions.
[11
Earlier articles in this Unix series ran in the issues of July 28, 1983, p. 114 and p. 118; Aug. 11.
p. 127; Sept. 8, pp. 108-117; and Sept. 22. p. 159.
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Delta regulator stabilizes
uninterruptible-power systems
Three-phase magnetic regulator prevents phase shifts and keeps
power flowing during shorts, overloads, and system failures
by Howard H. Bobry,

LorTec Power Systems Inc., North Ridgeville, Ohio

CI The uninterruptible-power system that puts out ac
power through a delta-regulated inverter is the one most
likely to live up to its name today. Because such systems
cope very well with sloppy line power, unbalanced loads,
sudden changes in load current, shorts, overloads, and

subsystem failures, they can supply stable power continuously to computers and other critical loads.
Delta regulation—the key improvement—gets its name
from the traditional delta (three-wire) connection for
polyphase power transformers. Today's magnetic circuit,

Electronically controlled inverters get complicated
All modern inverters have solid-state electronic circuits to
convert adc input into ac waveforms. But some regulate the
ac output with magnetic components designed to saturate
at aspecific voltage, whereas others control the waveform
generator through electronic-feedback and logic circuits.
Most electronically controlled inverters generate the original ac waveform with either pulse-width modulators or
step-wave synthesizers. The output sine waves, represented by the colored lines in figures (a) and (b)—are obtained
by filtering the original waveforms. In both cases, the
original waveform's magnitude is not controlled because it
is afunction of the inverter's unregulated dc input.
The pulse-width-modulated system corrects output errors by varying the duty cycle, which it must control not only
to regulate output but also to produce alow-distortion sine
wave without excessive filtering. Step waves require less

la)
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filtering than pulse-width-modulated waveforms do because they approximate a sine wave, but their other functions are more complex.
Step-wave inverters change transformer taps or add
multiple square waves. One version corrects output errors
by varying the phase displacement between two inverters.
Another varies the inverter's input with a feedback-controlled dc-dc converter. But whether two inverters or a
converter and an inverter are used, two power-conversion
circuits are needed.
Pulse-width-modulated and step-wave inverters share
some problems. Both are complex. Neither has amagnetic
circuit's protection against output shorts; they must rely on
control circuits to cut currents rapidly back to safe levels.
Also, both rely on a control loop remaining stable under
conditions that are hard for closed-loop designs to handle.

PULSEWIDTH MODULATION
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1. Two methods. In basic three-phase regulation methods, a line-line (delta) regulator
keeps phase angles at 120° by stabilizing

oA

OA

phase-to-phase voltages (a). A line-neutral
regulator stabilizes each phase's voltage but
may not stabilize phase angles (b).

however, works with three solid-state
square-wave generators to convert
unregulated dc power into threephase ac power. It gives ahigh-power, magnetically regulated inverter
oc
better worst-case performance than
typical electronically controlled in(a)
verters can.
Magnetic regulation is generally
preferred in high-power systems because magnetic components are as a rule simpler, more rugged, and much
stabler than electronic feedback-control circuits (see
"Electronically controlled inverters get complicated,"
p. 150). Electronic controls do have size and weight advantages, but standby batteries and other backup subsystems make uninterruptible systems bulky, anyhow.
Still, most three-phase inverters, whether magnetic or
electronic, have difficulty preventing phase shifts. In LorTec's Delta Magnetic systems, a saturating-reactor network transfers energy from phase to phase. Its energybalancing action keeps the ac output's three sine-wave
components properly phased during load imbalances
large enough to deregulate conventional three-phase
designs.
The same network also acts as a"flywheel" that keeps
power flowing properly during fluctuations in load-current magnitude and direction. Furthermore, it prevents
power stoppages. An uninterruptible-power system overcomes overloads and internal failures by transferring
loads to alternate ac sources. The network's stored energy gives the uninterruptible-power system enough time to
identify and bypass a failure before the failing output
disrupts the load's operation.
Three better than one, if ...
Delta Magnetic systems supply 15 to 125 kilowatts to
loads that may contain many computer, communications,
instrumentation, or control subsystems. Since the regulators are the output stages, they must tolerate large, dynamic changes in load magnitude or power factor, shifts
in per-phase loading, and peaky, discontinuous load currents that may fluctuate between the source and the sink
directions.
Delta regulation was chosen because it is inherently a
three-phase voltage-regulation technique: three phases are
smoother and more efficient than one as long as the
three sine-wave components are kept in proper phase
relationship. If not, the loads' own power supplies may
put out sloppy dc power or, more likely today, interrupt
computers and microprocessors by malfunctioning.
Most magnetic regulators are based on a single-phase
device—the ferroresonant (or constant-voltage) transformer. In single-phase inverters, the de input is converted into asquare wave, which is regulated and filtered by
a transformer and capacitors. The ferroresonant-based
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regulator produces aphase shift between the square wave
and the output sine wave that varies with load magnitude
and power factor, but this is no great problem in singlephase designs.
The three-phase adaptation, however, is essentially
three single-phase inverters tied together, with the square
waves separated 120° in phase. When loads become unbalanced, as they often do in high-power applications,
the three sine waves at the regulator output have different phase shifts. These differences can build to the point
where they distort the ac sine wave and deregulate the
output. Most electronically controlled inverters also find
phase shifts difficult.
Ferroresonant designs do not prevent phase shifts because they regulate line-neutral voltages—that is, they
regulate the voltage between the sine-wave components
at each phase and the common connection of the ac bus.
In contrast, adelta regulator controls line-line (phase-tophase) voltages, thus inherently maintaining the proper
relationship between line-line and line-neutral voltages:
VL., = VL.Nx 1.732
This relationship holds true when—and only when—the
phase angles are precisely 120°.
The conceptual difference between line-line and lineneutral regulation is best seen on vector diagrams (Fig.
1). The voltages between phases—+A, +Hp and 4.c- are
equalized; in line-line (delta) regulation, the vector diagram is an equilateral triangle; the phase angles must
each be 120% and the line-neutral voltages are also
equalized. But line-neutral voltages can be equalized
even though phase angles vary, so line-line voltages may
not be regulated.
Balancing the output voltages
In the Delta Magnetic inverter, the three square-wave
generators are linked by a conventional, three-phase isolation transformer to an inductance-capacitance network
designed for line-line regulation and sine-wave filtering.
There are delta (three-wire) connections between the solid-state input circuits and the transformer's primary
windings, and also between the network and high-voltage
taps on the transformer's secondary windings. The threephase lines and the neutral, or common connection, of
the conventional output bus have a Y connection.
The input configuration improves short-circuit protec-
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(a)

The output inductors are all saturable reactors, and
capacitors help them saturate at the desired sine-wave
amplitudes. Three inductors and capacitors filter the output, while another three inductors are responsible primarily for the line-line regulation. These are doublewound so that each connects to two transformer
windings. The network draws nearly sinusoidal current
that varies nonlinearly with voltage (Fig. 2a). If an increasing load tries to pull the output voltage down, for
instance, the network will draw much less current, the
voltage across the input inductors will drop, and the
output voltage will come back to the proper level. The
inverter, in essence, acts as athree-phase shunt regulator.
This design works well with unbalanced loads because
the network transfers energy from phase to phase, thereby balancing the output voltages and stabilizing line-line
voltages. For instance, when atypical 30-kw system was
tested with 100% imbalance in loads—a full load at one
phase and no load at the other two phases—the output
voltage at each phase deviated only a few percent from
nominal values. Conventional magnetic and electronic
designs tolerate only a limited amount of load imbalance—some as little as 20%.
A 'flywheel' keeps it running

(b)

(e)
2. Waveforms. The regulator network draws sinusoidal current with
nonlinear corrections (a). If the inverter input fails, stored energy
prevents asudden drop in output voltage (b). This "flywheel" effect
gives the system time to transfer the load to another power supply (c).

tion and simplifies the filtering of odd harmonics on the
waveforms. Linear (nonsaturating) inductors are used to
limit inverter current to asafe value, even with abolted
short on the output. The three-wire connection also eliminates triple harmonics (3rd, 9th, 15th, and so on), which
must be filtered heavily in a ferroresonant design to
prevent sine-wave distortions.
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The inductor-capacitor network stores enough energy
to act as an "flywheel" in high-power applications—that
is, as an electrical counterpart of the heavy flywheels that
stabilize engine generators. In normal operation, the
stored energy helps the inverter handle large inrushcurrent loads and loads with pulsating, peaky, or discontinuous current waveforms.
The energy storage also enables the uninterruptiblepower system to operate with a "negative" transfer
time—that is, the uninterruptible-power system can
transfer a load before an overload or failure of a linepower rectifier, battery, or inverter disrupts its ac output.
Ordinarily, transfer time is specified as the time that
output is disrupted while a load is transferred to an
alternate ac source. A typical transfer-time specification
is 4 milliseconds. In other words, the "uninterruptible"
output would be interrupted for almost 1
/ cycle before
4
the bypass restored it.
The delta design keeps the output alive, even with a
bolted short across the inverter's dc input bus. Such
shorts not only stop the energy flow from the inverter
modules to the output but also reverse the current flow.
Energy from the rest of the inverter must feed the fault
as well as the load. Yet the delta-regulated inverter can
still supply the load without significant output-voltage
deterioration for about 11 milliseconds, or 2/3 cycle at
full load (Fig. 2b). This gives the uninterruptible-power
system time to detect the short and transfer the load
before the output fails (Fig. 2c).
All this is accomplished with a reliable design. There
are no electronic voltage-control circuits to become unstable and fail. The solid-state input circuits are protected by the magnetic components, which are constructed
of heavy iron and copper to ensure stability for the life of
the system. And the output capacitors are fused,
alarmed, and redundant to the extent that about 25%
would have to fail to significantly affect the output. E
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Family of personal Lisp machines
speeds Al program development
Three computers designed to run Interlisp-D implementation
provide personal programming work stations for artificial intelligence
by Beau Sheil, Xerox Special Information Systems, Palo Alto, Calif.
D As programmers explore artificial-intelligence applications, they often find themselves stepping off into the
unknown, for the mimicking of human thought processes
by computers still has many uncharted areas. The Xerox
1100 family of programming work stations is designed to
enhance the productivity of programmers working on
these difficult problems. These machines are well-suited
to the specialized demands of program writing in application areas such as expert systems, knowledge-based systems, and interactive graphics interfaces between operator and machine.
Such problem areas are fundamentally different from
the usual computer applications, for the design specifications are extremely fluid: discoveries made during implementation can dictate changes in the design. Thus, the
programmer must use what is known as exploratory development: simultaneous design and implementation accomplished by progressive refinement of both.
This type of programming requires distinctive software
tools. In the case of the 1100 family, this software is the
Interlisp-D system, acomprehensive, integrated programming environment based on the Lisp programming language. Many of the facilities in Interlisp-D were originally developed on large mainframes. Implementing this
software on the much smaller 1100 series hardware constituted a significant design challenge.
The 1100 family is a striking mixture of similarities
and contrasts. Since the three machines—the 1108, 1100,
and 1132—range in price and performance by almost a
factor of 10, the underlying architectures are clearly very different. On
the other hand, they all support exactly the same software environment—compatible to the extent that
arunning program can be stopped in
midcomputation, moved between different members of the family, and be
started again from where it left off
without losing any state.
1. Exploration. The

Xerox

1108

explor-

atory-programming system consists of a bitmapped, multiwindow graphics terminal and
mouse cursor controller. The system processor, 1.5 megabytes of main memory, and disk
drives in aseparate cabinet.
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This level of compatibility means that all three machines must provide effective solutions to the same set of
distinctive performance issues of the Interlisp software.
These solutions depend on a few key common points in
the three architectures, which in turn have decisively
shaped the software implementation.
Each machine in the 1100 family is designed to be a
personal work station for an individual programmer. The
primary tools serving the user may be seen in the photograph of the Xerox 1108, the smallest of the 1100 machines (Fig. 1). The processing unit, memory, and local
disk are all contained in the small cabinet next to the
desk. The large-format, bit-mapped display offers not
only text, in a variety of fonts, but a full range of
graphics including line and curve drawing and digitized
and half-tone illustrations. The 1100 and 1132 support
color and gray-scale bit-mapped displays, which provide
an even wider range of options for information display.
The user has ahigh-bandwidth channel to the machine
in the form of amouse, or pointing device (shown in the
user's right hand in the 1108 photo) that, by sensing
horizontal motion of the user's hand, allows direct specification of objects displayed on the screen. Not visible is
the local-network capability, which permits the 1100 user
to access various shared facilities such as large-capacity
file systems, electronic printers, and message store-andforward services.
Using these hardware capabilities, a variety of tools
can be provided to enhance aprogrammer's productivity.
These include more effective versions
of the traditional programming tools,
such as code editors and debuggers,
and facilities such as document creation, local and remote file management, and electronic mail. Programmers, like any other professional
workers, can reap significant benefits
from such nonprogramming professional support tools.
However, these are now standard
features in professional work stations
or state-of-the-art programming environments for conventional programming languages. The most striking
feature of the 1100 family is its ability to provide extensive programmer
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Design by successive approximation
Expert systems, interactive interfaces between computer
and user, and artificial intelligence applications are all
characterized by highly unstable design specifications. Unlike conventional applications, in which the design can be
worked out fairly well before implementation begins, designs in these areas must be explored and tried out before
the specifications can be nailed down. In short, the designer
has to build it before he or she can specify it.
For example, in the case of aknowledge-based system,
the designer usually simply does not know what will be
required to solve the problem. Not only does the problem
look difficult, but human thought processes that seem
straightforward often turn out to exhibit subtle interactions
and complexities when applied mechanically. Some of
these can be detected in paper and pencil exercises.
Others, however, simply do not arise until the problem or
knowledge base reaches acertain size. Thus, the developer must embark on an implementation facing the almostcertain prospect that he will have to change his mind about
it in response to unanticipated difficulties.
The same problem arises in interactive graphics systems.
Despite the recently developed understanding of techniques such as menu-directed interactions, multiple windows, and other modern graphics features, the design
space is still enormous and relatively unexplored. Most new
applications seem to require some extension to the known

support for the radically unconventional software systems required for exploratory development. This support
is best appreciated in the context of the application areas
in which it arises.
Unconventional programming
Extended experimentation on large systems can be carried out only if the processes of design and implementation are carried out together (see "Design by successive
approximation," above). Without such an interleaving,
the empirical results of the experimentation are not available in time to influence the design significantly. Unfortunately, virtually all conventional programming methodology is based on the assumption that the process of
program development is one of unfolding the consequences of an unchanging design.
Not only are the techniques that are effective for such
an unfolding generally ineffective if the design is volatile,
but they may positively impede both design and implementation. For example, a standard software engineering
technique is the use of multiple, redundant specifications
to help detect inconsistencies. While this tactic is effective if the design remains stable, it is counterproductive
under conditions of design volatility, because each of the
many design changes that must be made requires changing the code in many different places.
For this reason, application domains such as artificial
intelligence, where design volatility is the norm, have
developed programming environments that facilitate the
rapid development of large programs under conditions of
design instability. These exploratory development envi-
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techniques for displaying information to, and receiving input
from, the user. Consequently, each designer is faced with
the choice of ignoring these intuitions or striking out into
unknown terrain.
Furthermore, even if the designer confines himself to
known techniques, anticipating how aparticular design will
"feel" is still extremely difficult, largely because of the very
tight, but ill-understood, tolerances that human perceptual
systems impose on things like the latency of feedback.
Consequently, the designer of the machine-human interface must expect several iterations of acompletely working
prototype before the design becomes acceptable.
The need for experimentation reflects areal limit on how
prescient the designer can expect to be, rather than a
simple unwillingness to work out the consequences of a
design in advance. Furthermore, the experiments cannot be
limited to making afew quick sorties using toy examples and
then reverting to a normal implementation strategy. Many
applications require much more thorough exploration. The
interesting issues may simply not arise in the small example;
the interactive interface may seem fine as long as no one is
actually trying to use it to get real work done.
Experimentation may require afull-size model. Nor is the
process always quick. It is sobering to remember that even
the simple desk telephone is the result of evaluating some
2,500 design prototypes.

ronments provide both a programming language suited
for exploratory programming (such as Lisp) and a set of
tools for managing the programs being developed.
The most sophisticated programming environments
provide integrated programming tools. For example, the
Interlisp system notices whenever aprocedure is changed
through editing or redefinition. The program analyzer
then discards any existing analysis, so that incorrect answers are not given on the basis of old information. The
same mechanism notifies the program management subsystem—and eventually the user, at session's end—that
the corresponding program file needs updating. In addition, the Interlisp system remembers the previous state so
that, at any subsequent time, the programmer can undo
the change and retreat—undoing all the dependent
changes and notifications as well. This level of cooperation among tools provides immense power to the programmer by eliminating enormous amounts of detail that
would otherwise have to be managed.
Speaking the language
A key characteristic of any language designed for exploratory development is letting the programmer defer
design choices as long as possible. There are four major
ways in which Lisp defers commitments that have significant impact on the implementaion of large programs.
First, Lisp supports dynamic storage allocation with
automatic reclamation—the programmer can allocate
new storage freely, and the system keeps track of usage
and reclaims pieces of memory once they are no longer
in use. Thus, the programmer need no longer keep track
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of all the possible access paths to each block of storage;
doing so is very difficult if the program structure is liable
to unpredictable change.
Second, Lisp supports dynamic typing of variables;
that is, the type of data associated with each variable is
not fixed when a procedure is written but can vary each
time it is called, or even within a single call. This allows
the programmer to experiment with the representations
to be used. For example, very general but inefficient
structures can be used in early versions of a program,
and they can be made more efficient after experimentation has firmed up their specifications.
Third, Lisp allows procedures to make free reference
to variables. That is, a procedure may use variables that
are not bound within any lexically enclosing scope. The
binding that is accessed will be found by looking at the
calling procedure's variable bindings, then at that procedure's caller, and so on. Dynamic binding allows aprocedure to receive and return information from procedures
that are arbitrarily far away up the call stack. This
feature can, of course, be used to write quite chaotic
code. In an exploratory context, however, it allows a
programmer to experiment freely with adding new communications paths between different procedures, without
having to reconstruct all possible intervening code.
Dynamic procedure calls
Finally, all procedure calls in Lisp are also dynamic, in
that procedures are indirectly addressed by name only, so
their actual definitions can vary. In its simplest use, the
programmer can change the behavior of a piece of code
by changing, even at run time, the definition of some
procedure that it calls. More sophisticated applications
include packaging procedure definitions with the data
values upon which they are to operate—often called object-oriented programming—so that each piece of data
contains adescription of its behavior, as well as its value.
From an exploratory-programming point of view, all
four of these language features are well-motivated, but
their inclusion comes at some cost. Automatic storage
management clearly requires the software to keep track
of what is in use. Dynamic typing requires at least one
level of indirection for each variable reference because
the values assigned to the variable from one moment to
the next may occupy different amounts of space. Free
variable references might take a lot of processing because
the target of the reference could be way up the calling
stack. Finally, the dynamic binding of procedures requires not only additional work to retrieve the body of
the procedure, but considerably more work to check the
arguments given against the specifications found in the
procedure that is retrieved.
For this reason, Lisp has always been considered an
expensive language in terms of the computational power
required to support it. Therefore the implementation of
Interlisp for personal machines as small as the 1108
cannot simply be a smaller version of the traditional
implementation strategy.
The hardware base of the 1100 machines is varied,
both in technology and architecture. The largest machine, the 1132 ,is primarily made out of 10,000-series
emitter-coupled-logic circuitry, features a heavily pipe-
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lined architecture, and has a large main-memory cache.
The smaller two, the 1100 and 1108, are both SchottkyTTL machines with little or no pipelining, small hardware
stacks, and no cache.
Like the 1132, the 1100 features a very flexible architecture and arelatively high bandwidth from memory, so
it can support a variety of demanding input/output devices. The 1108, by contrast, achieves higher performance than the 1100 by providing more specialized hardware support for performance-critical areas (for example,
a dual-port memory for the frame buffer) and a more
limited general architecture.
Since the family is intended to serve as personal programming machines, a low unit cost is essential, and one
design strategy that helps is a single processor serving as
both instruction-execution unit and controller of input/
output devices. This double duty supports a variety of
low-cost controlling subsystems for such peripherals as
disk drives and an Ethernet network connection that use
the power of the shared processor.
Exploratory-development programming systems like
Interlisp-D make strong demands on memory, both virtual memory for the large amounts of code required to
provide the rich functionality and real memory for the
large working sets typically encountered. All three 1100
machines provide both a large real memory-1 to 4
megabytes—and a large virtual memory-32 megabytes—plus hardware support for the virtual-to-real—address translation.
An interactive graphics interface with the user is a
hallmark of Interlisp-D, and all three 1100 machines
provide direct support for raster-scanned bit-mapped displays (Fig. 2). Each model allows the programmer to
designate a block of directly accessible main memory to
be used as the frame buffer for the display. With the
frame buffer in main memory, the display may be manipulated directly by the program, albeit at some cost in
memory-bus contention. The primary tool by which programs manipulate the bit map is the bitblt operation,
which transfers blocks of bit-aligned data and possibly
modifies them en route. Although most of these display
functions are provided in microcode, a significant
amount of shifting and masking hardware helps expedite
their operation.
Big software on small machines
The fundamental technique used to implement Interlisp-D on the 1100 family is byte-code emulation. Compiled programs are represented as astream of byte codes
interpreted as instructions to a virtual machine whose
semantics correspond fairly directly to those of the higher-level language. In the case of Interlisp-D, these instructions manipulate a stack from which operands are
obtained and onto which results are pushed.
This approach has three distinct advantages over a
conventional machine-oriented macrocode. It is direct—
no machine-oriented macrocode need be implemented
and the compiler for the higher-level language can compile into a target language much closer to the source
language than a machine-oriented code would be. It is
compact—most higher-level operations and statistically
frequent code sequences can be assigned single byte-
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2. Toole in the window. This screen image shows some of the exploratory programming tools in the Interlisp-D environment. A number of
overlapping windows can be displayed, each of which provides aview of some data or one of the concurrent processes.

codes, leading to great economies of space in the compiled code. Finally, it is efficient—the mapping of frequently used code sequences onto single byte-codes
provides these with essentially direct microcode support.
The 1100 family's hardware provides two critical features for byte-code emulation. First, a moderately large
writable store of 4-K by 36 bits provides enough space so
that quite complex instruction sets can be fully implemented in microcode. Writability allows frequent
changes to be made in the microcode as understanding of
the performance characteristics of the system evolves.
Second, hardware support for the fetching of byte
codes, analyzing them, and providing operands to the
processor provides an essential boost to performance. As
might be expected, the level of hardware support varies
across the family—from the high-performance, pipelined
instruction-fetch unit of the 1132 to the more modest
single-byte (FU of the 1108.
Extensive custom-microcode support, coupled with
careful software design, enabled several new techniques
for achieving high Lisp performance. These techniques
include function calling, automatic storage management,
and linked list calls.
Function calling could require asubstantial amount of
processing because of the memory references required
both for dynamic checking and for building the information that must be left on the stack to enable Interlisp
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features such as unwinding the stack back to a specified
point. Interlisp-D organizes both procedure definitions
and stack frames so that most of the needed material can
be fetched into the cache or hardware stack in a single
operation, after which the most common case can be
recognized and handled very quickly.
Automatic storage management is handled with a
transaction-based reference count system which, once
again, optimizes the most common case—a single
reference.
The principal data structure, linked list cells, uses a
compact encoding that permits two 24-bit data values to
be represented in a 32-bit cell. This is accomplished by
encoding the common cases of one of the values in very
few bits, with a trap value that escapes to a complete
representation in the uncommon case. The savings in
storage is important because it significantly reduces the
amount of main memory required to contain a computation's working set.
The technique is only practical, however, because the
encoding and decoding can be carried out by microcode
in the shadow of other memory references. A macrocode
implementation would incur an intolerable performance
penalty. Efficient software architectures like these, coupled with the ability to provide microcode support for
the time-critical components, result in high Lisp performance on these relatively small machines.
E
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Reactive-ion etching eases restrictions
on materials and feature sizes
With chemical and ion etching, the technique
creates the anisotropic profile needed for VLSI
by David N. K. Wang and Dan Maydan, Applied Materials Inc.. Santa Clara
D By the late 1980s mos devices will cram more than 10 etching and also high production throughput. Its multimillion components onto asingle chip, MOs-based proces- faceted cathode comprises six flat wafer-holders that are
sors will approach speeds of 100 million instructions a located axially in acylindrical bell jar whose walls constisecond, and production design rules will demand features tute the anode. The space between that anode and the
of just under 1micrometer. And when that day comes, it cathode is about 6inches, and the area ratio between the
will come largely from new and improved technologies two of them is about 3:1. These arrangements cut power
for generating and delineating patterns. Etching is the density and contamination from the chamber's walls,
most important of these steps. The etching processes for provide amore uniform etch, and maintain an anisotrothe very large-scale integration of the future will have to pic etch. The chamber is connected to a high-vacuum
etch anisotropic features onto highly complex structures, pumping system that can achieve abase pressure of 10-5
such as refractory metals, silicides, and multilevel alumi- torr and pump the product gases during etching. Capacitively coupled to the cathode is a 13.56-megahertz ranum alloys.
To achieve this capability, the semiconductor industry dio-frequency generator.
has been passing through amajor transition, from wet to
Multilevel resists
dry etching. Fairly soon, dry etching will be used to
fabricate all levels of VLSI devices. Moreover, three years
With device design rules below 1gm it is difficult to
ago, only semi-anisotropic etching' by high-pressure plas- get high resolution, good line-width control, and good
ma etchers was available for pattern transfers. Now step coverage simultaneously. Good step coverage can be
obtained with athick resist—at the expense of resolution
many systems are capable of doing the job—ion-beam
milling, magnetron-ion etching, and reactive ion-beam and line-width control. Higher resolution and good line
width can be achieved with athin resist layer but at the
etching, among others.
Reactive-ion etching seems to be the best technique for expense of good step coverage.
Some multilevel-resist schemes do demonstrate good
high-quality etching of advanced devices. The process
consists of a chemical reaction that is enhanced by resolution, line-width control, and step coverage, all at
the same time. For a two-level structure a thick photocharged particles, mainly ions, bombarding the wafer.
resist layer is applied to the substrate and coated with a
The ions also remove nonvolatile etching inhibitors from
thin layer of organic or inorits surface and in that way
ganic resist. In the three-levpermit etching to continue.
el technique an additional
Since the ions have an inhersacrificial layer, like silicon
ent directionality normal to
dioxide or silicon nitride, is
the surface of the wafer, undeposited atop the thick order proper conditions the
ganic layer before the workchemical reaction can proing resist is applied. First,
ceed in only one direction
the top resist is patterned,
and thus creates an anisotroand then reactive-ion etchpic profile. By selecting gasing delineates that pattern
es properly, the process eninto subsequent layers. To
gineer can establish the
get avertical wall profile, to
different rates of chemical
maintain very good linereactions for different matewidth control, and to avoid
rials and can thereby obtain
1. Reactive-ion etcher. Combining the advantages of plasma and
side-wall redeposition from
highly
selective
etch
ion etching, reactive-ion etchers are ideal for fine-line, verticalsubstrate sputtering during
processes.
overetch, care must be taken
sidewall applications in very large-scale integration. Such asysFigure 1 shows a batch
reactive-ion etcher that can tem employs ahexode chamber and aradio-frequency generator to choose the right gases
and to optimize etch condiprovide both high-quality
capacitively coupled to the reactor's cathode.
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2. Three levels. This three-level resist pattern has been reactively ion-etched over aluminum lines, a technique in which a thick
layer of photoresist is first applied and then
coated with athin layer of organic or inorganic
resist, which in turn is covered by athin layer
of silicon dioxide or nitride.

tions. (See Fig. 2for an example of etching with a threelevel resist pattern over an aluminum surface.) Various
laboratories are evaluating these techniques with a view
to possible applications in the making of advanced VLSI
semiconductor devices.
In integrated circuits, metalization failures occur mainly when the metal does not completely cover the dielec-

tric insulating material, a problem
that is caused by attempts to replicate topography from one device layer to another and by the very high
aspect ratio of contact windows. It is
aproblem that will no doubt become
more pronounced as device dimensions continue to shrink. Complete
step coverage of metal over insulating materials will certainly be very
difficult to achieve.
To date, device manufacturers
have tried to obtain better metal step
coverage
with
high-temperature
(1,100°C) phosphor-doped glass reflow, which smoothes the surface topography and contact-window steps.
But process temperatures in VLSI
chips with shallow junctions or with
multilevel metalization structures
should be considerably lower. A new planarization technique can, however, replace the standard reflow of phosphor-doped glass.
In this new technique, a thick organic layer is spun
atop dielectric materials like nitride or oxide. Since the
organic material has rather low viscosity, flow occurs in
the course of the application or during alow-temperature
bake. The result is a smooth surface
either with gentle steps or with a
completely flat surface, depending
upon the thickness of the organic
material that is applied.
Reactive-ion etching techniques
then etch the organic and the dielectric layers at about the same rate, so
that the profile of the coating organic materials is replicated into the final dielectric layer. The result is a
smooth surface. A nitride layer covering an oxide step is made planar by
spinning a thick layer of resist.
During planarization, the endpoint
between the photoresist and the nitride is readily detected by a laser
interferometer. Controlling the relative etch rates of the dielectric materials and the photoresist mask also
3. Tapered. A tapered contact window is
shown etched through silicon nitride and
polyimide double layers. The silicon nitride is
etched to a 45° slope, while the polyimide
gets a90° angle for one third of its thickness
and a45° angle for the remainder.
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facilitates anisotropic taper contact-window etching,
which is just as important as planarization for good
metalization. Etch-rate ratios from 3: 1to 2: 1produce
a tapered etch slope, from 60° to 40°. Oxygen plasma is
the main source of the photoresist etch, and mixing and
controlling the amount of 0, in the Freon gases that etch
dielectric materials is capable of producing the desired
results.
For certain kinds of device structures, the taper window etch actually requires a somewhat more sophisticated process. One such structure is a contact window that
is opened through a double layer of plasma chemicalvapor—deposited nitride and a thick polyimide, with a
photoresist used as a mask. The etch rate of each layer
must be properly adjusted in order to achieve a slope
that is smooth overall, without changing the dimensions
of the contact. Figure 3 shows the etch profile of such a
three-step in situ process. The top nitride layer was
etched to form a 45° angle, the polyimide was etched
vertically to one third of its thickness, and the remainder
was etched to form a45° angle. The result was the fairly
smooth profile that is required for the subsequent metalization process.
Isolation technology

SILICON NITRIDE
SILICON
DIOXIDE

SILICON

Id)

Si3 N4

-"lib.

SI3 N4

SiO2—

Si

(b)

Si3 N4

Si02

--"111,

--"Ar

I'
SiO 2

Local silicon oxidation—which uses silicon as an oxidation mask, with a thin oxide buffer layer (for stress
Si
relief) between the silicon and nitride—has been the
dominant isolation technology for LS! circuits. As device
Ic)
dimensions are scaled down without a proportionate decrease in the thickness of the field oxide, this conventional process will face the difficulties inherent in the silicon's different oxidation rates in the masked and the
SiO 2
‘..
unmasked regions. Uneven rates of local oxidation produce the well-known "bird's beak" structure around the
Si
perimeter of the nitride mask. Depending on the thickness of the buffer oxide layer, the encroachments formed
Id)
can be 60% to 90% of the field oxide thickness. This
undesired topography not only deprives the device of 4. Localized. Differences in oxidation rates of masked and unmasked
space but also creates another problem in the anisotropic
regions make conventional local oxidation of silicon unsuitable for
VLSI. Fully recessed local oxidation through reactive-ion etching,
etching of the interconnection materials deposited later.
shown in steps (a) through (d), overcomes this problem.
Films over steep steps require a significant over-etch to
clean the inside corners, which are much thicker than the
rounded bottom profile, and a clean, smooth substrate,
planar area. As the VLSI of the future continues to reduce
free of residue and irregularities. All these requirements
the thickness of the gate oxide, any dry-etching process
have been achieved with reactive-ion etching techniques
should minimize over-etch of gate oxide, thereby elimiand fluorinated or chlorinated etch gases.
nating steep steps.
Recent developments in isolation technology suggest
Fluorinated plasma can etch nitride and oxide layers
several replacements for the conventional local-oxidation
in addition to silicon, thus permitting in situ, multistep
process, most important among them a fully recessed
etching of all three layers in one pump-down operation.
This greatly reduces the possibility of defects, since it
process (Fig. 4) and a refilled-trench isolation process
(Fig. 5). Both require asingle-crystal—silicon etch. In the
eliminates additional etching process steps and wafer
transfer. The process uses the photoresist as a masking
fully recessed local-oxidation process, the silicon's etch
material, for an oxide mask would be etched away. This
depth is normally below 1 p.m. In the refilled-trench
fact and the selectivity—about 3:1—between the silicon
isolation process, however, the depth is 2 to 10 i.tm,
depending on the application. Here, too, the planariza- and the resist mean that the depth of etching becomes
the limitation of the process applications.
tion and taper contact-window etch processes can be
applied after the trench has been refilled with polysilicon
For an etch depth of more than 5 p.m, photoresist
masks are no longer practical. The chlorinated etch-gas
or with oxide.
After single-crystal silicon has been etched, subsequent
process should be used with oxide as amasking material.
processing and performance will be not be satisfactory if Figure 6 shows typical results of the in situ multistep
the process has not yielded a vertical wall profile, a etching of nitride-oxide-silicon using fluorinated plasma.
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5. In the groove. In the oxide-filled groove-isolation method, reactiveion etching first etches deep grooves in silicon (a), which is then
entirely coated with oxide (b). Next aresist is spun on (c), followed by
planarization (d) and tapered contact window etching (e).

Polysilicon has been employed successfully in the manufacture of LSI devices, both as agate electrode and as an
interconnection material. Nonetheless, its resistivity
makes it incompatible with the more stringent requirements of advanced VLSI devices.
Interconnection resistance
Two ways have been suggested to cut the resistance of
the gate-level interconnects and provide reasonable access
times. The first, a multilevel metalization scheme, would
permit physically wider and shorter interconnects to be
used. But this solution would create a topography problem that would make the process more complex. The
second uses silicides on gates to cut the resistance of
gate-level interconnections by forming a composite layer
of polysilicon on the gate oxide and silicide atop the
polysilicon. This structure preserves the almost ideal mos
characteristics of the silicon-substrate—gate-oxide—polysilicon structure yet at the same time provides interconnec-
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tion resistance an order of magnitude lower than that of
the polysilicon gate.
Two techniques are now used to fabricate the fine lines
of polysilicide interconnections. The first forms a selfaligned metal silicide at the polysilicon-gate, source, and
drain-diffusion areas, thus cutting the source and drain
contact resistance to acceptable values. This technique
increases the complexity of the process. The second technique involves depositing a thin layer of silicide directly
atop the polysilicon film and then patterning both layers
with a photoresist mask.
In either case, the single-layer polysilicon film or the
double-layer structure of silicide and polysilicon film
must be etched anisotropically for high resolution and
tight line-width control. The high selectivity over SiO 2 is
as important, in view of the ever-decreasing gate-oxide
thickness of scaled-down VLSI devices.
For subsequent process steps, double-layer structures
must meet a particularly stringent requirement for the
coincidence of etch side walls. Depending on the process
parameters, etching can produce many combinations of
profiles for each layer. Besides, residues along the polysilicon edges must be avoided to prevent electrical shorts
between conducting lines—a common problem in a double-layer polysilicon structure. In this particular case, a
selectivity of more than 30: 1 over SiO 2 is needed to
remove residual polysilicon.
Polysilicon etching with such fluorinated plasmas as
NF,, SF,, and CF4 has been studied extensively in the
past. Plasma generates active fluorinated species that can
react chemically with silicon, silicide, and SiO 2.At high
pressures, the intensity of ion bombardment is low. Very
high selectivity can be achieved, though etch profiles are
more or less isotropic. But in the low-pressure reactiveion etching mode, anisotropic etching can easily be performed with heavy ion bombardment, which enhances
the chemical reactions of the fluorinated species with
SiO 2 and thus results in alow selectivity over SiO 2 of less
than 10: 1. In meeting anisotropy and selectivity requirements, it is therefore not appropriate to use fluorinated
gases for polysilicon and silicide interconnects.
With ion bombardment, low-pressure pure chlorine
plasma is ideal for producing both an anisotropic profile
and high selectivity over SiO 2.However, the absence of
any chemical reaction between the pure chlorine plasma
and the native oxide that always exists on the polysilicon
surface makes the etching process nonreproducible. In
silicide etch, etching cannot proceed in pure chlorine
plasma without heavy ion bombardment.
But the addition of a strong reducing, chlorine-containing dopant in the Cl, plasma makes it possible to etch
the silicide, the polysilicon, and the oxide substrate anisotropically. A two-step process is needed to increase the
selectivity over SiO 2.
Metalization matters
Aluminum etching is among the most critical of etching steps, requiring not only an anisotropic etch also a
process that can handle very complex structures. In a
VLSI chip, a thin layer of titanium-tungsten or sputtered
silicon is sometimes deposited on top of the aluminum
alloy—barrier structure as an antireflection coating, for
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6. Trench isolation. Adepth of 2to lOpm can
be used in the refilled trench isolation. The
photo shows

how nitride-oxide-silicon

is

etched in situ with afluorinated plasma. A 2pm-thick photoresist mask was applied. All
three layers were etched in one pumpdown.

better lithographic resolution. In this
case, the plasma-etching process
must be able to pattern fine lines in
place through all three layers.
Multilevel metalization structures
are becoming more important, too,
because they make possible interconnection lengths and relaxed design
rules and also make advanced VLSI
devices faster and more dense. Tapered anisotropic etching of the first
aluminum level is preferred because
it promotes abetter step coverage for
the subsequent layers. In addition to
all the other general requirements,
the etching process should therefore
include a residue-free dry etching of
aluminum-silicon, aluminum-copper,
and aluminum-silicon-copper, with
good selectivities to photoresist, polysilicon, oxide, nitride, and refractory
metals. Post-etch corrosion must be
eliminated.
Chlorinated gases, like BC1,, CC1„
and CHC1„ have been used to etch aluminum in either
the conventional plasma or reactive-ion etching modes.
Ion bombardment makes BC1, or CC!, plasma react
chemically with aluminum native oxide to form avolatile
compound. Chlorine-free radicals generated in the plasma then continuously etch the aluminum.
For a number of reasons, BC1, is the most suitable of

RESIST MASK
TITANIUM
TUNGSTEN

ALUMINUM
ALLOY
TiW
NITRIDE

SILICON
SUBSTRATE

7. Profiled. Six steps are needed to implement this multilevel, sequential etch of TiW/Al/TiW: the punchthrough of the oxidized TiW, the
isotropic etching of TiW, the tapered etching of the aluminum alloy, the
anisotropic etching of the second layer of TiW, anticorrosion treatment, and photoresist stripping.
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these gases. First, it is a scavenging agent for moisture
absorbed on the wafer and on the chamber walls. Lack of
moisture promotes the removal of the native oxide and
the reproducible etching of the aluminum. Second, unlike
CCI„ BCI, plasma does not form an unsaturated chlorocarbon polymer, which can be deposited on the wafer or
on the reactor chamber's walls, and therefore ensures a
clean etch and an easily maintainable system. Its etch
rate is comparatively low, however—a result of its insufficient supply of reactive chlorine-free radicals. Cl, or
some other dopant, such as 0, or CF„ is needed to get
an adequate aluminum etch rate. Note that the proportion of CI, in the gas mixture determines not only the
etch rate but also the etch profile.
To etch aluminum-copper alloys, the etch rate of the
aluminum and of the copper must be compatible, so that
no copper residues are left on the substrate. Since the
copper etch product is less volatile than that of the
aluminum, ion bombardment is needed to enhance the
desorption rate of the copper etch product. The aluminum etch rate must be suppressed below 1,000 angstroms
a minute; a reactive-ion etching low-pressure batch reactor is therefore the preferred choice. Batch reactors also
have an in situ multistep sequential etch capability, without sacrificing throughput.
Figure 7 shows a sequential multistep etch result of
TiW/Al-Cu/TiW. The process has six steps: punchthrough oxidized TiW surface, isotropic TiW etch, tapered etch of aluminum alloy through photoresist erosion, anisotropic etching of the second TiW layer, anticorrosion treatment, and, finally, photoresist stripping. CI
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Software notebook

Expanding the I/O facilities
of the 8051 microcomputer

I/O pin either to serve as a test pin or to provide an
output strobe, software easily controls data- and controlpin assignments. The interface circuit (a) shows that port
pins P,5 and P16 are used to emulate CS functions, while
port pin 1 ,4 emulates the PROG-strobe function. Control
timing (b) for the 8243 vo expander is emulated using
standard programming procedures (see Table 1).
Because the 8051's Boolean processing instructions
provide direct bit handling (that is, single-bit addressing
and updating), this I/O expansion program becomes
even simpler when these instructions are employed to
emulate the I/O expander's cs and PROG functions (Table 2). Individual bits can be set, cleared, or complemented with the 2-byte instructions SETB, CLR, or CPL.
In addition, bits can be moved to and from the carry
flag with the mov instruction, and logical ANL and ORL
functions can be performed between the carry and either the addressed bit or its complement. Also, in the
case of the 8243, the 8051's Boolean processing instructions are ideal for updating and testing of individual
data or address field bits.
3

by Robert Brawner
Robert Brawner &Associates, Phoenix, Ariz
and Alex Toth
Intel Corp., Chandler, Ariz

In four out of five respects, the 8051 microcomputer chip
outdoes the 8048 for many appliance, automotive, computer-terminal, and industrial-control applications: it offers more speed, more input/output pins, and more memory, and adds a full-duplex serial-vo port. It lacks only
the 8048's ability to expand I/O. But in fact, the 8243 I/O
expander, which was originally designed for the 8048,
can be used to directly extend the 8051's resident I/O
facilities if the necessary protocols are emulated by following simple software instructions.
Because the 8051's quasi-bidirectional ports allow each
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Cs

P16

U,
8051
8-BIT
MICROCOMPUTER

PROG
U2

8243
PI3

41,

P23

PI2

.4

P22

PII

INPUT/OUTPUT
EXPANDER

P2I

0130

CS
PROG

u3
P23
P22
P21
P20

4m:m
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f

4m0

8243

On#
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Expansion. This interface circuit (a) uses I/0
expander 8243 to enlarge the 8-bit 8051

CHIP SELECT,

chip's I/O facility. The 8243 provides four 4bit bidirectional static ports as adirect exten-

STROBE SIGNAL, PROG

sion of the host computer's resident I/O facility. These I/O ports can be further expanded
by daisy-chaining techniques. Control timing
for 8243 I/O expander is shown in (b).
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TAB LE 1 8051 PR OGRA M

, IN8243

INPUT DATA

FOR EMULATING 8243 IN PUT

FROM 8243

CONNECTED TO PORT

I/O EXPANDER A

1, PINS P1 3- P1

P1 4 AND PI6 EMULATE PROG AND CS
FOR

PORT

TO

OUTPUT EXPA NSION FUNC TI ONS

BE

READ

FUNCTIONS

•

CODE

PROG

BIT

P1 4

; SYMBOLIC PIN DESCRIPT I
ON

ORL

A,

; SET PROG

MOV

P1, A

;OUTPUT

CLR

PROG

; LATCH ADDRESS WITH

=00010000B

ORL

INTO ACCUMULATOR

; SET

=00001111B

FOR

RI
SING

EDGE

PORT CODE AND OPERAT ION CODE
FALLING

LOW ORDER PINS FOR

MOV

A, P1

; READ

ORL

1
3 1 , =01010000B

; RETURN PROG AND

; IN8243

INPUT DATA

FROM 8243

TO

PORT

FOR

PORT

TO

I
/0

1,

AND P1 .4 EMULATE

CODE
, IN8243

CS

HI
GH

.

BE

EXPANDER

B

PINS P1 3- P1 0

CS

AND PROG

READ

FUNCTIONS

INTO ACCUMULATOR

ORL

A,

MOV

P1, A

;OUTPUT

CLR

P1.4

; LATCH ADDRESS WITH

=00010000B

ORL

P1,

MOV

A,

SETB

P1

SETB

P1.5

=00001111B
P1

4

An 8085 routine divides
32-bit unsigned numbers
by Fred V James
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, N. M.

The 8085 assembly-language subroutine on page 165 divides a 32-bit unsigned dividend by a 16-bit unsigned
divisor and requires only 21 bytes of memory. The algorithm takes advantage of unspecified operating codes
[Electronics, Jan. 18, 1979, p. 144] to execute the program in 387 microseconds with a 3-megahertz clock;
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INPUT

PROGRAM EXAMPLE US ING BOO LEA N PR OCESSING INSTRUCT I
ONS

CONNECTED

PI 5

PROG

INPUT DATA

_
TABLE 2

EDGE OF

; SET PROG

; SET

FOR

RISING

PORT CODE

LOW ORDER

; READ

EDGE

AND OPERAT I
ON CODE

PINS

FALL ING
FOR

EDGE OF

PROG

INPUT

INPUT DATA

; RETURN PROG
; RETURN

CS

HIGH

HIGH

worst-case execution time is 406 p.s. The most significant
part of the dividend is placed in register pair HL ,its least
significant part in DE .The 16-bit divisor occupies register
pair tic. Because the two operands are assumed to be
nonnegative, each operand's msit must contain a zero.
Using the restoring method of binary division, the
divisor is compared with the higher-order 16 bits of the
dividend. When the difference is positive, the partialquotient digit in the carry, which is 0, is complemented
to 1 and the process continued with a left shift. If the
difference is negative, however, the partial-quotient digit
in the carry is 1. Adding the divisor to the remainder
restores the partial remainder, and the partial-quotient
digit in the carry is complemented to 0 before the process
is continued with a left shift.
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From TRW's
vast experience in thick film resistors, the
only networks not tied to precious metals.
TRW formulates its own thick film

Resistance Range*
2212-1 Meg I/
Resistance Tolerance
*5%
Temperature Coefficient
-± 150 ppm C
Package Power Rating
1.5 to 2.7 Watts
1000 Hr. Load Life AR
1%

materials.
Composed of base metal resistors
and copper conductors in a glass
matrix, TRW thick film resistors
deliver a noble performance with
non-noble materials. These unusual
networks are proven to be rugged
and reliable in applications from
standard pull up/pull down networks
to 25 KV bleeder/divider circuits.

'Max 150 K i/ on low profile SIP

1000 C N2 firing produces rugged

trimming adjusts resistance to
desired tolerance.
Available in 6-, 8-, 10-pin singlein-line, 8-pin low profile and 14-16
pin dual-in-line molded
construction.
Epoxy based transfer molding provides excellent dimensional uniformity and mechanic strength. And all
TRW thick film resistor networks are
ideally suited to automatic machine
insertion from IC carrier tubes.

cermet element fused to alumina
Standard Circuits

substrate.
After screen printing on ceramic
plates, the TRW materials are fired in
inert N2 covering gas. Temperature
profiles reach 1000°C, several
hundred degrees higher than air fired
precious metals. Subsequent laser

(Resistors all same value)
CIRCUIT 1

CIRCUIT 1
•••

6

8 l
'
O

CIRCUIT 3

6

8 l
'
O

Dual terminator and custom circuits available.

Performance specifications are

Call your local TRW Resistive Products Distributor. Or Fixed Resistor
Distributor Operation, 215-923-8230.
For technical information call 704264-8861, or write: TRW Resistive
Products Division, P.O. Box 1860,
Greenway Road, Boone, NC 28607.

equivalent to MIL-R-83401.
Performance like discrete metal film
resistors. Plus excellent tracking
between elements, (as low as .± 50
ppm), and substantial space savings
over discretes.

TRW Inc 1982
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Resistive Products Division
TRW Electronic Components Group
Circle 164 on reader service card
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8085 PROGRAM FOR 32 BY 16 BIT DIVISION

32-bit dividend in (HL)(DE), MSB=0

;Input:

16-bit divisor in (BC), MSB=0
;Output:

16-bit quotient in (DE), DIV function
16-bit remainder in (HL), MOD function
Carry (CY) of 0 indicates overflow error
Carry ICY) of 1 indicates successful division
Average:

;Timing:

1162 T states

Worst case: 1218 T states
:Algorithm
;The subroutine initially compares the divisor with the high order
;of the dividend.

If the divisor is less than or equal to the

;high order of the dividend, the result would be greater than
;2••16-1 and could not be represented in 16 bits.

In this case,

;an error condition is indicated by zero in the carry and the
;error return is taken.
;Otherwise, 16 iterations are performed.

Each iteration

;subtracts the divisor from the most significant 16 bits of the
;dividend.

If the result is negative, the dividend is restored.

;In both cases, the carry is complemented to obtain the partial
;quotient bit, which is shifted in behind the low order of the
;dividend.

Upon completion, the 16-bit quotient is returned in

;(DE) and the 16-bit remainder in (HL).
UDIV

DB

08H

;OSUB: test for overflow condition by
;subtracting the divisor from high-order
;16 bits of dividend

DAD

;restore dividend, leave carry set/reset

RNC

;if carry is clear, results cannot be
;represented in 16 bits, take error return

UDIV1

MVI

A, 16

;initialize the loop counter

DB

18H

;shift low dividend: RDEL
;swap high/low dividend

XCHG
DB

18H

DB

08H

;form partial remainder: (HL) —(BC)

JP

UDIV2

;if positive

DAD
UDIV2

;shift high dividend: RDEL
;swap high/low dividend

XCHG

;restore dividend
;(CV) becomes partial quotient

CMC
DB

18H

;shift low dividend: RDEL

DCR

A

;decrement loop counter

JNZ

UDIV1

;until done

RET

;return to caller

END

The unspecified operating code 08,„, or DSUB, performs double subtraction by subtracting register pair BC
from HL, while op code 18,„ or RDEL, rotates the contents of register pair DE left.
By saving the sign bits of the dividend and the divisor
before calling the subroutine and by using the absolute
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value of the operand, this algorithm may also be used as
a basis for dividing signed 2's complement numbers.
Upon return to the main program, the most significant
bit of the remainder is given the sign of the dividend.
Therefore, if the dividend and divisor are both positive or
both negative, the sign of the quotient is positive.
fl
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Engineer's newsletter
Microwave hybrids
need polished substrates

Popularity boost seen
for energy-efficient
metallic glasses

Let the Silicon Valley
atlas be your guide

Primer tells how to
test power supplies

166

Microwave engineers have long understood how important asubstrate's
surface finish is to the performance of thin-film microwave hybrid
circuits, especially at higher frequencies. In the simplest terms, the
rougher the surface, the higher the rf loss that can be expected. For
example, circuits designed for 5-GHz operation or greater can obtain up
to 25% improvements in loss factors by using substrates with a2-p,in. or
thinner finish. Indeed, as noted by Robert Fleming, amicrowave development engineer at Frequency Sources Inc., Chelmsford, Mass., performance above 40 GHz tends to degrade if surface finish exceeds 500 Â.
Faced with a requirement for substrates with this surface finish,
engineers at Frequency Sources turned to Accumet Engineering ,a
Hudson, Mass., firm specializing in producing finishes as low as 2
microinches for 99.5% alumina. For fused silica, which has an ultimate
grain size smaller than that of alumina, a 0.5-pin, finish is readily
achievable.

Look for metallic glasses to find widespread use in transformer cores,
motor, and electronic uses requiring a low—magnetic-loss material. The
reason for this bright outlook is the huge projected savings in total
annual power consumption obtainable by switching from cores of grainoriented silicon steel to cores made of metallic glasses—amorphous metal
alloys that are easily magnetized, thus causing very low magnetic losses.
Allied's Metglas Products group, Parsippany, N. J., estimates that
replacement of all the distribution transformers in the U.S. by
amorphous-cored types would save about $1 billion in electricity costs.
In the industrial motor field, amorphous metal could boost motor
efficiency by at least 1%, representing an estimated savings of about $250
per year per motor.

If you are going to Silicon Valley, the 1984 edition of Rich's Business
Guide to Silicon Valley will prove extremely valuable. This book
pinpoints the locations of more than 1,300 companies with 10 or more
employees in a series of street maps. Now in its second year, the guide
has expanded to include more than 900 companies with less than 10
employees. Restaurant, hotel, and motel locations also are listed. The
guide may be ordered for $45 plus $3 for shipping and sales tax for
California residents from Business Directories Inc., Suite 215, 1000
Elwell Court, Palo Alto, Calif. 94303, or by telephoning (415) 961-9557.

A 12-page booklet, "Today's Power Supplies and How to Test Them,"
from Teradyne Inc., serves as a reference for test engineers responsible
for selecting power-supply test equipment and as a backgrounder for
those unfamiliar with power-supply test requirements. The booklet
highlights recent trends in power-supply design, explains how power
supplies work, and describes the automated production tests verifying
that a supply meets its performance specifications. Both in-circuit and
functional tests are covered. Terminology and technical issues pertinent
to incoming inspection or manufacturing test of voltage regulators are
also defined. For a copy, write to Teradyne Inc., Essex Street, Boston,
Mass. 02111.
—Jerry Lyman
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When you're shooting for 99.95% availability
on your satellite circuits, you don't gamble.
RCA Americom use PTS 160 Synthesizers in
their Earth Stations; from Hawaii to
Greenland they have shown excellent
reliability and performance for years.
If you need VHF-UHF Synthesizers for
precision frequency control, specify PTS.
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PROGRAMMED TEST SOURCES, INC.

Littleton, MA, 617-486-3008
Circle 167 on reader service card

OEM IMAGE PROCESSORS FROM
IMAGING TECHNOLOGY.
High Performance, Low Price.
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The IP-512 family of OEM
image processing modules have set an
standard with high performance features previously
available only on systems costing much, much more.
The IP-512 is amodular, real-time image processor that's plug compatible with
the INTEL MULTI-BUS and DEC Q-BUS.
The IP-512 interfaces with astandard video source, stores images in single or multiple
512 X512 frame buffers with up to 24 bits/pixel, and includes pipeline processing for real-time
image averaging, summation, subtraction, convolutions, histograms, feature list extraction,
erosion and dilation.
The modules contain programmable I/O Transformation Tables and provide for B&W and
RGB output or full color processing.
Applications include factory inspection, robotic vision, medical imaging, industrial
radiography, teleconferencing, microscopy, and image analysis, among others.
For details call our Sales Department at (617) 938-8444. Or write to:

IMAGING

Imaging Technology Incorporated
400 West Cummings Park, Suite 4350, Woburn, MA 01801
•MULTI -SUS eatrademark of INTEL CORP
1)-EWS es atrademark of Dear Equopmeni Corporal.

Circle 168 on reader service carí
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Electronics industries' comeback
means more smiles at Wescon
75,000 expected to attend show in San Francisco
as it moves to late fall and expands to four days
With visions of an industry resurgence dancing in their
heads, a record number of attendees and exhibitors will
return to San Francisco on Nov. 8 for Wescon, the
annual ritual of meeting, greeting, looking, and listening.
The management of the oldest, and still the biggest,
electronics exhibition and convention expects more than
75,000 professionals to wander among the nearly 1,700
booths manned by more than 900 exhibitors at Wescon/
83—overflowing the newly completed Moscone Convention Center into the familiar venues of Brooks Hall and
the Civic Auditorium.
Wescon veterans will find that this latest conference
presents two important departures. First, the date has
been changed from the traditional September to early
November. Second, a day has been added to make the
show a four-day event, the better for exhibitors and
prospective customers to sell and buy. For many, however, Wescon/83's focus will remain the professional program. Thirty-five technical sessions will be held in San
Francisco, all at the Meridien Hotel.
With better than 40% of the sessions dedicated in
some way to computer-aided design,
engineering, and program development, it becomes clear that the electronics industries are entering a new
era: that of system-designed, very
large-scale integrated circuits, or, as
they are being called by those in the
o,
industry, application-specific ics.
o,
CLOCK
03
Application-specific ics include
04
the likes of preprogrammed single-

chip microcomputers, gate arrays, and standard-cell devices. As more memory moves onto microcomputer
chips, development systems increase in complexity to
handle faster devices and larger programs with more
input/output points. Gate arrays and standard-cell—design aids extend such complexity even further, to transistor sizes and layout considerations.
Trends and road signs
These design aids and the semiconductors that they
make possible will be covered in seven sessions-7, 10,
19, 22, 25, 30, and 33. In all, 36 presentations will
discuss developing trends in application-specific ICs and
tell what early users of the devices advise others to watch
out for in circuit design.
Over the past several years, numerous vendors have
taken great pains to educate system designers in the art
of using gate arrays; the many papers that will be presented at Wescon on user's experiences testify to the
substantial success of such efforts. Primarily, system designers have learned that, in the new application-specific—

JUMP ROM

A4
A5

PROGRAM COUNTER

112-BY-5 BIT
READ ONLY MEMORY

Memory smarts. An 8-K-by-8-bit electrically
erasable programmable read-only memory
from lnmos is one of the standard function
chips that will be presented in San Francsico
at Wescon/83. It is interesting because its

BUFFER
EÉ
PE

CONTROL
LOGIC

INSTRUCTION
DECODER

BUFFER

PROGRAM
ERASE BUS

STANDBY

on-chip microprogrammable control sequencer, illustrated here, reduces the control

SHIFT DELAY

logic complexity that is needed for the incircuit erase-program cyc!es.
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lc era, price, delivery, and raw performance may not be the principal factors in
decisions to use gate arrays. Instead, the
most important consideration in many IC decisions is the user-vendor relationship, especially
in computer-aided—design and —engineering tools, as emphasized in session 19 by Robert H. Norman, of the
Singer Co.'s Kearfott division, Wayne, N. J., and Ralph
Schauer, of Ford Microelectronics Inc., Colorado
Springs, Colo.
In their efforts to make designers aware of semicustom
devices, gate-array makers may have unintentionally attracted new attention also to their most intense competition—standard cells. Such cells offer system designers
nearly all the benefits of gate arrays but with the more
familiar design interfaces of medium-scale—lc-type logic
functions and precharacterized subcircuits. Standard-cell
libraries also house migration paths to ever more complex cells, such as microprocessor central processing
units and various memory arrays, including nonvolatile
random-access types.
Both gate arrays and standard cells, however, suffer
from the same drawback—the uneven integration of their
various CAD support levels. Although semiconductor
firms are making their design tools available and although third parties (the work-station and CAD system
makers) are moving to more thoroughly integrated design systems, several bottlenecks still compound problems in the design of semicustom lc devices by systemfunction designers.
Simulation is the most critical problem. Users stress
speed, to give them prototype devices with quick turnaround, while vendors emphasize accuracy, to reach production as soon as possible. Of the two main approaches
to simulation, software is more prevalent than hardware.
Software simulation, however, can consume hours, sometimes days, of mainframe time and its data output can
take a design team even longer to analyze.
Causing the bottleneck are semiconductor makers who
guarantee that the chip circuit they deliver will perform
exactly as the simulation output their customers described to them—a situation that puts the responsibility

for precision back on the project-design
team. The true solution is in hardware
simulators that can shorten simulation runs
to amatter of seconds. Such speeds will allow
system designers to work interactively with the
simulator, experimenting with and reverifying each of
their designs, whether gate array or standard cell, until it
is 100% correct.
CAD/CAE companies are moving in the direction of
improved simulation, but first they want to equip designers with advanced work stations that provide more flexibility in such semicustom-design tasks as logic entry,
verification, automatic placement and routing, and test
generation. These systems, by reducing the amount of
information that is fed into the simulator, cut simulation
time. But the proliferation of different systems from competitive vendors, coupled with the lack of standards in
the design-support industry, makes the user's selection of
a vendor an even more critical decision.
In addition to semicustom circuits and their designsupport requirements, standard-function ICs are amply
represented at Wescon. Two sessions on lc controllers for
mass memory and floppy- and fixed-disk systems feature
eight application-oriented papers from industry leaders,
making these sessions a good place to get a brief overview of how different ICs from different makers are approached and partitioned.
Hardware cornucopia
For the hardware-oriented engineer, Wescon will feature some practical sessions on such diverse topics as IC
packaging, surface-mounted thick-film hybrids, and—one
of 1983's most discussed subjects—how to comply with
new Government regulations on electromagnetic
interference.
In packaging, life for the dual in-line package ends,
rather than begins, at 40 pins. At that point, the potential lc user or manufacturer has many variations to
choose from for high—lead-count devices. Matt Penry,
advanced packaging development section head at National Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., will discuss
the lc-packaging problem from a manufacturer's viewpoint in session 3.
Penry notes that the rapid increase
in lead counts and the introduction
of new packages will probably cause
standardization of more than one
form of packaging. He also will cover tape-automated bonding (TAB) for
lc packaging; the chip-on-board
(cos) technique for a low-cost pingrid array (PGA); and the automatic
handling
properties
of various
packages.
In the same session, Reed Bowlby,
Ever upward. As the Pentagon sees it, computational throughput has tracked the roughly incremental path of small-, medium-, large-,
very large-scale and very high-speed integration. The faster and more complex chips will
need more sophisticated design tools.
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program manager for strategic marketing
guage but "have no desire to have any
at Motorola Inc.'s Semiconductor Group,
knowledge of the machine that is executPhoenix, Ariz., will review current ic-packing the code."
aging options and offer a peek at the future.
Such a lack of knowledge, she maintains,
For one thing, he sees the PGA's grid spacing
makes software monitoring necessary to handle
tightening from 100 to 50 mils, quadrupling lead density.
what amounts to a software-productivity problem; the
Bowlby also sees pad-array—carrier packaging, a leadless
software engineer should have the facilities to debug,
version of the PGA with an array of contacts on the
test, optimize, and characterize software through tracpackage substrate's bottom. The pad-array carrier is ining and performance analysis. More trained software
tended primarily for surface-mounting, direct-solder at- engineers, structured programming, object-oriented lantachment. Pad-array carriers, he notes, though cheaper,
guages, silicon software, canned and third-party softoffer packing about as dense as the PGA'S and may be
ware, and the like will be a help, she says, but all those
surface-mounted. Among their disadvantages are blind
are only part of the solution that is to be pursued
joints when assembled and less flexibility in thermal manAlthough dandy tools for system development are
agement.
almost ubiquitous (sessions 29, 32, and 35), to be of use
The integration of hardware and software development
the system integrator must hook them together through,
for example, links with various local networks. These
from the first stage of system design to the last: this is
the theme of the Wescon sessions dealing with disparate
networks include the well-known collision-detection and
systems ranging from hardware- and software-develop- token-passing designs, which, as expected, are well covment tools to low-cost small-area networks. In fact, from
ered (sessions 8, 20, 23, and 26).
its start as a mere adjunct to hardware design, "the
Session 8 is a state-of-the-art review of a controversy
growth of the software component and the need to inte- between competing distributed- and centralized-network
grate it with hardware has made software integration the
designs for microcontroller-based real-time systems. For
greatest opportunity for most system-development pro- its major contribution, session 20 features a paper by
grams," says William A. Swope of Intel Corp.'s HillsDavid W. Sear of Perex Inc., San Jose, Calif. Sear
boro, Ore., operation.
describes a state-machine implementation of Ethernet
In session 29, Swope will offer four points that well
for the S100 bus—an approach not often seen.
represent the views of most Wescon authors addressing
Small-area networks are typical of local networks and
are well-discussed in Signetics-Philips—dominated seshardware—software-system integration:
sion 26. According to Charles Seaborg of Signetics
• Software generation has evolved from a relatively low
Corp., such networks connect up to 50 master and slave
percentage of the design time for, say, a Z80 or 8080
processor chip to 80% of the time for a 32-bit complexprocessors over amaximum distance of 150 meters with
a network whose characteristics are between those of a
architecture design.
• To handle the load, the number of software designers
simple serial-data link, such as the RS-232-C protocol,
and the full-blown 10-megabit/second Ethernet. The
has grown rapidly as designs are broken down into
modules rather than being handled by one guru.
Sunnyvale firm's D2B digital-data bus for small-area
networks is designed onboard an 80051 complemen• Rather than being written by those familiar with
hardware and working in assembly language, software is
tary-mos microcomputer and is typical of the smallarea—network genre. Among other applications, it rewritten and debugged in a high-level language by people
with no hardware knowledge.
places the wiring harness in an automobile.
Though industry planners have most of the hardware
• Overall system performance is governed by the executhey need for modernizing factories, they come up short
tion flow of the software rather than by the traditional
clock
speed
of the
hardware
processor.
With these facts as a basic premise, Swope outlines and analyzes
CHARACDEFINE
DESIGN
IMPLEMENT
DEBUG
TEST
OPTIMIZE
TERIZE
the integration of hardware and
software for a system design, concentrating on real issues like the
INVESTIGATE
hardware-software tradeoffs encountered at each stage.
PROTOTYPE
Swope advocates synergy between
hardware and software designs, as
4
PRODUCTS
does Gail Hamilton of HewlettPackard's Logic Systems division,
Colorado Springs. But in her paper
MAINTENANCE
in session 35, she takes the argument a step further and makes a
plea for extensive software-perfor- Don't forget The same development cycle applies to all systems with a major software
component. Software maintenance starts almost at the cycle's beginning and goes on past the
mance analysis. Pulling no punches,
Hamilton chastises software design- end, to total 40% to 70% of the project cost. Software performance can minimize this total,
ers who work with a high-level Ian- though maintenance costs more each time asoftware bug persists through new development.
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on software or the required integration
components. With the recent proliferation
of computer-assisted-engineering work stations, the problem becomes more difficult—
especially for the electronics firms that will be
using these devices. With all the elements for computeraided design and manufacturing in place, it is now
possible to integrate them into CAE, says Gerard H.
Langeler, vice president of marketing for Mentor
Graphics Corp., Portland, Ore., in session 1.
System software falls into three categories: operating
system, data-base management, and user interface. "The
most critical element of the operating system will be its
ability to deal with a proliferation of work stations and
data-acquisition equipment that is tied together," says
Langeler.
In data bases, the Codasyl approach is giving way to
the relational data base—especially now that the latter
has received IBM Corp.'s blessing. Perhaps the hardest
element to integrate, though, will be the user interface,
since everybody has favorites and is reluctant to change.
A good interface must be highly flexible and also must
be able to handle user-definable function keys, menus,
windows, and macro commands, along with various
graphics inputs.
Precision is the watchword for session 27, which concerns itself with advances in data conversion. But preciles connect, too. While
Signetics' 028 bus driver
and

receiver,

dia-

v„

grammed in (a), connects
small-area networks, Philips' I2C bus hooks up integrated circuits or modules, as shown in (b). The
100-kilobyte

two-wire

multimaster-bus design
TWISTED
PAIR

allows more than one bus
participant to initiate a
data transfer under bus

UNIT A

arbitration control.

(a)

+VD()
PULL UP
RESIST ORS
SERIAL DATA LINE I
SDA I
SERIAL CLOCK LINE 1
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sion is a moving target. In 20 short years,
as session organizer James M. Bryant
points out, converters have evolved from
boxed laboratory instruments of just 8- or
10-bit accuracy built with a large number of
discrete components to today's monolithic devices of 10,
12, and 16 bits of accuracy. Bryant is the European
applications manager for Analog Devices Marketing
Ltd., Newbury, Berks., England.
Although advances in precision are being made, participants in the session lament the fact that methods of
testing and specifying characteristics are not keeping
pace. In his paper, Edwin A. Sloane, manager of advanced development at Fairchild Analog Test Systems
division, San Jose, Calif., puts it succinctly when he
reports, "Most analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog
converters are tested and specified using a limited set of
static criteria that provides inadequate performance data
for the system designer."
For example, Sloane points out, such characteristics
as maximum sampling rate, number of bits, and linearity error may be adequate for quasi-static data-handling
applications like weighing or low-bandwidth process
control. But the characteristics fall short of the precision that is needed as conversion rates and the implied
bandwidth of converters are increased.
Sloane's recommendation is testing that simulates the
environment in which the device
will be used. He proposes testing
all states of the converter and extracting the necessary Walsh coefficients to describe the transfer
characteristics and using fastFourier-transform algorithms for
statistical frequency analysis.
Such characterization methods
will prove worthwhile if the advances like the one to be reported
by Jimmy R. Naylor, senior design engineer of Burr-Brown Research Corp., Tucson, Ariz., conUNIT 13
tinue. In his paper, Naylor will
describe a line of 16-bit d-a converters that are built from a single-chip monolithic DAC. He will
also go on to discuss five problems and how he overcame them
as well as outlining potential applications for the converters.
Doug Grant, amarketing manager for converter products at
Analog Devices Semiconductor,
Wilmington, Mass., will report
on his company's new designs
and processes for high-resolution
d-a converters; Baker Scott, manager of data converter design,
and his associates, Steve Bolger
and Poching Liu, will tell how
DEVICE N
Siliconix Inc., Santa Clara, Calif.,
built a monolithic 41
/ -digit inte2
grating a-d converter.
D
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Put alittle tape
backup in your
DEC microcomputer.
SMS' DSX-11 is acomplete DEC microcomputer with 80Mb Winchester
and 1
/
4"cartridge tape backup. With over 20Mb per tape cartridge, Winchester backup has never been so easy. Emulating DEC's latest TS11 tapedevice,
standard RT-11 and RSX-11M software makes disk backup, system boot,
media interchange, archiving and software distribution asnap!
256Kb main memory (expandable 4Mb)

Sóte- d
ote6 „
Dc
cgia

Expansion space for 15 dual height modules.
LSI-11/23 16 bit CPU with
memory management.
4Serial ports.
Advanced disk controller
with ECC, flaw manage-

del

ment, bootstrap, error retry
and non-interleaved
data transfer.

PDP-11* architecture compatible with
RT-11, RSX-11M and UNIX** software.
17.8Mb, 35.6Mb or 71.2Mb Winchester disk.
Self test with LED display of system faults.
Start/stop tape supports file operations.
Compact 3M Cartridge.
TAPE CONTROLLER ONLY AVAILABLE FOR VOLUME REQUIREMENTS.
•Trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation

•• Trademark of Western Electric

Scientific Micro
Systems, Inc.
777 E. Middlefield Road
Mountain View, California 94043
(415) 964-5700
AUTHORIZED SMS DISTRIBUTOR FOR DEC
0-BUS PRODUCTS: FIRST COMPUTER
CORPORATION 312 920-1050
SMS SALES OFFICES:
Phoenix, Arizona 602 978-6621:
Boston, MA 617 246-2540, Atlanta, Georgia
404 296-2029: Morton Grove, Illinois 312
966-2711: Yorba Linda, California 714 993-3768.
Circle 173 on reader service card

AMP Facts

%

TNC and UHF Series. UHF
features single crimp
termination.

VALUE ANALYSIS DESIGN

Mil Spec
electrical performance
in low-cost coax
connectors.
Whatever RF connectors you need —BNC, TNC, N.
UHF, TR1AX or TWINAX —AMP provides you with
electrical performance equivalent to MIL-C-39012. Yet
you'll find ours priced lower, perhaps even the lowest
in the industry.
How do we do it? We design in optimum performance
from the start—with scrupulous attention to all RF
connector characteristics. We also design out all
unnecessarily expensive materials and platings. The
result is connectors that exhibit no signal interference,
provide standard connector intermating compatibility and
give you outstanding pcb-to-cable interfaces.
But the happiest result of this uncompromising
approach to design is that you end up paying only for
what you need in an RF connector. Not for what someone
else needed. And that's what value analyses are all about
—ours and yours.
For more information, call the RF Connector Desk at
(717) 780-4400. AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA 17105.

A MA F. means productivity.

High Volume stripping and
rminating machines.

AMP TWINAX meets
interface specs of
MIL-C-3655. Available in
several connector sizes for
packaging versatility.

N Series Dual Crimp
Connector for frequencies to
11 GHz.

BNC Commercial
Receptacles intermate
with comparable
CIRCLE
connectors.
NUMBER
AMP m a trademark of AMP Inc
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Others say they solve your
computer power problems.
We say they're not keeping current.

Most power conditioners are based on technologies developed decodes ago. It's old technology.. attempting to protect
the new technology of the 80's.
Not one adequately protects the ultra-sensitive microcircuits
in your computer from harmful electric noise. As important,
not one provides the electric current your computer needs to
operate effectively.
Not one. Except Oneac.
Only Oneac power conditioners are designed specifically for
your modern computer. So no one can hold-acandle to Oneac's
complete power protection capability.
Power in pulses.
Your computer uses pulses of electric current. It takes large
pulses to start it up, smaller ones to keep it running.
The only way other power conditioners can provide these large
pulses of current is to be oversized.
This results in aserious trade-off. Oversized traditional power
conditioners tend to be unstable. They cause the electric power
to waver out of control—which can permanently damage your
computer.
There are no such trade-offs with Oneac. Exclusive technology eliminates all harmful electrical noise. Yet, this same sys-

tern still provides the electric currer‘t pulses your computer
needs from first start up and all through the day.
No oversizing is needed. Oneoc power conditioners provide
start-up current that's up to 20 times normal operating current.
What's more, Oneac products run cool and quiet. And are plug compatible with most modern computers.
Join the leaders.
Already, many leading names in business computers have
selected Oneac to solve their
power problems. Shouldn't you
do the same for your computers?
We invite you to compare specs
with the others. Ask them about
current. Ask them about
noise. And ask them about
the trade-offs they want
you to make.
Then, ask us. We'll
prove to you that
they're not keeping
current.

Oneac: Power that performs.
1983 Oneac Corporation
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Oneoc Corporation
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Zero Crossing

Triac Drivers.
They reduce circuitry and
extend equipment life.
An unbeatable combination.
How the technology grows! Until recently,
the only way to provide zero-crossing protection
was to design in asolid-state relay or your own
external circuit.
Now look what the LightHouse has done.
We've compressed both zero-crossing and 7500
VAC Peak protection into one small control device
that does the whole job. Minimizing circuitry.
It's the perfect low noise interface to electronic controls, motors, solenoids, larger triacs
and consumer appliances.
And it's even more attractive to designers
now that there are several sources for these
unique devices.

Surge isolation voltage is 7500 VAC P(
Operating temperatures are —40°C to 100 C.
And reliability is recognized by Underwrite'
Laboratory File E50151.
MCP 3041 Sensitivity Degradation

-o

General Instrume

Competitor

High-Temperature
Operating Life
Test Condition:
TA = 70°

THE BENEFITS OF ZERO-CROSSING
PROTECTION

Turning on your machinery in the middle
of apulse is like revving your car to 6,000 rpm
and suddenly engaging the clutch.
Power needs to rise gradually.
Our Zero Crossing Triac Driver can extend
equipment life by afactor of ten, because it starts
your equipment only at zero volts. And that's
just half the story.
There's also our exceptional triac performance. We've figured out away to slow down the
sensitivity degradation of the IR emitting diode
(see graph). This means lower input current
requirements. Less heat. And because the triac
maintains its ratings for alonger time, you don't
need as large aguardband.

-30

IFt = 30f11A
I
TN = 50mA AC
10

100
Time (Hours)

1000

Zero Crossing Triac Drivers from Gen ,ral
Instrument. Were producing them in volum
And all devices are pin-for-pin compatible vt, ah
products manufactured by competitors.
Call our sales reps or distributors for
samples and literature. Or contact General
Instrument,Optoelectronics Division,
3400 Hillview Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94304.
(415) 493-0400. TWX: 910 373-1767
We're the LightHouse that people
depend on.

GENEF AL
INSTRUME NT
Optoelectronics

ision

The LightHouse people deperd on.
Circle 179 on reader ser ice card

and you'll know why HP'S new
Protocol Analyzer is your key to increased
profits in datacommunications.
Success in today's highly competitive datacommunications
marketplace demands timely introduction of new products and
services. You can help secure that important edge with HP's
new 4955A Protocol Analyzer. The 4955A saves you design
time by simulating network components. Exercise your hardware and software as it's being developed, not after it's installed.
Monitor, simulate, and trigger from 50 bps to 72 kbps. The
HP 4955A has the power and flexibility to handle your needs
today and far into the future. With it, you can bring your
products to market faster, and with agreater level of reliability
than ever before.
Easily identify protocol problems at the physical interface
frame, and packet levels using the 4955A's multiple display
formats. One format, for example, gives you data simultaneous with lead transitions, so you can instantly pinpoint handshaking faults.
For non-stop versatility, the 4955A supports major protocols
and standard data codes. Using aproprietary protocol and
architecture? No problem. Our datacomm-enhanced BASIC
lets you program sophisticated test routines and
perform higher-level protocol analysis. Create
statistical displays (tables, graphs, histograms)
and perform detailed message manipulation
for your own network needs. Add to that the
capability of printer output and you have permanent records of network performance. No
matter the task, the 4955A improves your
efficiency for network planning, installation,
and expansion.
Quickly debug and troubleshoot communications problems either on-line or in apostprocessing mode. The 63 triggers, the most extensive in the industry, allow you to work and
trap in real time, to catch elusive problems.
The intelligent 128K-character capture memory
increases your real data storage by eliminating lineidles without sacrificing timing information.
All this, at the touch of afew softkeys. From
power-on right through complex measurement

YL•NO

On

HP-IB

sequences. Our softkey command structure frees you from
having to memorize cryptic syntax by presenting only valid
choices every time you select amenu setup or change.
The HP 4955A Protocol Analyzer. It speaks your language.
It speaks your network's language. It's your key to increased
profits in the datacommunications marketplace.
For atechnical data sheet, write to HewlettPackard, Literature Distribution, 1820
Embarcadero Rd., Palo Alto, California 94304
or for more information, call your local HP
sales office listed in the telephone directory
white pages. Ask for an HP Instruments
Field Engineer.
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Wescon

Wescon

New productr
Novel instruments and design aids shine brightly in the galaxy
of products introduced at Wescon, Nov. 8-10 in San Francisco

Digital scope processes inputs before
displaying waveforms in seven colors
Several microprocessors, as well as a
seven-color displayi that uses a 9-in.
raster-scanning cathode-ray tube and
soft-touch keyboard controls, make
the multichannel Digiscope 8612 unlike all other digital oscilloscopes.
Marketed in the U. S. by Test &
Measurement Systems Inc., the instrument is designed and manufactured by Trace Elektronische Gerâte
GmbH, a company formed in 1981
by several engineers from the University of Austria who had specialized
in microprocessor systems and analog-to-digital converters.
The mainframe accepts up to two
input modules from a selection
of three: one with two differential-input channels sampling to
12-bit resolution at a 1-MHz
rate; atwo-channel, 10-MHz, 8bit unit; and a single-channel,
50-MHz, 8-bit module. Each
channel has its own independent a-d converter, time base,
trigger, trigger delay, offset,
automatic zero calibration, cursor, and reference-pointer generation. The 10-MHz front end
can be used to capture a5-MHz
analog signal with 0.2% accuracy, says the firm.
Up to four channels, with
their individual trigger circuits,
can be set up to trigger on logical combinations of the input
conditions, much like a logic
analyzer. When a signal is applied to one of the 8612's inputs, the instrument automatically selects voltage and time
ranges for viewing the signal.
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The setting can then be changed
with the keyboard, to zoom in on or
expand any interval of a trace.
Screen data. Besides as many
traces as are practicable for viewing
at once, several data lines are displayed. The first, a status line, indicates the time, date, and mode of the
instrument (the measure or help
mode, for example). The second line
tells whether each channel is enabled
or manually or automatically set.
The third line shows the parameters
(attenuation, sample rate, trigger level, and delay) for aselected channel.
A line is also written on the screen

for each trace—in the color of the
corresponding trace—with data including alabel entered from the keyboard, as well as the individual amplitude and time differences between
the points marked by the reference
and the cursor. The last line appears
at the bottom of the screen and indicates the current function of each of
the seven soft keys, whose labels
change for the input, trigger, and
general menus, as well as for the
measure and help modes. The help
mode explains key functions for the
menus and modes.
Controlling the 8612 are an Intel
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8086 main processor, an
8089 input/output processor, and a bit-slice processor, based on the Advanced
Micro Devices 2903, that
controls the display. An optional 8087 arithmetic coprocessor is available for signal-analysis functions.
Storage. Each trace is
stored in a 4-K-word memory in the input modules. The
mainframe contains 32-K 16-bit
words of memory, expandable to
160-K words. An optional floppydisk drive permits traces to be stored
for analysis and comparison.
With so much processing power
and available memory, the 8612 is a
very flexible scope. The waveforms
displayed on the 320-by-256—pictureelement CRT are not simply a representation of the data captured in the
input modules' memories; the displayed traces are fully computed
waveforms. For example, four different views of one trace can be stored
and displayed on screen as four separate traces, each with different scales
specified, or they can be patched together into one long trace. Two sets
of captured data can be combined
with Boolean functions and displayed
as one waveform. Traces can be
swapped in and out of the screen
memory with a few keystrokes.
The scope also executes 20 pro-

grammable functions such as might
be found on a digital multimeter. In
an automated test setup, therefore,
the scope can take such measurements as true root-mean-square or
peak-to-peak voltage, maxima and
minima, and signal frequency, performing the required processing locally before sending the results out
on the optional IEEE-488 bus.
Test setups can be stored on floppy disks or in an internal electrically
erasable programmable read-only
memory. Other available options are
an RS-232-C interface, an 8-bit Centronics-compatible parallel port, and
a red-green-blue video output.
Available in January 1984, the Digiscope 8612 mainframe sells for
$14,000. Like the floppy-disk drive,
each plug-in costs $3,000.
Test & Measurement Systems Inc., 1094
Robbia Dr., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94087. Phone
(408) 773-1208 [Circle reader service number 401]

Modules adapt field-service computer
to wide range of digital test situations
The ever-increasing complexity of
microprocessor-based products and
the rising density of logic circuits
call for more and more sophisticated
digital test and measurement systems. But such units have turned
into unwieldy stationary setups, becoming prohibitively expensive and
harder for the technician to use.
Seeking a way out of this dilemma,
Dolch Logic Instruments Inc. has
developed the Colt (for compact logic tester) 300, a low-cost portable instrument designed mainly for use in
production, quality control, and,
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above all, in the field.
"With our Colt, we are aiming at
mobile service applications where
there is a growing need for
intelligent and easy-to-use
logic testers," says Volker
Dolch, chairman of the
firm. "But that does not
rule out its use in other areas." Provision has been
made to adapt it to research
and development work.
Colt is based on the same
plug-in module technology
that Dolch uses in its Atlas

(for adaptive test and logic analysis
system) engineering work station introduced last year [Electronics, Oct.
20, 1982, p. 235]. In fact, Atlas modules may also be used in the Colt.
A number of plug-in modules
make the new tester act as either a
logic analyzer, word generator, or incircuit emulator for general-purpose
software and hardware testing or for
8- and 16-bit dedicated microprocessor work. The logic-analyzer modules come with 48 input channels,
each sampling at 10 or 20 MHz, with
thirty-two 100-MHz channels, or with
sixteen 300-MHz channels.
Other modules turn the Colt into
asignature analyzer, in-circuit tester,
or microprocessor development tool.
There are more than 20 modules
available, with additional ones in design, covering the whole range of applications from production and service to research and development.
Uncommitted. Also inherited from
Atlas is the Dolch architecture for
logic-testing systems, in which the
modules are front ends for acomputer-based mainframe. "By keeping the
mainframe uncommitted and separate from the front ends, the mainframe retains all the computing power and the modules can be kept simple," says Dolch. "Small hardware
changes suffice to adapt the modules
to a new test environment."
For the sake of compactness and
portability, Colt has only one slot for
the plug-in modules (compared to
two for the Atlas). Also, the keyboard is integrated into the front
panel instead of being external. However, if the instrument is to be used
for stationary work or for more elaborate tasks, an optional external alphanumeric keyboard or an extension chassis, which accommodates
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The heavy-duty
connection.

From earthrnovers to transports to
tanks, heavy-duty-transportation applications are difficult and dirty Shock,
vibration, salt spray, mud, brake fluids,
coolants and temperature extremes
all take their toll. And call for more
than standard electronic interconnects
can deliver.
To cope with environmental
extremes, ITT Cannon works with
leading heavy-vehicle manufacturers,
using our experience and resources to
help define their needs and develop
solutions. Cannon is looking to apply
this expertise and resourcefulness to
meet the rapidly changing requirements of the future and find solutions
to new problems.
Cannon's VE, CA and CA Bayonet
Series, Sure-Seal Standard K,
Standard Circular and Microminiature
connectors were the result. And are
now setting the standards for performance in heavy-duty transportation. All
cost less to buy and less to use And are
proving themselves in thousands of
heavy-duty vehicles every day.
Electronic solutions are being called
upon more and more to keep wheels
rolling efficiently and econorninaily.

And Cannon is there with circular connectors providing high performance.
While our fiber-optic and filtered-pin
connectors are providing economy
and reliability by preventing system
malfunction due to EMI/FIFI.
And for termination requirements,
you can't beat Cannon tooling. It cuts
downtime to aminimum and makes
servicing asnap.
We also have custom capabilities
for all your non-standard heavy-vehicle
requirements.
Free Connector Gunk
Pk...age send for our free Heavy
Vehicle Connector Selector Guide.
And find out more about Cannon®
Connectors complete product line for
the heavy-duty connection. Contact
ITT Cannon, aDivision of International
Telephone and Telegraph Corporation,
10550 Talbert Avenue, Fountain Valley,
CA 92708. Telephone: (714) 964-7400.
In Europe, contact ITT Cannon, Avenue
Louisi- 250, B-1050 Brussels, Belgium.
Telephone: 02/640.36.00.

CANNON

ITT

The Global Connection
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two plug-in modules, can be added.
The mainframe uses aZ80 central
processing unit running under MP/M,
a multiuser multitasking operating
system. "We chose that system because it has become aquasi-industry
standard for personal computers,"
Dolch says. The instrument comes
with 64-K bytes of random-access
memory, two double-sided, doubledensity 5V4-in, floppy-disk drives,
and a 5-by-9-in. cathode-ray tube.
Drawing on the know-how it has
acquired as a builder of programming systems for erasable programmable read-only memories and programmable logic arrays, Dolch has
designed two modules that turn the
Colt into a development tool for
R&D. One module programs any EPROM, and the other covers almost
the entire range of PLAs.
Burn and test. Apart from the
plug-in modules, the Colt has special
test probes that make it an efficient
in-circuit tester for field service. As
such, it should come in handy when
circuit boards or systems with PLAs
are tested. If the PLA elements were
previously programmed with Colt,
the system can store all relevant data
and use it for verification.
There are several advantages to
Colt in-circuit tests. For one thing,
the PLAs are checked in their natural

environment, so errors caused not
only by the chip itself but also by the
pc board or soldering joints can easily be localized. For another, readprotected PLAs can be tested without
the user knowing their logic content.
Also, the in-circuit tests call for no
expertise, so the tests may be run by
untrained personnel in production
and service applications.
The Colt can be used either as a
stand-alone unit or as part of a testequipment setup. Its software compatibility with Atlas and other Dolch
logic analyzers allows the user to set
up powerful system hierarchies. Access to the Colt via phone line makes
flexible service strategies possible.
The price for the Colt mainframe
and arelatively simple plug-in unit is
less than $10,000. The plug-in modules sell for between $2,000 and
5,000 each, depending on function.
The instrument, to be introduced
at the November 9-15 Interkama exhibition in Düsseldorf, West Germany, in addition to Wescon, will be
available immediately following these
events. Delivery time is 60 days.
Dolch Logic Instruments Inc., 230 Devcon
Dr., San Jose, Calif. 95112. Phone (800) 5387506

[Circle 339]

Dolch Logic Instruments GmbH, Justus-vonLiebig-Str. 19, D-6057 Dietzenbach, West
Germany

[Circle 402]

Two-channel logic scope and analyzer
weighs 1/2 lb, fits in user's pocket
The use of the cathode-ray tube
makes conventional oscilloscopes,
even so-called portables, into large,
line-powered instruments. But alogic
scope that uses linear arrays of lightemitting diodes can fit in a jacket
pocket and run for about an hour on
a 9-v battery.
The 8.25-by-4-by-1.5-in. model 136
Logicscope is actually acombination
scope and logic analyzer that weighs
about 1
/ lb, including rechargeable
2
battery. Vic Ivashin, vice president
for engineering at Pocket Technology
Inc., says: "It has the pulse performance of a 10-MHz scope—it can
measure pulse widths down to 100-ns
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duration and detect glitches between
50 and 100 ns."
The unit displays pulse waveforms
on two rows of 100 LEDs each. It is
a dual-channel scope, so it has four
parallel rows of LEDs. Sixteen addi-

tional status LEDs indicate functions
and setups. Because the display consists only of high and low levels for
each trace, Ivashin points out, the
136 is designed to look at logic signals, not complex analog waveforms.
"But how many times have you
wished that you had ascope in your
pocket when you were crawling in
the back corner of acomputer, especially one with a bright LED display
that could easily be seen in that dark
corner?" he asks.
Like conventional scopes and logic
analyzers, the 136 has such features
as trigger, single-sweep, logic-compare, free-run, memory, reset, recall,
and write facilities. The logic-compare function makes it possible to
compare two traces with a logical
AND, OR, or exclusive-OR function.
To pack all this into asmall package, Ivashin turned to custom cornplementary-mos chips, four in all,
plus &Nips memories. The display's
LEDs consume most of the power,
but, says Ivashin, "most things the
scope would be used on are linepowered, so we provide atransformer adapter-charger for the unit and
believe that it will be plugged in
most of the time it's used."
The four custom integrated circuits are adisplay controller, a master timing processor, a synchronization and trigger circuit, and a keyboard and memory controller. c-mos
gates act as probe buffers. "We put
these buffers in sockets, so just in
case the user decides to put the
probe in the high-voltage cage, they
are easily replaceable," says Ivashin.
Automatic time base. Three probes
are provided, one for each trace and
one for an external trigger. Sixteen
internal registers store and recall
waveforms from either trace. "With
the input/output controller and a

Data 6000 Universal Waveform
Analysis System.

Data Precision
announces an important
advance for everyone who
wants to know anything
about awaveform: the
Data 6000 Universal
Waveform Analyzer is now
acomplete system. Major
enhancements to the Data
6000's storage, analysis, and
display capabilities have extended its
usefulness far beyond anything
previously available for the price —
or for any price. And the entire
system is now deliverable in just 30
days.

NowAvailable
in Just 30 Days.

Store More. See More.

To complement the Data 6000's
capacity for acquiring over 50,000
points of data, our Model 681 dual
floppy disk drive now offers 750K
bytes of non-volatile storage.
Captured records can be saved
easily.. and later retrieved for further
comparison, analysis, and display.
You can also store instrument set-ups
and programs conveniently, duplicate
disks rapidly, and format disks
automatically (IBM PC compatible for
off-line editing).
A new plotter interface enables
quick hardc•opy of screen plots...and

•

•

\

•

-111

more. The HP-GL plotter interface/controller firmware option
drives your HP-GL compatible plotter under front-panel or program
control. For example, you can make
waterfall plots to show how aspectrum changes over time. You'll
understand your data better and
document it professionally with this
powerful plotting option.

—

N I

Choice of three fast digitizing
plug- in modules: 2-or 4-channel
100kHz, or 2-channel 100MHz
lip Cl.IN aregamered trademark of Hewlett Packard Co.,
IBM PC of HIM. M68000 of Motorola. Inc.

The entire Data 0000 system can
he delivered, ready to run, in just 30
days or less. Once you see our
demonstration, you may not want to
wait even that long. Act today. Call:
800-343-8150 or in Massachusetts:
800-892-0528
•

Save hundreds of hours in
custom programming. The M68000
microprocessor-based Data 6000 now
comes equipped with an expanded
library of acquisition, storage,
display, and analysis functions,
including:

•
•
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Time series history of rotating machinery run-up
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X is. Y plot for phase analysis— no scale used

ANALOGIC»

4

IDATA PRECISION

Data Precision Division of Analogic Corporation, Electronics Avenue, Danvers, MA 01923, U.S.A.
See us at WESCON. Booth nunbers 726 -734

On Your Bench In
Just 30 Days.
Complete.

Analyze More.

Fourier transformation
Spectral averaging
Time domain averaging
Instantaneous or cumulative
density distribution
El Filtering capability with user
specified filter coefficients for
time domain data
12 Convenient filtering of
frequency domain data
111,2DM>

•

Li Quick reprogramming of
engineering units and
scale factors for X and Y
axes
Many other useful
functions

Phone: 617-246-1600

Telex: 6817144.

Circle #184 for demonstration
Circle #185 for additional information
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port we provide, waveforms can be
sent to an external system for analysis and display," he adds. The 136
has a few more unique features: for
instance, an automatic seek function,
which automatically adjusts the timing to fill the display with one complete waveform cycle. "This eliminates having to 'guesstimate' the correct time-base setting for an unknown signal," says Ivashin.
The 136 also has an audio signal
that can help in trouble-shooting logic. The scope may be set to capture a
single event and to emit a tone when
it occurs, eliminating the need to

keep an eye on the display. It may
also be used to differentiate among
three different logic states. A low
tone indicates a logic low; a high
tone a logic high; and no tone an
open circuit.
The Logicscope comes complete
with probes, adapter, and carrying
case. It sells for $495. Shipments will
begin in January 1984, and a series
of options, including asignal-analysis
module and a timing readout module, are to be introduced in 1984.

bol library of most 74XX-type
devices. Also, the Micad 980 system
has interface software for a plotter
and communication to a more powerful central computer, such as a
VAX-11/780, for memory- and computation-intensive functions like simulation and design-rule checking.
For gate-array design, the Micad
980 has programs and libraries to
support
complementary-mos and
emitter-coupled-logic gate-array families from several of the popular inPocket Technology Inc., 1095 Shary Circle,
ternational gate-array suppliers.
Concord, Calif. 94518. Phone (415) 676The complete Micad work station
5757
[Circle 403]
with the hard disk, both graphics
and data monitors, plus digitizer and
software for circuit-board and gatearray design, is priced at $25,000.
Development-system work station
The $15,500 hard-disk version of the
KDS980 work station can be upgradgrows into computer-aided design system
ed to the complete Micad 980 configuration for $10,500. All models are
It is unnecessary to start big when
less reliance on a large central host.
available for delivery 60 days after
getting into computer-aided engineerUnderlying the system is a Z80receipt of order.
ing for electronic system design.
based microcomputer with 256-K
Next step. Kontron will be offerKontron Electronics Inc. is introduc- bytes of memory running version 2.2
ing a more advanced Micad model
ing amodular CAE system that offers
of the CP/M operating system. Konwith a Motorola 68000 processor
a low-cost entry into the world of tron's current KDS980 developmentboard, memory-expansion boards,
individual design work stations with
system work station has either two
and a Unix operating system. The
the opportunity to grow in features
51
4 -in,
/
floppy-disk drives or one
Micad 968 upgrade will be introand functions as needed.
floppy- and a 10-megabyte hard disk,
duced at the 1984 Electro show.
The user of the Micad hardware
plus a 15-in, monochrome monitor.
The 68000-based Unix upgrade
and software system can start with a A complete Micad 980 system is the
will allow the offloading of some of
computer-aided design system for same microcomputer with two moni- the processing- and memory-intenprinted-circuit boards and for gate
tors—a 17-in, graphics monitor with
sive work from acentral computer to
arrays in the form of inexpensive
a resolution of 1,024 by 768 picture
the work station. Packages under
work stations that tie into larger
elements, and a 15-in., 25-line-by-80Unix will be available for worst-case
computers. Then, later on, he or she
character data monitor. The graphics
logic and timing simulation for circan add more hardware and software
subsystem is supported by a 7220cuit boards or gate arrays, automatic
to create work stations with more
based graphics processor and 128-Kplacement and routing analysis for
design and analysis capability and
byte display memory. There is also a both circuit types, automatic routing
280-by-280-mm digitizing tablet with
for o-mos gate arrays, design-rule
0.025-mm resolution.
checking and pattern generation for
Besides system software, the Mi - gate arrays, automatic test generacad 980 comes with digitizing soft- tion, and fault simulation.
ware, an interactive cell-layout proKontron Electronics Inc., 630 Price Ave.,
gram for pc boards, whether twoRedwood City, Calif. 94063. Phone (415)
sided or multilayer types, and asym- 361-1012
[Circle 477]

Software creates relational data base
of hierarchical design drawings
In the field of computer-aided design, the high-powered equipment
dedicated to very large-scale integrat-
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ed circuits tends to garner the lion's
share of attention. But the time and
cost savings offered by CAD can also
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New laser technology
shrinks TRW 80 Series film
capacitors to ceramic size.
Small Wonder.

ERIN In,

1983

Now laser-generated metallized winding
produces a high-capacitance metallized
film capacitor in an ultra-small package.
Introducing TRW's new Micro Thin
Gauge Series 80 capacitor. A costeffective way to improve products and
flatten the failure curve.
Utilizing microprocessor controlled
lasers, TRW bonds and prints the new
MTG Series 80 capacitor to extremely
close tolerances. The metallized winding
process using lasers is licensed from
AT&T. The Series 80 is also more stable
with time and voltage, and has adissipation factor 2.5 times better than
ceramics, with dielectric absorption 5
times better. And if it fails, it fails open;
not short. Plus, the capacitance change
with temperatures is 480% better than
X7R and 900% better than Z5U.

This new MTG capacitor actually has
the same footprint as a DIP ceramic
and serves as adirect replacement. The
metallized film is self-healing for overall
reliability.
With improved electrical characteristics,
reliability, and quality when compared
to multilayered ceramic capacitors, our
Micro Thin Gauge capacitor is asmall
wonder.
Contact us to learn more. TRW, Capacitor Division, 301 W. 0 St., Ogallala, NE
69153. (308) 284-3611.

MIbIZ

sew,
Capacitor Division
TRW Electronic Components Group
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accrue in significant amounts when
applied to less glamorous engineering
tasks, an example being the ubiquitous and tedious chore of creating
and updating the voluminous documentation in any complex program.
FutureNet Corp. is targeting this
common task with software that
works with its established Dash-1
schematic-design
work
station.
Called Strides (for structured interactive design system), the package simplifies management of up to 99 hierarchical levels of documentation, according to Terry A. Zimmerman,
vice president of marketing. It lets a
user create a relational data base of
schematics and the assorted lists generated during design work.
Changes to any document in the
data base's tree are carried automatically throughout the design, affecting
all relevant drawings. The FutureNet
system thus can manage alarge body
of documentation from the top block
diagram all the way down to individual components, including VLSI
equivalents at the gate-array or chip
level, points out Zimmerman.
Deeper into detail. The user first
defines block-to-block relationships
between system elements. At the
highest level, for example, a single
block displays itself on the screen; on
the next level, interconnections appear; and at successively lower levels,
finer details emerge as they are selected with single key strokes.
Moving from level to level within
the hierarchy of drawings requires
only positioning a cursor on the desired part and pressing a function
key for upward or downward movement. Changes made at each level
are temporarily saved for final checking until the final system-change execution is ordered. Within a drawing
level, details may be selected for
viewing or editing until one command captures all edited changes
and clears all temporary files.
The FutureNet work station, introduced last year [Electronics, Dec. 29,
1982 p. 89] consists of an IBM Personal Computer (or the XT version) with
aDash-1 package, which includes design software, a graphics controller
board, and additional memory and
communications hardware. The price
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is $5,980 and $6,280 for the FutureNet products alone, or $12,960 and
$14,955 for turnkey systems that include printer and mouse. The Strides
package costs $1,900 and comes with
a part that effects a minor hardware
change to programmable array logic
in the graphics controller.
Strides is offered separately from
the Dash-1 work station because not
every user needs it. It is especially

cost-effective, says Zimmerman, in
large projects. It should appeal to
any manager who has ever "suffered
through the delays of manual documentation systems," he claims. "A
change on an 8-bit latch chip typically ripples through enough drawings
alone to pay for Strides."
FutureNet Corp., 21018 Osborne St., Canoga
Park, Calif. 91304. Phone (213) 700-0691
[Circle 406]

Stand-alone in-circuit emulators
debug 68008- and 68010-based systems
Stand-alone in-circuit emulators for
Motorola's 68008 and 68010 augment Applied Microsystem Corp.'s

Es-series emulators for 16-bit microprocessors. The 68010's virtual-memory—management features make
emulation particularly difficult, and
the firm's unit is one of the first to
arrive.
The Es-series emulators are used
to debug and test software and hardware during their design, integration,
and manufacturing phases. Emulators are also available for the 68000
and Zilog's Z8001 and Z8002.
Real time. To give the user an accurate picture of how the software
interacts with the system under development, these emulation systems
are designed to change the tested system's operating parameters as little
as possible. The two new emulators
run at 10 MHz, fast enough to emulate available versions of their respective microprocessors at full speed.
This real-time capability makes it
easier to isolate timing errors.
All Es-series emulators can accom-

modate up to 512 K bytes of overlay
memory, mappable in blocks of 2-K
bytes over the entire address space of
the processor under test.
Each emulator's trace-memory buffer measures 2,046
by 72 bits.
An in-line assembler and
a memory disassembler are
standard. Options include a
symbolic debugging capability,
a logic-state-analyzer
probe,
and
the
desired
amount of overlay memory.
A basic emulator for the
68008 or 68010 including
the pod assembly is $9,950. Deliveries will begin in January.
Applied Microsystems Corp., 5020 148th
Ave. N. E., P.O. Box C-1002, Redmond,
Wash. 98052. Phone (206) 882-2000
[Circle 480]

PROM burner works
with microcomputer
With new programmable memory
and logic devices appearing almost
weekly, designers have a hard time
keeping track of which adapter or
personality module to use with what
algorithm on which programmer. A
universal programmer controlled by
cP/m-based software running on a
personal computer ends the confusion. The model 160 programs all
types of memories and logic integrated circuits of up to 40 pins at present
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The data acquisition system
instrument users have been waiting for.
Gould's new IBM PC based DASA 9000.
DASA 9000 starts with aflexible front-end
signal conditioner that offers superb high
speed multi-channel capability. Each
channel has 1
/3 MHz/s sample rate, 50 kHz
bandwidth, and IEEE 488 compatibility.
With DASA 9000 you can acquire up to 112
channels of high frequency data with signal
acquisition independent of the computer.
This frees the computer to do what it does
best—to process and display data.
Versatility with an enhanced IBM PC.
It features high speed graphics processing,
IEEE 488 interface, 16 bit architecture and

an optional 8087 co-processor. And our
menus make test set-up simple and fast.
Simplicity of an instrument.
DASA 9000's software package lets it work
like an instrument. The keyboard, display
and user are integrated into an interactive

system. DASA 9000 employs the MS-DOS'
operating system and BASICA for
applications programs.
More software to come.
To make your job easier, we're developing
abroad selection of calculation and analysis
software packages, such as FFT routines
for multi-channel spectral analysis, signal
processing packages and others.
For more information on DASA 9000,
contact, Gould Inc., Recording Systems
Division, 3631 Perkins Avenue, Cleveland,
Ohio 44114. Telephone (216) 361-3315.

Nobody else comes close.
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to 96 pins in the future.
Developed by Valley Data Sciences Inc., the 160 universal programmer employs software instead of
hardware to control the algorithms
for writing data into programmable
read-only memories, erasable PROMs,
electrically erasable PROMs, programmable array logic, and Signetics' integrated fuse logic. The complete system includes a programming station
with two zero—insertion-force sockets
(one for devices of up to 28 pins and
one for 40-pin ics), an interface card
that plugs into the personal computer (whether an IBM Personal Computer, an Apple Ile, or a Zenith Z89), and the software on floppy disk,
called LogiSoft for logic devices and
MemSoft for memories.
According to executive vice president Martin Cohen, "there are two
major trends taking shape in digital
systems relating to programmable
logic and memory. First, more and
more products are coming to market
with PROMs and E-PROMs instead of
Roms—they give the designer more
flexibility and eliminate outdated
ROM inventory. Second, the use of
PLAs [programmable logic arrays] is
growing rapidly, with new highspeed and low-power devices being
introduced at a steady rate. When
you combine these with the fact that
PLA-design software is now available
for personal computers, it makes
sense to have a Pc-based memory
and logic programmer." And the 160
can also be used to program microcomputer chips that contain on-chip
and up

PROMs or E-PROMs.

Besides making more sense for the
designer, since both design and pro-
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gramming can be controlled
by the one system, the 160
streamlines the user interface. A "menu-driven programmer with simple singlestroke keyboard commands
is much easier to use than a
dedicated programmer with
cryptic commands and a
small
light-emitting-diode
display, to say nothing
about the problem of trying
to find the right personality
module when you need it,"
adds Cohen.
Both the software and hardware of
the 160 contribute toward its ease of
use. The software contains all of the
necessary programming algorithms
and device data bases on floppy
disks. According to Cohen, "with a
unique code-packing scheme, we can
store the information for almost
2,000 device types on asingle floppy
disk." The company also has a software subscription service through
which customers receive updated
disks when new programmable devices become available.
Aided by the menu-driven software, the user first selects the device
to be programmed and then enters
some device parameters. Selectable
programming options include program, read, verify, check, and quick
erase for EE-PROMs. Nonprogramming options include display or edit,
move, fill, save, and load. "Most operations require only a single keystroke and the user is guided through
the programming process by self-

prompting messages in plain English," Cohen points out.
And because of the computer's
full-sized cathode-ray-tube display,
the editing function is particularly
troublefree. "The logic screen editor
displays the complete matrix of input
lines and product terms, and our
proprietary Rosetta screen editor displays the complete contents of a
memory device," says Cohen, "allowing quick changes to the fuse map."
Smart socket. The 160's hardware
consists of an interface card that
plugs into the computer and the 160
programming station with the power
supplies and digital-to-analog converters that supply the signals to the
programming socket. "This configuration gives us two advantages," says
Cohen. "One is that we have a
'smart socket' and don't need different personality modules to adapt to
different devices, and the other is
that we automatically calibrate the
d-a converters each time a device is
selected for programming."
The 160 is available with or without the computer. Without the computer, it sells for $4,995 with MemSoft; with LogiSoft it is $4,495, and
with both, $5,495. The software updating service adds $400. A typical
turnkey system, including a Zenith
Z89 computer, the 160, and both
software packages, sells for $7,195.
New orders will be delivered during
the first quarter of 1984.
Valley Data Sciences Inc., 2426 Charleston
Rd., Mountain View, Calif. 94043. Phone
(415) 968-2900

[Circle 404]

Software-configurable programmer
uses development system's terminal
Making use of programmable pin
drivers and a plug-in firmware data
base of up to 1,000 parts, the Omni
64 programmer for programmable
read-only memory handles virtually
every programmable bipolar and
complementary-MOs device currently
in production, including gate arrays,
programmable logic arrays, and electrically erasable PROMs. There are no
personality modules or socket adapt-

ers to change when switching from
one family of devices to another.
Unlike most programmers that use
a hexadecimal keypad and a cryptic
one-line display, the Omni 64 employs a development system's cathode-ray tube for the user interface.
This makes possible full-screen cursor-controlled editing (in multiple
formats) and an on-line help menu to
eliminate the reference books needed
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Digital Switch City...
From Thumbwheels to Membranes
EECO is your major source for digital switches.
We've been providing standard and custom front
panel and PCB-mounted switches for over two
decades.
EECO's first line of switches was the reliable
thumbwheels. ..
the most comprehensive line of
quality switches anywhere. A recent addition is the
7000 series which meets the standards of MILS-22710/15. We're also introducing a new line of
miniature pushwheel switches that feature foolproof,
safety-lock actuators.
EECO has also applied expertise to high density
circuits. This resulted in our STRIPSWITCH . ,MINIDIP® and MICRO-DIP" switch lines. These

miniature, PCB switches are the most effective ways
of entering digital values, choosing logic levels or
setting memory addresses.
Then, to meet your front panel or keyboard needs,
we developed EEC0flex" custom membrane
switches. Our membranes are environmentally sealed
against contaminants and offer unrestricted switch
function and graphic design flexibility.
Call EECO or our nearest representative for
catalogs. EECO Incorporated, 1601 East Chestnut
Avenue, Santa Ana, CA 92701, Phone: (714)
835-6000; EECO Ltd., Bar Hill, Cambridge, CB3 8SQ,
England, Phone: Crafts Hill (0954) 80257.
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neously) and the Omni-Pack I sells
for $2,850. With four high-voltage
programmable—pin-driver
modules
and the Omni-Pack IV, it goes for
$6,425. An optional subnanosecond
timing generator and a precision reference module equip the Omni 64
with both ac and dc parametric testing capabilities.
Delivery of the programmer with

the Omni-Pack I will begin next
month, with Omni-Pack II to follow
shortly. The company is currently
adding about six parts a week to its
library and expects to be able to deliver the programmer with the OmniPack IV sometime in February.
Oliver Advanced Engineering Inc., 676 West
Wilson Ave., Glendale, Calif. 91203. Phone
(213) 240-0080

[Circle 410]

10-bit analog-to-digital converter
is fast, interfaces with processor
to operate most programmers.
The Omni 64 is placed between
the development system and its terminal. When the programmer's online key is selected, the main menu
appears on the CRT. The user is presented first with an alphabetical list
of all semiconductor manufacturers
and then, for the one selected, with a
complete catalog of parts, complete
with part number, manufacturing
process, and configuration. All readcompatible parts are listed on the
CRT, so that a user who has just
decided that the part chosen, say,
consumes too much power can at
once pick another.
Select and go. When the part to be
programmed is selected, the programmer automatically configures all
64 programmable pin drivers to test,
read, and program the part. Concerns about programming voltage, intelligent algorithms, rise and fall
times, or any other programming parameter are eliminated. The Omni 64
selects the correct fast algorithm
even when the part numbers are the
same but the manufacturers are different. The Omni 64 comes with a
48-pin and a 64-pin socket.
Four library cards that plug into
the programmer suit it to individual
needs. A user who programs only
MOS E-PRoms and EE-PROMs will
need the Omni-Pack I library card;
to this, the Omni-Pack IV adds bipolar memories and logic arrays.
The Omni 64 with one high-voltage programmable—pin-driver module (each pin driver is capable of
sending power to eight pins simulta-
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Unaided by external components, the
monolithic AD573 analog-to-digital
converter interfaces directly with 8or 16-bit microprocessors in highspeed data-acquisition, process-control, and instrumentation gear. The
unit, which takes a maximum of 30
i
u.s for a 10-bit successive-approximation conversion, easily outruns any
similar part on the market, yet sells
at prices comparable with current
commercial offerings, says Analog
Devices Inc., its developer.
On-chip three-state output buffers,
controllable by means of high- or
low-byte—enable inputs, let host microprocessors read the AD573's 10bit output as either afull 10-bit word
or as two words of 8and 2bits each.
The converter also incorporates a
temperature-compensated buried-zener reference, successive-approximation register, comparator, and clock.
Available in two commercial grades
and a military version, the AD573
accepts unipolar inputs of 0 to +10
or bipolar inputs of —5 to +5 V.
No missing codes. The higher-performance commercial version of the
AD573, operating at from 0° to 70°C,
and the —55°-to-+ 125°C military
model both have relative accuracies
guaranteed at ±1
/ least-significant
2
bit over their respective temperature
ranges. Both models also guarantee
performance with no missing codes
in 10-bit operations over their temperature ranges. The lower-performance AD573 commercial model
guarantees accuracy to ±1 LSB, and
no missing codes at the 9-bit level.
Maximum initial gain error in all

versions of the AD573 is ±2 LSB;
unipolar and bipolar offsets are a
maximum of ±1
2
/
or ±1 LSB in the
commercial grades and ±1 LSB in the
military model. Over their operating
temperature, the commercial models
hold gain error to ±2 or ±4 LSB;
their maximum offset error is guaranteed at ±1 or ±2 LSB. In the military version, the AD573's maximum
gain and offset error specifications
are ±5 and ±2 LSB, respectively.
Operable with either +5- and —15v or with —12-v power supplies, the
AD573 comes in a 20-pin dual inline package. Commercial models,
available in plastic or hermeticallysealed ceramic dual in-line packages,
cost between $13.90 and $26.00 in
lots of 100. The military-grade
AD573 comes only in the sealed ceramic package, and costs $67.80 in
hundreds; processing to MIL-STD883B brings the part's price to
$77.00. Delivery of all AD573 models is from stock.
Analog Devices Inc., Route 1Industrial Park,
P. O.

Box 280,

Norwood,

Phone (617) 329-4700

Mass.

02062.

[Circle 405]

Modem chip digs data
out of noisy signal
Motorola Inc. hopes to ring up sales
in business-application markets for
300-baud modems with asilicon-gate
complementary-mos modem chip
that achieves a high data-recovery
rate (only 1error in 10' bits, typical-
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Zilog's Z8 single-chip microcomputer
gives you 30% more performance with
30% less code than the 8051.
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ZILOG'S Z8 MCU ELIMINATES
THE ACCUMULATOR BOTTLE—
NECK, providing the fastest processing capability available in a
single-chip microcomputer. The Z8
MCU's general-purpose register
architecture operates on data directly
in registers or ports, eliminating the
need to first move data to the
accumulator. As shown, asimple
addition in the Z8 MCU requires
only one instruction and executes
much faster than Intel's accumulatororiented 8051. In most applications,
the Z8 MCU operates at least 30%
faster, with 30% less code!
This device has other advanced
features, including128 bytes of RAM
and 4K bytes of ROM, hardware
port handshake, aUART and two
counter/timers.

ZILOG'S NEW
ZSCAN-8TM EMULATOR MAKES CODE
DEVELOPMENT A SNAP, TOO!
The ZSCAN-8 is aCRT-based,
menu-driven, in-circuit emulator
containing full trace memory and
breakpoint capabilities. And it's
host-independent, so it minimizes
development costs by allowing you
to work with your existing Zilog,
Intel, or CP/M development system.
There isn't abetter, faster 8-bit
computer-on-a-chip solution than
Zilog's Z8 MCU. Ask anyone who
uses them, or find out for yourself.
Fill out the coupon and mail to:
Zilog, Inc., Components Tech. Publications, 1315 Dell Avenue, MS A1-4
Campbell, CA 95008. Or call
TOLL FREE 800-272-6560.

D I'd like More inf9rmation at this time.
Please have asalesman contact me.
Name
Title
Company
Address
City
State

,••••""

Zip

Phone
EL-11 ,3,83

Zilog
Pioneering the .1lieroworld
An affiliate ot E &ON

:orporation

ZS is aregistered trademark of Zilog, Inc.
ZSCAN is atrademark of Zilog, Inc.
CP/M is aregistered trademark of Digital Research Inc.
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ly) despite noisy signals (an incoming
signal-to-noise ratio of 0.5 to 1dB).
To do this, the MC145445 employs a technique known as differential-delayed detection that uses what
the firm calls a semi-phase-locked
loop for demodulation. In addition,
the 22-pin modem chip—which is
compatible with Bell 103 and 113
and the Consultative Committee on
International Telegraphy and Telephony V.21 standards—has eight selectable clear-to-send delay settings,
providing arange of delays from 0 to
426.6 ms.
"If the modem is working over
long-distance lines, you don't want
the system to drop off when it encounters a signal delay. So, you may
select the longer delay times, which
will allow it to recover without losing clear-to-send," says Al Mouton,
product planning manager for telecommunications. The clear-to-send
delay may be selected by a3-bit code
on three pins, allowing eight different settings.
The 145445 is targeted at a range
of business applications, including
automatic-teller machines and 300baud office communications, states
Mouton, adding that these markets
require much lower error rates than
the typical consumer system. Motorola is serving the consumer market
with the MC14412 modem chip introduced earlier; it has fewer on-chip
features and carries a lower price
tag, $3.46 each in 1,000-unit lots.
In
1,000-piece quantities,
the
145445 modem sells for $8.47 each
in aplastic dual in-line package. Production lots are available for immediate delivery.
Companion filters. The modem is
intended to be teamed up with Motorola's recently announced c-mos
bandpass switched-capacitor filter
chips: the MC145440 for U. S. Bell
standards, and the MC145441 for
European CCITT V.21 formats. The
18-pin filters are slated to enter volume deliveries in December. In
1,000-piece orders, the 145440 costs
$8.46 each, and the 145441 is $9.36.
With these filters, the modem chip
set is capable of driving +9 dBm
into a 60041 load; it operates from a
single ±10% power supply of 5 v.
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On-board voltage-reference circuitry
also allows the devices to use a split
supply. The 145445 uses a 3.6864MHz clock crystal and has a power
dissipation of 25 mw typical, 125
mw maximum and has an operating
temperature range of 0° to 70°C. The
145445 also has a carrier-detect input and answer-back tone generator.
Motorola Inc., 3501 Ed Bluestein Blvd., Austin, Texas 78721. Phone (512) 928-6892
[Circle 408]

Prototyping board
fits slot in IBM PC
A wrapped-wire socket board that
fits in one of the expansion slots of
an IBM Personal Computer accommodates up to 86 16-pin chips and

offers the plug-in component replacement, simple rewiring, and rapid design turnaround that can make such
socket panels an attractive alternative to printed-circuit boards. Augat
Inc., apioneer and market leader for
this type of product, adds the board
to a wide product line whose bestsellers to date have been for the Intel
Multibus and for Digital Equipment
Corp. PDP-8 and PDP-11 systems.
A standard pc board for the IBM
PC would hold up to 75 16-pin devices, according to George G. Bauserman, national sales manager for
the company's Interconnection Systems group. And although socket
panels are priced considerably higher
than pc boards, Bauserman argues
that they are actually more economical for short and medium-length production runs. They offer substantial
time savings in production, he explains, do not require the generation
of artwork, and can be modified far

more simply and inexpensively.
Designed for input/output and
memory expansion, the 13.2-by-4.2in. IBM panel is fashioned of standard copper-clad glass-epoxy. Tapered gold sockets accept integrated
circuits of 0.3-, 0.4-, 0.6- and 0.9-in.
widths. The board's 0.025-in.-square
tin- or gold-plated pins can be wired
manually or automatically.
Machined. Augat emphasizes that
its socket, which contacts the lc lead
at four points, is machined, not simply stamped. Machined contacts, the
company contends, are more reliable
than the stamped inner sockets and
soldered connections of conventional
boards. Manufacturing specifications
are to MIL-P-55 10C, notes Bauserman. Moreover, lc reliability is said
to be improved at higher temperatures because of the heat-dissipating
qualities of the pins.
The four-cornered wrapped-wire
posts are said to provide atight wire
grip. Point-to-point, as opposed to Lshaped, wiring results in shorter signal paths. The wrapped-wire pins
may be wired at two levels, with
three-level wiring panels available as
an option at a 10% increase in price.
A 64-contact card-edge connector
plugs the board into the Pc's expansion socket. An SGH 50-pin header
interfaces with a peripheral, with a
second connector optional.
The 8136-HPG28-2 (with goldplated wrapped-wire pins) sells for
$367.25 in quantities of 1to 4, $322
apiece for 5 to 9, or $292.50 for 10
to 24. In the same quantities, the
8136-HPG628-2TG (with tin pins)
sells for $296, $259.50, or $237.75.
Delivery takes three weeks.
Augat Inc., 33 Perry Ave., Attleboro, Mass.
02703. Phone (617) 222-2202

[Circle 476]

SMD controller has
megabyte disk cache
Designing alarge cache memory into
adisk controller can substantially reduce the 30-ms average access time
of Winchester
Storage
Module
Drives. Advanced Storage Concepts
has taken this tack with a controller
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See PRESS-PACTm... or miss Wescon.

On Tuesday, November 8th, at our Wescon booth, ELFAB will unveil PRESSPACTM :arevolutionary new line of discrete compliant pin connectors that you can
press-fit into your backpanels with no special tooling required. From prototype
through production, you can insert one — or one hundred — PRESS-PAC connectors all at one time, using a simple flat-plate press. Both new PRESS-PAC and
PRESS-PAC DIN are completely compatible and interchangeable with whatever
standard card-edge or DIN connectors you're using now, regardless of size,
spacing or configuration. All of which makes PRESS-PAC the most cost-effective
backpanel connector system available. And a"must-see" at Wescon 83. So come
sneak a peek at our PRESS-PAC demonstration, Wescon Booth #152-154, at the
Moscone Center.
I

ELFAB

c

inter onnection
interc
innovators

P.O. Box 810555 •4200 Wiley Post Road •Dallas, Texas 75381-0555
(214) 233-3033
Call us toll free: 800-527-0753
Circle 195 on reader service card

I.C. PROBE HAS

0.02 pF

INPUT CAPACITANCE
With any standard oscilloscope, P1COPROBE ® instruments can measure the
internal node voltages of integrated circuits without the usual capacitance
loading.

(PICOPROBES® can be mounted on any probing system)
Two models are available, one for MOS dynamic nodes and one for general
I.C. probing.
Specifications
Input Capacitance
Input Leakage
Input Resistance
Frequency Response

Model 18A
0.02pF
10 14 A
dc to 350MHz

Model 12B
0.1pF
--1.0 Megohm
dc to 500MHz

GGB Industries Inc. PO Box 125 Gillette, NJ 07933
(201) 464-1749
Circle 196 on reader service card

RADIATION
COUNTERS
for registration of
• alpha radiation
• beta radiation
• gamma radiation
• X-rays
• cosmic rays

me,

• neutrons
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for 8- and 14-in. SMDs that communicates with the host via the Small
Computer Systems Interface.
The ACS 800 controller board carries 1-megabyte of random-access
memory for cache storage, cutting
average access time to about 8 ms,
assuming a 75% hit ratio.
A microprocessor (an 8088 to be
upgraded to an 80188) controls the
host and disk interfaces and oversees
use of the cache by analyzing the
host's requests. The RAM copies data
from the disk and makes it available
immediately on request.
The user can lock in the cache
files that would normally be overwritten because of their inactivity.
Writing, the less frequent operation,
is done directly into the cache (a flag
is set for written blocks); recording
onto the disk is done either when the
controller is idle or when new data is
about to overwrite the block not
used for the longest time.
A full implementation of the SCSI
specification allows multiple requests
to be queued. If adisk operation presents a long delay, the controller can
disconnect itself from the bus, and
accept another request—thus allowing concurrent or parallel servicing.
The disk-cache approach is particularly useful in Unix-based systems,
which fragment file requests into
multiple physical disk seeks. Other
uses include computer-aided design
systems, data-base—management installations, networked computers,
and multiple-user systems.
Currently under development, the
ACS 800 will be available early next
year for under $4,000. A similar controller for 51
/ -in. ST-506—type Win4
chesters carries 320-K bytes of cache
and is priced at $1,995.
Advanced Storage Concepts, 8720 South
Gessner, Houston, Texas 77074.
(713) 271-5140

Exporter:

teclisimbegpoil
USSR MOSCOW

32/34, Smolenskaya-Sennaya Pl. •121200 Moscow •USSR
Tel. 244-32-85 •Telex 411 328 TSE SU
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Board adds I/O ports
to S-100 system
The 8800GF2 board for the S-100
bus is aimed at highly input/outputoriented systems, such as those used
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Three optional operating systems:

The SBE 200...a 16/32
bit system that gives
you:
• 10 MHz Motorola 68000 CPU
• 256K byte local dual-ported
no wait-state memory
• 10 MB 51
4 "Winchester
/
drive
• 320K byte 51
4 "floppy drive
/
• 2serial ports, 1parallel printer port
• 9available Multibus - expansion card slots
• PROBUG - monitor/debugger
• Rack mountable or desktop
configurations
See us at Mini-Micro Booth $5603

[SBE

• Single-user CP/M 68K"
• Multiuser REGULUS (compatible with
UNIX" system 3)
• polyForth/3r Software development support includes C compiler
and Thoroughbred SMC
BASIC. Hardware options,
include: memory expansion,
multiple hard disk drives,
higher.capacity Winchesters
and serial I/O expansion.
These options provide the OEM
and the integrator with abroad
range of fast, easy-to-implement system solutions.
Call us today for the name of your local SBE
representative and reserve your SBE 200
system solution.
8

4700 San Pablo Avenue, Emeryville, CA 94608, (415) 652-1805, TWX 910-366-2116
Multibus and iSBX are trademarks of Intel Corp, UNIX is a trademark of Bell Labs. CP/M-68K is a trademark of Digital Research. Regulus is a trademark of Alcyon.
polyForth/32 is a trademark of Forth and PROBUG is a trademark of SBE
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ABREAKTHROUGH IN
FLAT DISPLAYS FROM SHARP
THE NEW480 X128 FULL DOT MATRIX LCD

Y.)
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GRAPHIC LCD UNIT

LM

- 48001G

)

Sharp liquid crystal display graphic unit, the LM 48001G, features237 X70.5mm
wide viewing area and 480 x128 full dots, making it possible to display 16 lines of
80 characters each, also graphics. patterns, and other information, all of which
can be virtually comparable to those available by a CRT.
Wide viewing angle and high contrast are achieved by a newly developed LCD
material suitable for high (1/64) duty drive and larger size LCD cell design based
on ultra precision film alignment technology and cell gap control technology.
This unit, featuring slim, light weight and low power consumption, provides
a wide variety of applications, typically, display devices of compact and highly
sophisticated "office automation" equipment, including portable computers and
word-processors. Sharp Corporation, in addition to the LM 48001G, provides a
wide variety of dot-matrix LCDs for, character display and other uses.
Graphic Type

Model

Dot Structure

U.4-240020 240 ,
i 64dots
LM-240030 240.128dots

Built-In Type (5

Effective Veveng Area
W uH

Dot See

260 .
.80 . 14

175 x 50

0.6 .0.6

179.9 u 101.5

0.6 u 0.6

- 5.

237 X 70.5

0.4 x 0.4

+5.-12

241

LM-480010 480.128dots
Character Generato

gel Wee Drrertexis
w•HXD
• 125.3 u 14

290 x 110 x 18

7 dots -)- cursor)

Supply Voltage (v)
+5,-7

*No cursor.

Unt Wee Omeneems
W
H •D

Effective Were Area
W xH

Character
Sae

Dot Sae

LM-08151

Chara
Line
x1

14.5

45 x 13.5

4.8 x 7.5

(18 x0.9

LM-14151

14 x 1

93 > 47 s 13.5

53 u 11.2

LM-24151

24 x 1

174 x 51 x 13.5

x

40 h 1

177

Model

80 x 40

12

46 x 13.5

SWAN
Voltage(v)
+5

2.85 . 3.75 0.45.

au

+5

115 x 11.2

3.3

x

5.05

0.5

0.55

+5

120x

2.32

x

3.28

0.4. 0.4

9.6

e

+5

Control LSI Built.ln Type(5 x 7dots + cursor) Chara gen also
Ulli 011611e >MIMS
%Mil,'

LM-18151

1) '

:a

Line

18 x 1

W•Fl. D
80 x 36 u 12

Vetere Area
W xH

Debit

Do ,g..,.

',''-"

SuFle
Voltage(v)

285. 4.45 0.45.0.55 . + 5
295 it 155 035 .0.65

LM-18251

16 x 2

84 . 44 u 15

61 x 15.8

LM-40251

40 x 2

237 x 48 . 12.5

173.2 x 18.9

(Operating Temperature -O

Character
Sate

80 x 112

•50Z. Storage Temperature

- 25

3.4.48

0.6 .0.6

+ 55t

+5,-5
+5
Und

•80 Chara. X One Line type (LM-80101)also available.

SHARP
SHARP CORPORATION International Business Group, Electronic Components Sales Dept.
22 22. Nagaike cho. Abeno ku. Osaka 545. JAPAN
Iih
1061 621 1221 Cable LABC)MET OSAKA Teiek J63428 Attn OSKPA 1LABOMET A.D1
U.S.A.: SHARP ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
10 Sharp Plaid. Paramus. New Jersey 07652
Tel 12011 266 5600
Electronic Components Dept
EUROPE: SHARP ELECTRONICS (EUROPE) GMBH
Sonninstrasse 3.2000 Hamburg 1. F.R. Germany Tel (0401 23775- 286
Electronic Components Dept.
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for data acquisition, machine-tool interfaces, and process control, as well
as at ordinary small computers that
must drive a number of printers.
This board, which conforms to the
IEEE-696 standard, provides three
full-duplex parallel I/o channels, an
RS-232-C serial port, and a selectable-rate interrupt timer.
Each of the three parallel ports incorporates eight latched TTL input
lines and eight three-state output
lines with 24-mA drivers. Additional
lines offer strobe, enable, or attention
signals with selectable polarity. The
board supports data-transfer rates of
up to 10 MHz, according to Floyd
Hill, sales vice president of Vector
Electronic Co.
A switch-selectable interrupt timer
gives the board fixed rates from 50
to 19,200 interrupts/s. The basic
rates may be reduced further by factors of 2, 4, or 8 via jumpers. Each
parallel connector carries power for
peripheral devices. The power available for all three connectors is 5V at
200 mA and ±12 V at 50 mA.
Isolated. The serial port offers RS232-C ±12-v signals or optically isolated 20-mA current-loop signals
with an internal or external current
source. In the RS-232-C mode, the
board functions either as data-terminal or as data-communication equipment. Data-transmission rates may
be selected from 50 to 19,200 baud,
including a 134.5-baud rate for driving Selectric typewriters. Characters
may be 7 or 8 bits, with odd, even,
or no parity and 1or 2 stop bits.
The 10-by-5.3-in. epoxy-glass circuit board is solder-masked on both
sides and has gold-plated card-edge
connectors. Power needs are 800 mA
maximum at +8 y and 200 mA maximum each at +16 and -16 Y.
The premium version of the Vector board is given a 200-h burn-in. It
has a two-year warranty; direct exchange in case of failure is promised.
The other assembled and tested version is burned in for 20 h and is
offered with a one-year limited warranty for $325. The premium board
is $399. Delivery is in two weeks.
Vector Electronic Co.,

TELEX

No.216 -1867

12460 Gladstone

Ave., Sylmar, Calif. 91342. Phone (213) 3659661

[Circle 407]
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The EE
wish list.
Hewlett-Packard knows what an EE
hopes for in software packages, and
that's exactly what we deliver. Most are
available in floppies and cartridges,
and run on the broad range of HewlettPackard computers. As you wish.
For more information and adescription of software packages, write to Pat
Welch, Hewlett-Packard, Dept. 06165,
19447 Pruneridge Avenue, Cupertino,
CA 95014.
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100,000 gates from now,
your Mentor will look
better than ever.
Computer-Aided Engineering. Now a functional reality.
Soon, an absolute necessity.
So when you acquire a CAE system, you're making
a quite serious decision about the course of your
engineering future.
Which means it's best to think long-run. And to think
long-run in computer-aided engineering quickly
narrows the field to a single system.
Mentor Graphics.
Why'? For one thing, our full relational database
and stable operating system evolve right along with
you. New tools and designs never obsolete older
design files.
Also, we've got the capacity to handle schematics of
any size. If you've got the gates, we've got the graphics
space.
And our Apollo computer network architecture is
virtually an open-ended proposition. Add up to
1,048,576 Mentor workstations or other devices, including gateways to mainframes. Not enough? Then start
a second Mentor network and link the two together
via Ethernet. And so on.
Looking for performance that'll stand the test of
time? Look no further. Long after you've first sat down
with a Mentor system, its power will continue to
surprise you.
Our hierarchical design system divides complex
concepts into manageable pieces. And lets you work
from the top down, bottom up or middle out. Whatever suits your style.
Our fully interactive Logic Simulator lets you
graphically probe and capture logic flow anywhere
on your displayed schematic. Anywhere.
Our Timing Verifier not only catches errors, it also
zooms into their exact location in your design circuitry
Our Mentor SPICE gives you a powerful graphic

display of your circuit's analog behavior.
And we don't stop at the "front end" of the design
process, because neither does your future. Our
Mentor/CADISYS gate array layout tool is just the first
step in a broad-based physical layout plan. From VLSI
all the way to systems.
Good design engineers are not carbon copies of
each other. So neither is our user interface. Almost
every aspect of it is programmable. Define your own
graphics windows and function keys. Build macros
that streamline your workload.
Then there's all those non-design tasks, like paperwork and meetings, that typically consume 60% of
your time. Mentor hasn't forgotten them. We give you
the finest on-line document preparation package
anywhere. And electronic mail, too.
Only a Mentor system has the flexibility and depth
to grow as fast as you will. In fact after 100,000 gates or
so, you'll wonder how you ever got by without one.
Your Mentors just a phone call away. Contact us.

menbr

Mentor Graphics Corporation
10200 SW. Nimbus Avenue. G-7
Portland, OR 97223
Phone: (503) 620-9817

Mentor Graphics Japan Co., Ltd. Mentor Graphics (U.K.) Ltd.
Sunshine 60-25F
Mentor House
1-1. Higashi Ikebukoro 3-Chome Wellington Industrial Estate
Toshima-Ku. Tokyo 170 Japan
Spencer's Wood
Phone: (03) 989-7751
Reading. Berkshire. RG 71SS
England
Phone: 0734-884888
Telex: 849975 Mentor G
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SLCTM Capacitors and the Great Electronics Circuits

The Filter Circuit

RC. LC. Active. Passive. High-pass. Low-pass.
Band-rejection. Phase-compensating. Network theory.
Chebyshev and Butterworth shapes. Attenuation and
transfer function poles.
Modern filter design requires careful balancing of
complex function and performance variables. Singlelayer ceramic (SLCTM) capacitors are ideal for many of
today's sophisticated filter circuits used in modern
radio, telecommunications, test and measurement,
and computer applications. They provide high levels of
reliability, stability, precision, and temperature compensation while permitting wide flexibility in meeting
package size and dielectric requirements.

Tusonix offers the most complete line of singlelayer ceramic capacitors in the industry, including
standard and custom-designed miniature WEECONs®,
discs, trimmers, high-voltage, feed-thru/stand-off,
and tubular styles in general purpose, temperature
compensating, and military types. Capacitance values
to 114,F, voltages to 30KV. COG, X7R, Z5U, and over
fifty other dielectric formulations, many proprietary.
We think our SLCTM capacitors belong in all great
electronics circuits ... including yours. To find out
more about our products and services, please write or
call us today. We're Tusonix, the SLCTM Capacitor
Company.

TUSONlit

2155 N. Forbes Boulevard,Tucson, Arizona 85745
(602) 624-8231

LOGIC-CONTROL MICRO-CASSETTE MECHANISMS!

These new logic-control-type micro-cassette tape mechanisms are
TTL-level controllable and—unlike the solenoid type—present no
heat problems and no high electrical power requirements.
Other outstanding features include:
• Superior reliability and excellent quality
• Single power supply and low electrical power (DC 3V, 130mA)
• Extra light in weight and unmatched miniaturization
•Two motors and 3-in-I monaural heads
In addition, the availability of 3 types (A, B and C) permits
mounting designs for virtually any kind of equipment and makes
designing simple for the designer and usage easy for the user.
KI41-10L micro-mechanisms perform versatile functions and serve:
• For voice message storage in telephone answering machines
• As home telecommunication units and computerized telephone equipment
• As data recorders for small business computers, hand-held
computers and home computers
• As data loggers for various types of control and measuring
equipment, etc.

SPECIFICATIONS
• Wow & Flutter: JIS WRMS 0.2%
• Dimensions:
A Type 98 x 58 x 22.5 mm
B Type 78 x 86 x 22.5 mm
C Type 78 x 58 x 33.5 mm
• Weight: 110 g

• Sensing:
BOT, EOT, Cassette Presence,
IC Counter, Write Protect
• Options:
Mechanism Control Circuit
Stereo Head

Please contact us directly at the address below for further information.

e
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KASUGA SEI KI MFG. CO., LTD.
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TOKYO HEAD OFFICE:
42nd Fl., Shinjuku Mitsui Bldg., 1-1, 2-chome, Nishishinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160, Japan
Tel.: (03)348-6511/7 Fax.: (03)348-6443 Telex: J28562 KASUGACO Cable: KASUGASEIKICO
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Nothing makes acassette
tape work harder for you.
The Kyowa family of data recorders now includes
four powerful members in all.
The new 21-channel RTP-602A has joined the
family as the elder version of the 14-channel RTP600B for video cassettes. While supplemented
with an LCD, it retains all the popular features of
the RTP-600B — six tape speeds, automatic level
setting, provision for GP-1B interface, an extra
voice channel, and simultaneous recording/reproduction.
Further, the youngest 7-channel RTP-50I A
(RTP-501AL with a DC level shifting func-

don) for Philips type compact cassettes is followed by an ultra-compact record-only model,
the RTP-502A. Both have three tape speeds and
one monitor channel.
Each member of this versatile family is micra
computer-assisted for easy, error-free operation
and offers you specs only expected for much
larger reel systems... along with cassette convenience plus a rugged design easily cleaning
MIL-STD-810C for vibration resistance.
For complete details, call or write us today.

61E0100U CI

RTP-600B

RTP-602A

RTP-501A/AL

BETA FORMAT VIDEO CASSETTE

PHILIPS TYPE COMPACT CasSFTTE

BETA FORMAT VIDEO CASSETTE

RTP-502A

(with signal conditioner)
PHIUPS TYPE COMPACT CASSETTE

KVOWA. DENG1r0
KYOWA DENGYO CORPORATION

81 Ruckman Road, Closter, N.J. 07624
Phone: 201-784-0500 Telex: 135067 KYOWA USA
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OUR NEW 2Kx8 STATIC RAM
IS TWICE AS FAST AS ANY OTHER BYTE-WIDE.
HITTING SPEEDS TO 45ns.
Toshiba has the world's fastest
2K x8Static RAM. With speeds as fast as
45ns and other byte-wide units with power
consumption as low as 1µ,A, your range
of design options just got twice as wide as
before.
Our new TMM2018D provides
both high-speed and low-power feature
with an access time of 45ns. This, along
with high density, explains why they're
rapidly displacing bipolar devices.

All our high-speed NMOS and
CMOS 2K x8's are designed for maximum
compatibility with microprocessor bus
structures.
In fact, ours were the first 16K
CMOS RAMs on the market. We designed
them for amaximum 1µA standby current.
Operating from asingle 5V power
supply, our byte-wide RAMs are available in
a24-pin package, DIP (.300" or .600"), flat
pack and avariety of other configurations.

AREA SALES OFFICES: WESTERN AREA, Toshiba America. Inc.. (714) 752-0373, CENTRAL AREA, Toshiba America. Inc .(612) 831-2566. EASTERN AREA, Toshiba America. Inc .(617) 742-2040.
NORTHWESTERN AREA, Toshiba America. Inc (408) 720-8570. REPRESENTATIVE OFFICES: ALABAMA, Glen White Associates (205) 883-7938. ARIZONA, Semper Fi Sales Company (602) 991-4601.
ARKANSAS, Technology Sales Company. (214) 380-0200. CALIFORNIA (
Northern) Elrepco. Inc (415) 962-0660 CALIFORNIA (Southern). Bauer Electronics Inc (714) 957-3367. COLORADO,
Dully Associates. (303) 595-4244. CONNECTICUT, Datcom. Inc .(203) 288-7005, DELAWARE, Vantage Sales. (609) 663-6660, FLORIDA, Donato 8Associates. (305) 522-2200. (305) 352-0727.
(813) 785-3327 GEORGIA, Glen White Associates. (404) 441-1447. IDAHO, Components West i206) 271-5252 ILLINOIS, L-TEC. (312) 593-7200. INDIANA, Leslie M DeVoe Company. (317) 842-3245. IOWA,
J.R. Sales Engineering. (319) 393-2232. KANSAS, R R. Burton 8Associates. (816) 763-5385, KENTUCKY, Leslie M DeVoe Company. (317) 842-3245. LOUISIANA, Technology Sales Company. (214) 380-0200,
MARYLAND, Glen White Associates. (301) 252-6360. MASSACHUSETTS, Dalcom. Inc (617) 891-4600. MICHIGAN, R C Nordstrom 8 Company. (313) 559-7373, MINNESOTA, Quantum Sales. Inc.,

Kx 8RAI%
SPEED LIMIT.

If you're designing cache memory,
high-speed storage, hand-helds and other
high-density memory applications, write for
more information to Toshiba America, Inc.,
2441 Michelle Drive, Tustin, CA 92680,
(714) 730-5000. Or call your local distributor or sales representative.
Toshiba America broke the speed
'limit so there'll be fewer design limitations
for you.

Part No.
20I6P
2016P-I
2016P-2
'2016AP-9
'2016AP-10
2016AP-12
•2016AP-15
••2018D-45
••2018D-55

pe
NMOS
NMOS
NMOS
NMOS
NMOS
NMOS
NMOS
NMOS
NMOS

Access
Time (Max)
150ns
10Ons
20Ons
90ns
10Ons
12Ons
15Ons
45ns
55ns

Operating
Current (Max)
100mA
120mA
140mA
80mA
65mA
65mA
65mA
120mA
120mA

25Ons
CMOS
5516P
20Ons
5516P-2
CMOS
25Ons
5516P1./
CMOS
20Ons
5516PL-2
CMOS
20Ons
CMOS
55176P
20Ons
5517BPL
CMOS
20Ons
CMOS
5518BP
200ns
CMOS
5518BP1.
'Also available in a.300.uide package—Part No.
"'Available onlv in a.30e w de package.

55mA
55mA
55mA
55mA
25mA
25mA
25mA
25mA

C

Stand's)
t131a ,
15mA
15mA
30mA
7mA
7mA
7mA
7mA
20mA
20mA
30µ A
30µ A
lei A
lei A
30µ A
1µ A
30µ A
1µ A

2015-XX.

TOSHIBA AMERICA, INC.
A WORLD STANDARD IN MOS.

*Moe
(612) 884-4700. MISSISSIPPI, Glen White Associates. (804) 237-6291. MISSOURI, R.N. Burton &Associates. (816) 763-5385. MONTANA, Components West. (206) 271-5252; NEBRASKA, R.R. Burton &
Associates. (816) 763-5385. NEVADA, Elrepco. Inc.. (415) 962-0660. NEW JERSEY, Necco 1, (201) 461-2789. Vantage Sales. (609) 663-6660. NEW MEXICO, Semper Fi Sales Company, (602) 991-4601.
NEW YORK, Necco 1. (201) 461-2789. P(-tronics. (315) 455-7346, NORTH/SOUTH CAROLINA, Glen White Associates. (919) 787-7016. (919) 787-7023; NORTH/SOUTH DAKOTA, Quantum Sales, Inc..
(612) 884-4700. OHIO, Del Steffen &Associates. (216) 461-8333. (419) 884-2313. (513) 293-3145. OKLAHOMA, Engineering Sales Company. (918) 493-1927. Technology Sales Company. (214) 380-0200;
OREGON, Components West. (503) 643-5588, PENNSYLVANIA, Del Stetten &Associates. (412) 276-7366. Vantage sales. (609) 663-6660. TENNESSEE, Glen White Associates. (615) 477-8850, TEXAS,
Technology Sales Company. (214) 380-0200. (512) 476-9874, UTAH, Dully Associates. (303) 595-4244. VIRGINIA/WEST VIRGINIA, Glen White Associates. (804) 237-6291. (804) 295-0435. (804) 224-7764,
(804) 224-0404, WASNINGTON, Components West. (206) 271-5252. WISCONSIN, L-TEC. (414) 774-1000 WYOMING, Dully Associates. (303) 595-4244 CANADA, Source Electronics. Ltd .(416) 675-6235
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me oencnmarK:
For every other marking system in the world to live up to.
For designing exactly the kind of equipment you need
to make virtually any kind of mark on any kind of surface
(for Digital, the assignment was creating an integrated DIP
marking system)—plus all the support, supplies, and sertiice you'll ever need.
For labels, logos, calibration, dating, and bar coding.
MarKeITI IS

ror appliances, snoes, saw DlaGes, Syringes, claming,
tablets, cartons, capacitors, containers, or ping-pong balls.
For help or advice on marking systems of any kind—
for plant managers, product designers, or engineers—
write or give us acall at (603) 352-1130.

MARICEfie iraecat,..
Marken) C.:gmoaten International tleadquarlers Keene, N H 03431

MARKEM ON DEC:
DIGITAL DEXTERITY.
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New products

Station gets extensive graphics facilities
Microsystem line offers color and high-resolution monochrome graphics,
versatile display software, upgraded Ethernet interface, file-server version
by Clifford Barney, Palo Alto bureau
Ever since Sun Microsystems Inc. introduced its very first 68000-and-Unix—based work station [Electronics,
June 30, 1982, P. 139], it has been
tweaking the design. The firm has
already replaced the original microprocessor with the 68010—which
supports a demand-paged virtual
memory—enhanced the AT&T Bell
Laboratories' operating system, added a mouse and windowing software,
and upgraded to a high-speed Ethernet network interface.
Now Sun has pulled together all
these improvements and bundled
them with a high-resolution bitmapped display or a color-graphics
unit, improved network and input/
output interfaces, and additional
hardware and software. The new system is called the Sun 2.
The Sun 2/120 is a high-performance work station with a noninterlaced 19-in, display of 1,152 by 900
picture elements and up to 4 megabytes of high-speed random-access
memory. The Sun 2/170 is a rackmountable file server for large networks. The 2/120 comes with a
deskside pedestal unit containing the
power supply, a 51
/ -in. Winchester
4
disk with 1
/ -in.—tape backup, and a
4
nine-slot Multibus card cage. The
2/170 has no display but does have a
bigger power supply and a 15-slot
Multibus cage.
Sun's high-performance microsystem, apparently on the wish lists of
many technical professionals, has attracted dense crowds at a number of
trade shows. What is now called the
updated Sun 1 system, organized
around a 10-MHz 68010, provides 16
megabytes of virtual address space
and 2 megabytes of physical 150-ns
RAM. It runs Berkeley's 4.2 Unix
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networking software, written by Bill
Joy, who is now Sun's software director. The system interfaces with a
10-mb/s Ethernet.
Floating point. The Sun 2 keeps
these features but adds another 2megabytes of RAM and an intelligent peripheral interface and upgrades the
display. It also offers a buffered Ethernet interface, a floating-point processor based on very large-scale integrated circuits, and a color-display
controller in charge of a 640-by-480by-8-bit display memory.
The color-display controller, floating-point processor, and interfaces to
Ethernet and various mass storage
options plug into the system's Multibus. But the unit's virtual memory
manager communicates with another
bus as well, a private fast memory
bus for the 4 megabytes (maximum)
of high-speed RAM. The controller

for the high-resolution monochrome
display also connects to this bus.
Besides the newly released Berkeley 4.2 version of Unix, the software
includes a Core-based graphics package and a versatile display manager
that entertains users with overlapped
windows, pop-up menus, and icons.
The display control is supported by a
VLSI "raster op" processor that lets a
single instruction operate on a whole
block of pixels.
Open interfaces like Ethernet,
Multibus, and Unix provide flexibility for original-equipment manufacturers, large end-users, and scientific
researchers—Sun's main customers.
The system also implements the Arpanet TCP/IP and file-transfer protocols. Sun systems are often used in
sophisticated program development;
others adapt Sun's software to such
applications as computer-aided de-
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It's simple because we
supply everything you
need ... controller boards,
cables, drives, CP/M* software, boot PROMs and
documentation. All you
need to do to get up and
running is plug in the
boards, hook up the
cables, insert the software
and turn on the power.
When it comes to STD BUS
systems, look to Micro/sys
first ... STD BUS pioneers
since the beginning.

ed STD BUS mass
storage.
We supply complete interface packages
for 5-1/4 and 8-in, floppy and Winchester systems. Our controller boards
support multiple, single/double sided.
single/double density. 48 or 96 tpi
drives. Our unique "CP/M Packages"
include completely integrated hardware and software. We can even supply
cables, drives, and additional software
(FORTRAN. BASIC. AND PASCAL). And.
all of our controllers can operate with
our SB8341 4-channel DMA controller.
With Micro/sys STD BUS mass
storage systems you get integration simplicity and reliability
backed up by our oneyear warranty.

microisys
1387 FootMll Blvd., La Canada. C. 91011

*CP/M

trademark Digital Research

12131790-7267

TWX 910-588-1959
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CUSTOM AND SEMICUSTOM VLSI:
SURVIVAL STRATEGIES FOR THE NEW ERA

Lem

Custom and semicustom IC's have advanced to the
center of the forum. Are you equipped to meet the
challenges of an ever-changing industry?
Order the official transcript of this seminar, sponsored by Electronics Magazine and Gnostic Concepts
Inc. for an inside line on the questions of SURVIVAL.
Send $150 or your company purchase order to:
Electronics Magazine Books, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10020
Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
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sign and manufacturing, text processing and makeup, and bioengineering.
Reflecting a recent influx of executives from Digital Equipment Corp.,
Sun has upgraded the Ethernet interface to DEC's Revision 2, which provides system diagnostics and enhances reliability. The controller incorporates 256-K bytes of buffer
memory, so stations can accept backto-back data packets. The interface
maintains its own memory map and
can thus start a data transfer to the
exit buffer while it builds the Ethernet header—an 80% saving on packet-building time, the firm claims.
Storage options. Sun has included
the Small Computer System Interface, which permits a variety of addons. With SCSI come the 42-megabyte (formatted) Maxtor Winchester
disk and 1
/ -in.—tape back-up unit.
4
Any Sun in a network can act as file
server for the others, though the
2/170 is specifically designed to do
so, taking the place of aminicomputer or a mainframe as the workhorse
for a large network and accommodating a 474-megabyte Fujitsu disk.
Sun has emphasized high performance throughout. Main memory is
accessible without wait states over its
own high-speed bus. The fast hardware and the windowing software
have been the big attractions for Sun
at demonstration sessions. Sun now
provides window "panes," small subwindows within a process. The display operates at a video rate of 100
wiz, repainting the screen in 55 ms.
Both versions of the Sun architecture will operate together on a network. Users who have upgraded
their Sun 1 systems will receive the
latest software enhancements without
extra charge. The Sun 2 will be delivered 90 to 120 days after receipt of
order at a unit price of $16,900 for
the 2/120 with 1megabyte of memory or $20,900 for a rack-mounted
2/170 with 2 megabytes of RAM.
Both prices include the Ethernet controller; without it, they are $2,500
less. Extra memory costs $3,300 per
megabyte. OEM discounts are also
available.
Sun Microsystems Inc., 2550 Garcia Ave.,
Mountain View, Calif. 94043. Phone (415)
960-1300 [Circle reader service number 338]

Money-back guarantee.
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EPSON QUALITY PRODUCTS FOR THE OEM.
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EPSON INTELLIGENT LCD MODULES
BETTER VISIBILITY NO MATTER HOW YOU
LOOK AT THEM.
That's the first thing you notice about Epson LCD displays: they're so easy to read. One
reason is the unusually wide viewing angle. Another is the high contrast. It's hard to
quantify, but you can see it at aglance. Your customers can see it too.
What you may not notice offhand is how easy they are to use: the easy microprocessor interface, the CMOS TTL compatibility (and low power consumption), the
compact size and ease of installation.
Epson Intelligent LCD Modules are available in arange of sizes and formats, including both alpha numeric and graphic formats. Features include abuilt-in 96-character
ASCII character generator and data RAM. Plus Epson's
state-of-the-art technology and unrivalled experience in
meeting user needs.
But the best way to judge Epson LCD superiority is
EPSON AMERICA, INC.
to take alook for yourself. Call or write us today, tell us
OEM Products Division
LCD GROUP
your application, and we'll provide the visibility.

EPSON

3415 Kashiwa Street, Torrance,
CA 90505
(213) 533-8277
Telex: 182412
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See us at WESCON Booth #2714 8, 2813
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you known
that you can build a portable, battery-operated computer
with built-in MODEM and LCD display that synthesizes speech,
tells time, reads temperature, voltage, or MPH, drives your
printer, relay, or robot's arm, times events, "sleeps" when it's
not in use, and, lives in your briefcase!
And you can get all the ICs from Hitachi.
•CMOS
•CMOS
•CMOS
•CMOS

4, 8, 16-Bit Microprocessors
RAMs
ROMs
EPROMs

•CMOS
•CMOS
•CMOS
•CMOS

Real Time Clock
Programmable Timers
Peripheral Interface ICs
LCD Drivers

•CMOS Speech Synthesizers
•CMOS Gate Arrays
•CMOS A D Converters
•CMOS Logic
•LCD Displays

If you're planning some new "dream" product design
(perhaps a computer that fits in a matchbox), give us a call.
We've been doing the "impossible" in CMOS for some time.
For more information about the CMOS Family, contact your
local Hitachi Representative or Distributor Sales Office.

FAST ACTION
To obtain product literature immediately,

CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-842-9000, Ext. 6809.
Ask for literature number 703.

HITACHI
A World Leader in Technology
Hitachi America, Ltd.
Semiconductor and IC Sales and Service Division
1800 Bering Drive
San Jose, CA 95112
1-408/292-6404
Circle 211 on reader service card

THIS IS DATEL...

Salon des Composants 1983

Booth 125/Hall 3/Allee 34

DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS, MODULES, HYBRIDS, ICS

e

IL

Your COMPLETE Source for A/D Converters, D/A Converters, Sample-Hold, MUX, Data
Acquisition Systems, Data Loggers, Digital Panel Meters, Thermal Printers, Power Supplies,
DC/DC Converters, Computer I/O Boards... and much more

REQUEST OUR
LATEST CATALOGS

BE AN EXPERT
ON DATA ACQUISITION
REQUEST ORDERING
DETAILS

11 CABOT BOULEVARD, MANSFIELD, MA USA 02048/TEL (617)339-93411TWX 710-346-1953/TLX
951340 • ENGLAND, BASINGSTOKE TEL: (256) 69085 • FRANCE, SAINT CLOUD TEL: 602-5711
•WEST GERMANY, MUNICH TEL: (89) 530741 •JAPAN, TOKYO TEL: 793.1031
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GENRAD'S
GOOD BRIDGE.
el ann*
let the low price
SI's new LAC bridge
Éon't

91 you.
Cornpare the two
and you'll find both offer
excellent coverage of the
most used ranges of
capacitance, resistance,
inductance and dissipation
factor. Both offer built-in
test fixtures, two test
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frequencies and series
and parallel measurement
capability.
So what makes the new
ESI Model 2400 the better
bridge? First, its fully automatic. Turn the power on
and the bridge sets itself
for the most used test
conditions.
Second. when you connect acapacitor or inducThe leading edg
we 12 r-t

ESI'S NEW,
BETTER BRIDGE.
$1,1 42 n
tor, the bridge identifies the
type of component and
sets the range for the best
measurement resolution.
Third. the Model 2400
actually helps you improve
test conditions for the most
accurate results. LED's
flash to identify which test
conditions need to be
changed to ensure testing

is within the stated accuracy of the bridge!
An optional Limits
Comparator offers fast,
GO NO-GO testing.
Call today on our toll-free
WATS line. Well show you
how easy it is to save S500!

CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-547-1863

When he leaves DeVry
he's an Electronics Technician
... not an electronics trainee.

He can't "slide by - instructors who also have had
industry experience. From microprocessor programming and interfacing to circuitry assembly,
testing and troubleshooting, he's had 1605 challenging hours in aprogram that is constantly being
updated. And his "hands-on" training includes
state-of-the-art equipment.
If he can make it through DeVry, he can make it
with you.
You probably will find DeVry graduates right
in your own area, ready to go to work. Contact
us now.
Please send me your Free book on Hiring Technical
Graduates
NAME L]
MR ms
TITLE
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

ZIP

BUS PHONE

DETTRY

INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
2201 W. Howard St., Evanston, IL 60202

(800)225-8000
c1983 DEVRY INC All rights reserved
214

In Illinois, call (312) 328-8100. Ask for Mike Bouman
In Canada, call (416) 741-9220. Ask for Jim White.
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Multifunction 16-bit
personal debugger
Three instruments in one—
timing analyzer, state analyzer, and real-time emulator

New YEW Model 3502 Personal Debugger is actually three instruments in
one—a timing analyzer, a state analyzer, and an emulator. Extensive and
flexible built-in capabilities ease and
speed-up testing, analysis, and total
debugging of system based on the
68000 or 8086 processor families.

Major Capabilities
State analysis
•Symbolic debugging •Disassembly display
•Multi-tracing 'Multi-triggering
Timing analysis
•EXT 8 channels 'Sampling clock...max.
100ns •Glitch detection...min. 15ns
Real-time emulation
'Internal 28K bytes RAM
'Assembly
function of single-line program
'Active tracing
Standard Accessories
•Minifloppy disk drive 'RS-2320 interface 'Video/hard copy ports
[Microprocessor Compatibility:
!Motorola 68000,Intel 8086, or equivalent!
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YOKOGAWA
CORPORATION
OF AMERICA

2 Dart Road, Shenandoah, Georgia 30265
Phone 404-253-7000 TWX .810-766-4760
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"Visit us at WESCON Booths 637-639"

TALE 012TWO CITIES

How FutureNet's DASH-1" Has Revolutionized
Schematic Design and Documentation!
Increased Schematic
Design Efficiency
Obviously the engineer in Boca
Raton has abig edge over his counterpart in Sunnyvale. The reason is
simple. He uses FutureNet's DASH-1
Schematic Designer to create perfect
schematics on his IBM PC... in a
fraction of the time it takes others who
still struggle with manual methods.
Besides producing top-quality
schematics, the DASH-1 can automatically generate Net Lists, Lists of
Materials, Design Check Reports and
other critical support documents. All in
all, DASH-1 increases your efficiency
as adesigner about five-fold.., forget
those long, wearisome hours slaving
over routine documentation.
Extensive Parts Library Included
At the heart of the amazing DASH-1
is acomprehensive symbol library
(easily expandable, of course). It '
includes hundreds of TTL, microprocessor, memory/support chips,
as well as discrete components, all
FutureNet. DASH ,'and STRIDES are trademarks of
FutureNet Corporation. IBM is aregistered trademark
of the IBM corporation.

with pinouts and pin functions. Call
symbols instantly to your screen,
move and connect them effortlessly to
create your desired schematic while
your DASH-1 automatically captures
all the intelligence of your design. An
optional plotter even allows you to
produce afinished pen and ink drawing in minutes. Should you need it, the
DASH-1 has full compatibility with most
large CAD systems, as well.
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TO 99 LEVELS

Now... Another Stride Forward!
An exciting new option, STRIDES"
(Structured Interactive Design System), lets you set up acomplete
"drawing tree" under DASH-1 control.
Basically it works like this. When any

drawing is updated, all related Pin
Lists, Net Lists, Lists of Materials can
also be updated automatically, at one
time. And with STRIDES incredible
power, up to 99 subordinated levels of
drawings, net lists, etc., can be related
to each other. Previously, if you could
even find this capability on another
system, it would cost you 10 to 20 times
more than DASH-1.
Productivity of the Future...Today!
In just afew short months, legions of
designers throughout the world have
discovered the new levels of design
productivity and convenience DASH-1
provides. Four out of the top five electronics companies in the USA use
DASH-1. At $5,980 for an add-on
package to fit your IBM PC, nothing
compares to it for value. Complete
turn-key systems are also available at
prices starting at $12,960.
So, no matter which city, state, or
country you work in, let DASH-1 give
you that efficiency edge.
Give us acall, today!

FutureNer

FutureNet Corporation •21018 Osborne Street •Canoga Park, CA 91304 USA •TWX: 910-494-2681

(213) 700-0691
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Productivity of the Future... today.

SEE US AT WESCON BOOTH #5543-45

New products
Computers & peripherals

8-in, drive has
low head wear
166-megabyte drive catapults
heads onto spinning disks,
accesses in 22 ms average
A dynamic head-loading technique
inside a fixed 8-in, hard-disk drive
subjects heads and media to less
wear and tear than do conventional
Winchester units that start and stop
with heads resting directly on disk
surfaces. In fact, tests of Amcodyne's
Comanche 8160 turned up no measurable wear to heads or media in
70,000 start-stop cycles.
The drive's patented ramp-loading
technique, which catapults the Whitney head and suspension systems
over the rotating disk, cuts the time
needed to stabilize the heads over the
media. In most Winchester drives,
heads rest on the disk and are
launched as the disk turns. As the
medium accelerates to 200 rpm, the
heads tend to bounce and drag along
the surface for about 3 seconds, says
R. David Cordano, Amcodyne's executive vice president.
With dynamic loading, the Whitney suspension is not launched over
the medium until the disk is spinning
at full speed, atechnique that cuts to
3ms the time needed to stabilize the
heads. The Comanche has the same
Whitney suspension design, miniature composite-ferrite head technology, and dynamic-loading method
used in Amcodyne's first product,
the Arapahoe 7110, a 50-megabyte
half-removable hard disk drive [Electronics, Sept. 22, 1982, p. 183]. In
fact, the two products have about
70% of their parts in common, and
both are controlled by the same 6803
microprocessor.
Six platters. One difference between the two is the Comanche's
165.9 megabytes of storage from six
fixed disks. Ten surfaces are used to
store data and one for servo data.
The top disk surface is blank and
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acts as a cover. The Arapahoe drive
uses an embedded-servo technique.
The 4.63-by-8.55-by-14-in. Comanche, housed in the envelope size of a
standard 8-in, floppy-disk drive,
weighs 19 lb. It has a Storage Module Drive interface. Its average access time is 22 ms, its maximum access time 46 ms, and its data-transfer
rate 1.229 Mb/s. Track-to-track seeks
take 6 ms.

Start-stop drive
streams as well
1
/
2-in.

tape drive switches from

streaming to start-stop mode
automatically, optimizing speed
A 68000 microprocessor in HewlettPackard Co.'s latest 1
2 -in, magnetic
/
tape drive executes an algorithm that

The Comanche's radial
density is 9,600 tracks/in.
and its linear recording density, 9,750 b/in., for adensity of 9.4 mb/in. 2.The drive
also features a 2 of 7 runlength—limited code. Like
codes developed for mainframe storage, this one allows 50% more bits per
inch than there are flux
changes per inch.
The drive operates from a
dc power supply of ±24 and
±5 V. Power dissipation in read and
write cycles is 90 w; during seeks it
consumes 110 w.
Amcodyne plans to make evaluation units available in the first quarter, with volume shipments beginning in the second. The Comanche's
single-unit price is $3,800.
Amcodyne Inc., 1301

South Sunset St.,

Longmont, colo. 80501. Phone (303) 7722601 [Circle reader service number 361]

calculates optimum recording speeds
for data-block transfers from a host
computer. The subsystem can buffer
data from the host in 32-K bytes of
high-speed random-access memory.
The 7974A dual-density drive, intended for backup storage for a
range of HP computers, automatically
sets itself in either a start-stop recording mode or a faster streaming
mode, depending upon the lengths of
the eight previously recorded blocks
of data. In the start-stop mode, the
tape runs at 50 in./s; the streaming
speed is 100 in./s.
While operating in ,
the faster
streaming mode, the drive must back
up and reposition itself before recording the next data block, which
takes 363 ms. If data blocks are
short, the drive runs more efficiently
in the stop-start mode, using tension
arms to buffer the tape and eliminate
the need for repositioning, says
James Jones, product manager at the
Greeley division.
At power-up, the unit sets itself in
the streaming mode. After it receives
the first eight transfers, the drive will
then average the data block lengths
and determine the best speed setting.
As the drive operates, it will contin-
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ue to average the last eight transfers.
To keep the tape drive in the optimum tape speed, HP has included
firmwire that will, when enabled,
buffer data transfers from the host in
the 32-K bytes of RAM. The drive
will signal the host that it has received the data as soon as it is placed
in RAM, freeing the computer to
quickly proceed to the next task.
Meanwhile, the drive subsystem performs error detection and correction
in the buffer and then writes to the
tape. The 32-K bytes can buffer up to
20 commands and blocks.
To take advantage of these features, HP has changed the low-level
driver in the operating system for its
3000 series 39, 40/42, 44/48, and
64/68 computers. Next spring, it will
be supported on HP's 1000 A and L
series and 9000 computers.
Drives formatted with 1,600 characters/in.—phase-encoded format—
are priced at $12,500 each. An optional 800-c/in, inverted nonreturnto-zero format may be added for
dual-density needs, adding $2,500 to
the price. Deliveries are now under-

way. The cabinet, measuring 63 by
23.6 by 30.5 in., can house two tape
drives. A 2-m cable, which attaches
to the HP interface bus, is included.
Drives without the cabinet are priced
at $12,000 each.
Missing track found. The ninetrack drive can store about 40 megabytes of data on a 2,400-ft reel of
tape in the 1,600-c/in. PE format and
about 20 megabytes in the 800-c/in.
NRZI format. Rewind speed is 200
in./s. In burst transfer (at 1,600 c/
in.), the drive can store 160-K bytes/
s in the streaming mode and 80-K
bytes/s in start-stop. The subsystem's
error-correction facility can reconstruct data with an entire track missing in the PE format.
The drive operates with a line frequency of 48 to 66 HZ and uses a
standard 120-v power supply. An optional 220-to-240-v supply is available. The operating temperature
range is 15° to 32°C, and maximum
power consumption is 520 w.

Dot printer has
high resolution

an Doherty, marketing vice president
of Advanced Matrix Technology
Inc., a start-up company founded by
industry veterans.
The key to the letter-quality feature is a proprietary device, which
the firm calls a microshift mechanism, for the 18-wire ballistic printhead, whose 0.012-in.-diameter wires
are arranged in two staggered columns of nine each. In the two-pass
design, the print head makes its second pass in the same direction as the
first, and the mechanism on the
printhead platform shifts the printhead for a 1
/ -dot offset in the verti4
cal axis. This produces a vertical

Matrix impact printer puts out
250 characters/s or slows down
for letter-quality 45-c/s work
A multiple-color dot-matrix impact
printer, the Office Printer, offers
what its manufacturer calls "true"
letter-quality printing at 45 c/s. For
data processing, it will operate at 250
c/s, and it can also create dot-addressable graphics with a
resolution of 240 vertical by
720 horizontal dots/in., so it
can perform all the printing
tasks of an automated office.
The unit replaces "daisywheel printers for quality
printing and either dot-matrix or expensive line printers for for general data and
accounting work," says Bry-
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Hewlett-Packard Co., Greeley Division, 700
71st Ave., Greeley, Colo. 80634. Phone (303)
356-9103 or (408) 973-7646

[Circle 362]

density of 240 dots/in., with drive
electronics and firmware providing
1/720-in, position accuracy in the
horizontal dimension.
A plug-in logic board carries a Zilog Z8OB microprocessor, which
runs the driver program, monitors
sensors, controls the print head,
times all operations, allocates memory, and interfaces with the host computer and control panel. An analog
driver board, afront-panel board, the
power supply, the motor, and sensors
are also included.
Three fonts. The Office Printer accepts a wide selection of individualsheet and continuous types of paper,
including forms, with the standard
friction mechanism complemented by
optional bidirectional tractors and a
dual-bin sheet feeder. Each printer
comes with three fonts, which can be
changed from the front panel or
through software.
Firmware is compatible with
Qume, Diablo, and NEC printers.
Evaluation units are available now
for $3,000, and production quantities
are scheduled for delivery early in
1984 at less then $2,000.
Advanced

411"

Matrix

Technology

Inc.,

1157

Tourmaline Dr., Newbury Park, Calif. 91320.
Phone (805) 499-8741

[Circle 479]

32-bit multiprocessor system
targets interactive tasks
Using amultiprocessing architecture,
the MAI 8000 series of 32-bit computers are designed for interactive
multitasking. The series has three
models—the 8030 with three centralprocessing units, the 8020 with two,
and the 8010 with one. Users can
expand their systems without having
to change hardware or software.
The top-of-the-line 8030 comes
with 1.5 megabytes of main memory,
expandable to 8 megabytes. It supports up to 96 terminals and printers, which are directly attached;
some terminals support up to 68
slave printers.
The 8010, which supports up to 16
terminals or printers and an extra 16
slave printers, comes with 512-K
bytes of memory, expandable to 2
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KYNAR'' Piezo Film brings you a
combination of characteristics never
before available: aflexible film with the
highest piezoelectric and pyroelectric
activity of any polymer, available in large
sheet sizes, easy to form into complex
shapes. and free of the limitations of
fragile, brittle and
hard-to-fabricate
crystals and
ceramics.
No wonder
KYNAR Piezo
Film is being used
successfully in
applications such
as these:
Audio applications. Microphones, headphones, speakers. KYNAR Piezo Film has
low acoustic and mechanical impedance,
and frequency response from DC to GIlz.
Switches. Keyboards and keypads for
typewriters, telephones, computer terminals. High resistance to impact and fatigue
means film won't shatter or deform over
millions of touch operations.
Industrial and Medical Instrumentation. As sensors for pressure, vibration,
strain and fluid flow. Medical equipment:
for ultrasonic imaging, for monitoring of

heartbeat, and
measuring respiration and blood flow.
Underwater
Sound Detection.
As elements for
hydrophones and
sonobuoys. Acoustic impedance is
close to that of water.
Heat sensors. For fire and intrusion
alarms and for energy control systems.
Motion Devices. For displays, shutters,
position sensors, "motorless" fans.
KYNAR Piezo Film is available in commercial quantities, in arange of
thicknesses, sizes and metallized patterns.
Send for our new
Design Kit, consisting of an 80page "how to do
it" Technical
Manual, samples
of metallized film,
and connection
materials. All for
only $45. To order, call (215) 337-6710, or
write KYNAR Piezo Group, Pennwalt
Corporation, 9(X) First Ave., P O. Box C,
King of Prussia, PA 19406-(X)18.

It's sparking
atransducer revolution.
See KYNAR Piezo Film at Wescon,
Booth 5754.
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megabytes. The 8020 has 1to 4 megabytes of memory and supports 48
terminals or printers and another 48
slave printers.
Up to four parallel printers plus
eight disk drives can attach directly
on all the systems, which use a32-bit
data bus. Each system has a 160-ns
access time and automatic error-detection and -correction circuitry.
Each CPU works independently;
when each finishes a task, it automatically starts the next.
The MAI 8000 series, priced from
$50,000 to $500,000, operates under
the BOSS/VS operating system and
supports program development in
Basic and the Origin data-base software. A typical 8030 system, available now, sells for $210,000.
MAI Basic Four Information Systems, 14101
Myford Rd., Tustin, Calif. 92680. Phone (714)
731-5100

[Circle 363]

16032-based Multibus CPU
has on-board cache memory
The UB3050, a central processing
unit built on a Multibus card and
using the 16032 processor boasts full
32-bit internal arithmetic as well as a
complete and symmetrical instruction set. To take full advantage of
the 10-MHz processor, the board has
an 8-K-byte cache memory that can
be accessed in 45 ns.
The Multibus interface provides
support for up to 16 megabytes of

220

memory using 24-bit addressing. To
accommodate smaller systems, it
supports 16- and 20-bit addressing.
Bus arbitration may be either serial
or parallel and the UB3050 also supports Common Bus Request. Special
logic is provided in cases where parallel-bus arbitration is not used.
Other features of the board, which
sells for $3,995, include two asynchronous-synchronous serial ports
with RS-232-C interfaces, batterybacked time-of-day clock, programmable real-time clock, memory-management unit, floating-point processor, and up to 32-K bytes of programmable
read-only
memory.
Standard software will be Genix, National Semiconductor Corp.'s adaptation of Unix.
Unidot Inc., 602 Park Point Dr., Suite 231,
Golden, Colo. 80401. Phone (303) 526-9263
[Circle 364]

tern. It can also function as a network server.
The Unistar 300 offers up to 2
megabytes of memory with parity
checking and no wait states. Its 51
4 /
in. Winchester mass-storage system
can accommodate from one to four
drives with one or more controllers
using direct memory access. Disk capacity can range from 40 to 160 megabytes, and 51
/ -in. floppy-disk
4
drives can also be used.
The 12 slots in the system's Multibus backplane allow users to incorporate such peripherals as graphicsdisplay controllers and a floatingpoint processor. Input/output processors for multiprotocol-serial and
Ethernet links are optional. The Unistar 300 supports Ada, Basic Plus,
Cobol, Fortran, and Pascal, as well
as assembler languages. Priced from
$20,000, the system will be available
next month.
Callan Data Systems, 2645 Townsgate Rd.,

68010-based unit can be host

Westlake Village, Calif. 91361. Phone (213)
991-9156

[Circle 365]

to CAD unit, network server
A 68010-based microcomputer system called Unistar 300 features 32bit architecture and supports virtual
memory and the Unix operating system. Targeted at original-equipment
manufacturers, the Unistar 300 can
be used as a single work station for
computer-aided design and other
computation-intensive applications or
in a multiuser office-automation sys-

CAD system uses HP-9000,
Tektronix color display
A computer-aided engineering work
station incorporating the HP-9000
32-bit processor can be used in custom and semicustom hybrid- or integrated-circuit design and layout of
printed-circuit boards. The EDS2100 combines the firm's software
for development of schematics, layout design, and complementary analysis with the HP-9000 and the Tektronix 4115B 19-in, color-display terminal, which has a resolution of
1,024 by 1,280 picture elements. The
HP-9000 processor provides true 32bit processing at a rate as high as
21
/ million instructions/s.
4
The EDS-2100 comes with software for project planning and mangement, documentation, logical design, simulation, fault analysis, test
generation, physical design, verification, and artwork preparation. The
system, which can serve as ageneralpurpose personal computer as well as
be linked with the company's 1000series terminals, will sell for about
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You want quality sockets?

have them!
In all sizes and materials...
for all kinds of applications from
burn-in and test through production.

New ZIF Production Socket
Featured in Catalog
• Low profile ... only 1/
4 " off the pc board.
• Easy open/close with flip of lever.
• For 24-, 28-, 40- and 64lead devices.
• Very economical.
Write, phone (219-2875941) or telex (25-8325)
for a catalog and samples.
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SSi -INNOVATORS IN
TELECOM INTEGRATION

In their search for innovative IC
designs, here's why telecom equipment and systems manufacturers
come to SSi.
•Irs the company who produced the
industry's first fully integrated Dual Tone
Multiple Frequency (DTMF) receiver.
•Irs the company who has developed
switched capacitor filter technology to
its present state-of-the-art.
•Irs the company with the capability to
produce analog or digital circuits—or
both—on the same chip.
In their search for production
credibility, here's why the telecom

leaders also come to SSi.
•Its the company with the industry's
newest and most efficient wafer lab for
production at optimum yields.
•Irs the company with both Bipolar and
CMOS multi-process capability in the
same wafer fabrication facility.
•Its the company with the proven track
record of ramping up its production on
the industry's most popular Touch-Tone receiver to keep pace with an exploding
market.
And here's why those telecom
companies looking for acompetitive
edge come to SSi.

•Its the one company they can rely on
for their "Applications Specific ICs ---from
SSi's standard or semicustom products,
or to full-custom specifications.
For an overview of Silicon
Systems' DTMF's, Modems,
Speech Synthesizers, and
Switched Capacitor Filter
Arrays, send for the new
SSi Telecom Brochure.
::':".:••••."'..:'".'''"--m110111011111
1111118111>
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Silicon Systems incorporated,
14351 Myford Rd., Tustin, CA 92680
(714) 731-7110, Ext. 575.
"Touch-Tone is aregistered trademarrr of AT&T

INNOVATORS IN
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INTEGRATION

New products

FIRST I
TOUCH-TON
RECEIVERS.

$100,000. First deliveries are scheduled for January 1984.
Avera Corp., 200 Technology Circle, Scotts
Valley, Calif. 95066. Phone (408) 438-1401
[Circle 366]

Work station automates
complete IC design process

The SSI 201 DTMF receiver is the industry
standard one-chip solution for many
telecom applications. It detects aselectable group of 12 or 16 digits, with no
front-end filtering required. And its innovative design eliminates the need for all
external components except o3.58 MHz
crystal and an inexpensive resistor.
The SSI 202 incorporates the features
of the SSI 201 in a low-cost, 18-pin,
plastic package. This lowei cost unit also
dissipates lower power and operates on
5 volts, making it compatible for use
with microprocessors and suitable for
consumer electronics. An additional
'early detect" feature is provided in the
SSI 203. the newest unit in SSI's growing
line of Touch-Tone circuits.
To find out more about the industry's

o.

First Family of DTMF receivers, contact.
Silicon Systems, 14351 Myford Road,
Tustin, CA 92680 (714) 731-7110 Ext. 575.
Ar&T

',dims dew
INNOVATORS IN

INTEGRATION

Based on the Domain line of work
stations from Apollo Computer, the
SL 2300, SL 2400, and SL 2600 support all phases of semicustom—integrated-circuit design, ranging from
architectural definition through cell
layout. Six application-specific bundled-software packages are available.
The 32-bit microcomputer-based
work stations support architectural
and logic-system—level design and
simulation and automatic layout for
gate-array and standard-cell semicustom technology. Interfaces to other
design environments, such as those
for printed-circuit—board layout, are
also provided.
Software packages consist of the
SL 2005 for schematic capture, SL
2010 for basic logic-level design, the
SL 2020 for architectural-system—level design, the SL 2030 for switchcapacitor—filter design, the recently
introduced SL 2040 for standard-cell
design, and the SL 2050 for gatearray design.
The work stations, which run under the Aegis operating system, include from 1.5 to 2.0 megabytes of
main memory, a 34- or 158-megabyte disk, and 1.2-megabyte floppydisk drive. The SL 2300 has a 17-in.
monochrome display; the 2400 a 19in. display; and the 2600 a 19-in.
color monitor. Available now, systems range in price from $29,000 to
$170,000.

zontally, uses a noninterlaced linescanning technique. It produces stable images, without line-to-line flicker, by combining a 65-kHz horizontal-scanning
frequency
and
a
vertical-refresh rate of 60 HZ. The
monitor is targeted at the very highperformance graphics systems with
large bit-map memories and fast operating speeds.
The monitor uses a 19-in. finepitch (0.31 mm) precision in-line
cathode-ray tube with maximum
convergence error of 0.4 mm in the
screen's main area and 0.6 mm at its
edges. Direct etching or by externally mounted filters provide optional
antiglare treatment for the CRT.
Other options include digital
brightness, degaussing, and on-off
control, hard-copy output, and controls located remotely from the monitor chassis. In single units, the '7300
sells for $4,495, with discounts on
large orders. It is available now.
Conrac Corp., 600 North Rimsdale Ave., Covina, Calif. 91722. Phone (213) 966-3511
[Circle 369]

5-lb personal computer uses
cartridges for data storage
With solid-state cartridges instead of
disk drives and a liquid-crystal display instead of a cathode-ray tube,
the MicroOffice 100 personal computer weighs just 5 lb and measures
73
/ by 11 1
4
/ by 3 in. The self2
powered unit, which fits easily in a

11•1•11

Silvar-Lisco, 3172 Porter Dr., Palo Alto, Calif.
94303. Phone (415) 856-2525

[Circle 367]

Color monitor's resolution is
1,000 lines by 1,200 pixels
The model 7300 color monitor, displaying over 1,000 lines vertically
and over 1,200 picture elements hori-

t•0°'
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New products

Don't take
rides with
strangers!
Don't let your circuit designs either!
Sure, other outside schematic to circuit
board services may take you fora ride. But not
dataCon. Because we're no stranger to
one week turnaround, even on complex
circuit designs.
dataCon CAD/CAM schematic conversion
and automated machine wiring give you
neat, accurate boards, fast.
Plus 100% inspection and testing. Full
documentation for fast debugging. And the
peace of mind that comes with knowing your
project will stay on schedule.
The F16 and the Space Shuttle ride with
dataCon wire wrapped boards.
Why not your next prototype?
Call for information toda‘

dataCon
The Wire Wrappers
(213) 700-0600, (617) 273-5800
Visit us at WESCON Booth 552

224
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briefcase, can work as a stand-alone
portable computer, a remote workstation terminal, and a communications link.
The MicroOffice 100 has an 8-lineby-80-character LCD screen built into
the inside of its cover. Its full-size
73-key keyboard includes 18 function
keys, 8 of which allow one-button
selection of such resident software as
editing, scheduling, phone directory,
and terminal emulation. The operating system is compatible with CP/M.
The computer holds up to four 2by-2-in. removable memory cartridges at a time, each providing up
to 32-K bytes of storage. In addition,
the MicroOffice 100 holds an 8-Kbyte cartridge for data storage and a
16-K-byte one for program storage.
The unit also has a parallel interface
for an external disk drive or printer
and an RS-232-C interface. A 300baud auto-dial—auto-answer modem
is built in. The nickel-cadmium battery pack is said to last eight hours
before recharging. The MicroOffice
100, including 64-K bytes of readonly and random-access memory, is
priced at under $1,500 in lots of
1,000. Samples are available now.
MicroOffice Systems Technology Inc., 35
Kings Highway East, Fairfield, Conn. 06430.
Phone (203) 367-2525

[Circle 368]

Facsimile machine integrates
into office-automation nets
A desktop facsimile terminal integrates into office-automation networks to receive computer information for printing or for redistribution
to other facsimile units located anywhere. The Telecopier 295 is designed for businesses that transact
many local and long-distance messages a month. Each transaction can
contain several pages; the 295's log
stores up to 25 messages. A page can
go from one unit to another in less
than 30 s.
The facsimile machine adjusts
automatically to the speed of the
sending or receiving unit and provides the recipient with a printed
message heading showing the time,
date, and terminal identification

number. For sending multiple pages,
the 295 has a 30-page document
feeder; messages are received on rollfed paper and cut automatically.
The Telecopier is compatible with
those Group 3 facsimile devices that
conform to the recommendations of
the International Consultative Committee for Telegraphy and Telephony. One option permits the machine
to be compatible with CCITT Group
1and 2devices, and another adds an
RS-232-C port to link the 295 to
computer networks.
The base price of the Telecopier
295 is $4,600; the Group 1 and 2
option goes for $600, and the RS232-C port adds $700. Deliveries are
scheduled to begin in January 1984.
Xerox Corp., Office Products Division, 1341
West Mockingbird Lane, Dallas, Texas 75247
[Circle 474]

Half-height 51
/
4-in. Winchester
stores 40 megabytes
One-, two-, and three-platter 51
4 -in.
/
half-height Winchester-disk drives offer unformatted capacities of 13.34,
26.7, and 40 megabytes, respectively.
Formatted capacities are 10.48 megabytes for the TL213, 21 megabytes
for the two-platter TL226, and 31.46
megabytes
for
the
three-platter
TL240. Access times, including settling, are 95 ms average, 20 ms track
to track, and 230 ms maximum.
Three platters can be used because
the spindle motor is designed inside
the platters' hub. The read-write
head preamplifier is inside the head
assembly for better signal-to-noise ratio and better protection from radiofrequency
interference.
Improvements in arm-offset and overhang
geometery minimize head azimuth
and produce a more consistent flying
height.
All drives use the ST506/412 interface, but the company can provide
higher data rates. Pricing in lots of
500 range from $650 to $1,055. Samples are available now, with production quantities scheduled for delivery
starting in January 1984.
Tulin Corp., 2393 Qume Dr., San Jose, Calif.
95131. Phone (408) 942-9025

[Circle 472]
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The Total MOS/VLSI Company:
No.4 in aseries.
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You've just got weeks to
turn out your new design.
Now, who do you turn to
for acustom circuit?
A nie ric

n M ic rosystems, Inc.
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When you need to turn it around
fast and cost-effectively,
turn it over to AMI.

In today's highly competitive market,
time waits for no company.
So when you need custom or semicustom circuits, fast and at agood
price, there's only one place to go.
AMI.
We offer you all the options in
semi-custom and custom ICs: gate
arrays; standard cells; full custom.
If you have adesign, we can fabricate it for you. If you want to learn
to design your own circuits, we'll
teach you.
Total capability for a
total solution.
Selecting acustom or semi-custom
circuit supplier isn't easy. Consider
the trade-offs. If you choose alarge
producer of commodity circuits,
you may not get the service and
attention you need. Go with a
smaller IC house and you won't

get total capability. You also run
an additional risk. As your volume
requirements grow, asmall producer
may not be able to deliver—
especially if it's dependent on
others for fabrication.
AMI, on the other hand, gives you
the best of both alternatives. We are
the only fully-integrated custom
circuit producer. We have complete
in-house capability: design, layout,
tooling, wafer fabrication, assembly,
packaging, testing and quality
assurance.
We give you choices. We can
handle everything from design to
delivery—or provide any service
"a la carte:' With separate business
units in place to handle each circuit
design approach, plus over 17 years
custom circuit production experience, you can always expect fast,
reliable service.

Respond to future challenges,
quickly and easily.
At AMI, adapting to changing
market conditions is second nature.
We maintain acommon data base
for all design approaches, making it
easy to go from gate arrays to standard cells to full-custom circuits. Full
pin-for-pin replacements. Another
way that AMI always gives you the
most cost-effective answer.
Fast results at alow cost:
gate arrays.
We can offer you acomplete selection: from 300 to 5000 gate designs
in 5-micron single metal or 3-micron
single and double metal CMOS technologies. Currently in development:
our new 2-micron CMOS arrays.
A custom solution in less than
custom time: standard cells.
In our ever-growing standard cell
library, we now have over 300 NMOS

and CMOS cells. Any of these cells
can be customized to your needs
by adding special features such as
input/output structures or by fine
tuning them to your speed, power
and density requirements. That's
another AMI advantage: freedom
of choice.
For both gate arrays and standard
cells, we can provide low-cost logic
entry and verification software on a
Prime or DEC VAX - computer, or
on industry standard work stations.
After prototype approval, we can
begin delivery in as little as 4to
5weeks.
Maximum performance at minimal
cost: full-custom circuits.
We can create afull-custom circuit
for you, from design to delivery, in 15
weeks—sometimes less. Our secret:
AMI CAD Technology, or ACT - The
ACT system allows interface at any

level you wish from asimple functional description to your PG tape.
The net result is that the ACT
system virtually eliminates the
human errors and time wasted by
repeated logic entries.
With custom circuits so easy and
cost-effective to produce, they need
no longer be reserved only for high
volume applications. On asingle
cost-effective, space-efficient chip,
you can have analog, digital, filtering, memory and more. Why settle
for off-the-shelf circuits ever again?
We can also make your designs
come true: COT.
If you already have adesign ready
for manufacture, call AMI. Our
expertise in design rule verification,
process engineering and test engineering assures that you always get
exactly the circuits you need. With

over 27 variations of our CMOS,
NMOS and PMOS processes
available, we have the technology
to match your designs with our
processes.
Of course, with AMI you always
have total proprietary protection,
complete design control and a
proven second source.
Acquiring your own design
capability: joint development
ventures.
Should you want to develop your
own in-house design capability,
we're also the people to call on.
Establish aJoint Development
Venture with AMI, and we'll teach
your people how to design the
MOS/VLSI circuits you need at
either your facility or our training
center. When your designs are
complete, we'll provide the manufacturing, packaging and testing.
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We're turning up the volume
full blast.
If you've been watching the trade
press, you know that demand for
circuits is increasing. Some predict
future shortages.
To assure that our supply will keep
pace with demand, we've initiated a
massive expansion program that
will triple our capacity by year's end.
Our objective is to make customized
circuits as fast and easy to acquire
as off-the-shelf circuits.
Quality is part of the AMI
commitment.
Quantity is of no value if the quality
isn't there. That's why it's first priority
at AMI. Currently, we maintain the
highest standard in the industry:
1983 American Microsystems. Inc. Printed in U.S.A
AMI and ACT are trademarks of American Microsystems. Inc

an 0.04% AQL. No company, large
or small, competes with AMI on
quality.
Flexibility is also part of
the package.

ties, AMI gives you unlimited flexibility and total freedom of choice. If
you want us to handle the entire
process, we'll do it. If you only need
manufacturing, we'll provide it.
All totaled, we've developed well
over 2,000 custom and semi-custom
circuits. We've also produced over
1,000 circuits from customer-owned
tooling. No other producer anywhere
can match AMI's record.
For details, call us today at (408)
544-2150. Or send the coupon.
Because when you want to turn it
around quickly and cost effectively
without compromising quality,
there's only one company to turn
to: AMI.

With AMI, you have your choice of
all the latest multi-pin packages.
That includes mini-flat packs, chip
carriers, and pin grid arrays, with
up to 144 leads. Giving you the
maximum number of options is our
standard way of doing business.
Another point. We design for testability. We believe part of our job
is making your job easier.
The bottom line:
we work the way you work.
By offering acontinuum of capabili-

I®
American Microsystems, Inc.

I.>

ASubsidiary
of Gould Inc.

The Answer People

DEC VAX is atrademark of Digital Equipment Corporation

Please send me more information on:
AMI

Communecatans
MOS/LSICircults

D AMI Gate Arrays

E Joint Development Ventures

E AMI Standard Cells

El Other

D AMI Full-Custom Circuits

D Have afield engineer call me

E Customer Owned Tooling
Name
Title
MIS

Company
Address
City/State/Zip
Phone No. (

Mail to: AMI, 3800 Homestead Road, Santa Clara, CA 95051
"Mr

to our confidence in the creative
people who work there."

....11■11111•11101111ee
American companies operating
in Britain know that our two countries think alike about research and
development. SmithKline Beckman
is aworld leader in health care and
technology, whose major R&D
investment outside of the United
States is in Britain.

"We're immensely pleased with the work
of our world-class British scientists."
Henry Wendt, President,
SmithKline Beckman.

President and CEO Henry Wendt
says, "Our histamine research
program began in Britain in 1964.
It yielded 'Tagamet,' amedicine
that has become amilestone in
the history of the pharmaceutical
industry. It was abrilliant leap
forward by the world-class British
scientists at our R&D facilities in
the United Kingdom.
"The bricks and mortar of our
impressive new research center
outside of London—one of the
world's finest—are atestimonial

Including laboratories and
production operations, SmithKline
Beckman have eight major facilities
in England and Scotland.
Britain provides the ideal
environment for business
development. Highly trained
professionals. Skilled workers.
Tariff-free access to aEuropean
market of 350 million. A probusiness government, actively
encouraging enterprise with tax
breaks and investment incentives.
And aterrific place to live and work.
You'll find that in business, as in
so much else, we have alot in
common.
Locate in Britain. For more information, call your nearest British
Consulate or John Noss in New
York (212) 593-2258. Or just clip your
business card to this ad and send
it to us.
Invest in Britain Bureau, 150 East
58th Street, New York, NY 10155

Business We have alotkcommon
England, Northern Ireland, Scotland, Wales.
•••— Circle 229 on reader service card
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Value

It's the one excess we add to
our in-circuit test systems.
Value in ATE systems is many things. It's awide choice of
compatible systems. It's innovative engineering enhanced by
more years of building 1C1' systems than any other manufacturer-16 to be precise. It's Marconi's exclusive ability to provide both local and global area networking. It's CAR: Marconi's
unique computer aided repair system. It's system reliability
gained by making ATE systems for installations in every imaginable climate and working environment worldwide...backed
by the longest warranty offered in the board test business.
Value. It's the basis of our growth. Last year alone, our
world-wide in-circuit test system sales grew by 70 percent,
much greater than our nearest competitors.
Four Basic Board Test Systems.
System 80X as shown in the background offers over 2,000
hybrid test points and dual-fixture flexibility. System 80S, shown
on the right, and adual fixture System 80D (not shown) offer
up to 640 in-circuit hybrid test points. System 8OR (not shown)
was specifically designed for automatic board handlers in fully
automated factory-of-the-future environments.
Independent dual fixtures increase throughput up to 70
percent. Powerful software retains user friendliness. For high
speed digital testing, we provide up to a16 MHz data rate for
VLSI requirements.
Local and Global Area Networking.
Marconi Really Has It.
Now you can branch out with Marconi TRINET,'"' the integrated and flexible information networking system. It's integrated to give you both local and global networking with IBM
compatible mainframe interfacing. It's flexible. You retain data
flow decisions.
Within the plant, Marconi work stations can be located
as far as 19,500 ft. apart (6,000 meters). Correlate and manage
information on adynamic and continuous basis.
Even over adistance of several thousand miles, Marconi's
TRINET gives you the power to exchange information via the
international standard X.25 Protocol (packet switching). Information can be gathered on either areal time or batch basis.
The accompanying chart shows you how it all goes together.
The CAR Paperless Option. It Multiplies Productivity.
Before Marconi put automation into board rework with CAR:
(shown on left), the full value of test and repair network economics were out of reach. Now one repair and rework operator
can process many more boards with alower error rate. CAR'
instantly identifies trace shorts and component faults in color
and physically locates them. Because CAR' is data linked to
the test system, information on faulty boards is forwarded
to CAR's computer automatically which eliminates manual
fault-ticketing.

Marconi TRINET
Information Transfer System
INTEGRATED:
LOCAL and GLOBAL networking
FLEXIBLE:
You retain data flow decisions

Value. It's More Productivity For the Money.
The innovative technology of our test systems together
with CAR; our friendly software and networking capability
give you the highest productivity for the money.
You shouldn't be surprised that Marconi was first to
bring you the advantages of both computer aided repair
and networking. We pioneered in-circuit testing in 1967.
Now with more than sixteen years experience, hundreds
of installations throughout the world and approaching the
end of our first century in the electronics industry with
over eight billion dollars annual sales, we've added more
proof of value.
For more information, address Marconi Instruments,
ATE. Division, 292 Gibraltar Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94089.
Phone (408) 745-7561.
CAR is aregistered trademark of Marconi Electronics, Inc.
TRINET is atrademark of Marconi Electronics, Inc.

marconi
instruments
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RACAL DANA SERIES 200 i_tP ANALYZERS

To Each His Own

The Personal Software Debugging Tool
It's 10 a.m. Software debugging time. Do you
know where "the" logic analyzer is? On loan to
the hardware group? Borrowed by ateammate? Who knows? The high price of most
logic analyzers has made sharing inevitable.
But now, we can help you stamp out this
annoying, unproductive practice. Our Series
200 systems cost up to 50% less but they
deliver all the timing, disassembly and
analysis power needed to debug 8- and 16-bit
devices. Three models are available with
choice of 32 or 48 channels. Models 202 or 205
are available with 16 channels of pattern
generation to simulate your hardware target.
Mnemonic disassemblers are available for
most microprocessors including the Z80, 8080,
8085, 6800, 6802, 6809, 6502, and NSC800; 16-bit
support is on the way.
Our customers tell us that the interactive
menus, advanced triggering, and other
accommodating features make these analyzers
the world's easiest to use. Data manipulation
and interrogation features are actually better
than those found on the high priced boxes.
See us at Wescon, Booth #838,840,842

Review our specs, select the model and
disassembler you need, and turn in your
requisition, backed up with acopy
of our booklet "Structuring for
Economics in Software Testing".
The booklet explains why aSeries
200 System belongs at every engineer's station. That's the best way to
get one to call your own. To obtain
the booklet, product information or to
arrange ademo, CALL COLLECT
(714) 859-2506.
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The High Performance. Affordable pP Analyzer

RACAL-DANA
Racal-Dana Instruments Inc., 4Goodyear Street
P.O. Box C-19541, Irvine, California 92714
(714) 859-8999. TWX: 910-595-1136. TLX: 67-8341
In the United Kingdom, telephone: Windsor
(07535) 69811; in France, (3) 995 8888; in
Germany, 06102 2861/2; in Italy,
(2) 6459558/6468189.
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Triad made
line voltage regulators
cooler and lighter.
Triad's Power RightTM voltage regulators
and Power Master' uninterruptible
power supplies operate up to 20°C cooler
than competitive models...and they weigh
up to 15 percent less!
Perfect for small or large computers,
point-of-sale terminals, word processors
or virtually any microprocessor-based
industrial control, Power Right voltage
regulators protect equipment and
operation with accurate voltage control.
Available in portable and hard wire
models, the Power Right has output VA
ratings from 300 to 30,000.
The Power Master uninterruptible
power supply ensures continuous power

supply...with up to an hour of valuable
battery back-up time to prevent loss of
entries or memory.
For unsurpassed quality, competitive
price and fast delivery, contact your
nearest Triad-Utrad distributor or write:
Triad-Utrad Standard Products, 1124 E.
Franklin St., Huntington, IN 46750,
219-356-6500, TVVX 810-333-1532.
Triad Winds Up The Best.

TRIAD-UTRAD
Standard Products

If you want
close tolerances,
look at our cores.
When you're after a soft-ferrite core for hightech switch-mode power supplies, precision
is an important consideration. And, as you
can see, at Stackpole we can gap our pot
and Ecores (IEC sizes) to very close magnetic tolerances.
But there are more reasons to specify
Stackpole. Our tools have the adjustability to
provide custom variations. Our high-volume
production capacity means we can provide
excellent service regardless of order size. And
you'll find our prices very competitive.
At Stackpole, we want to be your source for softferrite cores for some pretty good reasons. Find out
what we can do for you.
Call o write us. Or
one ofrour Pe rma gcontact
i
e SIMCKpOLE
distributors.

8

Get to know us. We can help.

The Stackpole Corporation, St Marys, PA 15857 Telephone 814-781-1234 TWX 510-693-4511
Circle 234 on reader service card

YOUR COMMAND BRIDGE.
PREH COMMANDER ELECTRONIC.
The keyboards with a special touci

programmable intelligent keyboard for high
throughout data - entry applications
the keyboard's electronics are built around a
single-chip microcomputer

software changes are made with the erasable
programmable read-only memory on the
mc-chip
more than 200 internal characteristics of the
encoder (8 diodes) can be defined
whenever it is necessary to form a bridge
between man and machine, Preh's vast
experience, accumulated over more than six
decades, can provide the necessary expertise
to accomplish a perfect match between the
design goal and the finished product.
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.S.A., Canada, Mexico
.E.I.
eh Electronic
Industries Inc.
8101, North Milwaukee Avenue
Niles, III. 60648
Tel. 31 29 66 05 40
Telex 297112
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New products
International Standards Organization. The key layer in this model for
PADs is layer five, which is known as
the session layer. In fact, Protocom
claims that its session layer is the
industry's first fully featured session
layer. It involves hardware and software that takes care of: two levels of
Packet assembler-disassembler
network
security;
simultaneously
connects synchronous computers switchable dual-host sessions for certain connected terminals; a datato packet-switching network
streaming technique, known as turbo-mode, that reduces queuing deComputer system integrators who
lays; error handling that is even
more reliable than standard X.25 apwant to connect asynchronous computers and peripheral equipment to
proaches; and automatic connection.
X.25-protocol packet-switching net- The battery-backed P2500 PADS also
works have no problem in obtaining
feature a menu-driven supervisory
packet assembler-disassembler (PAD)
control port that provides system dihardware to do the job. These de- agnostics, statistics, and other netvices receive messages in the format
work-management functions.
of the host computer and, in accorChannels. The P2500 PADS, with
dance with the recommendations of 40 logical channels and four physical
a 1980 document from the Interna- channels, can handle user-defined
tional Consultative Committee for
packet sizes of either 128 or 256
Telegraphy and Telephony (ccirr),
bytes in any combination of switched
send the data in packets through a or permanent circuits. Data rates of
network, making sure transmission is
up to 9,600 b/s can be supported
error-free. They also convert incom- with either an external or internal
ing packets back into the computerclock. According to Collado, the
P2500 complies with CCITT X.25
native protocol.
PAD users who need to accommo1980 approved documents, levels 2
date synchronous protocols have not
and 3, for the packet connections
been able to do so with off-the-shelf and with the full cc= X.3 recomequipment and have had to resort to
mendations for the supervisory port.
The four-channel device in a
custom software and hardware to
perform the PAD functions—until
stand-alone configuration measures
32.4 by 7.6 by 28.6 cm. The P2500,
now. Protocom Devices has come up
which is connected between a synwith the P2500 PAD product line,
members of which support different
chronous-protocol computer, printer,
or terminal and an X.25-based packsynchronous computer protocols.
et-switching network, weighs 8 lb
According to Protocom Devices
and requires 40 w of input power.
president
Raphael
Collado,
the
The P2500's single-unit price is
P2500 series can accommodate seven
$9,500. Deliveries are in 45 days for
common synchronous protocols: the
Uniscope (Sperry Univac), BSC (IBM
a Uniscope-protocol PAD, 60 days
for others.
3270), Honeywell VIP7700, HewlettProtocom Devices, 207 Atlantic St., StamPackard BSC, IPARS/PARS,
Burroughs TD-830, and DEC's DDCMP.
ford, Conn. 06901; phone (203) 327-6893
Thus, such substantial benefits of [Circle reader service number 343]
packet switching as cost sharing
among users, payment by the packet
instead of the line, and alternate
Low-cost intelligent terminal
routing in case of node or line failure
may be enjoyed by synchronous comreplaces IBM PCs on PCnet
puter users.
Users of Santa Clara Systems Inc.'s
Protocom's P2500 design is based
Pcnet can save money by expanding
on the seven-layer model for computtheir networks with Pcterminal inteler communications developed by the

System integration

Sync equipment
gets X.25 link
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What is "The Alps Advantage", and why
is it important to you, our customers?
Essentially. The Alps Advantage
encompasses awhole series of custom(
benefits, brought together to help give
acompetitive edge in your marketplac(
For design
engineers. it me.
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technology state-of-the-art performana
high degree of miniaturization, built-in
quality and long-life reliability. It also
means anever-ending flow of new
product introductions and helpful
application engineering assistance fron
our Technical Product Managers.
For purchasing and production
people, The Alps Advantage takes on
other meanings — competitive pricing.
automated manufacturing facilities ani
on-time deliveries. Equally important.
it means aspecial kind of philosophy
based on aspirit of teamwork and
cooperative customer relations.
The Alps Advantage is everything
you need to improve your products and
enhance your competitive position —
and everything you'd expect from a
world-class supplier. Since its founding
in 1948. Alps Electric Co.. Ltd. has
experienced steady, stable growth —to
alevel of world-wide sales now up to
61-billion per year!
We look forward to the opportunity
of putting The Alps Advantage to work
for you —to get started, please contact
the Alps Sales Rep nearest you:

AL
Huntsville (Jack Harvey & Assocs.) .. (205)536-44
AZ
Phoenix (Eltron)
(602) 266-21
CA
San Diego (Harvey King. Inc.)
(619) 566-52
CA
Santa Clara (Nova-Tronix. Inc.)
(408)727-9:
CA
Woodland Hills (Relcom. Inc.)
(213)340-91
CO
Englewood (Nelligan Co.)
(303)761-21
CT
Yalesville (Technology Sales. Inc )
(203) 269-8t:
FL
Clearwater (Jack Harvey & Assocs.) . (813) 725-4f
FL
Ft. Lauderdale (Jack Harvey &Assocs.) (305)763-If
GA
Norcross (Jack Harvey & Assocs.) .
(404)449-4f
IL
Arlington Heights (Micro Sales. Inc.) . (312)956-It
IN
Indianapolis (Jack Harvey & Assocs.).
(317)872-1E
IN
Kokomo (Jack Harvey &Assocs.)
(317)453-42
KS
Kansas City (BC Electronic Sales. Inc.) (913)342-12
KS
Wichita (BC Electronic Sales. Inc.)
(316)942-9(
MD Timonium (Allen Assocs.)
(301)252-41
MA Waltham (Technology Sales. Inc
(617)647-5';
MI
Oak Parit (A. Blumenberg Assocs..Inc ) (313)968-3;
MN Minneapolis (F5 I)
(612)944-8:
MO St. Louis (BC Electronic Sales. Inc.)
(314)291-11
NC
Greensboro (Wallace Electronic Sales) (919) 996-21
NJ
Boonton (PAF Assocs.)
(201)335-Of
NY
Smithtown (PAF Assocs.)
(516)360-Of
NY Albany (Reagan/Compar)
(518) 489-4';
NY
Endwell (Reagan/Compar)
(607)723-8';
NY
Fairport (Reagan/Compaq
(716)271-2;
NY
New Hartford (Reagan/Compar)
(315)732-3',
OH
Rocky River (Norman Case Assocs.)
(216) 333-0•
OK
'Lisa (Norcom. Inc.)
(918)832-T,
OR
Aloha (Venture Electronics)
(503) 642-9E
PA
Willow Grove (Harry Nash Assocs.) ..
(215)657-22
TN
Johnson City (Jack Harvey & Assocs.)
(615)928-7:
TX
Dallas (Norcom. Inc )
(214)386-4f
TX
Austin (Norcom. Inc.)
(512)451-21
TX
Houston (Norcom. Inc.)
(713)933-6E
VA
Lynchburg (Burgin-Kreh Assccs..Inc ) (804)239-2f
WA Bellevue (Venture Electronics)
(206)454-4E
WI
Milwaukee (Micro Sales. Inc
(414) 782-11
CANADA: St. Laurent (Vitel Electronics)
(514)331-7:
CANADA: Mississauga (Vitel Electronics)
(416)676-91
CANADA: Kanata (Vitel Electronics)
(613)592-0E

The Alps Advantage in
variable and fixed resistors:
%Ips is the world's largest
manufacturer of resistance devices!
Just how large is that? We presently
produce more than 70-million units
per month. To achieve this high level
Df production, we have created the
industry's most complete in-house
facilities including our own tooling.
punching, stamping and molding. We
start with basic raw materials and
actually blend our own carbon pastes
and silver compounds, and do
precision screen printing of
resistance patterns. Virtually every
step of fabrication and assembly is
done on high speed automated
machines of our own design — even
the test equipment is automated!
Variable resistor controls. Rotary
types from single shaft-single unit to
triple shaft-8 unit; sizes from 9mm

to 40 mm; resistance from 500 ohms
to 1megohm.
Slide types with travel from 10 mm
to 100 mm; single, dual or 4-ganged
units; resistance from 500 ohms to
1megohm; available with LED
illuminated levers.
Stick controls. with combinations of
pots and switches, including custom
designed complete units; operating
life up to 1-million cycles.
Trimmer potentiometers with
metal glaze. carbon film or solid
carbon element; sizes from 4mm to
10 mm; top, side or bottom adjust;
resistance from 100 ohms to 2.2

to 1megohm; choice of 9standard
circuits; also available with RC
networks. Plus chip resistors in
standard size 1.6x 3.2 mm or new
micro-size 1. 25 x2.0 mm.
All the help you need. For technical
data, application ideas, evaluation
samples. price-delivery information,
minimum quantity requirements,
etc., our expert Technical Product
Managers can help you take the path
of least resistance to The Alps
Advantage —just write or call today

megohms.
Fixed resistor components. Miniature
thick-film resistor networks; lowprofile SIP configuration. from 4to 17
pins; resistance values from 10 ohms

ALPS ELECTRIC (USA), INC.
100 N. Centre Ave., Rockville Centre, NY 11570
Phone 516-766-3636 TWX 510-221-6747
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World-wide leadership in state-of-the-art technology,
product line variety and manufacturing facilities.

"gt

THE LATEST LINE FROM ITT JENNINGS:

HUGH POWER
"TITANATE"
CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

At last here's an answer for those applications that require ahigh power capacitor
providing high KVA ratings, long life, and
extremely high reliability over awide frequency and temperature range.
It's our 'titanate formulation' ceramic
capacitors.
They exhibit ahigh dielectric constant,
low loss characteristics, and can be produced in smaller sizes than most other types
of capacitors with similar ratings.
These capacitors offer capacitance ranges
from 5to 5,000 pF or more, and voltage
ranges from 5to 40 KV
They are ideal for transmitters, power
supplies, induction heaters, voltage grading
for circuit breakers, CRT computer interfaces, lightning arrestors or practically any
application that requires ahigh power
ceramic capacitot
Do you have an unusual requirement? If
so, our modern production facility and our
30 years of high power test experience can
assist you with specialized ceramic capacitors in avariety of shapes, sizes and
formulations—even water cooled types.
Check with our applications department
at 970 McLaughlin Avenue, Dept. TF1, San
Jose, CA 95122, or call us at (408) 292-4025
and let us tell you more about our high
power titanate ceramic capacitors.

JENNINGSM

DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION

New products

ligent terminals instead of the more
costly IBM Personal Computers.
Priced at just $1,295, the IBM PCcompatible terminal comes with a
built-in local network.
A proprietary-network protocol allows the terminal to initialize its operating system (either PC-DOS or the
company's version of MS-DOS, called
scs-Dos) from a hard disk or from
an IBM Pc's remote floppy disk. The
protocol also lets the terminal communicate in the network without its
own floppy-disk drive—instead, the
terminal picks one PC in the network
and shares its peripherals. Up to 16
Pcterminals can be connected to one
PC or XT. What's more, with an optional floppy-disk drive, users can
run programs locally, as well.
The Pcterminal, which will be unveiled at Comdex, has a monitor,
keyboard, an 8088 microprocessor,
both serial and parallel interfaces,
four expansion slots for peripheral
cards, and 256-x bytes of randomaccess memory. It will be available in
the second quarter of 1984.
Santa Clara Systems Inc., 1860 Hartog Dr.,
San Jose, Calif. 95131. Phone (408) 2874640

[Circle 343]
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Keeping you ahead of the pack..
You (and we) are in a quick-moving business.
News breaks frequently. Change is the name of
the game. Awareness is the way to win.
Give us one hour of your time every two weeks
and we will keep you aware of what's going on
around you and around the changing world of
electronics technology
Keep ahead of the pack. Send in one of the
subscription cards in this issue.
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Plug-in board lets LSI-11
computers run CP/M software
With the Logicraft QCP-11 plug-in
interface board, DEC LSI-11 minicomputers can run CP/M programs
without modification to either their
hardware or software. In addition,
because the board operates independently of the host system, it can run
CP/M programs while other programs
are running on the DEC LSI-11. The

Electronics/November 3, 1983

Stop spurious AC accidents. Shockproof
control logic with opto Triac drivers.

MPUs cost alot.
Control logic costs alot.
Your whole AC control design costs
alot and you're not about to lose it
to some lurking. loathesome spike.
surge or transient that ends it all in a
microsecond or so.
Not with Motorola optocouplers
that control AC easily and offer
unexcelled kilovolt security. too.
Practically every,AC application
...needs the kind of protection
Motorola's MOC3000 Triac driver
series can offer. 1Wenty-three
different. optically-isolated Triac
drivers, the most complete line in
the industry. optimize interfacing
sensitive logic or MPU to 110V or
220 VAC directly. easily. Without fear
of failure from noise or power surge.
Just 5-30 mA to the LEDs in these
units latches on the detector. When
off, they block 250 or 400V in both
directions. When on. they conduct up
to 1.2 A pulse. more than enough to
trigger almost any power Triac.
Both zero-crossing and phase controllable types provide 7.500 V
isolation of logic circuitry in lighting.
traffic, motor, solenoid and heater
controls, appliances, relays, solar
systems. television, games. ignitions.
coin acceptors. ad infinitum.
Zero-crossing functions as an
active snubber network typically
increasing dv/dt immunity to 100 V/e4s.
And. if you're designing from very
low input levels, the MOC3000 family
contains devices offering maximum
trigger current levels down to 5rnA—
sensitive to the low-power needs of
many of today's CMOS Circuits.

Universal approval
...distinguishes these top
performers from many others. All
meet domestic UL requirements and
the 400V units have passed German
VDE specs for widest possible use
here and in Europe.
That, plus high-volume and the
assurance of top quality make the
MOC3000 series the easiest choice
for coupling into any AC design.
Contact Motorola Semiconductor
Products. Inc.. PO. Box 20912.
Phoenix, Arizona 85036 for data and
our new Optoelectronics Selector
Guide. Or see your franchised
distributor for evaluation units.

and sophistication to them so you'd
get the most out of them. Not only
in basic things like liquid phase epi.
silicon nitride passivation, emitter
die coating. automated ball bonding
and standardized dice with wide
operating margins, but in the
thousand and one everyday little
things only practical knowledge.
repetitive procedures and accumulated
experience can generate over six
years...an eon in semiconductor
technology. Tens of millions of
opto Triac drivers later, we're still
number one.
Ask those who copy our numbers
and our devices.

Experience makes you abetter
opto Triac driver.
Motorola invented them in 1977
and has continued to add technology

MOTOROLA INC.
TO Motorola SemIconduclor Products Inc

P 0 Box 20912 Phoen,

AZ 85036

Send me information on opto Triac drivers.
160EL EX 110383

Name
Title
Call me: (
Company .
Address
City
State
ZIP _
ammimmmimmmiummmm mmm

Lots of like new products
in this free catalog!

board, which has a serial port to
connect a modem, terminal, or printer, contains 64-K bytes of randomaccess memory, 2-K bytes of programmable read-only memory, and a
Zilog Z80 microprocessor running at
6 MHz with no wait states.
The QCP-11 is compatible with
the RT-11, RSX11M/M-Plus, TSXPlus, and RSTS/E operating systems
and sells for $1,495.

For Salt!
More than 7, 439
like-new,
state .
amhe-art
i

electronic
instruments
Anfelyxers
ter•d9.
Couniet

t.

New products

Logicraft Inc., 3 Graham Dr., Nashua, N. H.

Cout.'•
o.,
o"

03061. Phone (603) 888-4448
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Catalog
(800) 225-1008

GENSTAR

REI Sales CernRanY

Money back guarantees, too!
You can save alot on equipment acquisition costs when you acquire
good-as-new electronic equipment at "good-as-old" prices. More
than 7,439 like-new items have been removed from the North
American inventory of Genstar Rental Electronics, Inc., and they're
all available for purchase right now. Ask for your free copy of the
sales catalog now. Call (800) 227-8409 ... in California (213)
887-4000, (415) 968-8845, or (714) 879-0561 ... or (800) 225-1008
— in Massachusetts (617) 938-0900.

GENSTAR

REI Sales Company
6307 DeSoto Avenue, Suite J •Woodland Hills, California 91367

"1
For your Free Catalog -Quick -Fill out and send in this coupon today!
0 Ido want your free Sales Catalog
right away. Send it to me ... NOW!
CI I'd like a copy of the new Genstar
Rental Electronics, Inc. Rental
Catalog, too.
NAME

CI Its very important to me to get the
following good, like new equipment
at less-than-new prices:

TITLE
MAIL STOP__

CITY/STATE/Z.1P
TELEPHONE
-Please complete coupon and mail to: Genstar REI Sales Company, 6307 E110383
DeSoto Avenue, Suite J, Woodland Hills, CA 91367
Genstar REI Sales Company 1982
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gain access to two mainframes
Dual-remote-communication interfaces that operate concurrently double the range of host applications
that a single-terminal operator can
access. The model 311 dual-host controller lets display stations switch
freely between two selected 113h4 or
Ism-compatible mainframes through
simple keyboard commands.
In addition, the 311 can be configured for application redundancy or
host backup to allow uninterrupted
processing should the host fail or
communications be interrupted. The
311 operates in any Honeywell bisynchronous or Systems Network
Architecture/Synchronous
DataLink Control combination and supports 32 display stations or printers.
The 311 can be purchased for
$14,215 or leased for three years for
$591 per month including maintenance. The company is developing a
model 411 controller that will offer
the same dual-remote-host access as
the 311 but provide asynchronous
support as well.
Lee Data Corp., 7075 Flying Cloud Dr., Minneapolis, Minn. 55344. Phone (612) 8280300

[Circle 345]

VisiCalc IV, VisiWord bow

ORGANIZATION
ADDRESS

Controller lets single terminal

for use on EtherSeries net
Networked versions of VisiCorp
spreadsheet
and
word-processing
software for the IBM Personal Computer are now available to 3Com

Electronics/November 3, 1983

good partners

aerosols and electronics

For years, Miller-Stephenson has specialized
in aerosols designed exclusively for the
electronics industry. Our high-purity spray
containers suit the electronics style. Safe.
Pure. Compact. Portable. Convenient. Easy
to apply. Sealed containers provide uncontaminated solvent, spray after spray.
Here are some of our star performers.
Wouldn't one meet your specific need?
aerosol solvent cleaners
Our wide range of high-purity cleaners are designed to meet the specific soil-removal requirements of electronic procedures.
flux remover and Cobra

spray brush

Freon' TMC Flux Remover and Heavy Duty Flux
Remover flush all types of organic flux off PCBs
and other electronic assemblies without recontamination. With the Cobra Spray Brush attached, the flux remover becomes an efficient
system combining chemical and scrubbing
actions.
release agents/dry lubricants
The active ingredient for our release agents is a
Teflon-like material which is dispersed in various
solvents.

Freon TMC
Solvent
Flux Remover

freezing and fault isolation products
Our freezing agents are packed with long pinpoint applicators, allowing isolation of single
components in heat-cold intermittence testing.
conformal protective coatings
Since coating requirements are varied, MillerStephenson has ready to use aerosol coatings of
acrylic, silicone, urethane and varnish. All provide excellent electrical insulation and moisture
resistance.
conductive coatings
To meet RFI, EMI regulations, we also offer new
conductive coating sprays, which provide low
cost protection and are compatible with many
substrates.

miller-stephenson

and more in our catalog
Our catalog also offers tape head cleaner, contact cleaners, anti-static agents and other products, complete with specification charts. Write:
Miller-Stephenson Chemical Company, Inc.,
George Washington Highway, Danbury, Conn.
06810. Or call (203) 743-4447.

miller-stephenson
LOS ANGELES CHICAGO TORONTO DANBURY
"Freon" is DuPont's registered trade mark tor its tluorcorbon compounds
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New products
Corp.'s EtherSeries users. With the
software, these users can gain network access to VisiCalc IV and
VisiWord, each of which is delivered
on acopy-protected IBM PC—compatible disk and installed in encrypted
form to prevent unlicensed access
and use. When invoked by a user
through a network Pc, the program
is distributed quickly through the
network, decrypted, and run.
Prices for both programs depend
on the network server. For example,
VisiCalc for an IBM XT server supporting five networked Pcs, all with
access to the application, sells for
$115 per user. A single copy of the
stand-alone version sells for $250.
3Com Corp., 1390 Shorebird Way, P. 0. Box
7390, Mountain View, Calif. 94039. Phone
(346) 961-9602
[Circle 346]

Nylon & Fibre
(Flat •Shoulder •Bushings)
STANDARD FROM STOCK!
SIZES from 3/16" to 1" 0.D.
and 1/32" to 1/16" thickness with
various hole sizes from 3/32" to
3/8" I.D.
ECONOMICALLY IDEAL for
Insulation, Sealing,
Anti-Galling, Spacers, Shims L,
and Thrust Washers. Excellent
mechanical strength, electrical
insulation and corrosion
resistance. Other materials &
sizes on request. Our precision
stamping &molding facilities
available.
Send for Complete
Electronic Component Catalog

Lo

CALL TOLL-FREE 800-221-5510

KEYSTONE
ELECTRONICS

CORP.

49 Bleecker Street • New York, N.Y. 10012
Tel: 12121475-4600
TWX:710-581-2861
Circle 242 on reader service card

WIRE AND CABLE
FOR SALE
Immediate delivery on
5000-7000-ft. spools:

Terminal controller runs under
sync and bisync protocols
Up to 32 terminals, both Telex and
Ism devices that support A-type coaxial cable, can be attached to the
274C remote controller. An alternative to IBM's 3274 remote controller,
the 274C features both bisynchronous and Synchronous Data-Link
Control communications protocols.
Under SDLC, the 274C supports all
Systems Network Architecture parameters exactly as defined for the
IBM 3274 41C.
The 274C equips users with 128-K
bytes of memory for controller con-

950,000 ft. of 50-ohm coax
260,000 ft. of 50-ohm twin-lead
3million ft. of 50-ohm tri -lead
2million ft. of 90-ohm tri-lead

Best offer. Contact:
S. Gilson
1701 North Street
Endicott, NY 13760
(607) 755-1455
242
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QUALITY BREAKTHROUGH.

SPRAGUE
NETWORKS GO
BELOW 100 PPM

Sprague Thick-Film Resistor Networks are being shipped with electrical defect levels
consistently below 100 parts per million (100 PPM AOQL*). Sprague was first to
make resistor networks in single in-line and dual in-line
packages ...and offers quality unmatched by anyone in the
industry. The bottom line of the 100 PPM story is dollars ...
and Sprague saves you alot of them. For the full story, call
• Gary Nielsen in Breakthrough Country at
603/883-5544. Write for Engineering Bulletins 7041D (SIPs) and 7042B (DIPs) to Technical Literature
SPRAGUE
Service, Sprague Electric Company, 35 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass. 01247.
PHI 111.11 OF M.O.,

a Penn Central unit

*Average Outgoing Quality Level

Circle 243 on reader service card

From...

ovenaire
...OVENS FOR TO5

CRYSTAL, TRANSISTOR, IC OR OTHER
Temperature Sensitive Component in TO5 Case

e

Model TO5P

Model TO5C

New products
figurations and setup. An optional
128-x bytes of additional memory
enables the controller to operate with
extended functions like dual host
communications, local print buffering, and format and storage retrieval.
Available immediately, the 274C is
priced at $10,000.
Telex Corp., 6422 East 41st St., Tulsa, Okla.
74135. Phone (918) 627-1111

•Solid state proportional control circuitry
•Miniature size—only 0.50" high X 0.75" diameter
•5VDC to 28VDC heater voltage
•Select any oven cavity operating temperature
from 35°C to 95°C in 5° increments.
•Low power-0.5 to 0.9W nom. at stabilized +25°C ambient
•Temp. stability ±
-3°C typical for —30°C to +60°C
•Warm up from — 30°C-3.0 minutes max.
•TO5P—component cavity opening in bottom of oven
•TO5C—component cavity access by removing top cover

OVENAIRE-AUDIO-CARPENTER
706 Forrest Street
Charlottesville, Va. 22901
804-977-8050 •TM( 510-587-5461

Division of Walter Kidde & Company. Inc

K1DOE

Circle 244 on reader service card
RAC is offering aunique reliability assessment program by use of which
anyone can keep abreast of the MIL-M-38510 or MIL-S-19500 detail
specification activity relating to microcircuits and discrete semiconductors selected as standard part candidates. This program provides
detailed listings of these devices, including form, function and technology, coupled with the latest qualification status information. Issued in a
loose-leaf binder and updated quarterly, this information is entitled:

MICROCIRCUIT/SEMICONDUCTOR
RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT
PROGRAM
Qualification status information includes:
• Proposed for specification (initial
candidate device selection)
• Device characterization activity
underway
• Covered by DESC drawing (dwg
no. given)
• Draft specification in coordination
• Draft specification, no QPL sources
• QPL listing
• Ordering No. MRAP/SRAP, $125 U.S. ($215 overseas), prepaid

ft,
\C

[Circle 347]

Analyzer and simulator aids
in building Ethernet systems
Called the Nutcracker, a local-network system analyzer and simulator
for Ethernet tackles two common
problems associated with building
networks: how to debug and test
very complex, high-speed, multiplenode networks, particularly the protocol software components, and how
to characterize the operating limits
of a given network. Use of the Nutcracker can shorten the network development cycle by as much as six
months, the company claims.
To debug and test thoroughly, a
designer must be able to see every
packet on the network. The Nutcracker's observation circuitry, operating at 10 mb/s (about 1,000 times
faster than most communication instruments), sees every packet, even in
fully saturated networks.
In defining a system's operating
limits, designers must vary the load
on the network in a controlled fashion while analyzing network response. The Nutcracker can indefinitely simulate a loaded network.
The Nutcracker consists of an
8086-based central processing unit
along with 900-K bytes of randomaccess memory, a 20-megabyte Winchester disk drive, and a 600-K-byte
floppy-disk drive. At the heart of the
system is a high-speed state machine
with powerful pattern-recognition
circuitry. The system is packaged as
a single work station that includes a
12-in, black and white monitor with
a keyboard and a printer. The Nutcracker, priced at $49,000, is available now.

Reliability Analysis Center

Excelan, 2180 Fortune Dr., San Jose, Calif.

RADC RBRAC • Grefiss AFB, NY 13441 • Tel (315) 330-4151, Autovon 587-4151

95131. Phone (408) 945-9526

[Circle 348]

RAC is a DoD Information Analysis Center Operated by IIT Research Institute
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The only Power Supplies
that carry a
Passport to the World
Worldwide Acceptance
POWER-ONE's new International Series is the only highreliability D.C. power supply series to achieve true acceptance
throughout the world.
Designed specifically for products sold throughout the world's
major electronics markets, the International Series can be used
anywhere, for almost any application., without costly modifications
or crippling time delays for safety testing.
Meets International Safety Requirements
Even the most important requirements of the world's leading
regulatory agencies are satisfied, including VDE, UL, CSA, BPO,
IEC, CEE, and ECMA. Our new
patented power transformer winding process features fully separated
and enclosed primary and secondary windings. This unique construction complies with the world's
toughest safety standards, including:
Leakage Current (Max.)
Line to Ground:
5.0pa
Spacings (Min.)
Live Parts to Dead Metal:
9.0mm
Other Than Field Terminals: 5.25mm
Dielectric Withstand Voltage (Min.)
Input to Ground:
3750 VAC
Input to Outputs:
3750 VAC
Outputs to Ground:
500 VAC

Wide Choice of AC Input Power
More worldwide acceptance. Each unit is rated at 100, 120, 220,
230, and 240 volts, 47 to 63 Hz. This means reduced inventory
and service requirements since only one standard off-the-shelf
power supply is needed.. regardless of your product's final destination. Another International Series exclusive feature.
New Models, More Applications
Demand has been great since the introduction of our International
Series, so we have expanded our line with 32 new models
76 in all.

Power-One's patented International Series transformers feature
separate, fully enclosed, primary and secondary coils. Meets safety
requirements of VDE, UL. CSA, BPO, IEC, CEE. and ECMA.

qupowerelle

"Innovators in Power Supply Technology"

Write or call for our new brochure
today. See why the International
Series are the only power supplies
that carry apassport to the world.

power SUPPLIES

Power-One, Inc. •Power One Drive •Camarillo, CA 93010 •Phone: 805/484-2806 •805/987-3891 •TWX: 910-336-1297
Outside California Call Toll Free 800/235-5943
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advanced
CMOS.
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A family of
devices for
designers who
•think beyond.

•

•

GTE Microcircuits lets you create the CMOS designs
of tomorrow. today. That's because we offer you a
complete family of leading edge CMOS devices...
afamily developed with atotal systems strategy in
mind. So you can get CMOS logic, memory. and
communications devices—semi-custom as well as
standard—from the same company. And know you're
getting the very best of new CMOS. It's what our
advanced silicon gate CMOS process is all about!
e
The center of our CMOS universe.
Our G65SCOO series CMOS microprocessors have
risen rapidly as luminaries of the 8-bit world. And no
•
. wonder! They're easy on the power and fast as
shooting stars...with performance approaching lowpower Schottky and TTL bipolar processes.

•

•

•

•

The support you need.
We offer you full system support in CMOS—with
ROMs. buffers. serial and parallel peripherals. RAM
I0 timers. and more. In the communications area, we
support you with anumber of CMOS VLSI innovations.
Like our G8870A integrated DTMF receiver, asinglechip combination of our DTMF decoder and filter
•

•
devices. Or our G65SC150 communications terminal
unit: an 8-bit CPU. ROM. RAM. timer. I0 and sine
wave generator... all on asingle chip'
•
Out-of-this-world semi-custom. too.
Want to personalize your design with semi-custom?
No problem. Our G50000 series gate arrays let you
convert the most complex SSI 'MSI logic into asingle
IC with up to 2.500 gate-equivalent functions. And.
!hanks to our state-of-the-art Automated Logic
• Integration System (ALIS). you'll get super fast
turnaround on our semi-custom devices. They're all
implemented in our leading edge silicon gate CMOS
• process—a process also available to you through our
: customer-furnished tooling program.
Your CMOS master source.
.
We're already galaxies ahead in CMOS. And its only
the start. In the future well be announcing several
new CMOS products...like a 16-bit microprocessor.
LAN controller. Codec combo, and more. As amajor
force in advanced CMOS. we've established ourselves
among the ranks of the major semiconductor companies
in the marketplace... with afull commitment to meeting
your present and future needs for leading edge products.

•

Launch your all-CMOS design today!
For complete information about our advanced CMOS
family. write us on your letterhead. If you can't wait
to blast off, call us right away. GTE Microcircuits,
Marketing Services. 2000 West 14th Street, Tempe.
AZ 85281. Tel: (602) 968-4431. TWX: 910-951-1383.
For the name of your nearest GTE Microcircuits
distributor, call: WEST—(714) 855-9901: CENTRAL—
(312) 259-1112; EAST—(516) 724-8300: EUROPE
(Munich. W. Germany)—Tel: 089 178 20 31.
TLX 528452 GTE MC D.
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•
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Logic Development
and you won't worry

HP's 64000
,
e\stt
-\4

Tunely

Marginal

Hardware ¡Software

Ever have to settle for asecond-choice
microprocessor because language and
emulation support wasn't available for
your first choice? Put HP's 64000 Logic
Development System in your lab and
that frustration is gone.
That's because HP's microprocessor
support strategy results in assPmblers
and emulators for virtually any 8- and
16-bit microprocessor...well ahead of the
support available from manufacturers.
How is that possible? With the 64000
system, you can select the tools to build
your own assembler and emulator. For
assembler support all you need are the
instruction set of your processor and
HP's user definable assembler. Easy-tofollow instructions will have you
assembling code in amatter of hours.
As for emulation, once you have the
chip, our Universal Emulator lets you
get to work in an execute-only environment in just afew days. And full emulation capability is typically just amatter
of weeks. Because we supply hardware
and software that's about 80 to 90 percent complete. You do some interface
design and complete the software
package. Everything you need is supplied, including step-by-step instructions
and adesign example using apopular
microprocessor. Compare this approach
to the year or two you'd wait for normal
support...if you get it at all. HP also
provides full support for ahost of 8-and
16-bit processors ,with more on the
way. So don't let lack of support slow
you down or compromise your designs.

No need to let marginal signal conditions and other timing related gremlins
hold you up either. Because the 64000's
timing analysis subsystem combines
sophisticated triggering, high speed, 8k
memory depth, and postprocessing for
measurement capability not available in
timing analyzers until now.
For example, our dual-threshold
mode identifies noise problems and marginal signal levels. And helps you solve
bus loading and bus conflict problems.
In the fast mode, 400 MHz speed
yields the resolution necessary to resolve
critical timing margin problems. New
statistical analysis capabilities increase
resolution and give useful data for
system characterization. And the ability
to trigger on transitions, pattern durations and post-processed data conditions
give you valuable capabilities in studying control-signal timing relationships
such as handshake related problems.
The 64000 Timing Analyzer sets new
ease of use standards too. Directedsyntax softkeys simplify measurements.
And label assignment lets you analyze
results in terms of your system's
nomenclature.
With this analyzer, you get to the
root of timing problems fast.

Whose fault? Software or hardware?
The 64000, with both timing and state
subsystems, and even emulation, can
resolve that quarrel in short order.
That's because one subsystem can arm
or trigger another for real-time interactive measurements.
For example, you can set the timing
analyzer to trigger on amiddle threshold
that lasts too long. Then view state flow
to see the affect. Or, you can trigger on
state and view timing, which is useful
for debugging I/O port malfunctions.
In analysis/emulation interaction, you
might monitor software activity with the
analyzer, then send asignal to the
emulator to halt operation if aspecific
trace specification occurs. Now, you
can study the analyzer trace listing
around the suspected problem area. Or,
use the emulator to examine register
contents and control further operation.
Take this logical path in settling
fingerpointing debates and you'll push
those designs closer to production.

Processor Support Signal Conditions

Fingerpointing

;ystemmstandardize on asystem like this
ibout problems like these:
Software

Software in the

The 64000, with software performance
measurement capability, quickly
eliminates these nightmares. Symbolic
tracing makes measurements aprogrammer's dream. And histogram displays
give you agraphic picture of bottlenecks
and software inefficiencies. This new tool
shows system activity as afunction of
software modules so you can see where
the concentrated action is. You can
determine how long it takes to execute a
given module of code as you vary input
parameters. See software traffic patterns.
And compare software modules in terms
of the percentage of time and occurrence
they require in your programs.
These measurements are real-time, not
post-processed trace data, which means
you can interact with trace displays as
well as perform overview measurements
on single-shot events.

That's where new software often
ends up. But the 64000, with the state
analysis subsystem, gets you back on
track quickly. First, because this
analyzer speaks aprogrammer's
language. Symbolic tracing lets you
define parameters in familiar source-code
symbols and labels. For example, you
can instruct the analyzer to find
sequences and trigger points by module
names and labels. And with HP's
directed-syntax softkeys, defining a
measurement is usually just amatter of a
few keystrokes.
Inverse assembly means this analyzer
speaks your microprocessor's language,
too. That makes it easy for you to interpret displayed information, because now
you don't have to convert analyzer
displays to microprocessor mnemonics
and symbols. All this in areal-time
analyzer, not asimulator or intrusive
run-until-search type of analyzer.
But it's also important to be
able to position the measurement window with precision.
We do that too.

Bottlenecks

Weeds
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Extended trace specification features
let you navigate through complex code to
the portion you want...and display only
pertinent information. That's because
you can combine trigger, store and count
functions in any combination, to atotal
of eight terms, each as wide as the
number of channels installed (to 120).
Add to that the ability to define up to 15
sequence terms, or acombination of sequence terms and enable/disable windows, and there aren't many nooks or
crannies where software bugs can hide.
That means you'll debug software pronto.

One System for

Standardization

From start to finish of the development
cycle, HP's 64000 Logic Development
System can help you speed your designs
along. It covers software development,
downloading, emulation, hardware and
software analysis, and system performance measurements. All with asingle
keyboard and display that speeds
setups and simplifies measurements.
You can choose from two system
stations, too. One benchtop station,
with 10 card slots, gives you the most
expansion capability. The transportable
station, with 5card slots, is apopular
development unit for individual bench
and field use.
Whichever station you choose,
you can configure for dedicated function or combination measurements. You
can use each in astandalone situation or
as part of amultiuser, distributed processing network. It's adevelopment
system that makes sense for labs both
large and small.
For details on the 64000 Logic Development System and available subsystems, call your local HP sales office listed
in the telephone directory white pages.
Ask for your HP field engineer in the
Electronic Instruments Department.

D1ro.rush
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Silvar -Lisco Has Every
Standard Cell Devices
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Many companies claim to provide
input-to-artwork workstations for
computer-aided engineering.
Silvar-Lisco delivers.
Design Capture
For example, both the St ar CeilTM
standard cell workstation on the
left and the StarGateTM gate array
workstation on the right let you
enter design data interactively,
alpha-numerically, or with adigitizer, or with the netlist automatically extracted. But that's only the
beginning.
Simulation
On both systems you can perform
design simulation all the way from
functional system level to the gate

and transistor level, independent
of the IC technology involved. Libraries of pre-characterized logic
models are available.

BIMOS — Simulation

Standard Cell Layout
With the StarCell system you can
turn your system design into a
small-size, low-cost die with all the
advantages of fast turnaround

r'ne.
that semi-custom technology provides. (For starters, you can lay
out 5000 gates in less than one
hour!) In addition, you can extract
electrical circuit characteristics
from the layout and feed them
back into the design data base for
ultra-accurate circuit simulation.
Gate Array Layout
With the StarGate system you
can tackle gate arrays of thousands of gates in single- and
double-layer metallization. The
StarGate system offers fully automatic layout and routing, and
optional interactive editing. With
our unique router you get maximum gate utilization, along with

thing You Need to Design
and Gate Arrays. Fast.

the ability to route through cells
as well as channels. Upon
request, we'll provide you with
the macro cell libraries of your
favorite silicon vendor.
Create Your Own Tools
When you work with Silvar-Lisco,
you can choose from eighteen
software/hardware combinations,
or create your own "dream"
workstation from our broad range
of software tools. Our software
products also run on popular
large computers such as VAX,
IBM and Prime, as well as our
microcomputer-based Apollo turnkey workstations. So when your
computing needs grow, our prod-

ucts will already be in place to
support you. Interfaces to other
non-Silvar-Lisco CAE tools are
also available.
For more information, call or
write Silvar-Lisco, 1080 Marsh
Road, Menlo Park, CA 94025,
(415) 856-2525. In Europe, contact
Silvar-Lisco, Abdijstraat 34, B3030 Leuven, Belgium, (016) 20 00
16, Telex 22128. In Japan, contact
C. Itoh & Co. Ltd., 5-1 2-chome,
Kita-Aoyama Minato-ku, Tokyo
107, Japan, 03 497 3203, Telex
J22295.

SILVAR%LISCO
StarCeil, Star•Gate and SL-2000 Software Family are
trademarks of Silvar-Lisco.

The SL-2000 Software Family"
Name

Function

SDS"
HIDEX"
WAR"
HELIX"
DIMOS"
CARDS"

design capture
hierarchical logic design
hierarchical design partitioning
system level behavioral simulation
gate and transistor level simulation
automatic gate array placement and
routing
CAL-MP" automatic standard cell placement and
routing

Turnkey Workstation Hardware*
SL-2300
hard disk
capacity
main memory
display

SL-2400

SL-2600

34 MB
68-158 MB 68-158 MB
1.5 MB
2.0 MB
2.0 MB
17-inch
19-inch
19-inch
monochrome monochrome
color

•Apollo-based hardware with AEGIS operating system
and DOMAIN network interface. All systems are
provided with full keyboard and mouse" for graphics
input. Optional RS-232C communications link to mainframe computers available.
1983 Silvanisco
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Engineers and other Aerospace Professionals

Get involved at
Martin Marietta and help launch anew
era in space and technology.
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At Martin Marietta Aerospace our long list of
projects for the Space Shuttle includes the
external fuel tank, the parachute recovery
system, the checkout and control system, and
the manned maneuvering unit. For other
customers, we design, build and test command
and information systems, spacecraft, launch
vehicles, and solar energy systems. If you're a
skilled engineering professional, there's aplace
for you at Martin Marietta Denver Aerospace
with locations in Denver, Colorado and New
Orleans, Louisiana. We make it apoint to
recognize and reward those individuals whose
contributions help us extend our level of
excellence.
We can offer you an excellent salary, complete
company benefits and some of the most
challenging, exciting projects around. Make a
move to improve the quality of your personal
and professional life today. Learn about career
opportunities in our various locations by sending
your resume or aletter to the facility of your
choice.
In Denver: P.O. Box 179, Mail #D-1311,
Denver, CO 80201; In Orlando: P.O.
Box 5837-MP#9, Orlando, FL 32855; At
Vandenberg AFB: Box 1681, Vandenberg
AFB, CA 93437; In New Orleans: Michoud
Assembly Facility, Box 29304, New Orleans, LA
70189; In Baltimore: 103 Chesapeake Park
Plaza, Baltimore, MD 21220.
We are an equal opportunity employer, m/f/h.
114.4 17 7"'I Al MA liPIE

Engineers and other
Aerospace Professionals

Get
involved at
Martin
Marietta
DENVER, COLORADO
Located on the foothills of the
Rocky Mountains, Denver offers
year-round recreational and
cultural opportunities including
theater, symphonies and museums.
• Software Engineering
• Systems Engineers
• Electronic Engineers
• Finance
• Contracts
• Test Engineers
• Logistics Engineers
ORLANDO, FLORIDA
Orlando is situated in the center of
Florida's year-round outdoor living
and cultural activities. Orlando
also boasts an exceptional
education system and no state
income tax.
• Radar Systems Design
Analysis
• Radar Signature Analysis
• E-0 Design & Analysis
• Video Tracker Design
• Systems Requirements
Analysis
• Image Processing

• VLSI Design
• Quality Engineering
• Configuration Data
Management Administration
• Finance Estimators, Cost
Specialists
• Planning Specialists
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
Baltimore is located within a short
drive of the nation's capital. It is a
city on the grow, offering an

abundance of cultural and
entertainment activities.

• Design Engineers
• Mechanical Engineers
• Electronic Engineers
• Production Control
• Industrial Engineers
• Quality Engineers
• Systems Engineers
• Composite Engineers

New products
Instruments

Signal analyzer
suits many jobs
High-performance portable unit
acts as waveform recorder
or spectrum or network analyzer
Dynamic signal analyzers for audio
and vibration work generally fall into
the heavy, expensive, high-performance category or the lightweight,
inexpensive, low-performance group.
But the 3561A offers, at 33 lb and
approximately $10,000, better performance than any current instrument
of its kind, states Hewlett-Packard.
The single-channel unit can be used
as a waveform recorder (for signals
with components as high in frequency as 100 kHz), as a spectrum analyzer, or, thanks to its band-limited
band-translated noise source, as a
network analyzer.
Use of fast-Fourier-transform techniques puts the 3561A head and
shoulders above swept-spectrum analyzers, for it can make measurements
in a fraction the time the latter require. Its 80-dB dynamic range is
unique, says HP, and its amplitude
accuracy of ±0.15 dB unequaled. A
cross-hair marker with an amplitude
resolution of 0.01 dB lets the user
make automatically calibrated measurements rapidly.
The instrument's measurement
range spans 158 dB. With its flexible
zoom capability and spans as narrow
as 0.25 Hz anywhere in the 100-kHz
range, giving up to 625-Hz resolution, it is useful for measuring distortion, noise floor, and spurious response, for performing modulation
analysis, and for many other tasks.
Its noise source, which tracks the
frequency and span selected, puts out
periodic, random, and impulse signals for amplitude or phase network
measurements over the full 100-kHz
range. As a network analyzer, it
might typically be used for characterizing the frequency response of analog, crystal, or switched-capacitor fil-

ters, baseband amplifiers, modems,
and weighting filters, among others.
The 3561A, which is fully programmable over the IEEE-488 HP
Interface Bus, records waveforms
with a 13-bit analog-to-digital converter running at 256,000 samples/s,
achieving 80 dB of alias protection.
In its time-capture mode, it can store
nearly 41,000 samples (equal to 40
time records) to record long and
one-time transient events.
A spectral-map mode allows the
3561A to display up to 60 map spectra to identify trends in machines or
circuits that contain unwanted harmonics. Run-up or coast-down analysis can be done; the map mode adds
a third dimension of time, revolutions pet minute, drive load, or other
variable to the display.
Calculations. A number of features
make the unit attractive for electronic analysis. It dffers direct digital
plotting and limp" and logarithmic
scales, performs trace math, and has
single, dual, harmonic, and sideband
markers. Log-frequency modes include a simple redistribution of linear points and both 1/3- and fulloctave proportional resolution. Displays can be calculated in whatever
units the user finds convenient.
An A-weight filter is provided to
make measurements for acoustic analysis easy, and a constant current
source in the unit powers integratedcircuit piezoelectric accelerometers,
eliminating the need for separate
power supplies. The ability to set the
sample rate with an external signal
can be used in machinery analysis to

253

New products
normalize the frequency display to
the speed of rotation.
Manual use of the 3561A is simplified by means of menus, soft keys,
and versatile software. The unit automatically calibrates itself to maintain
its measurement integrity.
An optional 127-record magneticbubble memory adds about $1,500 to
the 3561A's price. Deliveries are in
six weeks.
Hewlett-Packed

Co.,

Inquiries

Manager,

1501 Page Mill Rd., Palo Alto, Calif. 94304
[Circle reader service number 351]

Inductance analyzer works
over 20-Hz-to-300-kHz range
The 3245 precision inductance analyzer—which sports all the stimulusreponse, measurement, and computation facilities necessary for analysis
of coils, transformers, and other inductors--can drive, bias, and measure inductances at frequencies rang-
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ing from 20 Hz to 300 kHz. A basic
accuracy of ±0.1% is maintained for
any component with impedance from
1.23 11 to 330 kfi between 100 Hz
and 10 kHz. Resolution is ±1 nH at
199 kHz.
The instrument can be used for
precision measurements of components in a laboratory, as well as
high-volume testing and sorting of
components during incoming inspection. Test setups, stored in nonvolatile memory, appear on the 3245's
video display. Once the test setup is
chosen, the analyzer guides the operator through a trimming procedure
to compensate for stray inductance
or capacitance in the test leads.
The analyzer permits major terms

(such as L, C, Z, and Lk) to be
displayed along with appropriate
units. Minor terms (Q, for instance,
or dissipation factor), selected by
the operator, can be simultaneously
computed and displayed. Complex
inductances like transformers, inductive components of such devices
as wirewound resistors, and printedcircuit board traces can be measured
and evaluated, without a dedicated
test setup or off-line computations.
Throughout the test, the equivalent circuit being measured is displayed schematically on screen. The
unit can sort components into 10
bins by preset categories, such as
nominal inductance or insufficient
Q, preset by operators. Extensive
output and remote control facilities
allow the 3245 to be networked
within an automatic parts-handling
station. The output, the input, and
the test setup may be sent to a controller or to a printer through RS232-C or IEEE-488 ports.
The model 3245 precision indue-

VOICE AND DATA GROW TOGETHER

MITEL INTRODUCES THE POWERFUL ST-BUS 'FAMILY
TO COMPUTER AND TELECOM DESIGNERS

THE SERIAL TELECOM (ST) BUS IS A Z048 MBPS. 32 CHANNEL PER FRAME
8 BIT PER CHANNEL. SERIAL TRANSMISSION FORMAT SUITABLE FOR
PCM-ENCODED VOICE OR DIGITAL DATA. THIS ST-BUS FORMAT IS
EXPRESSED IN A FAMILY OF PRODUCTS FOR USE IN VOICE/DATA SYSTEMS_

MT8981

MITEL SEMICONDUCTOR

tance analyzer sells for $7,995. Delivery takes 60 days.
Wayne Kerr Inc., 400 West Cummings Park,
Woburn, Mass. 01801. Phone (617) 9388390

[Circle 353]

Development system serves
numerous TI processors
Designed to provide users with highperformance, low-cost, and high-productivity tools for hardware and software development, the host-independent XDS (Extended Development
Support) allows users to select the
Texas Instruments processors best
able to solve their problems.
Coupled with a transportable set
of development and debugging tools,
this configuration emulates in circuit
such processors as the TMS320 family of digital signal processors, the
TMS7000 family of 8-bit single-chip
microcomputers, the TMS9995 microcomputer, and the TMS99000 se-

ries. The XDS family supports RS232-C downlink capabilities and realtime target-system debugging with
breakpoint and trace capabilities.
Potential applications for XDS
range from timers in clock radios to
intelligent speech-recognition
peripherals in large mainframes. When
extensive code is involved, Ti's XDS
model 33 provides high-level—language (XMPL) control of the whole
debugging process and logic-state
tracing. Simpler applications are well
suited to the XDS model 22, without
the XMPL language.
Versions of the XDS model 22 for
the TMS320 signal processor and the
TMS7000, 9995, and 99000 microprocessors are now available at a
cost ranging from $2,550 to $5,000.
Model 33 systems for the four TI
processor families, which will be
available in the fourth quarter, will
cost $7,050 and upwards.
Texas Instruments, Semiconductor Group,
Literature

Response

Center,

401560, Dallas, Texas 75240

P. O.

Box

[Circle 354]

The MT8964/65 PCM Filter/Codecs
perform AID conversion in either A-Law or
p-Law. Available in 18 pin DIPs. these ICs
offer advanced system control capabilities
for PABX and wider applications.

facing at 256 Kbps over 2-pair common
telephone cable. It offers user access via an
8-bit parallel I/O interface or by the
ST-BUS. and is compatible with 6800 and
68000 microprocessor series.

The MT8980/81 Digital Time/Space
Switch ICs
are non-blocking matrices that switch PCM
encoded voice and/or data at 64 Kbps/
channel. The MT8980 matrix is 256 x256
channels and the MT8981 matrix is 128 x
128. Both ICs are in 40 pin DIPs.

The MH89705' Digital Line Interface
Module
has all the power of the MH89700 with the
addition of 56/64 Kbps serial interfacing
capability.

The MH89700 Digital Line Interface
Module
performs full-duplex digital line inter-

o•P

MH89705

The MH89750 TI Digital Trunk Interface
Module
performs 2-way conversion between the Ti
digital trunk format (1.544 Mbps) and the
ST-BUS format.

MH89750

Analyzer uses bit-slice
processor technology
The LeCroy 3500SA/100 high-speed
signal analyzer is decked out with
high-throughput signal averaging for
fast signal-to-noise enhancement, 10ns time resolution, 8-bit amplitude
resolution, and multiwaveform processing capabilities. It can acquire,
digitize, process, and archive (on
floppy disks) fast analog signals.
Using bit-slice processor technology, the analyzer can average more
than 700 waveforms/s for a 1,024point waveform and can achieve a
signal-to-noise ratio improvement (in
noisy signals) of more than 100: 1in
only 14 s. Averaged waveforms may
have up to 8,096 points. A 1,024point fast Fourier transform can be
undertaken on recorded waveforms.
An RS-232-C serial port is standard.
Fast pulsed measurement applications, such as kinetic chemistry, bio-

The MH89755 Ti Digital Trunk Interface
Module
has all the power of the MH89750 with the
addition of ahigh speed. 8-bit parallel I/O.
The MH89785' CCITT Digital Trunk
Interface Module
performs 2-way conversion between the
CCITT digital trunk format and the ST-BUS
format or ahigh speed 8-bit parallel I/O.
Mitel Semiconductor uses ISO-CMOS and
thick-film hybrid processes to produce
compact and reliable ST-BUS compatible
components in avariety of forms. Low
power consumption and simplified power
requirements are ST-BUS family traits.

MH89755

181111111•11118811mmunmiilst
Asia:
Europe: Unit 12. Sever nbridge Industrial Estate.
United States: 2321 Morena E31,1 .Suite M. San Diego.
Portskewett, Gwent. Wales
California. U.S.A. 92110.
Telephone (619)276-3421. TWX: 910-335-1242
Telephone 291-423355. Telex. 497-360
Bredgade 65A. 2nd Floor. 1260 Copenhagen K. Denmark
Canada: P.O. Box 13320.360 Legget Drive.
Telephone (01)138985. Telex: 19502
Kanata. Ontario. Canada K2K 1X5
Telephone (613) 592-5630. Telex: 053-3221.
TWX: 610-562-1678
(—Copyright 1983 Mite! Corporation
TM—Trademarks of Mitel Corporation

Young Ya Industrial Bldg.. Block A &C.
16th Floor. 381-389 Sha Tsui Road. Tsuen Wan. Hong Kong
Telephone 4-636416. Telex: 34235
•Available in the first half of 1984.
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BUILDING BETTER COMMUNICATIONS WORLDWIDE

CHOSEN AGAIN
FOR
VISIBILITY
RUGGEDNESS
AND RELIABILITY.

New products
chemical reactions, and materials research, can benefit from the system's
speed and versatility. A full-feature
cPim-based computer that permits
further data manipulation and the
use of other CP/M programs, the system comes with Fortran or Basic.
The 3500SA/100 system, including a single-channel waveform digitizer (100 megasamples/s, 10-ns time
resolution), a display and processor
console, and a dual 8-in, floppy-disk
system, costs less than $20,000. Delivery is in 30 days.
LeCroy Research Systems Corp., 700 South
Main St., Spring Valley, N. Y. 10977. Phone
(914) 425-2000

[Circle 355]

Drive test systems handle
Winchesters, floppies, cartridges

From gas pumps and ticketing machines to
portable measuring equipment displays,
Ferranti-Packard 7-segment modules
deliver everything you need -even in
extreme environmental conditions.
•High Visibility—even in direct sunlight.
•Reliability—over amillion modules are in
use, some for almost 10 years.

•Compatibility—designed for use with
microprocessor circuitry.
That's why design engineers around the
world are discovering more ways to use
our electro-magnetic one-inch, 7-segment
displays than we ever imagined. Now,
think what you could do with our display
technology.

Ferranti-Packard. On display around the world.
FERRANTI

PACKARD

Ferranti-Packard Electronics Ltd.
An NEI Company
6030 Ambler Drive
Mississauga. Ontario L4W 2P1 Canada
(416) 624-3020 Telex 06-961437
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NOW AVAILABLE!
1983-84

Electronics Buyers' Guide
The industry's most often-used directory:
• 3directories in one.
•Lists more than 4000 products.
•Lists over 5000 companies.
•FREE current catalog retrieval service.
Send order with payment to: Regina Hera

Qubex Associates Inc., 2090 Concourse Dr.,

Electronics Buyers' Guide

San Jose, Calif. 95131. Phone (408) 945-

Price: 535
1221
in U.S.A. and Canada.
256

The QA3000 family includes the
only fully integrated disk-drive test
systems that handle not only Winchesters but also floppy-disk and cartridge drives. Its six separate models
are designed to test 31
/ -, 51
2
/ -, or 84
in. drives.
Designed for disk-drive manufacturers, system integrators, and fieldservice engineers, the QA3000 gives
users more than 50 interactive test
routines,
including
phase-margin
testing, vital for determining the
quality of the drive's head and readwrite channel interface, and a surface-scanning test that allows users
to detect the location of media flaws.
The units can test as many as four
drives at once and can be used to
write specialized test programs.
The QS3000 family's multilayered
circuitry, highly stable components,
and phase-locked-loop design permit
users to achieve accurate test results,
repeatable to within 2 ns. The family's architecture, based on six microprocessors and a high-speed controller, ensure consistent speed and
throughput.
Also
provided
is
networking through QNET, which
can tie one or more QA3000s to a
minicomputer host. Pricing ranges
from from $13,000 to $16,000.

Avenue of the Americas, N.Y.. N.Y. 10020

0551
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Compare The Houston Instrument CPS-19
With Its Competition

We invite comparison on the basis of quality,
reliability and performance... even though the
comparison may seem unfair since the Houston
Instrument COMPLOTecosts much less than
the competition. The competitive edge of the
CPS-19 is based on solid design and meaningful
capabilities. The end result is a highly cost
effective 34.5" four-pen plotter that performs
tirelessly and flawlessly on its owner's behalf. At
its highly competitive price*, the Houston
Instrument CPS-19 full-size plotter is thousands
of dollars more affordable than others of
comparable performance.
The CPS-19 will continue its thrifty ways far
beyond the time of initial purchase. For instance,
the CPS-19 will plot unattended, delivering
drawings of up to Esize, without interruption,
on through the night and into the dawn. Since
paper feed is continuous you can generate drawings
at a time that's right for you or your system,
rather than being restricted by an '8-to-5' plotter.

Finally, compare plot quality. The CPS-19 is an
evolutionary stage beyond stepper-motor technology. Rugged servo drives incorporate both
position and velocity feedback loops to tightly
control pen and paper movement. The result is
curves drawn with grace and precision, and
straight lines of unerring accuracy.
For the name, address and phone number of
your nearest representative, write Houston
Instrument, 8500 Cameron Road, Austin, Texas
78753. Phone 512-835-0900, or 1-800-531-5205
if outside Texas. In Europe contact Bausch 8(
Lomb Belgium NV., Rochesterlaan 6, 8240
Gistel, Belgium. Tel 059-27-74-45. Tlx 846-81399.

BAUSCH & LOMB*

houston instrument division

'US SuggestedReeS13950
• Registered trademark of Houston Instrument

See us at Wescon, Booth #855
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GETTING TOMORROW'S
SYSTEMS OFF THE GROUND
TAKES YOUR INSPIRATION. ALOT
OF PERSPIRATION AND THE
MOST ADVANCED VLSI DEVICES
IN THE WORLD.
Look forward with NEC.
Behind the NEC name happens
to be one of the largest suppliers of
microcomputers, microprocessors,
gate arrays, analog and discrete
devices, capacitors, fiber-optics, and
fluorescent indicator panels in the
world. So chances are, NEC has
what you're looking for.

4.

•

The NEC standard of excellence.
Our one megabit ROM, 256K
DRAM, hard disk controllers, signal
processors, two micron bipolar
and CMOS gate array technologies
are just afew ways our performance
can improve yours. The highest
quality-control standards, fast turnarounds and on-time delivery
are ways we keep you coming back
for more.
•

Rely on the leader
You have apartner at NEC. We
have the products and resources to
push your imagination to the limits.

WE'VE SEEN THE FUTURE
AND WE'RE PUTTING IT TO WORK.
For last access to NEC resoun•es. contact (me of our national sales offices:
WOBI RN. MA (617)915-R139 •MELVILLE. NY (516) 423-2500 •FX)UGHKED'SIE. NY
(911 452-4;17 •POMPAN( )BEACH. EL (3)51 785-8250 •LARGO. Fl. (813) 536-4702
•COL(IMBIA. MI) (3011 730-8600 •ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL (312) 577-9090
SO(TI1111-1.1). MI (313) 559-4242 •BLOOMINGTON. MN (6121854-4443 •DALLAS.
TX (211)931-0841 •ORANGE. CA (714)937-5244 •CUPERTINO. CA (408) 446-0650
(.(') 1983 NEC Electronics

•

ON THE FUTURE.
•

e

•
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EC Electronics

$

eeee

THIS COUNTRY
NEEDS IS AGOOD

i.
VHAT

•

RECTIFIER*

'
ejelee4.

HERE IT IS...GENERAL INSTRUMENT'S AU14002
The UF4002 ultra fast
switching rectifier has reverse
recovery time less than 50
nanoseconds! Plus other
excellent features:
• Low forward voltage — less
than 1.0 volt at 1.0 ampere
•30 ampere surge capability
• Forward recovery time less
than 25 nanoseconds
•Available in UF4001 thru
UF4004, PIV50-400 volts with
I less than 10 p. amps

• For higher current operation
use our 3ampere UF5400 thru
UF5404 series.
*Conditions of Sale:
Minimum order quantity
50,000 units scheduled within
60 days. Minimum shipment
25,000 pcs.
Packaging: 1,000 units per
box, or 5,000 units per reel.
Marking: Cathode Band,
UF4002, GI.

For complete technical data,
information on immediate
product delivery, or the latest
General Instrument catalog,
contact your authorized
distributor or:
General Instrument Corporation,
Discrete Semiconductor Div.
600 West John Street
Hicksville, NY 11801, USA
(516) 733-3333

R

GENERAL
INSTRUMENT
260
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Some irresistible reasons to
try RCA power MOSFETs.
If you aren't designing with RCA
power MOSFETs yet, we think you
will soon. Here's why:
Broad line.
We're more than doubling our
product line. By year-end we'll have
98 devices, both n- and p-channel
types. These MOSFETs will cover a
broad range of voltages (50 to 500V)
and current levels (1 to 45A), includ-

ing anew 45A, 60V device with RDS (ON)
specified at only 0.04S1 maximum.

Low, low prices.
Our prices are surprisingly low.
That's because our cell packing
density is the highest in the industry.
We've also cut costs by adding
the latest automated manufacturing
processes, with 100% cassette-tocassette wafer handling, and 100%

laser alignment.
Unequalled quality and
reliability. These state-of-the-art
processes have also enabled us to
achieve an AOQ level of 100 ppm,
and an amazingly low 0.0012%/1000
hours FR @ 75° C.
Call our toll-free hotline for the
new RCA Power MOSFET brochure:
(800) 526-2177.

Call .Hamburg, 49-4106-6130: London. 44-03-2785511 Paris, 33-3-946-5656; Hong Kong, 8-52-3-723-6339, Sao Paulo. 55-11-210-4033.

2. How about
our AOQ level
of 100 ppm?

3. And we offer
aterrific
selection... over
100 types.

4. Call our
toll-free hotline
(800) 526-2177

New products
Data acquisition

Modular system
links to Apple
Data-acquisition and control
unit has local controller,
high degree of noise immunity
A modular data-acquisition and control system designed as the front end
for an Apple II computer has individually isolated floating inputs and
outputs with a high degree of noise
immunity. The Acrosystem-800 is
controlled by its own 8088-based microcomputer and comes with Apple
software that simplifies operation.
The system's modules interlock to
form a single unit with a power supply module on one end, a microprocessor control unit on the other,
and up to eight input/output modules between them. Any combination
of i/o modules, in any order, can be
used without change to the software
or to the Apple interface. Tools are
not needed to set up or to rearrange
the configuration of modules.
The proprietary circuit that individually isolates and floats the 1/0
lines helps give the system its high
immunity to noise on low-level input
lines, ground loops, and equipment
ground lines. The ground lines of
personal computers, the manufacturer observes, are notoriously noisy.
To minimize errors resulting from
noise still further, integrating dualslope analog-to-digital converters
change inputs slowly. Noise is also
cut because the switching power supply's internal frequency is synchronized with the system clock.
First-timers can use Applesoft Basic commands in their simplest form;
no additional commands or special
languages must be learned. As users
gain experience, they can increase
the sophistication of system operation by expanding the formats available with Applesoft Basic commands. Throughput can be raised
with compiled Basic, Pascal, Fortran, assembly language, and the
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ProDos operating system.
At power-on, the processor automatically identifies all modules in the
system and displays the information
on screen with amenu of choices. At
the same time, it initializes the modules to a known state and runs system diagnostics, displaying warnings
of possible malfunctions.
Software aids. An on-line help facility will, on demand, display the
instruction formats for each module
in the system. Other software permits users to measure their programs' execution times and provides
several types of displays to monitor
the system and analyze the data.
The 810 general-purpose 1/o module provides medium-speed analog
and digital wo, four analog-input
channels digitized to 12-bit resolution with a 200-ps conversion time,
and 16 digital i/o lines with anticoincidence logic. Contact-bounce suppression is available in software.
A thermocouple input module
(model 820) has six channels, onboard cold-junction compensation,
linearization, and conversion to degrees Celsius. Any type of J, K, T,
R, or S thermocouple can be connected to any input. A 16-bit integrating dual-slope a-d converter with
a 400-1.ss conversion time is used.
The 821, another six-channel input
module with 16-bit integrating dualslope conversion, is designed for use
with pH meters or pressure transmitters. Its common-mode rejection ratio is 80 dB. The 827, a six-channel

unit for resistance temperature detectors, gives them 1-mA excitation; the
828, a four-channel unit for 120- or
350-St strain gages, puts out 5- or
10-v bridge excitation and also has
on-board linearization and units
conversion.
The rejection ratios of the 827 and
the 828 are 80 and 110 dB, respectively. An additional analog-output
module is under development, as is
one for digital vo that includes
counters and pulse-frequency measurement at up to 500 kHz.
The system is designed for use in
on-line monitoring of processes, operations, or separately controlled
tests; for burst-mode data acquisition
during trigger-controlled intervals;
and for automated testing and control of processes, operations, and
time sequences. Modules range in
price from $650 to $1,000; the control unit and power supply together
are $1,550. A typical price for atotal
system, including the Apple computer, might range from $6,000 to
$7,000. Deliveries start in January.
Acrotechnology

Corp.,

Acrosystems,

66

Cherry Hill Dr., P. 0. Box 487, Beverly, Mass.
01915. Phone (617) 927-8885 [381]

ECL-compatible d-a converter
settles in just 35 ns
The HC4000, a high-speed emittercoupled-logic—compatible 12-bit hybrid digital-to-analog converter, can
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replace the ADH-030 in both military and in commercial applications.
It uses 12 fast, closely matched 4-mA
current switches to drive a precision
thin-film-resistor R-2R ladder network connected to a time- and temperature-stable internal voltage reference. The d-a converter is housed in
a hermetically sealed, 24-pin, dual
in-line package.
Available in commercial and military versions, the converter is a current-output device with a 35-ns settling time to 0.0125% of full scale
(50-ns maximum) and a 50-MHz
minimum update rate. For a voltage
output, both models can be connected to ahigh-speed fast-settling operational amplifier. Over their respective
operating-temperature ranges-0° to
+70°C and -55° to ± 125°C—the
commercial and military versions
guarantee integral and differential
linearity errors no greater than 5
ppmfC and typical gain and zero
offset errors no greater than 25 and
10 ppmfC, respectively.
The d-a converter is suitable for
such cathode-ray-tube applications as
X-Y deflection and discrete datapoint plotting, for precision highspeed analog-to-digital conversion,
and for such current- and voltagecontrolled functions as oscillators,
power sources, and active electricalsignal filters. In small quantities,
which are available from stock, the
commercial version sells for $149,
the military one for $344.
HyComp Inc., 75 Union Ave., Sudbury, Mass.
01776. Phone (617) 443-4631

[Circle 383]

12-bit converter works in 1.5 p,S
with no missing codes
The ADC803, a 12-bit successiveapproximation analog-to-digital converter, accurate to ±0.015% and operating with no missing codes over a
-25° to ±85°C temperature range,
boasts a conversion speed of just 1.5

CUSTOMIZED
MOS FILTERS
IN EIGHT WEEKS
150 BAUD TRANSMIT
CHANNEL

1200 BAUD RECEIVE
CHANNEL

OdB —

-80dB•Bell 202/V23 modem filter implementation

You'll like Reticon's quick turnaround and low cost for
customized switched capacitor filters ISCFsj.
Mask programmability comes of age --Reticon's R5626
programmable switched capacitor array can be customized to
implement any filter --classical, higher order, and composite
in eight weeks.
Benefits:
•

Proprietary design protection

•

Reduced board space

•

Small quantity runs

•

Low cost

•

6-8 weeks delivery

See us at

Wescon
Ileclrorhe Show and Convenhon
November 8 11 /San Franc's. Caldoma

Booth 2331

We have the world's largest selection of switched capacitor
products. Talk to us regarding your custom, semi-custom, or
standard integrated circuit analog product needs.
Contact: EG&G Reticon head office, 345 Potrero Avenue,
Sunnyvale, California 94086, (408) 738-4266, TWX 910-3399343; or, Chicago (312) 640-7713; Boston (617) 745-7400;
Japan 03-343-4411; England (0734) 790772; Germany (089)
918 060.

EGG RETICOM
Electronics/November 3, 1983
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Better Instruments for
Better Communications

The MG655A Synthesized Signal
Generator
For the testing of AM and FM
communications receivers,
especially those that absolutely
require ahighly stable, high-purity
signal — anywhere in the range
from 100kHz to 1300MHz. Resolution
is within 1Hz (or 2Hz above
650MHz), and frequency drift is less
than ±5 X 10 -8 per day. Naturally,
GPIB is standard equipment.
The MG655A: It's another stellar
performer in the Anritsu lineup.

Anritsu means communications.
We began building telephone
and radio equipment more than
50 years ago. And although we've
expanded into other fields since
then, we've remained true to
those first electronic roots.
In fact, the Anritsu name is
now known around the world as
synonymous with communications. From public telephones to
sophisticated, state-of-the-art

optical and digital transmission
systems, Anritsu communications
products are highly regarded for
both unequalled reliability and
technical excellence.
With such wide-ranging experience in all phases of communications, it's no surprise that our
electronic measuring instruments
are superior, too.
Anritsu builds the electronic
instruments that keep electronic

Anritsu America, Inc.
128 Bauer Ore. Oakland, NJ 07436, USA

and fiber optic communications
operating at the knife edge of
efficiency. From the simple measurement of voltage and current to
complete high-level analysis of
both analog and digital circuitry,
Anritsu instruments are built by
experts in communications. And
Anritsu instruments are built to
be used.
Whether it's an Anritsu electronic voltmeter, anetwork ana-

Phone 201-337-1111 Telex 642-141 ANRITSU OKLD

Anritsu Europe Limited
Bustle Road. WIndmIll Tradlng Estate. Luton. Beds. LUI 3XJ. U K. Phone (S100582) 418853 Telex 826750 ANRSEU G
Anritsu Eletrônica Comérelo Ltda.
Av Passos. 91-Sobrelojas 204/205-Centro. 20 051-Rio de Janeiro-RJ. Brasil Phone 221-6086. 224-9448 Telex 213-1704 ANBR

lyzer or acomplete GPIB-based
automatic test system, you'll find
abasic field-proven ruggedness
built in. And you'll find controls
that actually make sophisticated
measurements simpler to
perform.
At Anritsu, we're striving
toward still better instruments.
And better communications.

Anritsu

ANRITSU ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
10-27, Mlnamlaiabu 5-Cnome, Mlnato•ku. Tokyo 106. Japan
Phone (03) 446-1111/Telex 0-242-2353
Cable: ANRITDENKI TOKYO
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New products

The First Practical Low Cost

DIGITAL IC TESTER

New benchtop digital-IC tester developed by 1ST
provides an inexpensive solution to testing complex
ICs with great speed and accuracy.
•Tests all TTL and CMOS ICs up to 20-pin configurations •Completely and accurately
checks IC truth table functions, threshold levels, output currents, input forward current.
noise immunity. and current drain •Changeover from one IC type to another in seconds
•Self-triggering starts test automatically as IC is inserted •Quick and easy to operate
•Portable •Continually expanding program library now covers over 600 different IC types
•2 self test modules completely check all functions of the instrument • 25 program
modules provided with the instrument handle over 300 different IC devices •Other program modules are available at a nominal cost • For special devices, ado-it-yourself
programming kit is available •Aspecial plugin option is available for flat-pack devices •

(1st

I
NFORMATION SCAN TECHNOLOGY, INC.
487 Gianni Street, Santa Clara, California 95054
Phone: (408) 988-1908 • Telex: 172-904
"See us at Wescon, Brooks Hall Booth 5352"
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i.ts. In a 32-pin hermetically sealed
dual in-line package, the ADC803
converter uses integrated circuits and
laser-trimmed thin-film components
to achieve a complete a-d function,
including voltage reference, clock,
and comparator. Input scaling resistors provide internal selection of analog-input ranges of 0 to —10 v, ±5 v,
and ±10 V.
Output data is available both in
serial and parallel formats. The converter's output codes are complementary binary for unipolar inputs and
bipolar offset binary for bipolar inputs. All digital inputs and outputs
are Tn.-compatible.
The ADC803's differential-input—
comparator design makes inputs easy
to drive. The internal d-a converter
drives a comparator input separate
from the input signal, a technique
that eliminates the need for an expensive fast-settling amplifier because
the user's driving circuitry does not
have to handle the d-a converter's
transients. In small quantities, the
converter sells for $214.
Burr-Brown Corp., International Airport Industrial Park, P. 0. Box 11400, Tucson, Ariz.
85734. Phone (602) 746-1111

[Circle 384]

Track-and-hold amplifier
claims 5-ps aperture jitter

Berlin is the only
location in the Common
Market where service activities are
rewarded by aturnover bonus.The Berlin
advantages: low equity input ± higher cash
flow + more profit after taxes result in a
substantially higher return on investment.
For more information contact Wolfe J. Frankl,
Berlin Economic Development Corp.,
767 3rd Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017-2079,
Tel. (212) 980 1545

Economic Development

BERLIN
266
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The HTS-0010 track-and-hold amplifier, which guarantees a maximum
aperture jitter (uncertainty) of just 5
ps, has an acquisition time of 14 ns.
The hybrid has a small-signal bandwidth of 60 mHz and adroop rate no
greater than ±0.1 mv/p,s.
The part's typical slew rate is said
to be 300 Vim. Its minimum fullpower bandwidth is rated at 40 MHz,
and its feedthrough rejection is typically 62 dB when measured with a
10-MHz input signal. Other key features include amaximum gain linearity of ±0.01%, with a 1-v full scale;
a maximum gain drift of 40 ppm/°C
for the K grade (an operating temperature range of 0° to +70°C); and
a maximum gain drift of 50 ppm/°C
for the S grade (-55° to +100°C).
The track-and-hold amplifier is
suitable for use in front of flash en-
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Draw onTextoorfor
test/burn-in chip carrier
sockets and pick up just
what you need
When you have to test or burn-in
chip carriers, here's one good
reason to draw on Textool for
sockets —flexibility.

Including sockets for JEDEC
packages, and sockets for
carriers with up to 100 leads and
bodies up to 1.35" square.

Flexibility is why you'll find
sockets for 61 different package
styles in our standard line.

There are also multiple options
in socket materials, contact
materials, sizes and lids. With

Customer Engineering Department. A personal
way for you to draw on our 25 years of experience and library of 6,000 carrier/socket designs.

What we don't have.., we'll make

A totally in-house operation with expanded
facilities for increased production and faster
turnaround.

our spring lid design, for example, avariety of packages can
be used within the same socket.
If you can't find just what you
need in the standard line, we'll
customize asocket. And you
can buy one to ahundred to as
many as necessary.
For details on how to get the
right deal everytime, get our
"6,000 Designs" brochure.
Contact Textool Products,
Electronic Products Div./3M,
225-IN-06, St. Paul, MN 55144.
Or call 214-259-2676.
3M Hears You...

3M
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Microwave
and RF
Components
DC to 40 GHz
Up to 250 Watts

Fixed, Variable
and Step Attenuators
Connectors
Adapters
Terminations, Loads
Power Splitters and
Dividers

WEINSCHEL
ENGINEERING

One Weinschel Lane

Gaithersburg, MD 20877
(301) 948-3434
Telex: ITT440702
or WU89-8352

800-638-2048

New products
coders in data-acquisition applications, in deglitching the output of a
digital-to-analog converter, and in radar and medical electronic systems.
In lots of 100, pricing ranges from
$315 to $368; delivery is from stock.
Analog Devices Inc., Computer Labs Division, 7810 Success Rd., Greensboro, N. C.
27409. Phone (919) 668-9511

[Circle 385]

8-bit C-MOS converter
carries fast internal clock
An 8-bit complementary-mos successive-approximation analog-to-digital
converter with a total unadjusted error as low as ±1
/ least-significant bit
2
has an internal clock and a maximum conversion time of 40 ps. The
converter's total unadjusted error includes nonlinearity, full-scale, and
zero-scale errors.
Designed to operate from the control bus of many microprocessors,
the ADC0844 can be used either ratiometrically or with a fixed voltage
reference for system applications requiring absolute accuracy. Threestate output latches that directly
drive the data bus permit the unit to
be configured as either a memory location or an input/output device to a
microprocessor—without
interface
logic. In addition, the converter's reference can be adjusted to permit the
conversion of reduced analog ranges
with 8-bit resolution.
The device requires no zero- or
full-scale adjustments and uses a single 5-v power supply to accommodate an input range from 0 to 5 V.
Within the ADC0844 is a four-channel analog multiplexer that can be
configured in any of three operational modes: differential, single-ended,
or pseudodifferential. Each mode can
be selected by loading the multiplexer address latch with the proper
address.
Available from stock, the converter, which comes in a 20-pin dual inline package, sells for $4.60 each in
small quantities. In lots of 100 to
999, the price drops to $3.85 each.
National Semiconductor Corp., 2900 Semiconductor Dr., Santa Clara, Calif. 95051.
Phone (408) 721-5000
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YOU PUSH
THE RIGHT
ME BEFORE
THE FCC
PUSHES YOU!
The FCC's October '83 deadline
for EMI/RFI shielding doesn't
have to give you headaches.
And you don't have to take a
chance on an ordinary nickel
coating.
Because ELECTRODAG 440
assures you of consistent
performance ...a coating
already proven and accepted by
industry, and UL listed as well. It's
fast and easy to apply; needs no
special equipment; won't flake;
adheres well; is top-coatable.
And it's stable — both when it
goes on and after environmental
testing — unlike conventional
nickel coatings.
FCC regulations are here. But
so is ELECTRODAG 440. Don't
settle for just any nickel coating;
don't be concerned about
pioneering a new product — it's
been done for you. Prove it by
taking advantage of our prototype
coating service. Push our button
today!
Also available in Canada. Europe. Japan

PI Acheson
1
,high technology coatings

Acheson Colloids Company
Box 288
Port Huron, MI 48060
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the microprogramming
power you need is concentrated in the DS370 EMULYZER from
HILEVEL. Now you can concentrate
on high performance firmware development without interruption. This is the ideal
creative environment for development with
bit-slice, custom VLSI or other advanced processor forms. Here's where you can use word
length flexibility, memory emulation and custom
microcode to give your design amarket-winning
difference, longer life, greater security and less
software.
The DS370 makes microprogramming smarter
than ever. Its versatile logic analyzer gives you
time measurements for graphic performance
analysis, 16 triggering levels with eight qualifiers
each, plus symbolic debugging with user-defined
Circle 269 for Literature
Circle 171 for Demonstration

mnemonics, 64,000 breakpoints, and much more. Writable control store modules (in 16 bit
x1K, 4K or 16K increments) provide
full speed, real time emulation of virtually all PROMs and allow you to tailor the
EMULYZER to match your changing needs.
Concentrate on HILEVEL. Dial (714) 752-5215
and ask for the demonstration that will secure your
zone in microprogramming.
HILEVEL TECHNOLOGY, INC., is located in the
Irvine Technology Center at 18902 Bardeen Way,
Irvine, CA 92715. TLX: 65-5316.
.1
MII

TECHNOLOGY, INC.
Visit us at WESCON booth #s 951, 953

Electronics draws
200,000 more readerresponses to advertising
than any other publication.
Most publications attempt to razzle-dazzle you
with numbers.
Electronics is different.
It delivers bona-fide sales leads, in the form
of over 200,000 more advertising readerresponses than any other publication. Every year.
That means more OEMs. More computer
peripheral manufacturers. More test and measurement equipment builders. More active and
passive component makers. More sales.
Electronics delivers because it reaches the
important people who read the best editorial.
The top of the buying pyramid, where your sales
really begin. It hits that important segment of
readership that's directly involved in the buying
process.
And in Electronics your message is surrounded by respected, world-wide editorial. The
right environment to sell your product.
Other publications tout numbers, but they
really focus on areas where the buying decisions
are not made. So you end up advertising to the

e 1983 McGraw-Hill. Inc.

wrong people.
For example, controlled publications survey
acomplete plant of 600 engineers who naturally
all claim to be in the buying cycle.
Result—wrong numbers, weak response.
The real buying power is concentrated with
only a few important people at the top of the
buying pyramid.
Right numbers, strong response.
That's why you'll want to put your money
on Electronics, at the top, and get the right
results.
SEPTEMBER 22. 1982
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Anew standard for
flash AID converters:
8-bit •20 MSPS
.11.41A/ •28 pin DIP
$98*
differential gain make the TDC1048
perfect for video, data acquisition,
radar, ultrasound, robotics and
image processing applications.
Samples are available now—production quantities available late '83/
early '84. For data sheet, call or write
our Literature Service Department:
LSI Products Division
TRW Electronic Components Group,
P.O. Box 2472, La Jolla, CA 92038,
619.457.1000
Outside U.S., call or write:
TRW LSI Products
Europe, Konrad-Celtis-Strasse #81,
8000 Munchen 70,W. Germany,
089.7103.0
TRW LSI products, the industry
leader in high performance A/D
converters, announces the
TDC1048, our new 8-bit video
speed A/D.
The TDC1048 is the optimum
solution to your high performance
conversion problems. High speed —
20 MSPS. Low power consumption-1.4W. Small package28 pin ceramic or CERDIP. Low
cost—$9&" This data conversion
breakthrough is made possible by
our proven one micron bipolar

OMICRON-B" process.
The TDC1048 has all this and more!
Our new A/D converter allows you
to digitize signals up to 7MHz.
Without asample-and-hold amplifier,
with alow input capacitance to
simplify your buffer design, and it
operates from standard +5 and
—5.2V power supplies. What' seven
better, all performance parameters
are guaranteed over the full temperature and power supply range!
Features such as 1/2 LSB linearity,
differential phase of
and 2%

Kowloon, 3856199; Tokyo, 4615121;
Taipei, 7512062
.u.s. price in 1000s.
©TRW Inc 1963 —IRS 3111

LSI Products Division
TRW Electronic Components Group
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IT'S HERE.
THE LITHIUM BATTERY
YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR.
For years, designers and engineers
have been waiting for someone to
design a 6-Volt lithium battery that
saves space, provides long service life,
is easily and safely installed, and yet is
still affordable.
The wait is over. Polaroid has done it.
Introducing the Polaroid P500
Lithium Power Pack.
Low weight; high power.
The wait has paid off in an extremely
light, playing card-size (3.73"x 3.04"
x.18" thick) battery.
The P500 is big for its size, though. In
fact, it's the highest-energy 6-Volt lithium
battery available for consumer replacement use.
New design possibilities; new profit
opportunities.
Like the Polapulse P100, the P500

Lithium Power Pack's small size and
light weight enable you to design products that are smaller, lighter, and
more compact.
And that means you can lower your
costs for molding, packaging, and
shipping your products. ..
an opportunity that doesn't come often.
Safe to use; convenient for your
customers.
The P500 Lithium Power Pack, like the
Polapulse P100, with both contacts on
the back of the battery and "card-inslot" replacement, eliminates the possibility of polarity reversal. The P500 is
also hermetically sealed to prevent
leakage. And it has an anticipated shelf
life of at least 5years under normal use.
All this and less.
For all their power, compactness, flexi-

THINK OF THE POSSIBILITIES.

AROID
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bility, and safety, Polaroid's battery
products are also affordably priced.
So whatever you produce can be
more profitable, more powerful, and
more compact when you design in
the P500 Lithium Power Pack or Polapulse P100
With that in mind, what are you
waiting for? Call Polaroid at (617)
577-4681 for more information. To
receive our Designer's Kit send a
check or money order for $22.50,
plus applicable sales and local
taxes, to the Polaroid Corporation,
Commercial Battery Division, Dept.
Ell, 784 Memorial Drive, Cambridge, MA 02139. Each kit contains
2Polapulse P100 batteries, 2P500
Power Packs and 1 molded battery holder.

YOUR QUALITY
Front panel enhancement is assured with our
precision Aluminum, hi-gloss Phenolic and
versatile Collet knob styles.

"'I
Ielm

,

1551 Osgood Street, Noith An.io\,er, MA 01845
Tel: 617 685 4371
TWX: 710 342 0552
AUGAT Inc. 1081 Meyerside Di., Unit 15, Mississauga, Ontai io, Canada L5T 1M4
Tel: 416 677 1500
AUGAT Ltd. Sun' ¡se Parkway, Linfoid Wood East. Milton Keynes, England
F
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UNBEATABLE COST PERFORMANCE
FOR THE 256 K-BIT ERA:
MINATO'S COMPACT
EP-ROM
PROGRAMMERS.

4
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MODEL

NmoDEL1867

1866

Minato's new compact Model 1866
and Model 1867 EP-ROM Programmers
are engineered for your future.
With the 1866, you can program
C-MOS EP-ROMs, EEP-ROMs and MOS
EP-ROMs. Conduct EP-ROM reliability
checks, error checks and self checks.
With the split-programming function, you
can program all the above devices with
16 bit data by 8 bits and with a socket
common to 24 and 28 pins.
Minato's Model 1867 EP-ROM Programmer is equally compact and equally
impressive in capability. Dedicated to
copying, it allows simultaneous programming of eight MOS and C-MOS EP-ROMs
at ultra high speed-1/6 to 1/8 times
faster than our former EP-ROM programmers. And, just like the Model 1866,
check functions including preprogram,
reverse insertion and self checks are
generous.
Let Minato meet you requirements for
now and the future. Write to Minato for
details on Model 1866 and 1867. Their
cost performance is unbeatable.

For further information, Please contact

MODEL 7866
•Capable of programming
MOS,
C-MOS,
EP-ROMs and EEP-ROMs ranging from 16k
to 256K-bits.
•Capable of fast 64 K to 256K-bits programming
(Intel/Fujitsu method).
• Equipped with two serial I/O, RS-232C and
20mA current loop in the standard configuration,
and capable of editing data and transmitting
data from adeveloped system and CP/M parsonal
computer.
• Provided with Vcc margin, output level check,
check sum display and reverse insertion detect
functions.
• Equipped with a 32K-byte (256 Kbit) RAM in
the standard configuration.
• Equipped with IIdata formats in the standard
configuration.
• Address select mode programs EP-ROMs with
16-bit data by two 8bits.

MODEL 7867
• Capable of programming up to eight MOS and
C-MOS EP-ROMs ranging from 16K to 256K-bits.
• Capable of gang programming 8 MOS and
C-MOS EP-ROMs (data input: master ROM).
• Capable of fast 64K to 256K-bit gang programming (Intel/ Fujitsu method)
• Provided with Vcc margin, output level check,
check sum display and reverse insertion detect
functions.

MINATO ELECTRONICS INC.
4105, Minami Yamada-cho, Kohoku-ku,
Yokohama, 223, Japan Phone: 045-591-5611
Cable: MINATOELEC YOKOHAMA
Telex: 3822-244 MINATO J
Fax: 045-591-5618
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•AUSTRALIA
AMPEC ELECTRONICS PTY. LTD.
Phone: (02) 818 1166
•AUSTRIA (Wien)
DEG- MESSTECHNIK
Phone: 0222/83 53 80
•BELGIUM
MCR ELECTRONICS MARKETING
Phone: (02)384.80.62
•BRAZIL (Sb° Paulo)
El LCRES INSTRUMENTOS
Phone: 53I-8822 —ramais 264 a271
•FINLAND (Helsinki)
PROFELEC OY
Phone:(90)5664 477
•FRANCE (Annecy)
PER1FELEC
Phone: (50) 67.54.01
•HONG KONG
SCHMIDT & CO. (H.K.) LTD.
Phone: 5-455644
•ISRAEL (Tel-Aviv)
MI,RN ELECTRONICS LTD.
Phone: (03) 796927, 708174-5
•ITALY (Milano)
DE LORENZO INSTRUMENTS
Phone: (02) 8242769-8242747
•KOREA (Seoul)
TONG YANG COMMERCIAL COMPANY
Phone: 782-7283, 9590
•MALAYSIA (Kuala Lumpur)
NIE ELECTRONIC (M) SDN. BHD.
Phone: 03-24341
•NETHERLAND (Haag)
KON1NG EN HARTMAN
ELEKTROTECHNIEK B.V.
Phone: 070-210101
•NEW ZEALAND
E C GOUGH LTD.
Phone: (03) 798-740
•PAKISTAN (Karachl)
ASSOCIATED INSTRUMENT
DIST RIBUTORS LIMITED
Phone: 79361
•SINGAPORE
LIMCO MEG. PTE. LTD.
Phone: 4493331 (3 lines)
•SPAIN (Madrid)
ATAIO INGENIEROS S.A.
Phone: 733 05 62-733 3700
•SWEDEN (Stockholm)
TELEINSTRUMENT AB
Phone: 08-380370
*SWITZERLAND (Zurich)
PRECITEK ELECTRONIC AG
Phone: 01-8442950
•TAIWAN (Taipei)
BURGEON INSTRUMENT CO., LTD.
Phone: (02)7133545. 7137966
•U.S.A.
()KURA & CO. (AMERICA), INC.
Phone: (213)627-4680
•WEST GERMANY (Munchen)
MACROTRON GMBH
Phone: (089) 915061

BIGGEST NAME,
SMALLEST FUSE.
(TINITRON, ON TAPE)
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Announcing ETHAFOAM *
Brand Anti-Static
Polyethylene Foams
for protecting sensitive
electronic products
from static damage
in process, in transit, and
in storage.

A few ways you can
take advantage of
ETHAFOAM Anti-Static
foams.

Cushion packaging apNow you can help protect your delicate,
plications—ETHAFOAM
high-value electronic products from
Anti-Static foams can be
electro-static damage with ETHAFOAM
used to protect sensitive
brand Anti-Static foam products.
electronic devices from
These polyethylene foams have an
physical and electro-static
internal anti-static agent which reduces
damage during shipstatic potential within the
Static Decay Rate
ment. They can be made
foams themselves. And
......,,, ,a..ta'k t
fl b,M 4,Se
into corner blocks,
they have the ability to
iuuuiuuuuiuuu..n.
I.
braces, saddles, pouchdissipate static dis1111111
charge from other
es, bags, envelopes,
wraps, interleaving and encapsulating products.
sources which could
Materials handling applications—Here
damage your sensitive
riiuuuuiuuuuuunuu
ETHAFOAM Anti-Static foams provide asoft,
products. These proper„',',.,::,:::.7,7:,r,:r...".;::,.7,'...'.:', .r.,:'1,77:- -.,,',."«.— •
ties remain virtually unnon-abrasive cushion while protecting parts
from static discharge. The foams can be
affected throughout
made into trays or tote boxes, or they can be
normal service life of the
foams. What's more, the foams meet agovernment
used as alining inside those products. They can
standard set for anti-static materials.
also be made into shunt (stuffing) boards and
parts separators.
Get anti-static protection along with traditional
Work station accessories—In this application,
performance and cost benefits of ETHAFOAM.
these anti-static foams can be made into table and
bench top covers, floor mats, seat cushions, and
ETHAFOAM Anti-Static polyethylene foams provide
many other products for clean room environments.
the same cushioning characteristics, protective
For afree copy of our
capabilities, and cost effectiveness as our other
new, 12-page brochure on
ETHAFOAM products.
ETHAFOAM Anti-Static polyFor example, the durability and resiliency of
ethylene foams, write:
ETHAFOAM Anti-Static foams offer "dynamic cushETHAFOAM Anti-Static Foam,
ioning" and reusability. They protect from moisture,
DOW CHEMICAL U.S.A.,
dust, and are resistant to chemical attack and
2020 Dow Center,
temperature extremes in many applications.
Midland, MI
They're non-corrosive, non-flaking, and attrac48640. Or circle
tive. And they're consistent in quality from piece to
the number shown
piece.
on your reader service card.
They're cost-effective because their use can
often reduce packaging material costs, along with
labor, shipping, handling, and storage costs. And
DOW CHEMICAL U.S.A.
they often work just as well as other materials, but
can cost far less.
..
#2 i
> 7,

I

":

Enwoar 221 An1,111.4 Me«

I

ETIIMOW 220 OnNlagft 0...

I
.
I
I

1
I

•Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company
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UP TO FOUR 5%" HARD DISKS
PLUS FLOPPY FOR THE MIRTIBUS.
ON ONE BOARD!
The Challenge: Pack the controlling power of Multiple Boards onto
one. Build-in high performance.
Engineer-in reliability & versatility.
Provide asimple, yet sophisticated
interface. And do it all at an
unheard of low price.
The Solution: Konan's TAISHO!'
The versatile TAISHO can be configured to meet even your most
stringent design requirements. And
the TAISHO offers afull buffer

control that simplifies floppy backup
and blocking/deblocking, plus
automatic flaw mapping on the
hard disk. As well as software selectable sector sizes, retries, buffer
control, and automatic chaining.
An elegantly simple interface even
allows you to transfer up to 256
sectors with asingle command.
The command block contains full
drive parameters, mode control,
host buffer address of the next

command, a 16-byte command
block which may reside anywhere
in host memory and awhole
lot more.
Couple design flexibility, quality
and an unbeatable price and your
choice is simple... TAISHO from
Konan.

$735

Quantity 500

For more complete information,
call or write:

mundr.I.,4/57/70

••••••""

'Tradenanie ot Koilan Corporation
"Mullibus is aregistered tradename of Intel
Corporation
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1425 North 27th Lane/Phoenix, Arizona 85009
(602) 257-1355, TWX/TELEX 9109511552
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New products
Power supplies

Switcher has
reactive input
Unit's high-reactance transformer
gives it high power factor, line
isolation, and high reliability
A 200-w power supply combines a
high-reactance line-frequency isolation transformer similar to those
used in ferroresonant supplies with
switched-mode technologies. According to OPT Industries Inc., its PX3551 Reacto-Switcher retains the
best features while minimizing the
disadvantages of both approaches.
With a high (0.85) power factor,
the new supply runs on a significantly lower root-mean-square line current than an equivalent switcher. Inrush current at start-up is limited to

25 A maximum, whether the supply
is hot or cold.
The open-frame supply has a lower parts count than conventional
switchers, and the company claims
that a mean time between failures of
better than 150,000 h has been
achieved. Efficiency at maximum
continuous output power is 75%.
Because the capacitor winding and
magnetic shunts are eliminated, the
line transformer is smaller and
lighter than it would be in a ferrore-

sonant supply of equal capacity. The
primary and secondary coils are
wound separately and assembled in a
side-by-side
configuration
that
achieves high isolation; the ReactoSwitcher easily meets the requirements of Underwriters Laboratories,
Verband Deutscher Electrotechniker,
and other such bodies.
A single transformer with split primaries set up for connection to 115or 230-v lines stays within its control
range over line variations from 95

JUST UNIVERSAL: PROGRAMMING
PAL EPROM [[PROM PROM
Our "system 18" is the cheapest way to program any MOS or CMOS EPROM's, MOS
EEPROM's, bipolar prom, CMOS prom or Programmable array logic.
Our low cost and high reliability will help us to become the leader on programming devices.
We designed the hardware to be fully under software control. We burned all active
components to increase the reliability.
2 serial communication ports are provided to communicate with the external world.
RS232/RS422/RS423 at standard baud rates.
Just implant your own protocol and go for simplicity.
Gang programmer on request.
CK Systeme
when you want to be sure.

I'm interested and Iwant to know more
My needs

are:-

D IMMEDIATE

DNEXT THREE MONTHS

D NEXT SIX MONTHS

Mail coupon to JC&JP Cens P L
75 Mary St, St Peters NSW 2044
Australia
PO Box 122, St Peters NSW 2044
Australia
Phone (02) 517 1275
Telex intsy AA10101 attn snec Sydney

My programming needs include these types of devices:

NAME
ADDRESS:
ZIPCODE

278
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to 130 v and 190 v to 260 v without
taps. It also accommodates line frequencies from 42 to 63 Hz.
The transformer's high reactance
also reduces electromagnetic-interference problems and the transfer of
high-frequency energy between the
primary and secondary circuits. The
high-frequency switching network is
protected from power-line transients.
Ac output. Two features not normally available on switching supplies
are the easy availability of isolated ac
output for powering such devices as
fans and the simple addition of battery backup for configuration as an
uninterruptible power supply.
The unit's +5-v dc output, which
is rated at 20 A maximum, can be
adjusted from 4.8 to 5.5 y and is
regulated to ±1% maximum for a
change of 40% of rated load. The
corresponding regulation figure for
the other outputs is 5%; these supply
—5 v at 3A and +12 and —12 v at 4
A each, maximum. Noise and ripple
on any output is a maximum of 2%

peak to peak or 0.5% rms.
The +5-v line's overvoltage protection activates at 6.25 v '0.75 V.
Hold-up time at maximum output is
at least 16 ms.
The 200-w model, the PX3551,
measures 2.25 by 4.95 by 14.5 in.
and weighs 8.5 lb. Other configurations ranging in capacity from 50 to
500 w are available. Prices are about
$1 per watt, and deliveries are in 10
to 12 weeks.
OPT Industries Inc., 300 Red School Lane,

switchers cover the 5- to 15-v range.
The 600-w model delivers 2 w/in. 3,
for very compact packaging. Line
regulation is within 5 mv and load
regulation is 10 mv for a ±10%
change. Output ripple is specified at
100 mv peak to peak. A foldback
technique in the units protects
against overcurrent, and a resettable
crowbar guards against overvoltages.
Soft starting limits current inrushes
when the supplies are powered up.
The sm series is also protected

Phillipsburg, N. J. 08865. Phone (201) 4542600 [Circle reader service number 391]

300- and 600-W switchers
can be convection-cooled
mos field-effect-transistor and highfrequency—switching technology keep
the sm series of power supplies small
enough—just 2-3
/
4 by 14 1
/ by 7 in.—
2
to be cooled by convection.
The 300- and 600-w single-output

Thermal Printers for the OEM

11.2111iN1 Kan

14.20E OEM Nbidel

%Jet

•
•
•
•
•

Low Cost. 20 Columns
Parallel, 13CI) or Serial Interfaces
AC or 12V DC Power Input
Up to 9600 Baud
Mechanisms Alone Available

19.20C lh”..k Model
For appitcations assistance or other information contact:

telpar, Ln.

Telpar. 1m .•P.O. Box 796 •Addison. Texas 75001•Telephone: 214/233-6631 /Telex: 73-2561 CIT.I.SERVI 1)Al.
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New products
against excessive temperatures.
The supplies, which are being introduced at Wescon, will be available
in January. Prices are still approximate: the 300-w unit will sell for
about $425, and the 600-w model for
around $675.
Fincor, Incom International Inc., 3750 East
Market St., York, Pa. 17402. Phone (717)
757-4641

[Circle 394]

Toroidal transformer fits
supply on three Eurocards

You
look like
something
the cat
dragged in!
And so does your hand wired prototype.
Why should you—the circuit design
engineer—knock yourself out working till all
hours to keep the project on schedule, only
to end up with aprototype that's either late or
full of errors?
Now someone has to track down the
problems: two signals on acommon pin, bad
connections, or heaven knows what. Which
means more wasted time. And more hassles
for you.
But them is abetter way. Send your next
circuit design to dataCon Board 1Service.
We'll give you aneat CAD/CAM machine
wired panel. With one week tumaruund.
100% inspected and tested. And full documentation for fast debugging.
Try us.

dataCon
The Wire Wrappers

(213) 700-0600 (617) 273-5800
Visit us at WESCON Booth 552
280
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Because its transformer's toroidal
winding design cuts the DPS 6-L-V
power supply's weight and size to
roughly half those of equivalent
stacked-core supplies, the linear supply resides on only three standard
Eurocard-sized boards. Two of the
100-by-160-mm boards, one for rectifiers and the other for regulating circuitry, fit into card-cage slots. The
transformer board mounts either inside or outside the card cage.
The DPS 6-V-L accepts 115/230v, 50-to-60-Hz inputs and provides a
regulated output of +5 V at 5 A,
±12 V at 0.3 A, ±15 V or ±18 V at
0.25 A, and ±24 v at 1 A. Thus it
can support all the normal peripherals of a microcomputer system. An
optional on-board rechargeable nickel-cadmium battery provides complementary-mos—based systems with up
to 60 mA/h of battery backup.
Regulation for the supply is
±0.02% for a ±10% input change.
Output ripple reaches a maximum of
2.0 mv peak to peak. In lots of 25,
the DPS 6-V-L sells for $209. Delivery takes 30 days.
Dynatem Inc., 22600-D Lambert St., Suite
1007, El Toro, Calif. 92630. Phone (714) 8553235

[Circle 393]

Battery-backed switcher
ensures uninterrupted service
A switching power supply and battery-backup package that slides into
a 19-in, rack-mounting cabinet and
mates with the backplane connectors
produces continuous dc power even

if the ac input is degraded or cut off.
The Companion Power System's
output ratings are 5 v at 15 A, 15
at 2.5 A,and —15 v at 2.5 A,for a
combined total of 150 w at 50°C.
The input requirement is 120 v, 47
to 440 HZ. Other output combinations are available.
Mating the power shelf with additional power systems within the cabinet protects it from power failure.
What's more, output isolation diodes
mounted on the shelf prevent one
system failure from taking down another system. The supply, model
4864-484, is priced at $1,225 in 100piece quantities. Samples are available from stock.
Lorain Products, 1122 F St., Lorain, Ohio
44052. Phone (216) 288-1122

[Circle 395]

Laboratory power supplies
have dual-tracking outputs
A pair of three-output laboratory
power sources, the models 4206A
and 4218A, are dual-tracking units
that combine 0-to-±20-v—tracking
outputs, rated at 0.5 A, with single
outputs, rated at 0 to +6 V (up to
2.5 A) in the model 4206A and 0 to
+ 18 y (at 1A) in the model 4218A.
Both models offer tracking accuracy
to within 1% and a drift no greater
than 0.1%.
Fixed current-limiting circuits protect all outputs against overload and
short-circuit damage. The ±20-v outputs in both models are limited to
0.55 A and the +18-v output in the
4218A is limited to 1.1 A. Current
foldback in the 4206A provides further overload protection for the +6v output. In addition, it reduces the
maximum available current and minimizes semiconductor dissipation
during overloads. The power sources
are priced at $493 each.
LuTechnology Inc., 3516 Breakwater Ct.,
Hayward, Calif. 94545. Phone (415) 8871855

[Circle 396]

From the innovative leader in
high speed operational amplifiers...

,A00016

Three more revolutionary op amps that give you
maximum performance with minimum design effort.
For designs that require high
speed operational amplifier performance, the Comlinear 200 Series is
your one-step solution.
The CLC200. Exceptional
settling time. Superior thermal
tail characteristics.
Consider first the new CLC200.
Its DC to 100M Hz —3dB bandwidth
remains virtually unchanged over
inverting and non-inverting gain settings of 1to 50. Add to that a rise
time of 3.6nsec and asettling time of
25nsec to 0.02% with <1mV thermal tail, and you can see why the
CLC200 is the natural choice for any
application involving high-speed pulsed
information. Not only is the CLC200
fast, but it also has ample drive capability (± 12V, ± 100mA) to remain

oscillation-free even when looking into
the high and widely varying capacitance of a flash A to D converter.
The CLC210. 60Vpp output.
If you're designing high-resolution
displays you're probably resigned to
designing your own custom driver
amps as well. Not any more. The
CLC210 is the second member of our
new family. It features DC to 50MHz
bandwidth, greater than 5MHz fullpower bandwidth (at 60Vpp) and a
powerful ± 30V, ± 50mA drive capability. Comlinear's drop-in ease-of-use
lets you forget about re-inventing the
amplifier, and concentrate instead on
improving display technology. The
CLC210's unparalleled full power
bandwidth and high output voltage
also make it an excellent choice for
directly driving varactors in VCO control loops and phase-correction loops.

The CLC220. Speed and
bandwidth redefines the state
of the art.
For DC to 200 MHz, rely on the
CLC220. With exceptional speed characteristics of 1.6nsec rise/fall times,
8000V/sec slew rate, and 12nsec
settling time to 0.02% (with <1mV
thermal tail), the CLC220 defines the
state of the art in high-speed operational amplifiers. Use it with ease and
confidence in applications from data
conversion, fiber optics, and more.
Look into the Comlinear 200 Series
high performance operational amplifiers. All are priced below $100 in
100-piece quantities. For the full story,
call or write us today. Comlinear
Corporation, 2468 East 9th Street,
Loveland, CO 80537 (303) 669-9433.

Comlinear
Corporation
Circle 20 on reader service card

•
deposition, dry

Name the process."Epitaxial chemical
plasma etch, plasma deposition, highvapor
pressure oxidation,
continuous silicon dioxide deposition... We develop the
quality systems to serve you. Our quality systems have
made
us us
there
the We've
in dustry leader. Our q
ua lity support h
as kept
. teams
gotinthe
R&D, .en gine ering and
ma nufacturing
t
hetop
business
system with
the best
technical su pport
erv
i
ce
organization
anywher
e
Andand
we s
ba
ck
each
process, our
t
.
Anytime. Worldwide. Wh atever the
sysems are made better and sup ported
better We're Applied Materials. Qual
ity starts here.
And never qui
ts.

',-;i rcle

.21ilpplied /Materials
Quality Starts Here

3050 Bowers Avenue. Santa Clara. California 95051. (408) 727-5555
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8-channel recorder.
World-Class! That describes the new ZF-8000
by Astro-Med, the graphic recorder pace setter since 1971.
Z-fold charts. The most convenient chart
presentation technique ever devised.
Point writing. Clear, crisp traces (black or
blue) at all writing speeds. Instant-warmup
patented stylus.
Position feedback galvos. Nearly 100%
accuracy, with response from DC to 150 Hz.
Microprocessor controlled chart speed
selection. More than 40 speeds to choose
from.
Microprocessor-controlled alphanumeric
printing. Date, time and chart speed by simple keyboard selection. And, optional printing
of external events such as pressure,
rate, signal source origin, etc.
TIME

81:32

DATE

11:

Plug-in signal conditioners. Pick he plugin for your application, whether aerospace,
medical, scientific, or—you name it.
The Astro-Med ZF-8000 is the World-Class
recorder in every way. Write, phone, or Telex
for more information today!
LlSend me afree 8-page -demo - brochure with details
about the ZF-8000 recorder.
1My recorder needs are

LlPhone

me to arrange aZF-8000 demo.

Name
Title
7-1 -

Comp

Address_
City
State

Zip

Phone

Number 1in OEM recorders

EL 11/83

ASTRO-MED DIVISION
ATLAN-TOL INDUSTRIES, INC.
Atlan-Tol Industnal Park, West Warwick, Rhode Island 02893
Telephone (401) 828-4000 TVVX No, 710-382-6409
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The Bottom Line Is

135dBm.
Alphanumeric Display and
GPM Control.
All CRT displays are supplemented by full alphanumeric
labelling, for error-free analysis.
And GPIB is astandard feature,
so you can easily configure an
automatic measuring system

around the microprocessorcontrolled MS611A.
The MS611A Spectrum Analyzer: Still another superior test
instrument from Anritsu.

Anritsu's MS611A Spectrum
Analyzer.
When you use a spectrum
analyzer day in and day out, you
quickly discover its "soup" level.
That's the point where the instrument's own internal noise
and distortion make the accurate viewing of external signals
impossible — particularly frustrating when you're working
with weak signals, or trying to
locate spurious emissions in the
immediate vicinity of acarrier.
In the MS611A Spectrum Analyzer, Anritsu engineers have
simplified frequency conversion,
Circle 146 on reader service card

and we've also used ahighly
advanced mixer design. What
this means is that the MS611A
has aremarkably low "soup"
level. In fact, its sensitivity is
—135dBm, giving you aclear
picture even of signals with
astonishingly low levels.
High Resolution and Wide
Frequency Range.
Resolution bandwidth is 10Hz
to 3MHz, while the frequency
range is 50Hz to 2GHz, making
the MS611A ideal for observing
either awide spectrum of signals or the narrow region adjacent to aselected one.

Better Instruments for
Better Communications

Anritsu

ARMOR ELECTRIC CO.. 1111.
10-27, M.narnialabu 5chome. Miriamo-ku, Tokyo 106, Japan
Phone (031 446-1111/Telex: 0-242-2353
Cable: ANRITDENKI TOKYO

ANRITSU AMERICA, INC.
128 Bauer Drive. Oakland, NJ 07436, U.S.A
Phone .201 337-1111
Telex: 642-141 ANRITSU OKLD
ANRITSU EUROPE LIMITED
Thistle Road, Windmill Trading Estate, Luton, Beds,
LUI 3XJ, U.K
Phone: (STD0582) 418853
Telex: 826750 ANRSEU G
ANRITSU ELETRONICA COMERCIO LTDA.
Av. Passos, 91-Sobrelojas 204/205-Centro.
20.051-Rio de Janeiro-RJ, Brasil
Phone: 221-6086, 224-9448
Telex: 2131704 ANBR

SOLID-STATE SHUNTS
give you the answers fast & accurately!

Replace shunts with li•Jajl
solid-state nortecontact
current sensors. The new PI
Series sensors are designed
for use from dc to 1 kHz.
They're fast, accurate and
can be wave-soldered. Ideal
for use in hostile environments. they sense overloads
LJflLPI

dc motors, measure power in
dc & ac circuits, and can
monitor and co n t
ro lba tt ery
load and cha rge ci rcu it s.
i
Write for full technical data and
information about how the new

11111111111

PI Series of current,ma
I

1Q

D

El
Su bs idiary.M agne t
ics & El ectronics.

6120 Hanging Moss Rd. Orlando. FL 328
Phone .30 /678 6900 TWX: 810-85
7

Inc

NEW EDITION
Complete and Unabridged
American and International
This announcement appears as amatter al record only.
New Issue

September 16.1983

$6,686,500

DATA
COMMUNICATIONS
STANDARDS
All standards
are new, revised,
or reaffirmed
since the
previous edition

brown disc manufacturing, inc.
Series BConvertible Preferred Stock

The undersigned has arranged the pirate placement
«these securities.

1,923 pages

illustrated

Boettcher 8Company
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Edited by Harold C. Folts
Presents all 123 interface protocol standards set by:
• International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT) • International Organization
for Standardization (ISO) • European Computer Manufacturers Association (ECMA) • American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) • Electronic Industries
Association (EIA) • U.S. Government (NBS and NCS)
Special feature for instant access:
Cross-reference tables of the standards of each group
corresponding to those published by the others.
An essential reference for all who are exploring,
planning, developing, manufacturing, or using data
communications equipment or networks.
Return Coupon to:
Data Communications Standards II
Electronics Magazine Books
1221 Ave. of the Americas. FL 42
New York, NY 10020 USA
212/997-2996

Constant Current Sources

Teledyne Crystalonics. the leading producer of constant current sources (CCS).
offers afull range of two terminal devices, both standard and special.
!'The array of devices includes the popular FET CCS's in the DO-7 package
(1N5283-1N5314. also available as JAN. JANTX and JANTXV and CIL -250 series)
which have values from 0.2 to 10 mA. Higher current FET CGS's, to 50 mA. are
supplied in the TO-5 package.
'Other devices are offered in various TO packages from 1IA to 1amp current
levels with peak operating voltages to 1000 V.
Some applications of these devices are
•Active load, biasing and coupling resistors
•Waveform generators (triangle, square, sawtooth.
stairstep)
•Low noise, low voltage, zero TIC voltage references
•Non-destruct fuses
•Two-step battery chargers
Send for free application notes and data sheets

irTELEDYNE CRYSTALONICS

417 Slairmiin Struel Cambricle, MA 02140
Tel: (617) 491-1670 TWX 710-320-1196

See us at the Composants Elechonlques 83 Hall 1Ailed 16 Booth 58

Send me
copy (copies) of DATA COMMUNICATIONS STANDARDS EDITION II at $250. U.S. orders please
add local tax. McGraw-Hill pays regular shipping and han-

dling charges on prepaid orders. Ten-day money-back guarantee applies.
D Check enclosed
D Bill me
D Bill company
D Company Purchase Order enclosed.
III American Express
Credit Card No.
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LI) Visa

D MasterCard
Interbank No.
Expiration Date

Name

Title
Company
Address
City
State/Zip (U.S.)
Country (outside U.S.)
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Modulation measurement reaches
new peaks in performance
For sheer performance there is
nothing to compare with the
new Marconi 2GHz Modulation
Meter.
•Outstanding accuracy of ±0.5%
on FM and ± 1.0% on AM.

A MODULATION
METER THAT'S
A COUNTER,
R.F. POWER METER
AND
AUDIO ANALYZER

•Direct tuning to aknown input
signal, or set to automatic to locate
any signal in afast 500ms.
•A total measurement package that includes
AM, FM, and phase modulation, frequency,
noise, r. f. power, frequency response and
signal to noise ratio. Options provide distortion

Marconi
and sets
Marconi
Marconi

and weighted noise measurements.
•A non-volatile memory, built-in
auto-calibration, extensive
self-diagnostic facilities, and
optional GPIB interface.., all
further reduce test time and cost
of ownership.

This latest modulation meter from
reaches new peaks in performance,
new standards in value-for money Call
to evaluate how cost-effective the new
2305 will be for you.

marconi
Instruments
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N2305A

(9d)e.i

U.S.: 100 Storlehurst Court. Northva eNJ07647
(201) 767-7250 (East) (714) 857-2326 ('st)
U.K.: Longacres. St. Albans, Herts AL4 OJN
Country Code 44 (0727) 59292 TELEX 23350
FRANCE .(I) 687-36-25 GERMANY (089) 845085

Nobody Does CMOS
Better Than Nationale
If You Believe In CMOS As Strongly
As We Do, Join Us.
National believes CMOS is the process of the '80s.
If you share our commitment, and you've got the
background in CMOS to show it, join us. You'll become a vital member of the team that created
P2CMOS" and M 2CMOS*, and is pursuing microCMOS to unlock the potential of high-density VLSI.

and Staff Masking Engineers, Sr. DeviceNield
Enhancement Engineers, Sr. Process Engineers, and
Sr. Development Engineers.

Today, National's M2CMOS gate arrays, MM54f74HC
logic families and proprietary VLSI CMOS designs
are leading the industry in advanced CMOS development. National has just opened a new 5" VLSI
CMOS wafer fab with Iwo more under construction.
Our commitment to CMOS is clear.

Develop new options, enhance yield with M 2CMOS
arrays in the 600 to 6,000 + gate range. Opportunities for Product Engineering Section Head, and
Senior Product Engineer.

Come join us at National where we're "making
CMOS do more."

CMOS Design
Design and develop CMOS LSI and VLSI for microprocessor peripherals and proprietary ICs. Opportunities for Design Section Manager, Sr. Design Engineers and Sr. Test Engineers (3 + years' experience).

Product Engineering
Sustain and develop metal gate and advanced
silicon gate CMOS family logic and LSI devices.
Opportunities for CMOS Logic Product Engineering
Section Head and CMOS Logic Product Engineers.

CMOS Gate Array
Product Engineering

Contact Us Now
These opportunities are immediate, but we're always looking for other CMOS believers to join us.
Send your resume now to Professional Employment,
National Semiconductor, Attn: M. Valdez, P.O. Box
62499, Sunnyvale, CA 94088. We are an equal
opportunity affirmative action employer. Principals
only please.
*P 2CMOS and M2CMOS are trademarks of National
Semiconductor.
c 1983, National Semiconductor

Process Development
Work with advanced 2- and 3-micron M 2CMOS and
P2CMOS for VLSI applications. Opportunities for Sr.

Leitlt
National
ArAl Semiconductor

THE •HONGKONG •HOTEL

'

r '/

frog,
Actual size

*Breakdown voltage: 6V-150V
*Surge handling capability: 250W and 1.5kW (10 •1000» sec)

TRANSIENT
VOLTAGE
SUPPRESSORS
IZORBs feature fast response, low clamping voltage/
high surge handling capability, compact size and a
very attractive price. That makes them a great choise
for lightning surge and EMP surge suppression.
Ditto for protection of semiconductor circuits and ICs
from extraordinal transient voltage.

For details, write to us today.

Ishizuka Electronics Corporation
16-7, Higashikotwa 3-chome, Edogawa-ku, Tokyo 133, Japan
Tel. 03-658-5111 Telex J 33324 IZECCOJ Fax: 03-671-9835
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Hong Kong, the Crossroads
of the Orient
has aCrossroads of its own.
The Hongkong Hotel.

When you're in
The Hongkong
Ho, you're
the tel
crossroads at

of Hong Kong.
Before you — the billion lights of
Hong Kong Island. Beneath you — the
legendary Star Ferry sets forth. Around
you — the bustling shops of Harbour
City and Tsimshatsui.
The Hongkong Hotel is managed
by The Peninsula Group. With a
hundred year heritage of dedicated
service to business and pleasure
travellers in the Orient,
we know how to make
your trip live up to all
your expectations.
The Hongkong Hotel

The Peninsula Group

Fulfilling the promise oft& Orient

Reservations: Contact your travel agent, Cathay Pacific Airways,
SRS (titeigenberger) Toll -free. 800-223-5652.
Hotels managed by The Peninsula Group: In Hong Kong:
ISv Peninsula, The Discovery Bay Hotel (1985) In Harbour City,
Hong Kong: The Hongkong Hotel, The Marco Polo, he PrInte Hotel
(early 1484) In Singapore: The Marco Polo In The Philippines:
The Manila Pentnsula In Thailand: The Bangkok Peninsula
In The People's Republic of China: The Jianguo Hotel, Belong

Stanley Color LCbs
measure up.
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Stanley Color LCDs are designed for wide application
in measuring instruments.
Consider their performance personality. Brilliant
color. High contrast. Wide viewing angle. And
low current consumption compared with LEDs
and FLs.
Stanley Color LCDs are size-right, too—from
20 x 15 mm to 280 x 140 mm. The large sized
displays can create a dramatic instrument face
that's readable at a glance over a considerable
distance.

Am - I1, 41
PA4 n I I.? tlJ

.

Our Color LCDs also measure up to your performance expectations in other applications,
such as office equipment and home electronic
appliances.
Let Stanley's technology point the way to
performance and to profit. Write to us at the
address below for detailed information and
specifications. We can help you engineer
measuring instruments that are superb.

ro
ro-ro
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MI MI
AM

(0) (0)

13118
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NORM

AM1

METAL

AM2

IL

AM3

•ln addition to modular LCD unit or special LCD design patterns are available on request.

STANLEY
STA-rt E

ELECTRIC CO.,LTO.
LCD Soles Section:

2-9-13, Nakameguro, Meguro-ku. Tokyo 153, Japan
Tel Tokyo 03-710-2540 Telex 2466623
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LCD Agents Overseas • USA A C INTERFACE, INC Tel (714)979-9830 Telex 655328 *UNITED KINGDOM
STC MERCATOR Tel 0493-4911 Telex 975441 • FRANCE A JAHNICHEN 8 CIE Tel 387-59-09 Telex 290714
• NETHERLANDS LOHUIS LAMPEN BV Tel 01606-2651 Telex 54145 *SWITZERLAND DEWALD AG Tel
01-4827711 Telex 52012 *WEST GERMANY ELITE ELEKTRONIK UND LICHT GMBH 8CO KG Tel 08094-1011
Telex 527318 *SWEDEN AB BETOMA Tel 08-820280 Telex 19389 *DENMARK DITZ SCHWEITZER A-S Tel
(02) 453044 Telex 33257 *CANADA DESKIN SALES Tel 416-475-1412 Telex TWX610-492-5113

See us at Wescon '83 Booth No. 2525/27.

Products newsletter
E-PROM's chip size
and power use
drop by 50%

Improved algorithms,
device ID enhance
PROM programmer

Intel Corp. has introduced a new version of its popular 2764 64-K
erasable programmable read-only memory. The 2764A is fabricated on 6in. wafers with the same process as the Santa Clara, Calif., firm uses for
its 256-K E-PROM—the H-MOS II-E process, which reduces the die size
from 24,000 mil 2to 11,500 mil' and about halves power consumption to a
maximum of 60 mA in the standby mode. Other improvements include a
change in the programming voltage to 12.5 v and the use of a fast
programming algorithm. Pricing for the 2764A is the same as for the
2764—$13.40 each for the 180-ns part and $6.70 each for the 450-ns
version in lots of 25,000.

Data h/0 Corp. has updated its line of programmers of programmable
read-only memories with new programming algorithms and electronic
device identification, which together quadruple throughput and reduce
the chances of misprogrammed or damaged erasable PROMs, the
company claims. For a 128-K E-PROM, the programming algorithm—
discounting overhead routines—now takes about 2 minutes compared
with the 14 min of aconventional algorithm. Even with critical overhead
routines like blank checks, illegal-bit checks, and exhaustive verification
included, throughput still increases fourfold, the company says.
Conventional algorithms apply a50-ms pulse to each memory cell to be
programmed; Data i/O's new algorithm typically uses a 1-ms
programming pulse followed by a verification pulse. This pattern is
repeated only until the bit is programmed.
The electronic device identification equips the memory programmer to
read the 16 bytes of information that E-PROM manufacturers store in
their parts. With this data, the unit sets up the correct programming
algorithm. Pricing depends on the amount of equipment revision needed;
customers of Redmond, Wash., firm can have their local service centers
make the updates.

Prices for IBM-compatible
mainframe computers fall

In keeping with its goal of maintaining at least a 20% edge in priceperformance ratio over IBM, National Advanced Systems, of Mountain
View, Calif., has reduced prices on certain of its mainframe computers
that are compatible with IBM's 4300 line. Prices were cut by about 20%
on the AS/6600 series, which competes with IBM's 4341 and 4381—the
AS/6650 drops to $508,000 from $628,000 for an 8-megabyte
configuration. And a 10% to 14% cut was made on the AS/8000 and
AS/9000 models—an 8-megabyte AS/8050 drops to $1,650,000 from
$1,800,000, a 16-megabyte AS/9060 to $3,150,000 from $3,550,000.

Spreadsheet uses

Users of Microdata Corp.'s Reality and Sequel business computer
systems can add an electronic spreadsheet software system that can
access those computers' data bases, as well as permit financial planning.
Called Realcalc, the software accommodates basic financial analysis,
complex divisional reporting, sales projections, and cash-flow analysis,
among others. The Irvine, Calif., company's software lets the user design
his spreadsheet to fit particular numbers. Individual column widths may
be varied at need. Arithmetic, conditional, and relational operators make
it possible to form virtually any numerical relationship. Realcalc is
available now for $1,595.

Sequel's data base
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The technology 8ft science of manufacturing components by Tadiran

Tadiran n "Lithium
Inorganic Battery
oHigh energy density o Long shelflife (10 years) oFlat discharge curve
o Light-weight and safe
o Recognized by UL Inc.
Aconcentrated energy supply
wherever power back-up or a
continuous low drain power source
is needed for CMOS circuits, microprocessors. memories, and other
applications in microelectronics.

Nickel-Cadmium
Cylindrical Cells
o Rechargeable oSizes AA to F
o Nominal capacity from 0.5 to 6.6
Ah oInterconnected cells forming
complete batteries in standard
packages available oQuotations
supplied for non-standard battery
packs.
The power source for portable communication gear. emergency lighting.
industrial control equipment. medical
and scientific instrumentation.

Hybrid Microcircuits
Thick-film and thin-film hybrid
modules are designed and
manufactured to meet MIL-STD883B requirements Hybrid devices
include RF attenuators, resistor
networks. high-power circuits.
multilayers and high voltage
modules Digital and analog
functions spanning DC to microwave
frequencies are implemented using
state-of-the-art hybrid technology

Printed Circuit Boards
Wide variety of printed circuit boards
are produced including multilayers,
double-sided, plated through-hole
circuits and circuits for stnpline and
microwave applications Advanced
equipment for computer-aided
design and manufacture (CAD/CAM)
ensure accuracy of 0001 Requirements of MIL-P-55110C and
MIL-P-50884B are met

Custom LSI Circuits
Monolithic LSI circuits using ISOCMOS. CMOS metal and silicon gates
bipolar linear and bipolar Schottky
processes CAD used for simulation
and analysis Universal arrays and
switched capacitors filter techniques
Evaluation and screening based on
MIL-STD-883B and MIL-M-35810
Applications in communications,
medicine and data processing.

Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW)
Devices
Bandpass filters for IF. CAN and
frequency sorting PSK and MSK
encoders-decoders for applications
in spread spectrum systems Large
time-bandwidth products chirp filters
for pulse compression radars Elastic
convolvers for synchronization
acquisition and convolution Military
and professional standards

Infrared Detectors
Silicon p-i -n junction photodetectors
for near IR laser beam detection
applications Also high-performance
indium antimonide detectors (BLIP)
for wavelengths of 3to
5micrometers

TAD-PH-20
Thermal Print Heads
For computer peripherals.
calculators, facsimile machines.
future telephone equipment.
scientific and mechanical
instrumentation. Manufactured by
thick-film technology 20-character
alphanumeric matrix of 7rows and 5
columns. Each character produced
by series of horizontal dotted lines.
Replacement for Texas Instruments
EPN 3120A Other print heads
custom produced

11, Ben-Gurion Street, Givat-Shmuel, P.O.B. 648, Tel-Aviv 61006, Israel, Telex:
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RASCO.
the new
standard of
timing
reliability

1983 - RASCO
—the new generation
of data clock
oscillators

Even More Reliable
than the industry-leading
K1100AM! The new RASCO
series oscillators have drastically
reduced internal parts count, fewer interconnects, thus greatly improved MUE.
CMOS Compatible — low current drain, compatible
with high speed CMOS logic. Capable of driving
devices (such as the 74HC series) with highly capacitive loads. Specify -C series.
TTL Compatible — also low current drain, capable of
driving up to 10 standard or high speed logic TTL
gates.

Reliable

See us at WESCON
Booth 2720

Accurate

Precise Rise and Fall Times — the rise
and fall times of RASCO series oscillators are
rigidly controlled so as to meet the stringent requirements of high speed CMOS or NMOS
microprocessors.
All-Metal, Welded Package — provides full hermetic
seal for resistance to heat/humidity extremes. With pin
7case ground, the metal package also offers improved shielding to minimize RF radiation, helping to
meet FCC EMI specifications.
For engineering samples, complete and mail the
coupon below, or call Motorola Inc., Components
Division (312) 451-1000, ask for Data Clock Sales.
TWX: 910-225-4619, Telex: 4330067.
,Motorola, K1091A, K1100A, K1100AM, LOCO II, and RASCO are
trademarks of Motorola Inc.
1983 by Motorola Inc.

Stable
Crystal
Oscillator

ENGINEERING SAMPLE REQUEST
Send to. Bill Deutschmann
Motorola Inc., Components Division
2553 N. Edgington St., Franklin Park, IL 60131
Name _
Title _

MOTOROLA INC.
Components Division
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Looking for aDistortion
Measurement System?
The Amber model 3501 is quite simply the highest performance, most featured,
yet lowest cost audio distortion and noise measurement system available.
0111FUT LEVEL

It offers state-of-the-art performance with THD
measurements to below 0.0008% (— 102dB).
maximum output level to +30dBm and noise
measurements to below — 120dBm.
It has features like automatic operation. optional
balanced input'output and powerful IMD
measurement capability. It includes comprehensive
noise weighting with four user changeable filters.
Unique features like manual spectrum analysis and
selectable bandwidth signal-to-noise measurements.
The 3501 is fast, easy to use and its light weight
and small size make it very portable. It can even be
battery powered.
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And the best part is that it is 20% to 50% below what you would pay
elsewhere for less performance. The Amber 3501 starts at $2100. Send for full technical
details.

amber

me.
4810 Jean Talon Wesr
Montreal Canada H4P 2N5
Telephone (514) 735 4105
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CF-920 Dual-Channel FFT Analyzer with
Floppy Disk and large Internal Memory
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Each floppy disk permanently stores
over 100 spectra with annotations
and/or time data.
Another memory (semiconductor) continuously
stores 32K 12-bit words
of real-time data for later
spectral analysis. It also stores
30spectra during real-time analysis
or 30 selected spectra from stored
time data.

Unique Features:
TheA Price Also Includes:
• 3-dimensional (waterfall) display continuously updated
• GP-IB (IEEE-488, 1978)
• Digital zoom: real time (up to '128), transient (up to '16)
• User entry of alphanumeric text onto CRT
• Auto ranging (machine-selected input sensitivity)
• Harmonic frequencies numerically listed on CRT
• 7-inch-diagonal screen (raster scan)
• Isolated input channels permit simultaneous analyses of
widely varying input voltages
Manufacturer:

Japan

Ono Sokki Co., Ltd.
Tokyo.

Exclusive Agent: Shigma, Inc.
80 Manin Lane. Elk Grove Village. IL 60007
Telex: 287 431

• Linking (networking) of two CF-920's results in a
4-channel FFT spectrum analyzer.
• Storage of user-designed program permits continuous execution of preprogrammed analysis functions.
• User can select 512, 1024, or 2048 sampled time
points with 200, 400, and 800 lines of resolution,
respectively.
• Input sensitivity is variable from I
mV full- scale to
50V full-scale in 16 steps.

For Demo

Cali 800-323-0315
(In Illinois: 312-640-8640)

NOW Get on board with
IvanUIT Interconnection Tooling and
Cut Installed Connector Cost 50%
Slash your discrete wire interconnection cost with MAS -CON mass
terminated IDO connectors and
PANDUIT state-of-the-art tooling.
High reliability insulation displacement contacts eliminate wire stripping, crimping and hand loading.
A complete line of installation
equipment is available for
MAS-CON .100" and .156"
centerline connectors. From
single-wire to multiple-wire mass
termination, select the tooling to
meet your specific requirements.
-0— NEW PPHT Harness Board System mass
terminates complete harnesses directly on
the board. Industry's lightest portable
pneumatic harness board terminator—
under three pounds—minimizes operator
fatigue, speeds installation. High volume
tool terminates end or through connectors
up to 28 circuits in one cycle. On-board
fixtures are removable from economical
mounting bases for fast, efficient relocation to other boards.

AHM Automatic Harness Machines
automatically feed, measure and
terminate discrete wire jumpers to
pre-set lengths with MAS -CON connectors on both ends. Produce up to
24,000 circuit terminations per hour.

PCTBM Bench Mount System
includes PANDUIT pneumatic hand
tool, bench fixture and foot switch for
under $275.

ECT Electric Connector Tool has
automatic feed and automatic indexing after each termination. Ideal for
high-volume, single-wire termination
into MAS -CON' end connectors.

FREE DEMONSTRATION
ELECTRONIC

PRODUCTS

Tinley Park, IL 60477-0981 •Phone: (312) 532-1800

GROUP

In Canada: Panduil (Canada) Limited
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How to cash in on Japan's
53-billion electronics market.

Set the wheels in motion by placing your
message in Nikkei Electronics, the industry's
Number 1Japanese-language publication. Then
watch everything fall into place.
Your message goes straight to some 50,000
of the industry's key decision makers, the
people who call the shots when it comes to
purchasing equipment, products and services.
With about 80% of Nikkei Electronics' subscribers engaged in the development end of the
business—technology/design, R&D, system
planning and the like —the odds of finding receptive buyers are definitely in your favor.
Nikkei Electronics, a $53-billion industry (up
nearly 12% over last year) and your message.
Jackpot!
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Japan's foremost electronics publication
Subscriptions: 49,846 (Aug. 1, 1983 issue)
Net paid circulation is regularly audited
and certified by Japan ABC.

Electronics

NIKKEI-McGRAW-HILL, INC. 1-1, Ogawamachi, Kanda, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101, Japan Telex: J26296 NKMCGRAW
The Publisher of. Nikkei Electronics. Tomoe Nishimura, Advertising Manager

•For details please contact the following advertising sales staff.
Atlanta. Ga 30319. Maggie McClelland 4170 Ashlord-Dunwoody Road N E 14041 252-0626
Boston, Mass. 02116: Joseph D Burke 607 Boylston SI 16171 262-1160
Cleveland. Ohio 44113: 13121 751-3738
Fort Lauderdale. Fla 33306. Maggie McClelland 3000 N E 30th Ptace Sude #400 (3051 563-9111
New York N.Y. 10020: Matthew T Reseska (2121 997-3617 Albert J liede112121 997-3616 1221 Avenue ol the Americas
Philadelphe, Pa. 19102. Joseph Milroy Three Parkway (2151 496-3800
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222: Joseph Milroy Suite 215. 6Gateway Center, 12151 496-3800
Chcap. III. 60611: Betsy A Ono 13121 751-3739 WrlhanrJ linggens Ill (3121 751-3738 645 North Michigan Avenue
Southbeld. Michigan 48075: Betsy A Ono 4000 Town Center. Suite 770. Tower 2 [3131 352.9760

Dallas Texas 75240 Harry El Doyle Jr 5151 Belt Line Road Suite 907 [2141 458-2400
Denver Colo 80203 Harry B Doyle. Jr 655 Broadway Sude 325 13031 825-6731
Houston. Texas 77040 Harry B Doyle. Jr 7600 West Tidwell. Sude 500 17131 462-0757
Los Angeles Call 90010 Chuck Crowe and Julie Tatel 3333 Wilshire Blvd 12131 480-5210 or 12131480-5203
Costa Mesa. Calif 92626: Edward E Callahan 3001 Red YU Ave Bldg # ISude 222 17141 557-6292
Palo Arto. CaO. 94303: Larry Goldstein, Lauren Scott. Lynne Snooty 1000 Elwell C41.41.14151 968-0280
Pacdec Northwest. Edward E Callahan 17141 557-6292
Paris Michael Sales 17 Rue •
Georges Bizet 75116 Parrs. France Tel 720-16-80
tinned Kmodom Art Schetter 34 Dover Street London WI Tel 01-493-1451
Scandinavia. Andrew Karnig and Assoc and Art Scheer Kungsholmsgatan 10 112 27 Stockholm. Sweden Tel 08-51 68-70 telex
Milan 4 ,ruCCIO Silveri and Elio Gonzaga 1vta Baracchini Italy Tel 86-90-656
Brussels Michael Sales 23 Chaussee de Wayre Brussels 1040 Belgium Tel 513-73-95
Frankfurt /Ham Fritz Krusebecker Dieter Rothenbach lietkgstrasse 27c. Germany Tel 72-01-81
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AUGAT/ALCOSWITCH, 1551 Osgood St., North Andover, Massachusetts, 01845 U.S A., Tel: 617 685-4371, TLX: 710 34/0552
AUGAT LIMITED, Sunrise Pky., Linford Wood East, Milton Keynes, England, Tel: 0908 676655, TLX: 826972
AUGAT SA, 9 Allee de la Vanne, Z.I. Sofilic BP 440, Cedex 94263, Fresnes, France, Tel: 668 3090, TLX: 201227
AUGAT GMBH, D-8000 Munchen 21, Westendstrasse 272, West Germany, Tel: 49 89 576085, TLX: 529822
AUGAT AB, Sval9angen 1 3, S•191 41 Sollentuna, Sweden, Tel: 08 96 02 70, TLX: 12507
AUGAT AG, Aegeristrasse 58, CH-6300, Zurich Switzerland, Tel: 042 22 36 36, TLX: 862 310
AUGAT SRL, Via Benedetto Marcello, I-20100, Milano, Italy, Tel: 02 22 51 88, TLX: 333560
AUGAT ISRAEL, Sokolov St., 48/A, Ramat Hasharon, 47235, Israel, Tel: 03 49 21 73, TLX: 0361279
AUGAT INC., 1081 Meyerside Drive, Unit 15, Mississauga, Ontario Canada, L5T 1M4, Tel: 416 677 1500, TLX: 069688e1

82% of Engineers
who recommend or
select suppliers
read Electronics first.
Source: Crosslev Surveys. Inc.

Advertising can be anumbers game.
And because you sell in the multi-billion
dollar electronics market, 82% is the number
that can help you win. Especially because this
82% is at the top of the buying pyramid where
your sales really begin.
Electronics delivers the important people,
the segment of readership that really is the buying cycle.
That makes Electronics one of the best buys
in the business. An essential media buy.
And in Electronics, your advertisement is
surrounded by respected, world-wide editorial.
The best kind of environment for your message.
The kind that sells.
That's not all.
Electronics delivers an exclusive audience of
cost-effective buyers. By comparison, other publications actually duplicate readership. Which
means wasted budget dollars.

rl

r

1983 McGraw-Hill, Inc.

And the others focus on readership segments where major buying decisions are not
made. So you end up talking to the wrong
people.
That can't happen with Electronics, because
it targets the opinion leaders and decision
makers concentrated at the top of the buying
pyramid. The buyers that build your bottom line.
From the top.
APRIL 21, 1982
AUTOMATION CHANGES OFFSHORE ASSEMBLY RULES 92
VLSI packagng donvnates the components conference/ 121
Standard software in Meal moves into real-lone systems/ 137
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SUBMARINE ENGINEERING
FOR TOMORROW'S DEFENSE
The Naval Underwater
Systems Center is the Navy's
principal research, development, test and evaluation center
for submarine warfare and submarine weapon systems. We
provide high technology vital to
the Navy's tactical and strategic
edge in combat systems (sonar,
combat control, electromagnetics, underwater weapons and
targets, weapon launch and
handling), surface ship sonar
and undersea ranges.
Working at major laboratories in Newport, Rhode Island
and New London, Connecticut,
our engineers and scientists
design, develop and evaluate
prototypes of these systems and
interface with private industry
for production of the final product.

To maintain our lead in
submarine warfare and weapon
systems, we must continue to
develop new technological systems for the future, and at our
center, the future depends on
our work today.
We are looking for electronic engineers and computer
scientists to join our highly
talented team of professionals.
Assignments will be as diverse as
taking you on board submarines,
to field detachments and other
Navy activities. And your work
may vary from desk to deck,
software design to hardware test.
We seek graduating and experienced electronic and computer engineers, with degrees from
accredited colleges and universities. We also need computer

scientists with degrees from
colleges and universities affiliated with aschool of engineering
and specializing in scientific
or technical applications.
We offer you challenge,
freedom to be innovative and
creative, and the opportunity to
contribute your skills to our national defense.
And the living is good too!
Newport and New London areas
are popular for their excellent
beaches, fishing and sailing.
We believe we have both
the challenge and the opportunity for you. For further information, contact Naval
Underwater Systems Center,
Personnel Staffing Division, E
Newport, Rhode Island 02840
or call (401) 841-3585.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
U.S. Citizenship Required

When it comes
to testing CRT
displays, a
versatile video
signal emulator
isn't aluxury
it's anecessity!
Quantum Data now
offers two generators—
one designed for
the bench...

MODEL 801C
• User programmable via front panel
keyboard

... the other for test
systems.

MODEL 8010E
• Computer programmable via
the IEEE-488 GPIB
• Applications include automatic alignment
and mass storage & distribution of test
signal formats.

Quantum Data's generators are now
being used by over 200 companies
world-wide. Call or TELEX us today
and let us show you why.

,uanTura
0

DATA,.

455 Kelm /Carol Stream, IL 60188
(312) 668-3301 TELEX 206 725
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Career outlook
America, fewer than 100 competent
IC design engineers are now working
in analog mos. In fact, such a rare
In yet another sign that business for
electronics and other high-technol- bird would command an annual salary of $40,000 to $60,000, plus bonus
ogy industries is turning up, a leadand stock options. That's 40% highing indicator of demand for engineerer than the levels prevailing three
ing personnel has turned bullish. The
High Technology Recruitment In- years ago.
Working EEs. Optimism about dedex, which is based on the volume of
mand and shortages seems also to be
recruitment advertising for engineers
reflected in the attitudes of working
and scientists in newspapers and
EEs. The New York—based American
technical journals, has moved above
Association of Engineering Societies
the norm (1961) for the first time in
is an umbrella organization that in14 months. Deutsch, Shea & Evans
Inc., which compiles the index, is a cludes among its members the InstiNew York City recruitment advertis- tute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. It reports that a survey of
ing agency.
When the index for July reached
engineers in all disciplines shows that
even though the proportion that ex104—its highest one-month level
since May 1982 and the third consec- pects demand to grow in 1983 has
utive month in which the index has
dropped sharply from last year, engineers working in aerospace, electronrisen—the agency declared that "the
ic equipment, and computers are oplong-awaited turnaround in demand
for engineers and scientists appears
timistic about the chances for growth
to be occurring." What's more, says
in their industries. Employers, says
the firm, August's reading was also
the AAES, indicate that 1983's net
104, so further gains may lie ahead.
hiring will be slightly above 1982's.
The three-month running average for
Demand is expected to be strongest
May through July-101—is also the
for EEs.
third such increase in a row and the
In yet another survey, the AAES
highest index level since May
has taken a look at enrollment in
through July 1982.
U. S. engineering schools. The study,
Analog shortage. Engineers of all
which was undertaken by the society's Engineering Manpower Comstripes can take cautious comfort
from the shape of the future, it
mission during the 1982-83 academseems. Christian & Timbers Inc., the
ic year, shows that the number of
Cleveland high-tech search firm—
engineering students increased from
headhunter, in plain English—has
the previous 12 months.
detected a new trend in the demand
Involved in the survey were 286
engineering schools, with 403,390 unfor semiconductor specialists.
The firm says the communications
dergraduate students in all engineerindustry's growth has triggered a ing disciplines—some 4.1% more
"significant increase" in overall dethan the year before. Although freshmand for analog integrated-circuit
man enrollment, at 115,303, hardly
engineers. Two things contribute to changed, the number of graduate stuthe shortage, says Christian & Tim- dents rose by 5.5%. And the number
of freshman women was up by 5%,
bers. First, "the great majority of EE
graduates of the major universities in
with 9% of them studying civil engithe last 10 years have been involved
neering, 15% chemical engineering,
11% mechanical engineering, and
in predominantly digital technol16% electrical engineering.
ogy." Second, the communications
industry, growing for the last few
The
23,607
foreign
students,
whose presence has been noted with
years at a compounded annual rate
of more than 30%, is based on ana- increasing frequency of late—by
members of Congress, among othlog disciplines.
The Cleveland firm points in par- ers—made up 5.9% of all engineerticular to the short supply of analog
ing students and 35% of graduate
engineering students, down someengineers with abackground in mos.
what from 37.7% in 1981.
It claims that throughout North
Recruitment heats up
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data processing

Sperry leads the way in ruggedized
computer technology for military
applications
hardware and software engineering careers
Through 1983, Computer Systems and the Defense Systems Division have added substantially
to their base of new business. At DSD our products are asophisticated line of "ruggedized"
medium and large scale high reliability computers for use in airborne, land-based and shipboard applications. These high speed computers and related peripheral equipment must perform under extreme environmental conditions and employ the latest in gate array technologies.
DSD is now selectively recruiting for experienced professionals in the following areas:
•Logic Design: electrical engineers with 2-8 years experience in microprocessor design, bitslice design, gate array design and microsequencer design
•Circuit Design: electrical engineer with 2-8 years experience in digital and analog circuit
design using IC and discrete components; power supply design; I/O Busing systems
•Reliability Engineers: engineers to evaluate the reliability of electronic system designs and
develop improved techniques to insure good field performance of equipment/systems
•Maintainability Engineers: electrical engineers to develop features and characteristics for
equipment/systems which will contribute to ease-of-maintenance, cost-effectiveness, and efficient man/machine interface
We pride ourselves on the high energy yet informal working environment here. And we invite
qualified candidates to join us in some of the most exciting projects our company has ever
undertaken. You can take the first step by submitting aresume to Professional Staffing, Sperry
Corporation, Computer Systems, Defense Systems Division, ES, U1 E20, P.O. Box 43525, St.
Paul, MN 55164-0525. An Equal Opportunity Employer. U.S. Citizenship Required.
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TRW LSI PROVIDES
LARGE SCALE
OPPORTUNITIES FOR
HIGH SPEED
ENGINEERS IN
SAN DIEGO.
If you're looking for new challenges in Iand 2
Micron VLSI Wafer Fabrication, TRW LSI Products in San Diego should be your next move.
We're leading the Digital Signal Processing industry by designing and producing advanced
VLSI and LSI components like converters, correlators and floating point signal processors. As
industry needs change, we need to add to our
top-notch engineering team to keep us ahead
of the competition.
Right now, we can offer you avariety of opportunities to enhance your skills in our new Class
100 Fab Facility, they include:
SECTION HEAD — METALS & THIN FILMS
PhD or M.S. in related discipline preferred.
Requires aminimum 6years' direct wafer
process and development experience.
SECTION HEAD — PHOTORESIST
PhD or M.S. in related discipline preferred.
Requires aminimum of 6years' direct wafer
process and development experience.
DEVICE ENGINEER
M.S.E.E. or Physics, PhD preferred. Candidates
must have aminimum of 3years' experience in
process/device modeling/simulation including
designing, characterizing and developing models for circuit simulation.
THIN FILM EQUIPMENT ENGINEER
B.S. in Mechanical, Electrical or Industrial
Engineering. 3years' I.C. thin film experience
in equipment and its operations.

The Industrial Technology Institute seeks computer engineers and
scientists with experience in computer communications networks
The Institute is Michigan s center for research and development in
computer based automated manufacturing and industrial support
systems. It is an independent, nonprofit corporation formed by the
Governor of Michigan to involve industry, higher education, labor, and
government
Opportunities are available for
RESEARCH ENGINEER •HARDWARE
A hardware specialist is needed to initiate research in the area of
computer communications networks, to develop hardware for the
testing and simulation of local area networks, and to maintain
experimental facilities
The position requires aPh I) or M S in electrical engineering or related
field Experience in the areas of communication theory, local area
networks, microprocessors, computer buses. I/O interfaces, and
communication protocols is essential' Please direct your resume to
RESEARCH ENGINEER POSITION
RESEARCH SCIENTIST -SOFTWARE
A software specialist is needed to initiate research in the area of
computer communications networks. to develop software for the
testing and simulation of local area networks, and to maintain
experimental facilities
The position requires a Ph D or M S in computer science or related
field Experience in the areas of communication theory, local area
networks, communication protocols and standards. distributed
systems, systems programming. device drivers. and computer hardware is essential. Please direct your resume to ,SOFTWARE SCIENTIST
POSITION
All resumes will be held in strict confidence

INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE
Communications Networks Laboratory
Department EL 1183
P0 Box 1485 •Ann Arbor. Michigan 48106
A non-discriminatory, affirmative action employer

WANTED
Specialists
Experts
Consultants

For prestigious per diem

involving
exposure

assignments

significant

national

Opportunity to be regular.

part-time faculty/instructor for major
We are interested in
a wide range of technical and
managerial areas, including.

seminar activity

• Systems Integration
• Advanced M.croprocessor
Applications

PHOTOLITHOGRAPHIC
EQUIPMENT ENGINEER
B.S. in Mechanical, Electrical or Industrial
Engineering. 3years' experience with semiconductor photolithographic equipment.

• Technical Operating Systems

We provide excellent salaries, benefits and unlimited opportunities to advance your technical
expertise. Please send your resume to:

• Circuit Design

Human Resources
Section 8343
P.O. Box 2472
La Jolla, CA 92038

11111/M11111M/
g gelfw
LSI Products

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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COMPUTER
COMMUNICATIONS EXPERTS

• High-Level Programming for
Design
• VLSI/MSI/LSI
• CAD/CAE. Workstations
• Communications

• Team Approaches to Design
plus other areas of specialization in
electronics engineering and technical
management.
Send biographical statement indicating specialties to

.

J.S. Pecorella
331 Madison Ave., Suite 603
New York, N.Y. 10017
(212) 687-9211
Electronics/November 3.
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POSITIONS VACANT

Murkett Associates — Technical
Mgmt placement with national
affiliates-fee paid. Box 527. Montgomery. AL 36101.
Switched
Network
Engineer
needed for telecommunications
common carrier based in Anchorage. Alaska. Must have experience in traffic engineering and
switched network management.
Responsible for switched database management and overall
network design and performance.
Send resume in confidence to
General
Communication
Inc..
2550 Denali St. Suite 505 Anchorage, AK 99503. Charlie Carpenter
(907) 338-6888 or (206) 6217655.
Voice/Data Private Line Engineer
needed for telecommunications
common carrier based in Anchorage. Alaska. Must have experience in private line circuit design
with an emphasis on data circuit
design. Responsible for all private
circuit design and development
and distribution of circuit layout
record to installation forces. Also
responsible
for
equipment
evaluation
and
ordering
as
required for various network applications. Send resume in confidence to General Communication, Inc. 2550 Denali St. Suite
505 Anchorage. AK 99503. Attn:
Charlie Carpenter (907) 3386888 or (206) 621-7655.
CAM Applications Specialist —
Experienced in CAM specifically
for numerical and machining applications. Responsible for interfacing
CAM
with
CAD.
To
$40.000. Relocation and interview paid
Project
Manager.
Electro -Optic
Communications.
Ph.D or equivalent in electrical
engineering or physics. 10 years
experience in telecomputers and
digital data communications. Indepth knowledge of advanced
electrooptic component technology and current in fiberoptic
technology. Relocation and interview paid. To $60.000. Send resume and/or call Pat Harshaw or
Trish Henry. Management Recruiters. 138 North Prince St..
Lancaster.
PA
17603,
717299-2811. Employer paid fees.
Gulf
South
Opportunities!
Numerous openings in the Gulf
Coast area for electronic engineers in the medical, computer
and defense industries. All fees
paid. For consideration send resume or call collect to Ann Jernigan. Snelling and Snelling. 428
Plaza Bldg.. Pensacola FL 32505.
(904)434-1311.

POSITIONS WANTED

Te r r re 11 flei ranCLCLUI
HAVE YOU MADE THE CONNECTION?
In the world of information, we're a world of opportunity. We're Hayes
Microcomputer Products, Inc., located in anorthern suburb of Atlanta, Ga.,
the complete telecomputing connection in the development and manufacture
of microcomputer/communications peripheral equipment. Due to our continued
success in the market, we're interested in connecting with afew experienced
professionals in these areas:
SENIOR SOFTWARE ENGINEERS
Responsibilities will include the development, design and implementation of
firmware for micro-processor-based products, and the optimization of firmware
development for real-time run requirements. Assignments will include development of digital signal processing algorithms involving signal filtering, modulation/demodulation and effective implementation of hardware/firmware requirements. BS/MS EE and aminimum of 8years' experience in real-time software/firmware design and implementation are required. Assembly language programming experience with a variety of microprocessor knowledge is highly
desirable.
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMMERS/ANALYST
Responsibilities will include the development of high quality programs using
PASCAL and other high level languages. Should be experienced with microcomputers including operating systems, local area networks and applications programming. Should be familiar with standard design, test and documentation
techniques. BS/MS Computer Science or equivalent and previous microcomputer experience required; training,/experience in assembly programming
beneficial.
DESIGN ENGINEER (SENIOR)
Your responsibilities will include providing design support for development of
microprocessor-based data communication products. Digital signal processing,
analog filters, and standard digital design experience required, in addition to
adherence to strict quality, reliability and performance requirements. A BS/MS
EE with 5or more years experience in microprocessor-based design and digital
signal processing experience are required. Data communications product design
and active filter (Analog) design highly desirable.
Hayes offers experienced professionals astimulating work environment that
encourages personal and professional advancement, and a comprehensive
benefits package that includes profit sharing. Qualified candidates should send
aconfidential resume or apply in person at:
HAYES MICROCOMPUTER PRODUCTS, INC., Department EL-HR14,
5923 Peachtree Industrial Blvd., Peachtree Crossing Office Park, Norcross,
Georgia 30092. An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F. Principals only need
apply.

Microcomputer Expert for hire.
Contract or per diem. Programming, products with a brain, circuitry Mr. Masel, 212-476-1516.

TO
ANSWER
BOX
NUMBER ADS
Address
separate
envelopes (smaller than 11" x
5" for each reply to:
Box Number
(As indicated)
Electronics
Box 900, NY 10020
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Engineers—EE/CS/ME/IE

for

Aero-

space, Defense & Commercial electronics companies on a nationwide basis All

Civil Service Engineers:

fees are employer paid

FIND STABILITY AT
KELLY AIR FORCE BASE TEXAS

T

he San Antonio Air
Logistics Center at
Kelly Air Force Base
Texas. the largest
industrial facility in the
Southwest. has immediate openings for
electronics. industrial.
and mechanical
engineers.
Historic San Antonio. in
the heart of the Sun Belt.

has excellent year-round
weather and living conditions. five institutions of
higher learning, and a
pleasant. relaxed life
style.
San Antonio Air
Logistics Center's
Directorate of Maintenance overhauls.
repairs and maintains a
large variety of aircraft.
engines, and support
equipment. Engineers at
Kelly Air Force Base

perform a wide range of
duties involved with
designing, manufacturing. repairing, and
testing of sophisticated
mechanical and electronic systems.

Applicants with
engineering degrees are
employed at the GS-5
entry level (GS-7 with
superior academic
achievement). Experienced engineers, or those
with advanced degrees.
may qualify for entry at
the GS-9 or GS-11 level.
The salary for these
positions ranges from
$20.256 to $31.861
depending on
experience.
For information on these
positions, write:
BA-ALC/DPCSE
Kelly Air Force Base
Texas, 78241

PROJECT ENGINEER

For details call

or send resume to Exile Bayer at
Richard Gast & Associates, 2433 N.
Mayfair Rd., Suite 208, Milwaukee, WI
53228 (414) 258-2029.

FACULTY POSITIONS
VACANT
Electrical/Electronics Engineer
For Junior College Faculty — The
Academy of Aeronautics, ajunior
technical college in Aeronautical
and Electronics Technology at La
Guardia Airport. New York is
seeking an Engineering teacher
for
the
Electronics
faculty.
Qualifications: A Masters degree
in Electrical or Electronics Engineering with some teaching or industrial
experience.
Applied
engineering or technology experience is preferred to theoretical
research. A Bachelors degree
may be accepted based upon
early matriculation for the Masters, with institutional financial
support. Financial support will be
provided
for graduate study
through the doctoral degree. The
College is accredited by Middle
States Association, and the New
York Board of Regents. with
major curricula accredited by
ABET.
The
Federal
Aviation
Administration
approves
curricula which lead to Federal certification. This is a tenure track
position with full paid benefits including
hospitalization,
retirement. disability and education.
The position is available immediately. Forward resumes, including
references and salary history to:
Dr. George W. Brush. Vice President. Academy of Aeronautics.
La Guardia Airport, Flushing, New
York 11371.

WHERE
DO YOU
FIT?
In today's job market, that
is. One way to see if you're
in demand is to check the
employment opportunities
contained in ELECTRONICS' Classified Section.
Another way to get a
reading on your value is to
place a blind (box number)
Position Wanted ad there.
The cost is low (only $2.35
per line) and the results are
often rewarding.
For

more

information

call or write:

Electronic manufacturer in Fairfield County Ct. seeking a good circuit designer
with management experience Candidate should •Be capable of discreet design and knowledgeable of state of the art microprocessor design.
•Ete capable of developing software and programming in machine language.
•Have love to ten years experience and process EE, ME13.
•Have proven ability to manage people ae well as the job function.
•Be capable and willing to interface with customers.
it you have the desire to become part of adynamic. last growing company please
send resume along with salary history to

Personnel Manager
P.O. Box 1439, Bridgeport, CT 06601

SPECIAL SERVICES
Microprocessor
Consultant,
Hardware and Software
Real
time control, data acquisition.
digital signal processing, automotive, telecommunications, consumer products. Contact Allen
Newcomb, Cygnus Microprocessor Technology. 4033 Oak, Kansas
City.
MO
64111.
81E531-2252

ELECTRONICS
Post Office Box 900
New York, N.Y. 10020
Phone: 212/997-3308

(()mi)lder user.

FOR FREE
ACCESS TO A
BETTER JOB
CALL CLEO.
(213) 618-8800 (408) 294-2000
(413) 482-1550 (714) 476-8801)
(619) 224-8800
'ni,itli 1,1111 \
II ii
1i (•••••
211 hit) riri

CLEO
,tIngs of F
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STILL LOOKING
FOR YOUR DREAM JOB?
Then be sure to check out the employment opportunities
contained in ELECTRONICS Classified Section.
Or, why not consider placing a Position Wanted ad?
The cost is low (only $2.35 per line) and the results are
often rewarding. For more information call or write:

ELECTRONICS

Post Office Box 900
New York, N.Y. 10020
Phone 212/997-2556

t
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Fairchild Digital

Astro Med

28.,

Fairchild Microprocessor

F.W. Bell Subsidiary of
Magnetic Electronics, Inc.

285

Berlin Economic Development

266

Floating Point Systems

Brown Disc Manufacturing

286

John Fluke Manufacturing Company

Bussman Division McGraw Edison Company

275thC

Force Computer GmbH

4

Invest in Britain

•

Ironics

229

33

Ishizuka Electronics Corporation

Caddock Electronics

JC&JP Cens Pty Limited

54. 55

113-115

Ferranti Packard, Ltd.

•

lskra Commerce Marketing

•

ITT Cannon Electric

183

ITT Jennings

238

256

80. 81

•

107

7

$• Fujitsu America, Inc. Component Division 110, 111

278

289

51, 53

Futurenet

216

General Instrument Discrete Semiconductor

260

72

Italtel

99

Kasuga Seuki Manufacturing Company Ltd.

202

•

Kepco, Inc.

•

Keystone Electronics

242

Konan

277

4

Kontron Electronics FutureData Division 27. 38, 39
Cermetek Microelectronics

Comlinear Corporation

•

Composants

rrr

Computer Automation Naked Mini

Datacon

Data General

Data I/O

99

281

General Instrument Microelectronics

15E

General Instrument Optoelectronics

Genstar Rental, Inc.

240

224, 280

GGB Industries, Inc.

196

Gould, Inc. Instrument Division

189

109

•

Grayhill, Inc.

Kyowa Electronics Instruments Company Ltd. 211

•

Kyowa Electronics Products Company Ltd.

203

•

Leader Electronics Corporation

235

•

Lemo SA

111

•

Leybold Heraeus GmbH

105

Lisp Machine. Inc.

102

178, 179

30, 31

44,45

•
5

26
Litton

•

Data Precision

185

GTE Microcircuits

246, 247
LPKF Pacific

•

Datel

$

David Computers, Inc.

64

•

Matra Harris Semiconductors

$

Deltron, Inc.

16

•

Harting Elektronik

j

DeVry, Inc.

214

Hewlett Packard

Dow Chemical USA

276

Kiev& Technology
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212

25

Harris Semiconductor

37

LTX Corporation

12E. 13E

3M Electronic Products

13

•

Marconi Instruments

93-96, 180, 199, 248, 249

*

Markem

269

•• Matsuo Electric Company Ltd.

307

84

267

230, 231. 287

206

209

305

Mentor Graphics

200. 201

2

Metheus Corporation

13

•

Metric

15

MicroPlot Systems, Inc.

9,

Micro Power Systems

43

Micro Systems

E• Miller Stephensen Chemical Company, Inc.

Minato Electronics, Inc.

Practical Peripherals

E

56

Preh Werke

Telesis

235

Telpar

Programmed Test Sources

Quantum Data

279

T
exas Instruments, Inc. Semiconductor

President Enterprises Corporation57-60

•
•

116, 117

r

Thomson CSF/Branche
Componants

108. 300

•

Thomson CSF/DSD

7E

9E

167

208

RAC Reliability Analysis Center

244

•

Thomson CSF/Efcis

241

Racal Dana Instrument

232

•2

Thomson CSF/LCC CICE

E

Toshiba America

274

Division
Raytheon Company Semiconductor

100, 101, 4E, 5E

11E, 46
204, 205

Toshiba Corporation
Mitel Corporation

•

254. 255

Molex, Inc.

308

Monolithics Memories

•

7

Motorola, Inc. Component Products

66, 67

Motorola Semiconductor Products

28. 29

77-79, 239

Murata Manufacturing Company Ltd.

•

Rifa

•

293

Motorola Corporate

Motorola Semiconductor

RCA Solid State

•

National Semiconductor

20.21

NCR Corporation

82. 83

NEC Electronics GmbH

46

Neff Instrument Corporation

34

34E

S.B.E.

197

Scientific Micro Systems

173

SGS

105

66, 67

Sharp Corporation

198

•

Shigma, Inc.

294

•

Siemens AG, Munchen

33E

209

Silicon Systems

222, 223

Silvar-Lisco

250, 251

Spectrum Control

Nikkie Electronics

Oneac Corporation

Ovenaire-Audio-Carpenter

176

Stackpole

234

Stanley Electric Company

290

Symbolics. Inc.

120

Syrelec

19E

Tadiran

292

•

Panduit Corporation

295

Peninsula Group

289

Pennwalt Corporation

219

•

TEAC Corporation

28E, 29E

•

Tektronix

87, 89,91

•

Telecontrolli

Philips T8M

•

Trio Test Instrument Division

215

TRW/Capacitor

187

TRW/LSI Products

271

TRW Resistive Products Division

164

Tusonix, Inc.

202

•

•

Vactec, Inc.

14

V/O Techsnabexport

196

Wavetek Indiana

140

Weinschel Engineering

268

Wells Electronics

221

8

Wilhelm Westermann

Wiltron

118, 119

E

Wyle Distribution Group

72

E

Yokogawa Corporation of America

215

Zilog Components

193

244

Panasonic

Philips Elcoma

233

16

177

E

•

243

296
Sprague Goodman

Triad-Utrad

32

Nicolet Paratronics
Sprague Electric

E
63

Rohde 8 Schwarz

SGS-Ates

3rdC

261

40

•

74

Classified and employment advertising
CLEO
GTE Network Systems
Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.
Industrial Technology Institute
Kelly Air Force Base
Martin Marietta Aerospace
Martin Marietta Aerospace
National Semiconductor
Naval Underwater System Center

304
68
303
302
304
252
253
288
299

Richard Gast 8 Associates
Sperry Corporation
TRW LSI Products

304
301
302

18. 19, 100. 101

30E

n For more information of complete product line see
advertisement in the latest Electronics Buyers Guide
• Advertisers in Electronics International

Polaroid Commercial Battery

272

Power One, Inc.

245

306

Teledyne Crystalonics

•

Teledyne Relays

286

E Advertisers in Electronics domestic edition
Advertisers in regional issue
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CUSTOM AND
SEMICUSTOM VLSI:
Survival Strategies
For The New Era

Atlanta, Ga. 30319: Maggie McClelland
4170 Ashlord.Dunwoody Road N.E.
[404] 252-0626
Boston, Mass. 02116: Joseph O. Burke
607 Boylston St, [617] 262-1160
Cleveland, Ohio 44113:
[312] 751.3738
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 33306: Maggie McClelland
3000 N.E. 30th Place. Suite *400
[305i 563-9111
New York, N.Y. 10020
Matthew T Reseska 12121 512-3617
Albert J Liedel [2121 512-3616
1221 Avenue of the Americas
Philadelphia, Pa. 19102: Joseph Milroy
Three Parkway, [215] 496-3800
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222: Joseph Milroy
Suite 215.6 Gateway Center. [215] 496-3800
Chicago, Ill. 60611
Betsy A Otto [3121 751-3739
William J Higgens Ill [312] 751-3738
645 North Michigan Avenue
Southfield, Michigan 48075: Betsy A Otto
4000 Town Center, Suite 770, Tower 2
(313] 352-9760

SENICilsremytsi

surreal.

STRATEGIES
FOH THE
NEW ERA

The semiconductor industry is
changing. Are you equipped to meet
the challenges of this ever-changing industry? Crucial decisions are
at hand. Electronics Magazine and
Gnostic Concepts Inc. sponsored
this prestigious seminar and the
transcript is now being made available to those who understand the
challenge of these changes.
Apanel of industry experts presents
up-to-date, significant information
that probes major technological
concerns such as:
•Company benefits by custom
design
•Economical appropriateness for
tackling custom
•Evaluation of gate arrays and
standard cells
•Alternate processes to explore
•Suitability of CAD systems to
your particular company
The questions raised are ones of
survival. And OPPORTUNITY
Put this exclusive resource in your
hands to help you make the right
decisions.
Don't hesitate—Order your
copy today!
Send $150 or your company purchase
order to:

Electronics Magazine Books
1221 Avenue of the Americas

New York, NY 10020
Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery
Money-back guarantee

Advertising Sales Staff

or,r, e
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Make Your Own
Prototype boards
In minutes!

OM»

Dallas, Texas 75240: Harry B Doyle. Jr
5151 Belt Line Road, Suite 907
1214] 458-2400
Denver, Colo. 80203: Harry B Doyle, Jr
655 Broadway, Sude 325
1303] 825-6731
Houston, Texas 77040: Harry B Doyle, Jr
7600 West Tidwell. Suite 500
[713] 462-0757
Los Angeles, Calif. 90010: Chuck Crowe
3333 Wilshire Blvd
[213] 480-5210
or [213] 480-5203
Costa Mesa, Calif. 92626: Larry Goldstein
3001 Red Hill Ave Bldg *1 Suite 222
[714] 557-6292
Palo Alto, Calif. 94303:
Larry Goldstein, Lauren Scott, Lynne Simonfy
1000 Elwell Court, (4151 968.0280
Paris: Michael Sales
17 Rue-Georges Bizet. 75116 Pans, France
Tel 720-33.42
United Kingdom: Art Scheffer
34 Dover Street, London W1
Tel 01-493.1451
Scandinavia: Andrew Karnig and Assoc.
and Art Schefler
Kungsholmsgatan 10
112 27 Stockholm, Sweden
Tel 08-51.68.70 Telex: 179.51
Milan: Ferruccio Silvera and Elio Gonzaga
1via Baracchini, Italy
Tel 86-90-656
Brussels: Michael Sales
23 Chaussee de Wavre
Brussels 1040, Belgium
Tel 513-73.95
Frankfurt/Main: Fritz Krusebecker, Dieter Rothenbach
Liebigstrasse 27c, Germany
Tel 72.01-81
Tokyo: Akio Sae
McGraw.Hill Publications Overseas Corporation,
Kasumigaseki Building 2-5, 3-chome,
Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-Ku. Tokyo. Japan
(581] 9811

Business Department
Thomas M. Egan
Production Director
[212] 512-3140
Carol Gallagher
Production Manager
[212] 512-2045
Betty Preis
Production Manager Domestic
12121 512-2908
Evelyn Dillon
Production Manager Related Products
12121 512-2044
Sharon Wheeler
Production Assistant
[212] 512-2843
Frances Vallone
Reader Service Manager
[2121 512-6058

Model 101

Save Design Time & Cost
Not only aCAD/CAM System
for the design of circuit
boards, but with added
capacity of actually producing the first board, immediately after the design
phase with a light machine
tool.
(RS 232 Interface Available)

Also:
2-sided
with
mechanical
Through
Plating
System:
LPKF 35
See

us at WESCON

Booth 250 (Moscone Center/S.F.)
November 8, 9, 10, 11

Call, write or telex for free
sample board and data
literature

Electronics Buyers' Guide
John J. Gallie, Director of Sales
(212] 512-4420
Regina Hera, Directory Manager
l2121 512-2544

Classified and Employment Advertising
12121 512-2556

LPKF PACIFIC
20 C Pamaron Way
Novato, CA 94947
Phone: 415-883-1717
Telex: 470875

LPKF ATLANTIC, INC
999 Raritan Road
Clark, NJ 07066
Phone: 201-574-2882
Telex. 844744

Circle 160 on reader service card

307

Molex: Proven Quality.
Available with built-in
display windows for
LCD or LED readouts.

Tactile feedback
command keys
are available.

Flex tail mates with a
complete line of flat flex
connectors and headers
available from Molex.

Insulating
substrate.

We say proven, because we test each
membrane switch before it leaves the
factory. Molex takes pride in the long lasting
quality we build into our switches ...the extra
steps we take to insure that every switch keeps
performing to your original specifications.
Molex switches are available with awide
range of options: including static shields to
protect your sensitive circuitry, selective texturing,
embossing, and tactile feedback. The graphic
overlays are built of rugged, abrasion/chemical
resistant materials that will maintain their aesthetic
properties throughout the life of your product.

...worldwide

First in customer service

s 1111
'"wormitibe'

Mid

4laiiiiiP*

UMW

Circuit sheet.

Custom circuit layouts and
graphics can quickly be designed
and prototyped in less time and
at asmall portion of the tooling
costs required for mechanical
switching devices.

To further eliminate the possibilities of
contamination in hostile environments, each switch
has afully sealed construction.
For the easy connection of membrane switches
into your product Molex offers avariety of flat flex
connectors. And for your other component needs,
we offer arange of connectors and cable products,
as well as audio-transducer mounts that audibly
confirm switch activation.
For more information on Molex's switch
systems, contact the Molex office nearest you.
Circle 57 on reader service card

Corporate Headquarters: 2222 Wellington Ct., Lisle, IL 60532 Phone: (312) 969-4550 Telex: 27-0072/25-4069
European Headquarters: Molex House, Church Lane East, Aldershot, Hants, England GU113ST Phone: 0250318221 Telex: 851-858988
Far Eastern Headquarters: 785 Suwa Fukami, Yamato Shi-Kanagawa Pref., Japan 242 Phone: 462-614500 Telex: 781-03872486

The Toshiba 16K Bit High Speed Static RAM:
The Fastest 2K Words X8 Bit Static RAM in the World
Access time. Comparing the speeds in nanoseconds
can be areal headache. But now there's fast relief
because there's no question: Toshiba has the fastest
access time 16K Bit (2K Words x 8 Bit) Static RAM in
the world.
Other things that will come as arelief are its low
power dissipation, its 0.3 inch width for high density
assembly, and its output buffer control. The Toshiba

16K Bit High Speed TMM2018D-45/55 Static RAM.
If it's too much to say, you can call it "Speedy."
Toshiba 16K Bit High Speed Static RAM
Access lime (Max.)

Operating Current (Max.)

TMM2018D-45

45nS

150rnA

TMM2018D-55

55ns

150mA

TOSHIBA
Toshiba America, Inc.: Electronic Components Div.: 2441 Michelle Drive, Tustin. Calif. 92680 Tel (714) 730-5000
7:uthiba Europa (I.E.) GmbH: Electronic Components Div Hammer Landstrasse 115, 4040 Neuss 1, E R. Germany Tel (02101)1981
Paris Office: Tour Neptune 23rd Floor, Cedex No. 20, 92086 Pans. La Defense, France Tel (01) 773.72.72
T'uthibe Electronics Scandinavia AB: Banérgatan 21-23, S-115 22 Stockholm, Sweden Tel 08/63 52 40
*foshiba (UK) Ltd.: Electronic Components Div. Toshiba House. Filmley Road. Fnmley, Camberley, Surrey GU 165JJ. England Tel 0276 62222

Circle 901 on reader service card

How to tell cheap from low-priced
when considering open frame
switching power supplies.
Compare the mounting of components
With power on, touch the transformers. If they're hot,
they're cheap. Kepco TDK transformers are barely warm. That's
because the cores are
100%
made of TDK H7C1 ferrite,
93%
the finest going, and have
210VI Mode
been designed for
93%
particularly good low-loss
70%
7
characteristics at 40 KHz.
t 00%
Ism WOW
Less heat generated by
50%
i.- Am At**
rmcm. EFX
transformers means more
EFFKAENCY re 1.0A00«1
compact spacing of
r
I
0
25%
SO%
75%
100%
components and longer life.
% OF 1AOCIMUM Lomen
(See the efficiency curves.)
‘...1

Automatic component insertion

on our board with any other. The difference
tells you alot. The firm, solid, uniform
mounting of our components adds to reliability
and long life (our MTBF is over 60,000 hours).
And it's amajor reason why our open frame
switchers are low-priced, not cheap: all
components are mounted by aTDK-designed
machine, in about five minutes. The money
saved in both labor and freedom from rejects
is what enables us to use such high-grade
components. Machine production also means
we're able to supply any number you need.

See whether it has an on-board filter.
Do you get both 115 and 230 Va-c
(selectable) inputs at
no extra cost? You do
with ours. So you can
use our switchers for
both U.S. &export sales.

Look at the
temperature rating
of the capacitors:
cheap ones
are rated at 85C.
Good ones at 95 C.
Ours are 105°C.

If it doesn't you'll have to add one that
meets FCC and VDE requirements.
Our conducted noise is not only well under
both (see graph), but the on-board filters use
special TDK-made VDE-approved capacitors.
so
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The Kepco/TDK
open-frame switchers
aren't cheap,
they're low-priced.

4-output switchers are available in
50, 100, 150 and 210-Watt models
and avariety of volt-ampere combinations.
As low as 99c per Watt in 1000 pc. lots.

OKEPCO,

100 WATT
4-OUTPUT
SW1TCHER

For ademonstration unit, write Dept. DX-14
KEPCO. INC., 131-38 Sanford Avenue
Flushing, NY 11352 USA. (212) 461-7000
TWX #710 582 2631. FAX: (212) 767-1102.
Circle 902 on reader service card

